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The necessity of people
working together was
stressed by the university
as flags from all nations
were diplayed in Squires
Student Center. Paris
Carter hung the flags
which were placed in honor
of the Winter Olympic
Games.
photo by Jose Mera

know edge

IS

gained with di igence",

The culture from all
over the world which
existed right here in
Blacksburg was
celebrated at the
International Street
Fair on April 11.
Jessica
Thangyritham, from
Thailand, hung out
behind the scenes
while her parents
worked their
country's table.
Erik Waterman

Awareness was a struggle that our society dealt with as well. There were so many
things that we should have known and so much suffering that seemed incurable, and at
times it could be overwhelming. Most people hid in the cave of ignorance and sheltered
themselves with thoughts like "it's none of my business" and "look out for number one."
Apathy had become the trademark of our society. Becoming aware, though, was the most
important part of the struggle and overcoming that first step towards it was usually the
most difficult part.
That leads us to "The Limb." Imagine yourself literally out on a limb. You have a
number of options: stay where you are, jump to another branch in your own tree, explore
other trees, or avoid the whole ordeal and scramble back down the trunk. Your limb
really matters most, but the other limbs around you and changes in the weather, climate,
etc., all affect the movement of your limb. You had to learn how to prepare for those
changes and how to interact with the other limbs.
Even past the allegory, these are important ideas. Globally, the struggle was obvious:
drastic changes could be seen economically through the effects of the recession in our
own country, politically with the dissolution of the Soviet Union as a communist
republic, as well as socially in the values and attitudes of people everywhere. For
ourselves, first we needed to look within if we were going to make any changes around
us. If each of us could become a person we felt comfortable with, we could co-exist much
more peacefully. It was important for us to realize that we needed to be aware because
many more changes could be and needed to be made in our society.
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.The wil must choose
to exercise the 9i~ of

I

reasoV\,
The struggle didn't have to be dynamic- it took place every single day.
roughout this book you see people adjusting as well as people staying the
same, you see deviations from what was expected as well as thin s that
categorically never changed.
Looking down, you notice the cracked, brown surface under yo
You
think nothing of it until your eyes focus. You start to notice the tiny cracks
and intricate patterns that weave and twist in such
catches your eye and you look to the side. Yoo see m(J.ve1~tJ.tll*.~~~;C
thought were the leaves on the ground. You remember that it wasftll.....ground you were standing on, it was "The Limb." Then you look
again and realize how dangerous the position you were in really is.
Frightened, you almost panic and the tree
ins to sha e. But this wasn't a
time for panic. You had to make a decision ana since you had been safe for s'O
long you decided to enjoy the view. Even though you were taking a rIsk and
you could be knocked off at any moment, for now that was where you wanted
to be. No matter what conditions the day brought, from "The Limn;'~'1tIftt~tW-
Ie living and you learned to live.
M. Kathryn Shields and C1lTolyn Burke
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le most students "turned

home during the three and a half month summer break, many
remai ned in Blacksburg to take advantage of what t he university
offered during its two summer sessions. Others stayed behind to
work or take an internship somewhere nearby. There were also a few
who stayed simply because they couldn 't imagine being anywhere
else.
Contrary to what some students may have believed, Blacksburg
was anything but a ghost town in the summer months. Everything
they may have loved about the town was still around, and most of
what they may have hated departed wih the bulk of the student body
after spring exams. Blacksburg's familiar night spots remained open,
and live entertainment, though not as plentiful, was an attraction.
Most classes during the summer session met every day for an hour
and fifteen minutes. Students only took one or two classes per
session, but the rapid pace at which they moved often made it seem
like an 18 hour courseload. To compensate, many professors
(though unfortunately not all) lightened their requirements a little
and occasionally conducted class outdoors to break the monotony.
Class sizes were typically small, and this helped foster a sense of
community in the classroom.
"I learned a hell of
a lot more in the
su mmer classes than
1 did during the
regular year and 1
had a hell of a lot
more fun ," said
Dennis Willis, a senior in music theory.
Professor Stump's Shakespeare class even acted out scenes from
its favorite plays in the amphitheater near the Duck Pond to a small
audience.
Classes were not the only thing going on, though. Blacksbu rg's
annual August weekend festival , Stepp in' Out, featured daylong live
entertainment and showcased the work of severa l local and out of
town artists . Local merchants set up outdoor booths where they put
out sale items hoping to compensate for a sluggish summer. The
smell of barbecue was everywhere, and many of the local restaurants
did their best to outdo all the rest. Highlighting the festival was a
live performance by Southern Culture on the Skids.
Steppin ' Out marked the end of another great summer in
Blacksburg for many. "It was great ti ll the students came back," said
Steve Galla, a first year M.B.A. student.
The days of porch parties, tubing, five o'clock thunderstorms,
parking wherever you wanted, outdoor classes, and Gillie's ice cream
were numbered. A couple of weeks later things were back to
"normal, " and Blacksburg time stopped moving a couple of days
slower than the rest of the world's.

The smell of
barbecue ""as
everY""here.

layout by Carolyn Burke
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The eight academic undergraduate colleges, the Graduate School,
and the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine
very now and then, the phrase "land-grant un;v",;ty" came
made up the backbone of the instructional mission of the university.
up in connection with our school. It was sometimes written on a
The research mission was comprised of four units - the Virginia
piece of stationery or spoken
Agricultural
Experiment
on television. The fact that the
Station, the Virginia Center for
universi ty was formed as a
Coal and Energy Research, the
land-grant school meant that it
Virginia Water Reso u rces
had three missions to fu lfill.
Research Center , and the
The mission that came most
University
Center
for
quick ly to
mind
was
Environmental Studies.
instruction, for that was why
The extension mission was
most of us were here in the
primari ly involved in making
first place. Yet, research and
information
available
extens ion he ld positions
throughout the schoo l,
equa lly as important as
commun ity, and state. This
mission invo lved work with
instruction in this school 's
founding.
home economics, agricu lture,
In 1862 , the Morrill Land
4-H youth groups, and
Grant Act was passed. It
community
resource
allocated 30,000 acres of public
development.
Also, the
Erik Waterman
land to each state for each
extension mission worked with
senator and representative in The family and childhood development graduate students often brought the children to
Continuing Education and
play in the sandbox behind Hillcrest when the weather permitted.
Congress. Each state was then
international programs.
to sell the land and use the proceeds to establish at least one college.
Editors Note: Some information for this article was taken from the Virginia
One of the stipulations of the act was that each resulting college had
Tech Undergraduate Catalog
to fulfill three missions - instruction, research, and extension.

One of the stipulations of the act ""as that
each resultin, college had to fulfill three
missions: Instruction, research, and
ext ens i on.
b y Beth Ste""art
The Land Grant Plaque, which
signified the beginning of the
university in 1872 as one of
agriculture, engineering, and
business, stood at the downtown
entrance to campus.
photo by Mark Nystrom
layout by Cara Blume
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FallLiving on the ground floor of an
apartment complex was often the next
best thing to living in a house for pet
owners. Jay Flemming, a senior in
music, and his dog Tyber lived in
Terrace View.

,
Ii
by Laura Le""is

III

f I have to stand in line
for another shower, eat at the disgusting dining hall or look at this
small, cramped room one more time I am going to scream," said
Heidi Dieringer, a freshman in engineering. These were the signs
indicating that a student was ready to start the complicated process
of apartment or house hunting.
However, there were many students who enjoyed living on campus
and decided to live in their dorms after their obligatory freshman
year. "I wanted to live on campus my sophomore year because it was
much more convenient and I liked the atmosphere of dorm
life," said Carrie Vitko , a sophomore in communications
studies.
The location was an important factor which made
students want to stay on campus. Some upperclassmen
remained on campus to be close to their classes and to have
access to the dining
halls. "One advantage to living in
the dorms was that I was close to
all campus facilities. Not only
am I close to my classes but also
to Squires, the bookstore, and
the library, " said Susan
Suslowicz , a sophomore in
M. Kathryn Shields
history.
Many students enjoyed the
family atmosphere that was
formed on their halls so much
that it overshadowed the
drawbacks. "When I first looked
at my dorm room I thought it
was too small and it was probably
rat infested, " said Dieringer,
"After a few weeks, I liked living
MCR Property Management
overpredicted sales on The Chase by
here because I could be close to so
two entire buildings which remained
many people and easily make new
incomplete and vacant.
friends. "
Living in a dorm also helped
students academically. Hallmates regularly studied for tests together
or exchanged notes. "I didn 't mind living on campus because I was
always close to my peers. The availability of classmates for academic
help was very convenient," said Scott Jones, a junior in engineering.
Another reason students stayed on campus was due to the
expenses of living off campus. "Money was the factor in my decision
to stay on campus. Since most apartments have a twelve month
lease it was cheaper for me to live on campus," said Rhonyll Seballos,
a sophomore in business.

complicated because their main objective was to get away from
campus. "Finding an apartment for us wasn 't that difficult once we
all figured out what we wanted and realized we were ready to get out
of the dorms," said Liz Devaney, a junior in engineering.
After moving in, roommates discovered privacy as one of the many
advantages to living off campus. "The best thing about living in an
apartment was being able to do what you wanted to do. You didn't
have to worry about another roommate being in the same room with
you constantly. My friendship with my freshman roommate
improved after we moved into an apartment. Once we weren 't forced
to do things together all the time, we actually hung out more," said
Bryan
Silvis,
a
sophomore
in
engineering.
Being able to
have parties or invite
groups of people over
was another luxury
which couldn't be done as easily in the limited space of a dorm room.
"Having a party was easier than going out sometimes. You didn 't
have to try to figure out where everybody was going. You could have
your friends over and crash at your own place," said Evan Miller, a
sophomore in business.
Convenience was not provided for all students on campus. "When
I was looking for an apartment, I just wanted it to have a washer and
dryer. I was so tired of carrying my laundry back and forth to the
laundromat," said Wendy Shearer, a junior in human resources.
The desire for palatable cuisine drove some students off campus.
"The dining hall was really terrible and I enjoy the freedom to cook
my own food and cook what I wanted, " said Jacki Legg, a junior in
marketing.
However, living off campus was not just one big party. Walking,
driving, or taking the bus to campus was not as convenient for many
students as walking across campus to a
class from the dorm. Students also had All off campus housto learn how to cook, pay bills on time, ing projects were offand clean on a regular basis. "The bills ered representation
were the things I didn't like about living at the housing fair
held in the Coliseum.
off campus. Between cable, electric, and Lauren Dibbs. a
phone my money went quick," said junior in English.
found out what
Silvis.
Deciding who was living with whom, Lantern Ridge apartments had to offer.
finding an apartment that everyone
liked, and formulating a possible budget
were just a few of the necessary resolutions which could
become a big headache for even the most patient people. But,
the balancing of conveniences and sacrifices was necessary for
most people during their quest for the place to call home in
Blacksburg.

Living off campus
""as no' ius' one
big party.
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M. Kathryn Shields

Deciding Where to Live
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A true sign of roommates who enjoyed
each others' company, even when they
didn't have to, were ones like Mike
Kopecky, a freshman in management
science and Carl Jacobs, a freshman in
engineering, who picked out movies
together at King Video.

Instead of writing their names on their
groceries, Tanya Thielen, a sophomore
in marketing and Karen Johnson, a
fresh·man in psychology, bought their
food together and shared it.
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ure, they
were difficult to find. But,
when and if you were lucky
enough to find a good one, you
stuck with them. Roommates ...
they could be the greatest thing
since sliced bread, or the worst
since disco.
Whether you lived in a
dormitory on campus, or offcampus in a house or
apartment, the people with
whom you shared your abode
made a great difference in your
own outlook on life. If you
liked your roommate(s) and cohabitated well with them, you
were probably living a relatively
stress-free existence . On the
other hand, if you didn't like
your roommate(s) , then your

They could be the
greatest thing since sliced
lIread, or the ""orst since
disco.
by Tom ""ilson

Stephanie Dove

E
s

existence was most likely
littered with arguments,
shouting matches, and possibly
fist fights.
"It was definitely key to room
with someone you got along
with, " said Brett Lammers, a
senior in architecture. "I was
lucky enough to room with one
other person for two straight
years in a two bedroom
apartment. That turned out to
be perfect for me," he said.
Rooming together required
the ability to understand others
and accept thei r I ifes ty Ies.
Cooking duties , paying bills,
noise levels, party frequency,
cleaning chores, and people
staying over were just some of
the shared or not-so-shared
responsibilities that roommates
discussed, or sometimes didn't.
"I remember that during my
freshman year I got into an
argument with my roommate
over cleaning the dorm room, "
said Mike Bowers, a junior in

Roommates
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agricultural engineering, "We
didn 't talk about it until it was
obviously too late and it almost
blew up into a fist fight. "
Sharing living quarters wasn't
for everybody. Sam Albimino, a
second-year MBA student, lived
by himself in a two bedroom
apartment for both years of his
most recent academic venture.
"Since I was a little older and
had worked in the real world for
a while, I had come to appreciate
and desire my privacy. Plus, in
the MBA program group
meetings were an everyday and
integral part of the process, so
being able to have the meetings
at my apartment was easier,
more flexible, and there wasn't
any concern about putting
anybody out, " he said. "I had
roommates as an undergraduate
here and it worked out just fine.
It was just that this time around,
I needed a workstation and I had
to have the privacy, " Albimino
said.
Some people were fortunate
enough , or busy enough, that
they didn't have to worry about
their roommate situation. "I
was never home enough to
argue with my roommates," said
Bonnie Bailey , a senior in
chemistry and biochemistry.
But some people had
roommate hell stories. "My one
roommate was a crazy man ,"
said Mike Harrington, a junior
in management science. "There
were times when he just
wouldn't leave me alone and he
would come into my room while
I was studying just to bug me.
One
night
I
wouldn't
acknowledge his presence so he
fired bottle rockets under the
door and into my room. There
was smoke everywhere, and then
to top it off he penny-locked my
door. I didn't leave my room,
because I couldn't get out until
8:00 the next morning ,"
Harrington said.
Most everyone could probably
recount a juicy roommate story,
but it may have been the people
who didn 't have any stories to
tell that had found the best
roommates and were the
luckiest tenants.
layout by Carolyn Burke
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clock
struck 6 p.m. and groups of
famished students all gathered
to eat dinner.
Friends,
hall mates, roommates, and
acquaintances all dined at one of
the three dining options on
campus. In past years, those
three options were Dietrick,
Shultz, and Owens. But as times
changed and the urge to keep up
with all the other dining
programs in the state cou ld no
longer be ignored, it was time
for an update in the 70s retro
decor of Owens Hall.
Owens Hall was transformed
into the Hokie Grill and the
Food Court. The Food Court
was designed after the food
courts popular in shopping
malls. It offered eight different
lines of food ranging from
chinese cu isine to a bakery
stocked with confections.
"People wanted to be ab le to
just pick something up quick
between classes and not have to
have a sit down meal ," said
Timmesa Schrader, a sophomore
in political science. The new
restaurants
in
Owens
accommodated students on the
go by providing containers and

They could be purchased at a
minimum of $60.
"The only problem I see with
the new dining areas
in Owens is the
never-ending line at
6 p.m. But it is
definitely worth the
upgrade in food, "
said
Nehmath
Taouil, a freshman in
history.
Dietrick had a
hard time competing
with Owens in food
appeal
and
atmosphere, but the
culinary services made an effort
to remedy this . They gave
patrons the opportunity to fill
out comment and suggestion
cards, and a noticeable change
in food variety occurred.
"The Food Court is a definite
positive addition to this campus.
Before this year, I would never
eat on camp us, except when I
was a freshman of course. But
now, it is so convenient to just
run into Owens and grab
something that is actually good
like the frozen yogurt and the
stuff from the bakery," said
Carolyn Burke , a junior in
communication studies.
Complaints about the dining
hall s were actually few and far

The fa ll semester had started before
the Owens renovation was complete.
Stu-dents resorted to tent dining
because Dietrick was overcrowded.

John Porterfield

The urge
to keep
up ""ith all
the other
dining
programs
in the
state
could no
longer be
ignored.
by Cara
Blume

\Mould there al""ays be
dining hall complaints?
bags for food to-go. With the
construction of the Hokie Grill
and the Food Court also came
the concept of Dining Dollars.
Each meal had a dollar value on
it, and if the meal went over the
alloted dollar amount on student
meal plans, the extra was
deducted from din ing do ll ars.

between after
the renovations
were complete.
Many students
felt the atmosphere and the
food were both
improved.
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The lines may have been long at the Food Court, but they
moved fas t with double lines at each of six registers.

Many students couldn't wait to get to that delicious Dietrick
food, so they took the stairs two at a time.

Dining Programs
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pon checking in, everyone learned abou
some changes in store for the
corps for the fall semester.
Not only would there be
offices on the first floor 0
Brodie Hall , but also civilian
students on the fourth and fi
floors. In Rasche Hall, civil
students occupied the bottom
floor as well as one end of
fourth floor. Never before ha
cadets and civilians shared
floor in a traditionally cade
dorm.
The changes also force

Dornls Iraell
reserveel for
aeeonloelaleel
Brodie Hall to become co-ed
room, whereas before it ha
been co-ed by wing. Th
affected cadets had conflicti
opinions about the changes.
Some of the males had to
down their behavior. However,
many of the females appreciate
the chance to be included i
company bonding. One
fall for the females was the dal
trek to showers located down
the hall on a different floor.
The increased freshman class
size also caused problems. The
upperclassmen had looked
forward to living in the older,
larger rooms , but the corps
reassigned tripled-up-freshmen
to live with them . Unfortunately, triples became the rule
rather that the exception for the
first several months . "It really
sucked! " said Tyler Hodson , a
freshman in university studies,
when asked about the time he
spent in a triple.
Matthew Martelli, a computer
science major, said the room
situation indicated that the
"University had contradictory
goals - more cadets, but fewer
rooms. "

in one moving out.
Study lounges were
converted to rooms to
faster.
Some st
complained about the
study areas for quiet
"1 live right next door to a
lounge and I wasn't able
it. They closed it off, btl
ever moved in,"
Elefante, a
biology.
One thing

Overcrowding
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The most notorious line on campus·
the drop/add line· could be seen at
many locations at the onset of each
semester.

""hy sJlend SO
much time
figurinq out a
schedule If all the
classes are going
to be full
anyYIay?

Students picked up their opscans in the
office of their majors. Janine
Henderson, a senior in accounting and
Mills Staylor, a junior in marketing
were lucky the alphabetical order was
kept in tact. If the opscans got mixed
up, picking them up could take as long
as the rest of the scheduling process.
The staff that had the authorization to
change schedules began to memorize
index numbers before half of the
scheduling was complete. Hilda
Williams helped Trey Tilson, a senior in
physical education search for classes
which became larger and fewer after the
budget cuts.

by Kim
Shields

Erik Waterman
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hy Bother?
5

tandingin
terminal lines and trying to
force-add desperately needed
classes only to find the classes
full was a tedious job when
dealing with class registration.
To register for classes
students completed an opscan
form full of classes that they
would be lucky to get. Class
schedules were mailed home,
usually months later. It was
likely that the classes students
most needed were full or the
times
were
completely

inconvenient. Students with
incomplete class tickets couldn't
make changes until the day
before classes started, and the
changes had to be made at the
computer terminals which
usually had a line a mile long.
"What a pain in the neck that
day was. I got up at the crack of
dawn and waited at the Litton
Reaves terminal line for three
hours. They told me to go to
the terminal for my major
which at the time was located in
Pamplin. There they told me I
could only force-add the class
which led me to another
location altogether," said Leslie

Trexler, a sophomore in liberal
arts and sciences.
Chris McGarity, a sophomore
in history, said, "I was sent
everywhere. All I needed to do
was add a geography class. I
went to what I thought was the
correct terminal. But the class
was full and I couldn't force-add,
so I went back every hour on the
hour to see if anyone dropped."
The force-add form had to be
signed by the course instructor
or departmental representative
to take a class considered full.
Professors weren't always able to
sign as many force-adds as there
were students wanting the class

Getting Classes
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because the classrooms simply
couldn ' t accomodate the
overflow.
"I sat through three public
speaking classes in one day
hoping to force -add one of them
and I was simply out of luck,"
said Trexler. Obviously seniors
were given priority to get the
classes they needed to graduate.
It was just a wonder why
students spent so much time
sifting through timetables to
make their schedules work when
they probably wouldn 't get the
classes anyway.
layout by Carolyn Burke
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ary ann Schmierer

make it to Litton-Reaves and
ten minutes after that to get
back over to Williams." Didn't
anyone look at a map while
making their schedule? Better
yet, did anyone ever get the
schedule they wanted?
The problems of getting to
class were especially difficult for
freshmen. They spent 24 hours
on campus for summer
orientation called Prologue,
during which a student
orientation leader led them
wherever they needed to go.
They were handed a completed
schedule, into which they had
very little input, and a map. So,

along with all the
other adjustments of
college life, the freshman had to
figure out the best routes to
various buildings, how to get
inside the buildings, and how to
find the right room. One
freshman
anonymously
admitted that she
walked all the way
around a building
before finding a
sign to know she
was in the right
place.
However,
upperclassmen
also commented
that finding a
particular classroom in what
could seem like a maze was
often confusing. No matter
how long some students had
been here, finding a mysterious
building on one 's schedule

usually
happened
every
semester.
There was also the problem
of getting to class on time
because students faced many
obstacles. From the moment of
waking up the snooze button on
the alarm clock became a temp-

Automobile
drivers and bicyclists usually
couldnWt share
the roads.
tation to be late. Then along
the way acquaintances wanted
to stop and chat. The weather
also contributed to the
hindrances, as rain and snow
both ended up as mud. Then

Adjustments
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again, who wanted to go to class
on cloudless sunny days?
Anyway you looked at it,
making it to class was an
accomplishment.
Some students had to rely on
the bus to get to classes from
their apartments, while others
chose forms of transportation as
alternatives to walking, namely
the bicycle or the car. The
controversy over bikers' rights
spread across the paths to class.
Automobile drivers and
bicyclists usually couldn't share
the roads, and bicyclists and
pedestrians couldn 't share the
sidewalks.
However you got to class,
whenever you got there, IF you
got there (some people thought
it was safer just to stay in) ,
being careful and courteous to
others was essential.
layout by Carolyn Burke
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WOOSH!!!
... Look, racing across the
Dri llfield: was it a bird?, was it
a plane? 0 , it was just another
bicyclist hurrying to get
somewhere.
Many things never seemed to
change in Blacksburg, but one
thing was certain, there were
definitely many more bicycles
on campus!
The com bination of
bicycles ,
automob iles, and pedestrians
provided a
recipe for
trouble.
Making
one 's way
around t he campus an d the
town of Blacksburg was not
normally a difficult proposition.
But the introduction of many
more bicycles led to obvious
problems with
safety, parking,
and
pub lic
awareness.
According to
Crime
Prevention Officer
Karen Eggers,
"bicycles are
vehicles, too and
the riders had to
abide by the
same
motor
laws as automobile drivers .
Bicycle acci dents also were
not separated
out from auto
accidents,"
"We [the Tech
Police] addressed bicycle problems as they
occurred. For
instance,
if
there seemed to
be a lot of
bicycling across
the Drillfield we
would
place
Erik Waterman
officers there to
In a rush to get to get to class, Rob Burgholzer, a senior in
issue a sumpolitical science, saved a crucial minute by biking across
mons
to the
instead of around the Drillfield.
perpetrator, "
Eggers
ex-

plained. "That was our only
real option. And it was very
difficult to give out parking
tickets to a bicyclist unless he
or she was sitting on the bike at
the time. So, the situation had
to be one of reacting to the
problem, " she concluded.
Bikers broke the law in many
ways.
Riding across the
Drillfield, riding the wrong way
around the Drillfield, riding on
sidewalks, racing beside cars,

Coasters Bike Shop in
Blacksburg, where according to
Assistant Manager Chris Betz,
"we sold approximately 10
mountain bikes for every road
we
sold
bike.
And
approximately four to five
hundred bikes a year," he said.
Concerns about biking on
campus were often expressed to
the Facilities Planning and
Construction office on campus.
Special Projects Co-ordinator,
J.B. Sutphin ,
said that he
" received
complaints on
a regular basis regarding
bicycles. The
last master
plan for campus
development
(1983-1993)
included bikeways. We [worked
on] revising that master plan to
reflect what had been done in
the recent past and to
determine what needed to be
done regarding the future of the
bikeways.
Many bikers also explored
beyond the boundaries of
campus. The Mountain Biking
Club scheduled week ly rides
into Jefferson National Forest,
amongst other places, and all
riders were required to wear
helmets . Helmets, however,
were not required of bicyclists
who were travelling on
roadways in Virginia.
Opinions about the function
and purpose of bicycles was
another source of controversy.
"There were two schools of
thought here: one saw bikes as
an
alternate
form
of
transportation while the other
saw bicycles as a form of
recreation," said J.B. Sutphin,
Special projects Coordinator,
"And since walkways were also
bikeways, there existed some
conflict. Everyone wanted their
own piece of turf, but there just
wasn 't enough to go around."
Coexistence was one of the
many things a person learned
during a college experience.
And the campus was also
learning to coexist with more
bicycles.

Coexistence ""as something a person learned
during the college
•
experience.

by Tom ""ilson
and not paying attention to
street signs were just a few of
the violations. "I guess it boiled
down to trying to get
somewhere in the quickest and
most direct way possible," said
Tracy Mosshart , a senior in
mechanical engineering. "The
Drillfield could be a great
impediment to saving time
during class changes if you go
all the way around. So the
tendency was to ... well , you
know," Mosshart said.
"Bikes
were
scary
sometimes," said Paul Girardo,
a second year MBA student.
"They were sort of like
motorcycles in that you didn 't
always notice them coming. I
never had an accident with a
bike, but I'm sure I'm not the
only one who came close," he
said.
The Virginia Tech Mountain
Biking Club formed a
committee to help solve some of
these ambiguities.
Scott
Koehn, a junior in agronomy
and the founder of the thirtymember club, said, "The
committee
consisted
of
students, contractors, facility
planners, faculty and staff and
our goal was to provide twice as
many bike racks , more
accessibility for the future, and
we were also discussing ways to
ensure that safety and
awareness were improved."
Koehn worked at East
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tudying was
not exactly an activity that any
"normal" person looked forward
to, but it was something every
college student had to do at least
once in a while, or risk ending
up pumping gas at a hometown
Exxon station for life. Students
also suffered quite frequently
from the horrible problem of
procrastination. There were
always more important things to
do like washing the dog, call ing
home, talking to friends on the
hall, writing letters, or just going
out to dri n k a few beers to
relieve some of the stress. But
eventually students had to face
the depressi ng fact. .. it was
time to study.
Students co uld be fou nd
studying anywhere, except
perhaps when the very co ld
weat her in January h it and
studying under a tree near the
Dri llfie ld became a litt le
ridiculous. Some students found
a couch in Sq uires Student
Center the best place to study.
Others grabbed some food from
Burger King and foun d a couch
in Johnston Student Center,
which offered students a place to

off the hook or people on the
floor above turning the stereo all
the way up. If anyone was lucky
enough to have a quiet night in
his room to study, bed was often
too inviting, and staying awake
long enough to get through the
first
two chapters was
impossible.
Finding a quiet
niche in a loca l
restaurant, lik e
Gillie's or Mill
Mo un ta in, was
also
another
op t ion.
However, studying in
one of these
places t oo long
cou ld make it a
nonprovery
ductive thing due

by Becky Bro""n

"I'll iust stay home and
study, but my room should be
clean first and I need to call
Mom. Maybe I should iust
go to the library. But I'll get
too distracted there because
I'll ""ant to socialize. I could
al""ays go to • • . "
The atmosphere at
Cowgill was not
only productive, it
was often social as
well. Architecture
students, like
junior Dan
Hartenstine, didn't
usually have time to
leave, so they
studied there as
well as doing
architecture
projects.

Mark Nystrom

By the time a decision
""as made about ""here
to study, there ""asn't
much time to study.
cram. The study lounges in the
dorms were also avai lable to
students, but lounges were not
always the quietest place to hit
the books, un less a prospective
studier needed to start aro und
three in the morning. Looki ng
to dorm rooms to find the
solitu de for studying often
meant finding a phone ringing

interruptions
by
to
acquaintances. Even the library
often became more of a social
outlet than a place of study.
Studying was not something
students always looked forward
to, but the threat of not-so-good
final grades usua lly convinced
them to settle down somewhere.

Jordan Truesdell

The Mill Mountain Coffee & Tea, which opened on July 10, offered a cornucopia of
pastries as a diversion to studying. But the smell of grinding coffee beans enticed
studiers nonetheless and helped them to stay awake.

layout by Carolyn Burke
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food , laundry, gas, and beer
money was just a partial list of
expenses that students faced for
the semester. Many students
had good old mom and dad to
lean on for financial support, but
others had to face these expenses
on their own. A job was a major
way that students supported
themselves and helped pay for
necessities as well as luxuries.

a sophomore in family child
development.
"I waited tables at Pedro 's
and that put me through
school. I depended on other
student's tips and my wages for
most of my money," said Brian
Cole, a senior in liberal arts and
sciences.
There were some job
opportunities for lucky students
in the Blacksburg area but with
the changes in the economy,
jobs got harder and harder to
come by.

Services has resum e writing
services, summer job notices
and set up interviews for
graduating seniors.
"Interviews were a good
opportunity because you got to
me et with a lot of employers
that you would not normally
meet with. Despite how hard it
was to get a job, I got two job
offers because of interviews,"
said Adam Gemsheim, a senior
in economics.
Changes in the economy even
had
some
students
reconsidering their majors. "I
had always he a rd that
accounting was a good field to
get into because of the
employment opportunities but
now I am worried about finding
a job when I graduate ," said
Heather Koetz , a junior in
"I have applied allover New
River Valley Mall, shopping
accounting.
centers, and every grocery store
Many students considered
in the area and I couldn't find
graduate school as an option in
anything. A lot of places
the hopes of prolonging their
wouldn ' t
be
entry into
doing any hiring.
the
job
It was
very
market and
frustrating
making it
easier to find
because I was in
desperate need of
a job. "If I
a job," said Kevin
w ere
Peters,
a
graduating
sophomore In
this year I
finance.
would have
"I don 't think I
stayed and
would have had a
gotten my
Eric Quiran
job if I didn 't
masters .
take a year off of Many students tried working at the
The difficulty
phonathon but the turnover was very
school last year. high because asking for money a lot of
in finding
I had th ree jobs times meant rejection. Rhonda
jobs would
at once because I Palmer, a sophomore in accounting,
give
me
was available could have been one of 500 employees
incentive to
in three years.
during the day
further my
when
most
education,"
people were in classes ," said
said Shadi Mofakhami, a senior
Cole. Students who looked for
in architecture.

Because of the economy and the
recession, Some students even
reconsidered their maiors.
"I worked at Culinary
Information Services doing
clerical work in Owens Hal l. I
needed a job to pay for my
apartment and was hired
because of a friend who worked
there . I was lucky I knew
someone who could get me a
job," said len Stough, a junior in
liberal arts and sciences.
The dining halls and the
opening of Owens Food Court
provided convenient jobs for
many on- campus students. "I
didn 't have the most glamorous
job working at Shultz Hall, but
they worked around my
schedule and the pay was not
that bad. I lived in the dorms so
I didn 't have to worry about
transportation ," said Susan
Susclowicz , a sophomore in
history.
The
opening of
Squires
also offered
some job
opportunities for
students
who needed to work.
" It
was
easy for me
The phonathon was a program developed to raise
to get a
funds from alumni for academic budgets. Christian
job
Erazo, a sophomore in business management, liked
to be relaxed when he telephoned people for money.
Hardee ' s
was
the
first place I applied and I was
hired almost immediately. They
really needed people to work
until closing," said los Waldron,

III ""as lucky I kne""
someone ""ho could
get me a iob."
jobs during the school year had
a difficult time and the
situation looked especially grim
for graduating seniors.
However ,
University
Placement Services provided
students with information
about finding jobs. Placement
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Whether a student was
searching for a job as a career
or to pay for their expenses,
they were faced with the same
reality. The recession and the
economy were making things
difficult for increasing numbers
of job hunters. layout by Carolyn Burke

When Zack's yogart was
added to Owens Dining
Hall at the opening of the
food court, Brett Major, a
freshman in university
studies, found a job
stocking the toppings for
the yogurt.
The shelving department of
the library offered students
like Blake Manners, a
senior in accounting, any
amount of hours to fit busy
academic and social
schedules.

John Porterfield

by Laura Le""is
Finding Jobs
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John Porterfield

Celebration Ceremony took place on November 1- 2 with over 40
events scheduled throughout the building. Many of the speakers at
the ceremony recognized the importance, the necessity, and the
e all thought it would never gratitude for the center.
happen. Walking by the chain-link fence seemed to be the only way
Dr. E. Fred Carlisle, senior vice president and provost, spoke about
we would experience it. Periodically a glimpse of someone working
Squires promoting the integration of academics and the arts and the
on the building assured us that there was hope.
importance of the arts to enhance student life,
Otherwise the student center seemed hollow
while Dr. Thomas G. Goodale, vice president of
and lifeless and it seemed like it would be that
student affairs, thanked the students as well as
the alumni for making the opening possible.
way forever. They were really kidding when
they said it would only take two years to
Dr. David Ostroth, director of University
renovate Squires.
Unions and Student Activities, traced the
John H. Squires, for whom the building was
background of Squires. He said that planning
named, was a 1905 graduate. It was originally
for the renovation began over five years ago.
opened as "Squires Hall, the Student Activities
He talked about Dr. Squires and the fact that
Building" on June 7, 1941. At that dedication J.
Squires Student Center was always intended to
Ambler Johnston said that Squires had confided
M. KathrynShietds
feel like home. "At the 1970 dedication," he
in him that "I ... spent only two years at A profesional piano player accompanied the
explained, "Mr. Williams (Vice Rector, Board of
Visitors) said that it should be 'more than the
Blacksburg ... and have been all over the world opening day festivities on the permanent grand
ever since, but. .. I feel away from home except piano located on the second floor.
living room of campus,' it is the whole house. "
right here ... on this campus, I feel at home. "
Ostroth presented the center to the students
The building was closed in 1966 for remodeling and re-opened on with a "welcome to the future. "
May 12, 1970 as Squires Student Center. The new building was three
Melissa Byrne, president of the Student Government Association,
times as large as the original structure.
accepted the building on behalf of the undergraduate students and
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ait
by M. Kathryn Shields
Squires was again closed for renovation in the fall of 1988. Tony Townsend, president of the Graduate Student Assembly,
Removing asbestos from the building led to accepted it on behalf of the graduate students. Byrne said that she
problems with financing the project. As it
hoped that Squires would bring students closer together: "Students
turned out, every student had the opportunity to
shouldn't come together only during crisis. Squires might be that
use the center: it was operating when the 1991
place where students can [come together]. "
graduates were freshmen, and 1992 graduates
Squires was not the "living room " for all students. Despite its
convenience and centrality, many student organizations were not
were able to use it as seniors.
The student center had a food court with
able to obtain offices in the building. The Preston Journal, for
Hardee's and Mama Jean 's Deli; a recreation
example, had its office downtown above Gillie 's restaurant. Carl
room with pool tables, video games, a bowling
Dahlman, The Journal's editor in chief, explained that not being in
alley, and a pottery work area; three bank
Squires was not a big concern to the organization. "I wouldn't have
machines including the Credit Union of Virginia wanted to be in Squires because it wouldn't give us the space we
Tech, Dominion Bank, and Sovran Bank as well
needed," said Dahlman, a senior in sociology and music. "There was
a space crunch and the building was not even a year old."
as a branch office of the Credit Union; the
George Patch
Perspective Art Gallery (formerly the "Palette Art
The move for student and departmental organizations went as
Gallery");
two
theatres;
ballrooms;
smoothly
as could be expected, said Timothy A. Reed , assistant
At the opening ceremonies, Dr.
university
department
and
director
for
Student Activities. Reed said, "The dream was that we'd
Goodale, vice president of student
affairs, thanked students as well as
student organizations offices;
all be set up and ready to go by the opening, but the reality was that
the alumni for making the re-opening
meeting rooms; music practice
the opening was the first step toward making the student center the
of Squires Student Center possible.
rooms; and lounge areas with
'living room of campus.' What it really needs is some color. It's just
couches.
too sterile."
Several student organizations had been calling Squires their new
The changes and additions to the building could easily be seen in
the second floor atrium where the original face was exposed. After all
home months before its "official" opening and even before the fall
semester began. The move back into offices began on August 15 and
of the renovations were completed, Squires served its purpose. As
the student center opened to the public on August 27, the day before Williams had said in 1970, "There is very little that you do in a home
classes began.
that you don't do
The Grand ReAfter four years, Squires r e -opened here. " photo page 34 by
Opening
M. Kathryn Shields
""ith a long peri o d of ad iustment.
layout by Carolyn Burke
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time
when newness was prevalent,
the old sometimes got
forgotten. Solitude, the oldest
structure on the campus, had a
chance at a new beginning due

former football coach, who lived
there. For the past two decades,
the house had been used as
classroom space for the College
of Human Resources. Once
restored , Solitude became the
home of Appalachian Studies.
Solitude, the heart of the
university and the oldest
building on campus, was listed

for funds in light of the
restoration effort.
"Solitude was virtually
unknown by the students here,"
said Jean Speer , head of
Appalachian Studies. She was a
leading supporter of Solitude's
restoration program, and was
very active in PRSSA' s
campaign.

by Kelley McArtor
to the combined efforts of
organizations and individuals
publicizing and funding its
restoration.
Solitude, a little white
building next to the Duck Pond,
had been standing since 180l.
Some of the most prominent
occupants over the past two
centuries included Virginia
Governor John Floyd (18301834); his son, Virginia
Governor John Buchanan Floyd
(1849-1852); and Colonel
Robert Preston of Smithfield
Plantation, whose brother was
one of the founders of the Olin
and Preston Institute. This
institute was a small private
school in Blacksburg which,
after the Land Grant was
passed, became Virginia
Agricultural and Mechanical
College. This college eventually
evolved into Virginia Tech.
Over the years various faculty
lived in Solitude and many
activities had taken place there.
The house was the center of
activity when its surrounding
land was used as a trailer park
for returning WWII veterans.
The Hokie Club was established
in Solitude by H.M. McEver, a

John Porterfield

Through organizations' efforts at publicizing and funding its restoration, Solitude
remained the oldest standing structure on campus.

in the National Register of
Historic Places and among the
Virginia Historic Landmarks .
However, this venerable historic
site was in dire need of
restoration. Funds were needed
for both research and repair.
The Virginia Tech chapter of
Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA)
adopted the house as its client.
The society's continuous goal
was to spread awareness
throughout the school about
Solitude's heritage and its need

PRSSA organized a thorough
awareness campaign, "Dollar
Days," for Solitude using all
sources of media, and holding
meetings in the house itself. A
six part series was published in
the Collegiate Times containing
information about different
aspects of Solitude's history and
its future. Solitude received air
time on the six o'clock news on
Channel 10 out of Roanoke.
Articles were published in The
Roanoke Times & World News,
and in the Tech vs. East

Campus
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Carolina football program.
The slogans "Save Our
Solitude" and "S.O.S." could be
seen all over campus. PRSSA's
goal was to raise at least one
dollar from every student on
campus and to create an
awareness of Solitude.
Not only was over $2000

reconstruction of Solitude so
that it could become the home
of Virginia Tech 's Appalachian
Studies program. This would
include Appalachian Studies
classes, lectures on Appalachian
Studies, craft exhibitions, and
regional dance and music
performances. "Solitude as

Some of the most
prominent occupants
had lived there over
the past
centuries.

""'0

raised for Solitude , but the foundation of Tech and
individual students, student Tech 's traditions is an important
organizations , and local
link between students, faculty
businesses unified by their
administration, and alumni , as
participation in Solitude ' s well as being a link between the
past and the future ," said Jeremy
"Dollar Days." Chi Delta Alpha
donated $1 ,000 for an on
site historical landmark,
which was dedicated on
April
third
during
Founder's Day weekend by
President James
D.
McComas. Kappa Kappa
Gamma gave $50 in honor
of Mary Tabb Johnston, a
KKr alumnus and former
John Porterfield
resident of Solitude. Tau
Beta Pi , an engineering
The interior of Solitude needed just as much,
society, helped spread if not more work than the exterior, since it
awareness by donating has either housed people or been an academic
building since 1801.
time to operate one of the
"Dollar Days' booths. Over
Billy , an active member of
thirty businesses donated time,
PRSSA and the Solitude
money , and/ or gifts to help
campaign.
"Save Our Solitude."
Solitude ' s new beginning
"The awareness campaign
started with the unification of
was a success , but it is
ongoing. Currently there is a area residents and students. The
little white house had a past, but
movement to create a
it was also in the present.
recognized historic association
Students went to the Duck Pond
outside of the PRSSA for
next to the house for enjoyment
Virginia Tech ," said Ann
With
Luther , a member of PRSSA and leisure time.
and head of the
Solitude project. It
was hoped that this
movement would
continue PRSSA's
efforts in rebuilding
the awareness and the
knowledge and funds , Solitude,
foundations of the historic
the university 's homeplace,
aspects of campus.
would be able to spread its
Future hopes included the
tradition to the future.

S.o.S. -- Save
Our Solitude

I
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Derby Day, Sigma
Chi's
philanthropy
project, supported
Habitat for Humanity. Sorority
women tried to
protect the eggs
underneath the
red hats while the
men tried to get
to the finish line
first. All the
participants collectively raised
$15,000. Alpha
Delta Pi won first
place in this
Headhunter Race.
layout by Elizabeth

Currie
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E!nth<OPia, the g,eek wo,d foc
loving mankind and an active effort to promote human welfare. The
Greek community frequently participated in events to raise money
for charitable organizations that their chapters supported. This
fund-raising was an opportunity for fraternities and sororities to
contribute to the community and to give something of themselves.
Because of the diversity of the Greek system, there were different
projects going throughout the year. Money was raised for heart
projects, the blind, the deaf, cancer victims, and other less fortunate
people. To raise money, a multitude of activities were planned to
interest the participants.
This year, Sigma Chi raised a phenomenal amount of money for
Habitat for Humanity. " We raised $10,000 to build houses for
needy families. Sigma Chi chapters all over the country do the
same, it is not just a local fund-raiser. " said Jason Clifton, a senior
in Marketing.
The money raised for Habitat for Humanity along with other
charitable organizations came from groups working together. The
Greek community put forth an effort to raise money for other
philanthropies. The fund raisers included
some friendly competition. Delta Delta
Delta had their Tri-Delt Decathalon. Kappa
Alpha Theta sponsored a Kickball
Tournament. Alpha Delta Pi hosted their
second annual Safari Hunt and Delta Zeta
had their Delta Zeta Classic, just to mention
a few of the exciting money-raisers.
The groups, determined to win, had a few
laughs and some good times, not to
mention excercise. Chi Omega Twister tested the flexibility of the
participants and the Tri-Delt decathalon was made up of relay races.
"Holding a balloon between me and my partner, Bob Johnson; a Phi
Sigma Kappa, while running was quite difficult but really funny. We
had to stand back to back and run sideways," said Twee Merrigan, a

John Porlerfield

Phi Sigma Kappa held their sixth annual Haunted House to benefit
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of the New River Valley. The mad
doctor, Tony Kotas, a senior in building construction, operated on
Glen Lyle, a senior in aerospace engineering, on the operating table.

Philanthropy brought greek
organizations together to
for m a close-knit community
that worked together to
promote human welfare.

Philanthropy
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The volleyball net at the Pi
Kappa Phi house provided
some of the entertainment
at one of their rush parties.

Younger kids, like these Blacksburg high school students, hung out on
Henderson Hill to show off how they kept up with all the trends.
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by Liz Keen

B

ig hair flopped , sideburns
flourished, and long flowing locks seemed to be everywhere.
"Big hair is almost over it," said Pat McMarthy, a senior English
major. "I think it's probably tied to the environment - people
stopped using hairspray. "
For some, the departure of big hair could not happen fast enough.
Jay McGovern, a senior in finance, said, "Chicks with big hair are a
bunch of trolls. Whenever I walk behind one, hair gets in my face. "
With big hair's decline, many new hair fashions arrived on the
scene, and they also inspired fierce debate among students. "I hate
people who wear do-rags, " said
Tony DiUeaux, a senior in
architecture. Do-rags were those
pirate-looking bandannas worn
wrapped around the head in a
turban fashion. Ditteaux, who
had short curly brown hair, did
not like this style. "Do-rags," he
stated, "are like a guy wearing
pantyhose. "
Sideburns were another noted
trend in hair fashion. It seemed
Elvis was alive and kicking in
Mark Nystrom
Blacksburg as his legendary look
gai ned popu lari ty.
J en ny The wind didn't interfere with JoanBrydges, a junior in family child Mary Poster's, a junior in
development, approved of the communications studies, sense of
style. Her natural blunt cut could
look they constructed - " if weather almost any storm.
you're good-looking."
Stan Smith, a sophomore in
liberal arts and sciences, disagreed. He said, "Sideburns will last only
as long as '90210. '" '90210' was the popular teen show which
glorified the joys of high school - cliques, conformity, dates, and
drugs.
There was, however, one trend which threatened to remain with us
for a long time - granola hair. The free-flowing hair style worn by
vegetarian earth-lovers and others provided a retro sixties look.
Donna Lacek, a junior with long , straight brown hair, claimed,
"Long hair is cool because it's the most natural way and it's easy to
do. "
Most students did not seem bothered by the long hair trend;
however, there was at least one critic. Catherine Marlowe, a junior in
communications studies, said, "There should be a fund drive for all
guys with long hair - maybe then they would cut it."
As the saying went, you couldn 't please everyone. Especially when
you had big hair, do-rags, and sideburns.
Matt Fields got the best of both worlds with his short in the front, long in the back
cut.

layout by Carolyn Burke
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omecoming
Susan English
enabling the student body to
meet them.
addition
to
the
In
ing Homecoming election, sororities
community was a and fraternities were kept on the
busy time. Fraternities and go with their many social
sororities were paired off to activities . Brian Callaghan, a
spend the week together. psychology major from Theta
Matches were made from lists of Chi, said his fraternity and Delta
preferences turned in to Delta Delta spent their week
Panhellenic Council by both doing such things as watching
sororities and fraternities. The Monday night football together
week was one full
and throwing a
toga party. Alpha
of both individual
Delta Pi and Pi
and campus-wide
Kappa Alpha also
activities.
enjoyed the week
For some , the
hectic part of
with
various
Homecoming was
activities ,
the campaign for
including
an
king and queen.
evening of putt
putt golf and a
Many organizations
were
night of rollerrepresented on the
skating.
Jill
Lawrence ,
a
Homecoming
court.
Noel
sister of Alpha
Delta Pi said ,
Smart, from the
"Rollerskating was
German Club and
the Corps of
so much fun
Cadets ,
was
because everyone
came
out just to
crowned king.
David Cox
Tom Garnett, also
have a good
from the German Accomplished seniors were
time."
awarded for their achievements
Club and Smart's as reprentatives of the
Alpha Phi and
campaign man- university. Paige Newman, a
Phi Sigma Kappa
ager, expressed his senior in political science, and
each
planned
feelings, "It takes a Noel Smart, a senior in
their strategies to
political science, were chosen
lot of behind the as Homecoming Queen and
win an all out
scenes work to run King.
squirt gun fight.
campaign. "
a
Delta Zeta and
Delta Gamma's efforts paid off Sigma Pi rented an entire movie
when Paige Newman was pro- theater and watched "Naked
nounced queen.
Gun 21/2."
Campaigning
was
a
One of the better parts of
competitive time. Some of the Homecoming was the old friends
work included in campaigning who returned. For the Greek
was primarily writing speeches, community, there were events,
making buttons, and painting parties, and activities planned for
banners.
On election day the alumni who returned for the
candidates were supported by weekend. Deborah Golden , an
members of their sponsoring Alpha Phi sister said , "I was
organizations. These supporters excited to see our sisters who
carried picket signs and graduated last spring. It was a
encouraged students to vote. nice time to catch up."
The candidates themselves
Bob Hicks, of Theta Chi, could
visited each voting station , only say, "What a week!"

Going to coDege often meant

more than simply relocating
one's belongings. In a way
entire college experience
be conslclered a look at "how
your home changes."

"If
home
•IS
""here
the
heart
•IS, I
am

lost."
Walter
Ho-werton
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"When I was
at home ...
Here home or
home home?"
Discussing home with college friends
could be quite confusing: It could be
difficult to pinpoint exactly when it
happened, but whether one wanted to
admit it or not, Blacksburg was at the
very least a temporary home.
Okay, what about all the different
"homecomings? " There were sports
homecomings for almni. Friends and
family also came back throughout the
year for more informal homecomings.
The return to Blacksburg for the fall
semester could even be considered a
homecoming.
As upperclassmen some students
began to consider college a home and
their original hometown simply an old

art by Doug Jackson

vacation spot. Eventually the place which had always been home
turned into your parents' home and you were just a guest.
"It depends on where you spend most of your time. This summer
I lived with my aunt and that was home, " said Jennifer Durgin, a
sophomor
marketing.
peopl
turned
a relative

different jobs," said Derting, who based her idea of a home on the
people there. She claimed that the town in which she was raised was
not quite the "hometown" she remembered. Friends were often a
very important part of feeling at home. Derting said that Blacksburg
her home
were

No

•• " .......,.vme
day if I
calendar year,
r) for visi
Indepen
ce and finances were factors
home. Amber Derting, a junior in family and child development,
said, "Well, I had my own apartment which I paid for with my own
money. Yeah, I would say that was my home. " Derting brought
certain things from home that helped give her apartment an
atmosphere that would make it feel more like the house she grew up
in.
Another thing that could alienate one from a hometown was how
much the people there changed. "Everyone in my hometown now
had their own life. They went to different schools and they had

studies.
Students, with a place to sleep and a place to store their clothes,
may have thought it was unimportant to define exactly where their
home was. However, the question "Where is home?" was answered
and answered quite differently each time. The time element, leisure
time, a place in a particular community, familiarity, and future plans
were all factors that were contemplated with regards to answering it.
There was no agreement on the definition of home. Most important,
though, was finding enough comfort in a place to be able to call it
home.

by Melissa La""son
How Your Home Changes
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FallRich Holland, a junior in
mechanical engineering and
Echo Company First Sergeant,
stood post as part of the
Veterans' Day vigil on the War
Memorial Chapel.
photo by Erik Waterman

Parents' Weekend
By Michael Miller

"0

£ficers," called out
the Regimental Commander right before the
Pass-In Review for Parents' Weekend. All
right, I thought, don 't be nervous . The
Regimental Commander continued,
" Center. " Here we go. Then I heard
"March! " We had all step off. I had to
remember to stay shoulder to shoulder. All
of a sudden I couldn 't see! The wind blew the
American Flag over my face! I just kept
going. Shoulder to shoulder. "Officers,
Halt! " was the next command. We took two
extra steps, then automatic present arms. I
had to remember not to rush it! The
Regimental Commander presented the Cadet
Regiment to the reviewing party and all the
parents who were present.
Parents ' Weekend happened only once
every year. It was a time for gaining a new
perspective - for me as first performance with
the Color Guard , for freshman students '
parents as the first time they were able to see
their children since they joined the Corps of
Cadets, and for some students as the first
time parents visited them in college.
For most freshmen it was a big deal. This
was the first chance to show their parents
what they had been calling and writing home
about. After viewing the retreat (bringing
the flag down) Friday evening, and the Passin-Review Saturday morning, parents were
better able to understand what their children
had been talking about. For the parents of
upperclassmen it was sometimes a new
experience, as well. Although they may have
been familiar with the basics of the Corps,
now they were able to see they new positions
their sons and daughters held.
Eric App, a junior in history, marched with
the Color Guard for the first time his parents
could see; as opposed to his previous job of
working with the Skipper Crew. The friends
and family of Lori Keck, a senior in liberal
arts & sciences, were able to see the first
female Highty Tighty Drum Major in action.
After the Pass-in-Review, the Regiment
marched back to upper quad, and was
dismissed. Cadets and parents had the rest of
the weekend to spend as they wished.

Heading home, Echo Company lead the second battalion back to Upper
Quad after one of the many Pass-in-Review activities that became almost
routine during the fall.
New Cadets Ronald Nottingham, Eric Russel, and Paul Neva learned was
it was like to really let loose while in the Corps during the annual Pie Day.

Lisa Kunisyoshi

.

.

And Move out! As school started, the Corps moved into full swing.

Stress Relievers
by

Kathy Dorish

T

he average life of a
college student was stressful. Many students
felt professors always breathed down their necks
about papers and tests that were worth more
than they liked to think about. In the Corps, if
you were a freshman, upperclassmen were
always on your case. They knew just when you
messed up and were right there to correct you
for it. As an upperclassman, life was also
stressful: they had to know how to correct a
freshman in a way which helped them learn,
but did not degrade them.
Long standing traditions within the Crops
helped break the tension caused by stress. The
first stress reliever of the academic year
occurred in the early fall , Pie Day. The
freshmen picked their "favorite" upperclassmen
(one sophomore, one junior, and one senior
from each company) who would receive a
chocolate pie in the face. The whole corps was
present to watch and participate in the day's

Erik Waterman

"Ready, Hup!" ordered Stewart Williams, a junior in
electrical engineering and the Color Guard Commander,
as the Corps of Cadets Color Guard prepared to perform
in the Parent's Weekend Pass-in-Review.
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fun. Many upperclassmen, as well as freshmen,
were armed with shaving cream, water
balloons, and other devices. This exercise
allowed the cadets to release their pent up
frustrations. Shouts of "I'll get you," or "Look
what you did to me!" were among the war cries
of many. After the day was over and everybody
went to get cleaned up tales of the events
lingered.
The next big stress reliever that rolled in was
Turn About Day. On this day everything was
topsy-turvy. The freshmen "became " the
upperclassmen , and the upperclassmen
"became" the freshmen. All day the new
freshmen totally upset all the order the new
upperclassmen tried to impose on them. The
result of this was utter chaos. A lot of "I don't
believe this" statements could be heard
through out the halls. At the end of the day, in
addition to having fun, many upperclassmen
had been reminded about being freshmen and
many freshmen got a taste of how hard it was
to be an upperclassman. Turn About Day was
designed to be a day of fun and learning.
Halloween Formation was also a stress
receiver. Needless to say this occured on
Halloween. Everybody dressed up in a costume
and paraded around the Drillfield. One
commonly asked question at this year's
Halloween formation was, "Did you see Fred
and Barney?"

Fall(
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They ""ere
four of the
most concentrated
years for
learnJng,
gro"".ng,
and
changing.

rolyn Burke
I ; 'ding out who we are. This
happened over night. Sure, some mornings
brilliant revelations about the meaning of life
ut one revelation didn't mean they really knew
little glimpses were just one little part of life
d become the people they wanted to be, they
of who that person was. Four years in colt all the answers to life's never-ending
four of the most concentrated years for
changing. If students had never gone away to
long it would have taken to reach the supeved by graduation.
out on their own and having to make snap
. process. Without having anyone
to analyze their feelings and actions and
another or they were never going to make
nued on page 48)
layout by Carolyn Burke
Mark Nystrom
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Even though the empty bleachers at Lane
stadium could give two people a distractionfree environment for talking, it wasn't
necessary because in the beginning stages
of a relationship, people weren't easily
distracted.

People
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(continued from page 47)
As the campus and all of its
these snap decisions good ones. opportunities became more
Students needed to know apparent, students began to
themselves so they could trust establish relationships outside
themselves to look out for their of the dorms and in classrooms
and activities. A network of
own best interests.
Most students quickly made friends developed that reduced
friends so they could replace the size of the university
the sounding boards they had considerably.
left at home in their friends,
For most students a
family, and parents. But is it so metamorphosis occured slowly
hard to remember what it was through the college years. The
like before meeting anyone at amount of friends increased
college? Some students didn't every day . As classes became
even know one person when mostly those for majors, there
they arrived at the dorm room was rarely a class taken without
that first day. But by the time plenty of familiar faces in the
graduation rolled around, most crowd. Every year, students
students couldn't even count spent more time with people
how
many
people they
knew
and
contilJued to
m e e t .
Something
obviously
happened .
after that fi rst
day: students
learned the
ways of the
campus; they
learned where
they felt most
comfortable;
and there ,
Mark Nystrom
they learned
how to estab- Sometimes the need for help meant making a new aquaintance. Rob Hatcher, a junior
lish relation- in math, tutored Demetria Washington, a freshman in liberal arts and sciences, in
calculus over some coffee at Hardee's in Squires Student Center.
ships. '
The first
relationship was either a very who had the same interests. It
easy one to create or very was unavoidable.
Establishing relationships
difficult. A roommate was a
new experience. Unless stu- and finding out who we were;
dents had shared a room with a the two went hand in hand. The
sibling back home, having a more
students
knew
roommate was quite an themselves, the closer they were
adjustment.
The word to their interests and the
compromise took on an endless friendships that followed were
amount of new meanings.
inevitable.
layoul by Corolyn Burke
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Findin, out ""ho ""e ""ere and
establishing relationships; the
""ent hand in hand.
Establishing Relationships
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Lee Ritter

As legend had it, the
Christiansburg Middle school
was haunted by the three
sisters that used to own it
when it was the Montgomery
Female Academy.

l1

At the Pi Sigma Epsilon Hal·
loween party for children,
Michelle Scott, a senior in
management, painted 1st
grader Danny Thompson 's face
for trick·or·treating.
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H

aunted Houses were
usually included in lists of "Halloween Things" - they ranked right
up there with black cats and pirate costumes. Scary, eerie homes
were in abundance near the end of October each year, as various
groups around Blacksburg concocted them as fundraising projects.
But for some, haunted houses didn 't vanish on the first of November.
There were a few people in Blacksburg who may have actually shared
living quarters with supernatural forces all year 'round.
In northeast Blacksburg stood a house which was said to be
haunted by the spirit of an old man. Residents of this house heard
loud unexplainable bangs, and saw trembling plants and windows
when there were no passing trucks or wind. One resident said that
he woke up in the night and felt a weight on his feet. He opened his
eyes and saw an old man sitting and the end of the bed, who then
vanished. This same old man was also seen reflected in a mirror in
the house.
A psychic visualized the place, and said that she saw an old man in
the house as well as a young girl dressed in Sunday clothes. The
psychic felt that the old man had died several years ago and was
having a difficult time moving out of this life. The psychic gave
instructions to return to the house, and to say that the house would

dresses, hats, gloves, and veils. The Academy was heavily in debt, and
strange occurences began around the school. Family members of
the "Black sisters" had large life insurance policies. And when the
debt for the academy increased, Wardlaw relatives began having
unexplained accidents. One of the nephews was found in a burning
room that was locked from the outside. Another man was almost
killed after being pushed into a well. After the sisters left the school,
the occurences did not stop. A few years later, their niece (and
possibly one 's illegitimate daughter) was found drowned and
poisoned in a bathtub. Some of the sisters were said to be buried in
Sunset Cemetery in Christiansburg in unmarked graves. The spirits
of the Black Sisters were said to walk the halls of Christiansburg
Middle School, and some said that at night, horrible noises could be
heard echoing down the hallways.
The spirit in an old house in northern Christiansburg was believed
to take the form of a poltergeist. A husband and wife lived in the
house, and at first, the husband did not believe in the ghost. Even
after a dish of gravy flew off the stove and across the kitchen, the
husband was skeptical. However, the wife was certain that a spirit
was in the house. One night, the couple's son, daughter, and their
daughter's boyfriend went to Blacksburg for the evening. The next
morning, the husband angrily told the wife that the children had
come in around 12:30 a.m. and had sat up talking loudly for four

by Beth Ste""art
be taken care of, and to tell the old man to watch over it. From that
point, the old man was never seen again. However, his presence was
said to remain. The mother of another resident visited the house,
walked in, and immediately said that she felt a presence - before she
had been informed of the strange occurances. The spirit was not
considered to be negative by the residents of the house; some
reported feeling protected by it.
Local legends from the old plantations were abundant in
Shawsville. One of these involved a slave owner who would

hours, probably keeping the family 's houseguest awake. When the
wife asked her son to explain, he said that his sister and their friend
had dropped him off at the house fairly early, and he had gone to
sleep while the other two went back to Blacksburg. They hadn't even
been in the house. From that point, the husband believed that the
house was haunted.
Another time, a glass of water emptied itself on the husband while
he was in bed. But what scared the family the most was the sound of
heavy footsteps walking up the steps during the night. This

The psychic felt the old man had died
several years ago and ""as having a
difficult ti~e moving out of this Iile.
sometimes remove his glass eye and place it on a stump to watch
over the slaves while he was elsewhere. The slaveowner was
reportedly buried standing upright in order to watch over his slaves
forever. Some said that chains could still be heard clanking at night,
as reminders of the beatings the slaves received.
The site of the Christiansburg Middle School was once the site of
the Montgomery Female Academy, which was owned by three sisters
named Wardlaw. The Ward law sisters always dressed in black

At a costume party on Progress Street, Jamie Stanek, a senior in biology, was
extremely convincing as a woman.

happened frequently, and at first the couple would get a gun and be
prepared to fend off a burglar. However, they realized that their
Doberman wasn 't barking at anything, and believed that the dog
knew that the presence in the house belonged there. The ghost was
also said to have opened doors and moved the arm of a record player.
After the couple's daughter moved out, the spirit quieted down. One
man who rented the house after the family moved away said that he
also heard footsteps walking up and down the stairs.
While haunted houses could be explained away by skeptics, many
people firmly believed in their existence. At the very least, haunted
houses provided the perfect stories for cold, dark nights.
- The Bugle thanks all contributors to this story.
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orty eight,fortynine, fifty .. ." a student grimaced as he counted
to himself and bore the burden of a final set of
weight repetitions in the War Memorial Gym.
The counting at work-outs had become so habitual that it had
spread to everything he did: walking across campus he counted the
number of steps he took, brushing his teeth he counted the number
of strokes he made, he even counted when he chewed gum. It had
all started in the gym. The incessant counting. And his friends said
he was a fanatic.
He wasn 't alone. Next to him a group of students pedalled
furiously on aerobic bicycles. Swimmers and basketball players
walked by, gym bags over their shoulders. This was a typical scene
in the gym. The gym, though, was only one
site for the workouts which were sought by
the health conscious and demanded by the
fitness addicts . The entire local area was
abound with opportunities for every type of
exercise preference.
One of the most common athletic buffs
seen literally all over town was the runner.
From early morning to dusk, they could be
seen keeping their pace against the town's
backdrop. "I really think the scenery in
Blacksburg makes it a great place to run.
There's a lot of backroads and different
paths to take. I also like the fact that the
Rector Field House is available to run in
when the weather doesn't cooperate," said
Rob Reece, a senior in psychology.
The War Memorial Gym offered a variety
of exercise opportunities as well, including
racquetball and basketball courts , an
Olympic size swimming pool, with weight
rooms and much more. The facilities at the
gym were not always conveniently
accessible because they were filled with
students daily.
"There was a big overcrowding problem
in the Hokie gym weight rooms. Usually
between 5 and 8 p.m. they were filled to
capacity and I had to line up IDs, waiting
for one person to go out before the next
person could go in ," said Dan Brown, a
junior in physical education and a Hokie
gym monitor.
For people on tight schedules, the War
Memorial Gym's crowds were a hindrance.
So , some people joined the newly
remodeled Virginia Tech Weight Club in
University Mall which offered all types of
equipment including free weights, nautilus,
and stair master machines . Many who

..

Keeping the
pace out of
the confines
of the classroom.

by Laura Milton

chose aerobics classes tried out 'The Body Shop,' also in University
Mall. 'The Body Shop' offered four to five classes a day. The aerobic
'step classes ' were a popular craze offered four times a week.
With everything from a leisurely walk about town to a high impact
workout to choose from , those students wishin g t o fi ght the
"Freshman 15" and other weight gains, or just simply keep in shape,
had many places to do so. The social atmosphere of the gym and the
aerobics class was an extra motivation that a lot of people needed to
keep in shape. Michelle Whitmore , a senior in liberal arts and
sciences, said, "It was difficult to stay on a regular work-out schedule
until I joined aerobics at the 'Body Shop.' The others in the class
were a motivation and I knew if I didn't go I would be wasting my
money too. " But sometim es exercising alone in the beautiful
Blacksburg countryside was the perfect therapy.

Brian Renegar

The arcade on the comer of Main Street and College Avenue and Arnold's
Sandwiches were connected to make them both even stronger diversions from
classes. Chris Vest, a senior in communications studies, played Crime Fighters for
hours.
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Mental
intrusions
when

o

nce again a powerful
aroma of black, caffeinated coffee filled the still, dark, and quiet air,
highlighted with but a single lamp. The bright beams passed
through your eyes like thousands of tiny swords consistently
stabbing at your nerves and dueling with your mind to fall into a
much needed deep sleep your body had been deprived of all
semester. Yes, for one reason or another, the test you had to pass or
die was the next day, yet you just didn't find the time to study the
seven chapters you had not yet read or the hundred pages of notes
you had not yet looked at. What kept you from doing so? ..
For Shannon Sweeney , a freshman in psychology , it was
"Shenandoah, the girl down the hal!. " Living in a dorm definitely
had its draw backs. There was always someone stopping by or
something going on that demanded immediate
attention. When there was a choice between
listening to the hall gossip or reading that chapter
of statistics, the probability of devoting at least an
hour to chatting was pretty high.
If it wasn't "hall business" that needed attending
to, it was the business in the hall or the room next
door that blasted the radio, T.V., or their mouth. "I
just couldn't study when people were yelling out in
the hal!. There was just too much noise," said Brian
Woodford, a freshman in engineering. These were
all valid excuses, of course, but in the end, trying to
convince a professor that what Shenandoah had to
say was more important than studying and debating
the matter of ignorance or
social status would have been
interesting.
Some of us had more valid
excuses than others. Kylie
Thompson , a sophomore in
English, said , "sitting and
staring at the wall , Murphy
Brown, Northern Exposure ,
sleep , and boredom ," preceded all
homework and books in desperate want of
attention.
In fact, T.V. and sleep came out as two of the
diversions, the real reasons , to avoid homework.
Others attributed it to lack of motivation. "I've
Being active was a common pastime for students when they weren't in
been in school for too long," said Karin Wagner, a
class. Kathy Allen, a senior in biochemistry, and Heather Griffith, a
senior in psychology.
senior in industrial engineering, spent some free time at the Body Shop
For those sentimentalists, romance often drew
at University Mall partaking in a Power Step aerobics class.
some attention away from homework and placed it
elsewhere. When asked what kept him from
studying, Pat Groeninger, a junior in psychology,
said "my girlfriend."
Whatever the reasons were, putting off studying and homework
must have been worth all of the cramming late nights with
numerous pots of black, caffeinated coffee because most students
made it a habit and did little to divert those extraneous factors.

Romance often
dre"" attention
a""ay from
home""ork.
bX Sandee
"".lliamson

layoul by CarolYIl Burke
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Lee Ritter
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\Meekends
""ere a

oststu-

re~::'p~::te

refrigerator full of food all at the
same time without any
interruptions. It's a great place
for me to relax for two days."
One thing students were
guilty of was thinking about all
the great things to do on the
weekend days before the
weekend arrived . The difficult
part was putting aside the
laundry , catch-up sleep , and
academics to ever achieve those
good intentions for a different
ending to the week.

dents found the infinitesimal
amount of time allotted for
weekends completely unacceptable as they struggled
through a week of tests, papers,
extra-curricular activities ,
working, and one million other
activities that occupied their
time. Many students looked
forward to weekends as a time to
recuperate from a hectic week.
Weekends were spent
doing laundry, sleeping,
partying with friends, or
hiking at the Cascades.
Unfortunately , they
were also a time to
catch up on class work.
Still, the activities were
as endless as students'
interests were.
Relaxing
was
definitely a priority for
many students . "My
favorite
weekend
activities are spending
time with my boyfriend
Lee Ritter
or sleeping. I also try to
The brothers that lived in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house
find enough time to do didn't have to leave their fraternity house to have fun on the
laundry and get caught weekends. Ken Hornbeck, a senior in public administration,
up in my studying," said and Jay Blackburn, a sophomore in industrial systems
engineering, enjoyed a game of pool.
Gin Eckoff, a freshman
in university studies.
to even to begin catching up on
"I like to spend my weekends
the reading in history.
listening to old country blue
Some students got in extra
grass music and sipping on
margaritas , "
said
Paul
hours at work while others
sometimes went home on the
Bosserman, a sophomore in
weekends. Tracy Philcox, a
mechanical engineering.
One thing was for sure , junior in health education and
exercise physiology, said ,
weekends always seemed to be
over before they even began . "Sometimes home is the best
place to work on a paper, get all
There was never enough time to
write that paper for English or your laundry done, and have a

after a
difficult
""eek.
Relaxing
""as
definitely
a priority.

--,

A

~ ~~~ &,m

by Becky Bro""n

The infinitesimal
amount of time alloted
for the ""eekends ""as
completely
unacceptable.

&~elal'erl

Erik McCormick

A safe option instead of drinking and driving was
taking the BT to a party. It was convenient to go
from campus to any apartment party.
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Music.
It could
usually
be
considered
a matter
of
preference.
One
• •
opinion
""as that
the fall
sho""s
brought
I l some of
the
best • • • in
terms of
quality• • •
ani!
variety."

Superchunk,

a band
from Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
played to a packed house at Buddy's on
Friday, December 6. Opening for
Superchunk were The Miscreants and
Baby Igor. Joe Geitner (top picture
page 57) captivated the audience with
his vocals for The Miscreants. The
second band, Baby Igor, included Doug
Wetmore on lead guitar and Hubert Tse
singing vocals (middle picture page
57). Superchunk hit the stage at about
midnight, and the crowd was already in
a mosh frenzy (right). Superchunk
was Jim Wilbur, " Mac," Laura
Ballanze, and John Wurstner (bottom
picture page 57). By the time
Superchunk put down their
instruments at about 2 a.m. , both the
band and the audience were exhausted.

photos by Adam Cupp
layout by M. Kathryn Shields
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and good live music weren ' t
always synonymous. The town
wasn't that large and couldn't
usually attract the top
headlining bands (where would
they have played, anyway?). The
fall semester, however, seemed
to be an exception to this
unwritten rule.
I was in the unique position
of being able to sample a large
part of this music due to my job
as an "audio-visual technician,"
fancy name for roadie work, and
my general appreciation for
watching musical performances
in the town.
The Virginia Tech Union
started out their concert series
with guitar impresario Eric
Johnson. The show in Burruss
Auditorium highlighted his new
album "Ah Via Musicom," an
eclectic blend of blues and pop
music with fluid playing and
catchy guitar riffs.
His
performance that night may
have established him as heir to
Stevie Ray Vaughn as the guitar
king of Austin, Texas.
The big news around campus
in the fall was the long awaited
grand opening of Squires. This
time VTU booked reggae artists
Black Uhuru to celebrate the
event. I was never a big fan of
reggae and didn't thing much of
having to work this show. But, I
was wrong . The show was a
showcase of reggae and was
attended by a wide variety of
people, many with dreadlocks of
their own. The mix of three
vocalists and a large backing
band provided some exciting
and melodic reggae music. The
audience seemed to take
advantage of the space in the
Commonwealth Ballroom and
danced throughout the show.
In November , heavy metal
band Kix played in Burruss. The
metal band from Hagerstown,
Maryland finally made it big
with their music being played
on MTV. I never was a fan of
metal music, but if you liked
metal, this was the show of the
semester to see. They had just
returned from Japan and had
started their statewide version of
the "Hot Wire" tour. The show

was not well attended, but many
of the band's fans from the D.C.
area made up for the lack of
people with their enthusiasm.
The VTU also sponsored a
club series of music. The first
club show of the year was Bim
Skala Bim, a popular ska band
from Boston. The opening
band, local ska artists The Slugs,
pumped the crowd up with their
own version of many ska hits as
well as their own originals. The
crowd of about 400 people in the
Old Dominion Ballroom at
Squires were quite energetic
which made for a great show
when Bim Skala Bim hit the
stage in Blacksburg for
their third year in a
row .
One
unidentifie
person
eve
jumped on stage
played percussion
with the band until he
was removed from the
stage (the soundman I was
working with wasn ' t too
pleased). That incident
just animated the
already enthusiastic
crowd.
In December,
the club series
decided to hold a
show in Buddy ' s, a
club located on Draper
Road downtown. The show
featured original hard core
music by local artists The
Miscreants and Baby Igor. The
featured band of the nigh
was Superchunk, a
mosh band from
Chapel
Hill,
North Carolina.
The crowd,
up by two openin
bands, instantly forme
a large mosh pit when
Superchunk hit the stage.
There were a few mino
injuries, bruises, and a bloody
nose or two, but I myself wasn't
injured. The show was a
definite success with almost 300
people attending.
Many other regional artists
came to town and played at local
clubs like South Main Cafe and
Buddy's. These bands brought
varied music styles with them.
These regional artists featured
everything from reggae to funk
to blue grass to classic rock to
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Irish folk music. These bands
came from Washington D.C.,
Harrisonburg, Virginia Beach,
and Richmond.
I believe the local artists were
the bread and butter of music in
the fall. Week in and week out
these bands played their hearts
out whether opening up for a
well-known regional band or
hosting their own show. With
about 30- 40 local bands that
played at clubs and parties
around there were plenty of
opportunities for students to
listen
to
their
music.
example , The
Lie , Oedipus,
nswer Me
This , and
Aleister
Crawley
to
the

ne.
Local
ands played
everything from
metal to Grateful

hard core punk,
from ska to
reggae to
funk.
I

a

s

attended and would even go
so far as to say that Blacksburg
was the mecca for music in
southwest Virginia.
The fall season for the music
scene in Blacksburg was one of
the finest that I had seen for
years in terms of the quality of
the bands and in the great
variety of their music.

by Jeff
Clausen

FalL

To bring home the most
beads from Mardi Gras,
people would do just
about anything. Some
students who made the
long trek down south
just stayed and turned
Spring Break from one
week into two.

Many bands could be
found playing at
Gras since it
one big party in

Erik Waterman

layout by Carolyn Burke

""hen the stresses in to-wn became
unbearable, sometimes a visit to friends at
another campus or going to a football game
out of to-wn -was ttie only ans-wer.
Diversions
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Thank God It·s
Thanksgiving
by Millicent Garrett

•
•
•
S
ixty, sixty-one, sixty-two,
sixty-three . . . As professors piled one more economics graph, a
psychology experiment, another logistics problem, an art history
paper, and two group projects to your list of things to do, all you
wanted was some time to catch up. Weekends just didn 't cut it,
though; a week without classes would be perfect. Thanksgiving
Break! But it always seemed to be so far away. It couldn 't possibly
be only 63 days from the beginning of classes until Thanksgiving
break.
Break either seemed to sneak up before one even knew it, or to
take forever to get there. Lisa Gillett, a junior in industrial and
systems engineering, commented that it appeared to be so long in
coming "because classes were entirely too long and hard! And
boring! " Many however, were amazed when break shuffled in since
they were immersed in their books for weeks at a time and working
so hard.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

-

Traveling for the holidays was a serious issue for many students.
On the way to Chesterfield County, Samuel Womack Lee III, a junior
in university studies, and Kyle Huntington Hughbanks, a sophomore
in general engineering, were killed in an accident at approximately 1
a.m. on November 22.
For most, Thanksgiving meant turkey dinner with family and then
relaxing with friends they had not seen for weeks or longer. Of
course, some students spent vacation working at jobs to earn some
extra money. But 1. B. Miller, a freshman in architecture, spent his
break, "catching up on architecture projects."
So, did anyone want to come back to finish fall semester? The
annoying shrieks of a well-meaning mother or cries of a bratty
brother or sister would incline most college students back to campus
and their own space.
There were probably just as many reasons for not wanting to
return, though. Finals could put a wrench into the works. Rebecca
E. VanDerMeid, a sophomore in civil engineering, said, "If I had my
way Thanksgiving break would be followed by Mid-Holiday break,
which would lead into
Christmas break."
"I met a guy on the day
that I was coming back to
school, " said Katina
Wright , a sophomore in
liberal arts and sciences.
After break the traffic
jam on Interstate 81 didn 't
help end the reluctance to
go back . With a large
percentage of the students
returning from northern
Virginia at the last minute,
traffic was unusually
heavy.
Many wrecks
resulted and the drive took
some students twice as
long as usual. " It took
eight hours to get from
NOVA ," said Michael
Mukai, a junior in physics
and chemistry.
Some people 's tempers
probably spent those few
extra hours overheating as
their cars did, but others
just made the most of it. "I
hoped the car wouldn ' t
break down, but with lots
of people cramped in a VW
Rabbit we had fun ," said
Celeste Ruth, a freshmen
in international studies.
The traffic incident
became a lesson to Tom
Rafferty , a junior in
geography. He suggested
starting the drive earlier to
avoid the traffic altogether.
Thanksgiving
break
offered a wide variety of
things for students to do.
Whether demanding or
relaxing , it gave them
some time away from the
reality of school for a week.
Kira Lee

layout by Carolyn Burke
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There
couldn't
possibly
be only
63 days
from the
start of
classes to
Thanks•iving
•

l reali.

-ta

ki ng cha nc
come sooner or
the Hokies' fall
teams, the season
of changes and
that tested their

The men's soc:cer
faced the loss of its
time leading scorer
Crittenden, who
play football for the fall
season.
The women's volleyball
team had a new coach and
a new challenge: to place
near the top in the Metro
Conference.
The men's cross-country
team gratuated AllAmerican Brian Walter.
The women's tennis

and enthusiasm. Having
finished the previous
season with a romp over
in-state rival Virginia, the
team hoped that they
would be able to attain a
bowl bid and national
exposure. Becoming a
member of the nation's
newest conference, the
BIG EAST, would
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Carolina State, the Hokie
defense held the Wolfpack
to just seven points and
forced four turnovers; but,
seven turnovers by the
Hokies meant their defeat.
When asked about the
game versus Florida State,
then the top-ranked team
in the nation, Coach Frank
(continued on page 64)

Ball tucked in and right arm
prepared to sriff-arm North
Carolina State defenders,
fullback Tony Kennedy, a junior
in sociology, gains extra
yardage with a burst of speed
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UVa. Invitational

2nd

2nd

10th

12th

Furman Invitational -

3rd

6th

Virginia State Meet

2nd

4th

Liberty Invitational

2nd

5th

Metro Conference Meet

2nd

4th

10th

22nd

Univ. of Minnesota Inv.

NCAA Regionals

Cross Country
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page
can
Beamer said, "I thought
our players gave great
effort... particularly in
the fourth quarter."
Senior Quarterback
Will Furrer threw for 317
yards and two touchdowns, but also three
interceptions,
contributing to the
Hokies' downfall.
In mid-November, the
football team lost a heartbreaking game to East
Carolina, 24-17, the
game turning on an
(continued on page 66)

J

practice for the Appalachian State
Invitationals. Running behind were
Ben Hessler. Wally Granville. and
Tom Lankowicz. Walter and Granville
as well as Todd Pehowski were named
All-Conference runners for the
Hokies.
photo by David Cax

The Women's Field Hockey
team held their home
games as well as their
practices in Rector Field
House on Spring Road.

(continued from page 64)

E.C.U. interception return
for a touchdown early in
the third period. The
losses on the season were
almost offset by the
victories, and despite the
lack of a bowl bid, Tech
left the season wellrespected by their
opponents, such as Florida
State coach Bobby
Bowden, who said, "They

never want to quit." (The
Washington Post,
Oct.13,1991)
The Women's Volleyball
team did not know exactly
what to expect from the
fall season. With a new
head coach at the helm,
the Lady Hokies had
strong aspirations. Their
season would confirm
these hopes, as the team
(continued on page 69)
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ckey team, though
·cial NCAA sport,
fiercely against the
odds.
by Steve Vu

, nor lack of attendance could have kept the
team from turning in a sterling performance
~stlfll~ a varsity record of 12 wins, 5 losses, and 4 ties,
year's 5 wins and 14 losses. The complete
""0'""')" to the team's total dedication to the sport.
icity or fan support, but we get a personal
11m, r"'n"jOI~nlting the university," commented Amy Rusert,an
both a player and the team's coach.
rised of 27 players, who competed at the
n III levels , and also participated in four JV
Without a paid coach, the team relied on
a tremendous job doubling as coach and
fiIlIU .....J ism, a senior in international studies and this
"We had a very serious attitude this year." To
program, money was allocated from the
~e<Wi<»i center, in addition to members' dues.
Virginia Tech Annual Invitational in late
October with six teams dueling it out in Rector
ce of the action is a lot faster and more
legiate level] than in high school," said Carolyn
rre!~lm!.anl in university studies and next year's secretary.
season. five team members went to the Deep South
ida to compete for the chance to play in the
four were selected.
one player [Kim Chism] to graduation, so we
good team next year," said Huwitz. The low
f fan support did not deter these hard-working
their best in five-day-a-week practices and

Field Hockey
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Fall-

CORNERED:

Graduate Assistant Coach Carman Jul ians to regard it as "arguably
one of t he best halves t he played all year. "
In an effort to solve the offensive woes, Coach Jerry Cheynet moved
Eric McClellan, a junior in fina nce, from midfie lder to stri ker. This
allowed McClellan to center h is attention more towards scoring. The

During the season, a total of 10 individual and team records were
either tied or surpassed. As a team, the squad set new marks for most
goals in a season with 41, and points in a season with 117.
McC lellan alone accounted for t hree of the individual records. He
became the all-time goals and points leader wit h career totals of 34
for most assists
during the season
r player. "He 's very
r consumate idea of a
Ju lians added, "Given
flamboya nt player. He
Iped land him All ie, the Towson State
offensive player), and
was Gavlak, who tied
and most games in a
ing performances by
·tion.
team dedication
of each other and

Score

Virginia Commonwealth

(continued from page 66)
managed to place second
in the Metro Conference
in the regular season
standings, behind
Louisville. Part of the

success, said senior setter
Kelli Craven, was due to
the new coach, Stephanie
Hawbecker: "She
[Hawbecker] was
dedicated to winning, and

1-2

Florido Tech

2- 1

Charleston

2-3

0-1

UMBC

6-2

3-1

Towson Stote

3- 1

1-3

Philodelphio Textile

0-0

0-1

Applochion State

0 -0

4-3

Richmond

1-0

1-2

Louisville

5-2

2-1

UNC Charlotte

0-1

3-0

Radford

3 -3

her dedication made us
want to win." The team
went into the conference
tournament on a hot
streak, having won 18 out
(continu ed on page 71)
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Fall-

Ball tossed high in
Pam Davis, a junior
and child de\'elopment
prepared to launch a
serve to her George
opponent during
Regional Team

lose Mera

Sports
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Tennis team put opponents

: away with winners on the

(continued from page 69)

of its last 22 matches,
and expected to do well:
"We expected to go to the
finals [of the tournament]," said junior
swing hitter Lisa Pikalek.
This was not to be,
however, as the team fell
in the semi-final round to
UNC-Charlotte, a team it
had beaten earlier in the
year. Despite the early
exit from the tournament, the season was a
success, as the team
achieved its first ever
ranking in the NCAA
Southern Region and
placed three players on
the All-Conference team.
Men's Soccer
entered the season as the
defending Metro
Conference champions,
and hoped to repeat the
feat, though the loss of
Ray Crittenden would
challenge the team.
Junior Eric McClellan
seemed to answer the
challenge. After a shift
in position which allowed
(continued on page 72)

Lee Coleman

Women's Tennis
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Opponent
Northwestern
lowo Stote
DePoul
Furmon
St. Augustine's
Liberty
U.T. Chattanooga
Furman
UNC Greensboro
Duke
George Mason
Liberty
Villanova
Virginia
Marshall
James Madison
Western Carolina
Nicholls State
East Carolina

Towson State
UNC Greensboro
VCU
UNC Charlotte

9·15,1·
3·15,13·
10·15,2·
15·10,15-12,1-1
15·4,15
15·8,1
5·9,1
11·15,15·8,15·8,9·
15·10,15
9·15,10·
17·15,15·10,10·1
5·15,15·9,15·
6·15,8·15,15·1
5·15,15·13,11·1
15·12,15·7,14·1
15·12,15-7,14·16,6·
5·11,1
15-9,12·15,1
10·15,15·5,1
15·11,1
15·5,9·15,1
15·11,14·16,15·1
7·15,16·14,4·1
15·8,15·1
15·5,
15·5,13·15,12·15,1
15·7,1
15·3,1
15·8,15·1
7·15,6·1
15·10,15-7,6·1
15·10,7·15,8·15,15-1
15-10,1
15-6,8-15,1
5-11,15
1-15,15-5,15-1
15-11,1

Final Record: (28-12)
Conference Record: (5-1), 2nd
Following her teammate's set, Lisa Pikalek. a
psychology, soared in the air to spike the ball
outstretched arms of her Marshall University

(continued from page 71)

McClellan more freedom to
attack the goal, the team
responded as a whole,
winning seven out of its
last ten games of the
regular season. In the
unfamiliar position of
being seeded low in the
conference entering the
tournament, the first
round produced a victory

Sports
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versus Louisville, but
elimination came in the
next round at the hands of
UNC-Charlotte. The "New
River Rock" also remained
out of their hands for
another year, as a tie with
Radford left it with them.
The season, though not as
successful record-wise as
those in the past, was
(continued on page 74)

but enthusiastic home
Coliseum cheering
Tschirret, a junior
development,
s set to execute
University.

previous season, the team finished at 5-1 in
the conference in 1991, with the sole
conference loss to powerhouse Louisville.
Swing hitter Lisa Pikalek , a junior in
psychology and sociology, said, "Our goal
entering the season was to place high in the
conference."
The conference record of 5-1 placed the
team to finish with an overall mark of 28-12.
The Metro Conference Tournament was
hosted by Tech and held at Cassell Coliseum.
At its start, Pikalek said, "We expect to go to
the finals of the tournament." However, this
dream was left unfulfilled as the Lady Hokies
fell to UNC-Charlotte in the tournament
semi-finals.
In the first half of the season, the team

in finance. Highlighted by a grueling fivegame triumph over UNC-Charlotte, the team
won 18 out of its next 22 matches, putting
together separate winning streaks of five
games and seven games in a row, with the
only conference loss coming from the
Louisville Cardinals.
In the conference tournament, the Lady
Hokies were seeded second behind Louisville.
After a first-round victory versus Virginia
Commonwealth, the team faced the Lady
4gers of UNC-Charlotte next. "We knew that
they (UNC-Charlotte) would give us a tough
match," said Pikalek. Craven added, "We had
prepared well for Charlotte. " Despite the
obvious high regard and preparation for the

Volleyball
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however, the Lady Hokies lost in
. Pikalek commented on the
just played a great match."
, "Charlotte played reall y well.
med to go their way. We kept
we would come back, even up
point. We didn 't think we would
it possible that the team was
Charlotte, and looking ahead to
ven responded, "We knew that
Louisville would be in the finals, but we also
knew that to get there we had to beat UNCCharlotte. " According to Craven, the loss
was "heartbreaking," but, even so, the season
was a success, as Pikalek said: "This was this
team's best season ever."
Post season accolades were heaped upon
the Lady Hokies, as Craven, Pikalek, and
Heather Berglund, a math major, were
named to the All-Metro Conference team. In
addition, Craven and Pikalek were named to
the District III Academic All-America team.
Craven held a 3.6 QCA and Pikalek had a 3.96
QCA.

(continued from page 72)

judged a triumph, as ten
individual and team
records were tied or
broken, three by
McClellan individually.
The cross country
team, led by Heidi Allen
on the women's side and
Travis Walter and Wally
Granville on the men's,
was able to place high in
several tournaments and
meets, though the elusive
victory always seemed to
be out of reach. Allen was
the top performer for the
team, placing first in
several meets individually, including the
Metro Conference meet.
New cross country
coach Steve Taylor, a
Tech alumnus, came in
with a new training
philosophy which added
sprint work-outs to the
usual distance runs. The
changes in the crosscountry team were
positive ones overall, as
the team worked to
produce a successful
season.
Women's tennis gained
several new players for
the fall season, and this
(continued on page 79)

Mark I\'ystrom
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in management
the pyramid, a
but difficult shape at
game versus JMU.

Jamie Stanek

Cheerleading

75
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Hopes for a great season were.

SIDELINED
institutional management,
ght, a senior in history,
as possible professional
the team returning almost
the prior year (including
of Tony Kennedy, a senior
Phil Bryant, a senior in
ce, and Vaughn Hebron , a
ed on page 78)

Priming his troops for battle, Head
Coach Frank Beamer prepared to lead
the team onto the field as was their
tradition, complete with the cannon
blast.

Football
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A fumble by the offense had halfback

•
(continued

from

page

senior in finance) and standout de
backs (Tyronne Drakeford , a
restaurant, and institutional
major,
and
Damien
Russel
communications studies major) Ho
dreamed of a bowl bid for their team.
The schedule included five co
games on the road against such
ranked teams as Oklahoma, North
State, and Florida State, to test the
the team. The road trip proved
difficult, with losses in some close
turnovers committed at inoppu
moments. After the road trip, foll
win over Akron University, the Hokies
at 5-4 entering the game versus
Carolina University at Lane Stadium.
loss dampened the team 's morale,
next week versus Virginia proved to
killing blow to any bowl hopes.
On August 31, the Hokies faced the
from James Madison University at Lane
Stadium in the opening game of the year. On
a warm evening , over 40 ,000 fans were

• •
a Tech victory, 41-12. The game
the Dukes scoring first, as their
ck Eriq Williams, ran the Dukes'
e down the field, with the drive
in a 9-un by Williams. Tech
d by running off 21 unanswered
Furrer throwing a touchdown pass
Mickel, an elementary education
backfield mates Kennedy and
for scores. The teams then
ed touchdowns , but the Dukes'
problems continued as kicker
missed his second extra point
e.
ix seconds into the quarter, the
t the game out of reach with a 70chdown pass to split end 80
. Campbell said of the catch, "It
ike that ball was in the air for two or
nths. I knew I had a touchdown if I
it." (Hokie Huddler, September 3,
added another touchdown to
make the final score 41-12, sending the team
on the road on a high note.
The first road stop was North Carolina
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State University, where the defense shone
but the offense was dull. The game was
marred by a total of ten turnovers, seven by
Tech , Quarterback Furrer threw five
interceptions, including two into the N.C.
State's end zone as the Hokies were driving
towards a potential tying score. Two fumbles
inside State's five-yard line, by running back
Kennedy and receiver Mickel , resulted in
missing out on scores. The game was filled
with "what ifs," as the defense held N.C. State
to one touchdown, forced three fumbles of its
own, sacked the Wolfpack's quarterback,
Terry Jordan, five times, intercepted Jordan
twice, and held State to 180 yards total
offense. However, with the inablility of the
offense to hold onto the ball and sustain a
drive, the Hokies fell , 7-0.
Continuing on the road, the Hokies
traveled to Columbia , S.C. , to face the
Fighting Gamecocks of South Carolina. Late
and qu estionable penalties prevented the
Hokies from tying the score late in the
contest. An apparent tying touchdown pass
(continued

on

page

80)

Gang-tackled! A host of Hokie
defenders, including Mark Scott, a
senior in hotel management, and
Wooster Pack, a senior in physical
pducation, brought down the NC State
running back, preventing any forward
progress.

(continued from page 74)

addition raised hopes for
the veteran team
members. "I feel the
addition of the freshmen
players had rejuvenated ..
. the team," said Sharon
Galyon, a senior in
education. The
Lady Netters competed in
several matches and
tournaments during the
fall season, including the
Inter-Collegiate Tennis
Team
Pre qualifier Tournament,
held in Blacksburg. A
loss in the tournament
disappointed the team,
but there was promise
for the future, according
to freshman Kathy
. . . .. ,'1'1 '1
who said, "We
can only get better... this
season will help us
. .~~r- prepare for next year."
A perhaps less
renowned sport was
women's field hockey.
Though not an official
varsity NCAA sport, the
team competed against
other college and
university teams
throughout the region.
Twenty-seven women,
who competed at
different levels of play,
were coached by playercoach Amy Rusert. They
posted a winning
percentage of
over .600, improving
two-fold over the
previous year's mark.
The team hosted a
tournament in Rector
Fieldhouse in late
(continued on page 82)
George Patch
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(cantin
from Furrer '" ,':...
with the flag
complete.
formation,
intercepted
Jerry Inman
Furrer said
there inste
(Collegia te
Tech's frustr

Cc_

running
defense, fo
Gundy to
again , Tech
factor, as an
the third
touchdown
touchdown

of Virginia game, Wotten withstood a
heavy Virginia rush and launched a
pass. Despite Wotten's efforts, Tech
lost, 38-0.

Mark Nystrom
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Hurried and
harrassed, East
Carolina
quarterback Jeff
Blake barley escaped
the clutches of Tech
defenders DeWayne
Knight, a
sophomore in
university studies,
and P J. Preston, a
sophomore in
university studies.

(continued
(rampage

79)
September,
and four
team
members
were chosen
to represent
'the
Southeast
Region.
Fall sports
faced several
battles, not
all on the
playing field.
Changes in
infrastructure
and
training
techniques
were
added
burdens that
the fall
sports teams
(continued
on page 82)
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(continued from page 81)

overcame. Their seasons
won them respect from
the university, their
opponents, their
coaches, and most
importantly themselves.
The fall sports teams
were truly UP TO

THE CHALLENGE!

Quarterback Will Furrer, a senior in
English,handed off crisply to tailback
Vaughn Hebron, a junior in finance ,
allowing Hebron to accelerate out of
the backfield in the Louisville game.
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The East Carolina Pirates came to
Blacksburg on November 16 riding an eightgame winning streak. With Furrer out due
to i '
backup quarterback Rod Wooten, a

made the score 24-17, which would be the
final. With this loss, the overall record
became 5-5 and virtually any post-season
bowl chances were eliminated.
With the loss to East Carolina, the season
al in-state rival
ngful, despite the
two schools. Tech
Charlottesville for

Bowl, the latter allowing him to be observed
by many NFL Scouts.
For Hokie fans, the season may have been
a disappointment because pre-season
expectations were not lived up to. "We
should have done better this year. Mter last
year, I figured we would at least go to some
bowl. It would have been awesome to have
Tech play in a bowl, but the turnovers and
mistakes really killed us ," said Sravan
Sriharan , a sophomore in computer
engineering. Despite the disappointing
record, the football team played well versus
several top-ranked teams and gained the
respect of its opponents. Florida State Coach
Bobby Bowden said, "They always play us
tough . . . they never want to quit"
(Washington Post, October 13,1991).

Behind the block of
William Boatwright, a
senior in history,
fullback Phil Bryant, a
senior in computer
science, accelerated
upfield for extra yardage
in the game versus East
Carolina. Bryant shared
the rushing duties with
Tony Kennedy and
Vaughn Hebron. He
tied Hebron for second
on the team with 552
rushing yards for the
season.

l ose Mera
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did
you expect
The ups and downs in temperature meant making some adjustments to the usual
routine. After the month-long winter brei\k Casey Gregg, a sophomore in electrical
engineering lightened the load of stuff he b~ught back by using a dolly (below, left) .
The beginning of semester meant standi~ 'n line all over campus. Brante Sampey
and Jennifer Shaver waited in the line for \:he biology terminals in Oerring (below,
middle). On one of the only snowy mornings of the season, Keri Yoon, a senior in
hotel, restaurant, and institional managem'ent, had to scrape her windows before
heading to campus.
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atypical
wintelI'in
IB lacks16 UlI'g
lIDeant
settling in
folI' SOlIDe
and
stlI'uggliing
to stay
focused folI'
othelI's.
Most days
Jp>eoplie
9
didn t even
wealI' coats
16ecause
the
weathelI' 9
Dust wasn t
that cold.
The desilI'e
to stay
inside and
cuddle UP9
though 9
was ohen
lIDOlI'e
enticing
dllan dlle
dlI'ealI'iness
outside.
The unseasonably
warm weather this
winter allowed many
students to spend more
time outdoors.
Hampton Howell, a
freshman in general
engineering, took the
opportunity to rock
climb Dragon's Tooth
with friends in early
February, normally
one of the coldest
months of
the year.

Erik Walermarl
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Ads made up 50- 60% of the paper.
Alisha Peraldo, a senior in fashion
merchandising, sold an ad for the
Cowchip Bingo sponsored by Alpha
Zeta to Jim Hampton, a sophomore in
animal science.

Writing stories meant investigating and
interviewing. David Spates, a senior in
communications studies and the news
editor for the CT, talked with Dr.
McComas, the president of the university, after an awards ceremony.

•

After photo assignments were made
and pictures had been taken, the best
ones had to be chosen, printed or
scanned into the computer, and cropped for their final appearance. Mike
Overton, a sophomore in architecture,
judged which of the weightlifting
negatives were in focus for the Bugle.

word " deadline,"
the case for the
Late night deadlines
twice a week.
All stories had to be typed in and
proofread multiple times. Danielle
Corso, a junior in communications
studies, made corrections on a story
about "The Capital Gang" for the CT.
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J1lJlring the wintero

Bats did it, newspaper production managers did
it, doughnut makers did it, and
students did it
some
voluntarily, some involuntarily.
Either way, staying up all night
was sometimes a necessary evil
and at other times the clock just
rolled around until dawn. Sleep
deprivation was not extremely
healthy for the human body, yet
some people thrived on partying
or working at night.
Staying up all night for some
students was something they
rather enjoyed. "I was the Music
Director and the late night disc
jockey for WUVT [the student
radio station] and I have worked
the midnight to 3 a.m. shift on
Wednesday nights for four years
now." said Kevin Burch, a junior
in communications studies. "I
thought it was pretty cool. I felt
that I had more freedom and
that I could play what I liked,
which is heavy metal. I also felt
that I worked better at night."
One might think that working
late night shifts would have put a
crimp in a person 's academic
style, but that was not so for
Burch. He said , "I may have
tried to arrange my schedule so
that my classes were a little later
than usual, but I didn 't
necessarily do anything too
differently."
Who listened to WUVT at 2:00
in the morning anyway? Burch

16 y

said, "the majority of calls came
from architects who were
working all night in Cowgill."
Other people, however, didn 't
get as much pleasure from
staying up all night. "My pledge
class in my fraternity had the
responsibility of throwing a big
party for the fraternity , so we
had to stay up all night to
prepare," said Jason Woodard, a
sophomore in international
studies. "I was fine until about
9:30 a.m. when I started falling
asleep standing up. We all
worked straight through with
just a few hours of sleep the next
day."
Woodward described the point
when time caught up with he
and his brothers. He said, "I
think we all hit a wall at about
the same time and just lost our
concentration. But the party
turned out great so losing a little
sleep was worthwhile."
Whether staying up all night
to work or play, as habit or freak
occurence , for pleasure or
necessity , most students
experienced an all-nighter at one
time or another. For some, the
idea was to plan ahead as much
as possible so they could be
avoided. For others they were
part of the plan . However, if
college students planned too
much in advance, they probably
wouldn't have been real college
students!

To:m VVoRson
All Nighters
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Scanning in negatives of the Golden Flying Chinese Acrobats,
George Patch, a senior in management science and the director
of photograpy, and Jose Mera, a sophomore in biochemistry and
the associate photo editor for the CT, prepared them for layout
production.
The CT did all
of their
production inhouse and one
of the final
steps was pasting up the
finalized stories,
ads, and
photographs.
David Sedlak, a
senior in
communications
studies and the
assistant
production
manager of copy
for the CT, cut
the copy for the
Opinions page
as it printed out
on the imagesetter (left).
Anna Hugo, a
senior in
architecture and
a member of the
features
production staff,
layed down an
ad on the page
(below).
photos by Eileen
Pennington

layout by M. Kathryn
Shields
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Being productive
didn't always
mean the same
thing to
everyone. Greg
Siegrist enjoyed
playing the
guitar in his
room in
Pritchard Hall
when he took a
break from his
engineering
work.

,

\.

ProcraStination
was a disease that plagued
college campuses everywhere. It
was widespread and was
definitely not discriminating .
Yet, for some, procrastination
was most certainly not a
" disease, " but an art , an
occupation , a way of life!
"Disease " or not , it was very
contagious, especially since this
behavior was so effortless. It was
almost inevitable that most
everyone would experience it at
least once in his or her lifetime.
Was procrastinating studying for
exams productive or suicide?
Nick Gardecki , a junior in
psychology, founded his view on
the "effortless" aspect. He said,
"Procrastination was simple
because you did nothing!" He
also said, "I hated tests." Later,
during a psychology class,
Gardecki's professor attempted
to label him as a "Type B"
personality. She explained that
"Type B" personalities like his
were laid back, not stressed, and
generally
in
no
hurry
whatsoever.
"If you waited until the last
minute you got your adrenaline
pumping and you got the job
done faster and better." said Lisa
Rogerson, also a junior in
psychology. She claimed that
procrastinating could be useful
as a tool for studying.
When
asked
if
he
procrastinated and what he
thought about it, Greg Birdsell,
a sophomore in biology, almost
got into a fight with his

roommate.
Both
were
determined to prove that one
was a bigger procrastinator than
the other, as if it deserved a
medal. Birdsell said, "Because of
my procrastinating, they were
going to kick me out of my
major. " Then his roommate ,
Rob Warren, a sophomore in
industrial engineering, said, "I
was the king of procrastination.
There were at least a million
better things to do than study. "
Birdsell and Warren presented
rebuttal after rebuttal, but they
procrastinated on deciding who
was the winner.
Some students actually set
time aside in their schedules for
procrastination. "Oh yeah , I
procrastinate. I have three tests
tomorrow. I have studied for
one. Tonight, I will study for my
12:00 test and during my 9:30
class I'll study for my 2:00 test. "
said Sandy Murphy, a freshman
in business. Sandy liked to refer
to this style as the "Murphy
Strategy."
There were many classifications for procrastination
besides as an occupation or an
art. We 've identified it as a
strategy, a form of expulsion
from majors, and a prompt for
activities other than studying.
Perhaps it was not possible to
classify procrastination as
productive, but it wasn't suicide
either. Maybe it wasn ' t that
extreme. If it was that extreme
we might actually have had to
stop procrastinating and do
something about it.

VVhat is tiJme 11:J>1lllt
the stuff Jecay llS
JmaJe of?
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Looking in the
refrigerator your creative juices
started flowing. You thought,
the
most
"I'll
make
scrumptuous lasagne from
scratch: marinara sauce, ricotta
filling, pasta... a bottle of red
wine, and berries with cream for
dessert. I'll set the table and
light the candles and everything
will be perfect!" Unfortunately,
you forgot that none of those
things were in your refrigerator,
that you had no money. "Well,
it 's macaroni and cheese,
AGAIN! "
There were many choices
facing students living off
campus as to how and where to
eat. In the winter, cold/cool
evenings kept people indoors,
and what better to do inside but
eat? For some cooking was fun,
for some frozen dinners were a
delicacy and for others eating
out every night was necessary
due to hectic schedules and
time restrictions.
"I would have cooked, but I
didn ' t have the time or the
money. Plus, grocery shopping
was such a pain, " said Erin
Craig , a family & child
development major.
"I cooked for every meal," said
Taha Barake, a graduate student
in electrical engineering. "I
used to cook in the dorm;

Many cluttered
anything is better than dining activity.
kitchens resulted from entire
hall food ."
Most students tended to cook households cooking separate
sometimes and fix quick meals meals at the same time. Getting
food and eating
others, depending
on their schedules.
food were entirely
In a mini-survey
different considerations, though.
we did we found
that most people
Some students ,
like Eileen Lamb, a
ate quick and easy
communications
meals and cooked
studies
major ,
for special occachose to eat alone
sions. "The most I
because "It was
did was open the
easier to grocery
microwave! " said
shop when you
Karen Hayslett, an
didn't have to worry
accounting major.
about one person
There were a few
Mark Nystrom
people who cooked
eating all the food
that three people
most of the time
paid for. "
while some ate fast
When asked about
food most of the
time. David Gershis eating habits
Curtis Frye , a
hick,
a
civil
building construcengineering major,
tion major , said
ate
with
his
"My roommates and
girlfriend most of
I tried to cook
the time. They ate
together
but we
out 90 % of the
time even though
never went grocery
shopping. It was
he liked cooking
Mark f',lystrom
too much of a
and wished he The results of a venture in
hassle."
could do it more the kitchen ranged from
barely
edible
to
delectable.
Some students
often.
didn't have to worry
Eating with
roommates was another about courtesy when planning
common- because-convenient diets or cooking meals. For
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example , Jim Steinbauer , a
business major, said, "The only
thing I ate was beer. "
Going home on weekends was
the time to eat well. "The best
part about going home was
eating mom's great food! ," said
Gary Wilson, a math major. It
was a wonder, since so many
people never cooked in college,
that anyone could become as
good a cook as their mom or
dad.
There were some students
who found the time to cook
healthy meals and som etimes
even experiment with exotic
dishes. For anyone especially
health conscious , eating at
home was a must. Cooking
could be considered an exercise
of trial and error , but,
unfortunately it was not one
students
many
college
attempted.
Making the choice to eat at
home was often not cut and dry.
Money, time , and dedication
were all involved in making the
choice between fast food , dining
halls, and cooking at home.
When asked it she thought
she would eat more frozen and
fast food when she moved off
campus , Melissa Groff, an
interior design major, said ''I'm
used to eating dining hall food
so even frozen food will taste
great. I'll probably get someone
else to cook for me though."

' W a t was one to do when one
really wanted to study? There were always other things that had to
be done first, because the perfect learning atmosphere was essential.
Besides sleeping, many students found various items around their
room too intriguing to pass up for studying.
Ron Berredo, a sophomore in mechanical engineering, had a usual
procrastinating habit. "I'd read car magazines and listen to music
and if all else failed I'd turn on the television," Berredo said.
Others became clean freaks and compulsively needed to rearrange
their entire room. "I'd totally clean my room so everything looked
perfect," said Rhonyll Seballos, a sophomore in business.
"When 1 was trying to seriously put off studying I'd usually dust,
alphabetize my CD collection, look through coupons to see which
ones had expired, balance my checkbook, and sort through old
papers to see which ones 1 wanted to keep or not," said Christopher
Brodie, a sophomore in industrial engineering.
In-house distractions weren't always confined to the four walls of a
room, but they weren't necessarily that far away, either. "I liked to
shoot hoops with the basketball hoop on my hall. That sport usually
killed a lot of time," said Roger Lin, a freshman in marketing.
Primping and pampering could also become very important when
study-time came around. Elizabeth McMahon, a sophomore in
communications studies, usually painted her nails or tried new
hairstyles by playing with her hair.
Some verbal avoidance techniques included spending time telling
jokes or talking on the phone with anyone who'd listen. "To relieve a
lot of stress, Scott (my roommate) and I would just crack on each
other and we'd feel a lot better," said Jim Shivas, a sophomore in
university studies.
Some even went so far as to make sure others couldn't study either
by playing loud music. "I played my drums as hard as I could," said
Brian Quam, a junior in biology.
Whatever influencing venture presented itself or intrisic
motivation arose for students in their home, they could usually find
time to waste time when there was much need for studying.
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For the
1990-91
fiscal year,
$384,000 in
fines and
$100,000 in
late fees went
right back
into
llnain tenance,
upkeep, and
implI'ovements
for signs,
parking lots,
and
roadways.

,

Patting on campus as well
as downtown got so unruly
that the Tech police and the
Blacksburg police cracked
down on
The dreaded
yellow slips of
people found
windshields
what they
the office1'll but 1'f"'Oo'...........,,;;
entailed much
just writing

Frank McPherson
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parking situation on a first-hand basis everyday! He oversaw the six
"Parking Enforcement Officers" and the state-funded, self-sufficient
t was probably quite safe to say auxiliary organization which was responsible for controlling parking
that we'd all gotten one. It was also probably quite
and transportation on campus.
true that we'd all been angry that we got one. It may
Since the department was an auxiliary organization
also have been safe to say that we had all, at one time
at a state-funded university , all of the money
or another, expected to get one. That's right, the
collected ($384,300 in fines and $100,000 in late fees
dreaded parking ticket. That little orange envelope
for fiscal year 1990-1991) went right back into
meant having to dig into relatively empty pockets to
improvements, mainten-ance, and upkeep of parking
pay a fine. A fine that, if not paid, could wreak havoc
lots, signs, roadways, etc.
with class schedules, graduation plans, and even the
Dealing with complaints was another demanding
receipt of paychecks.
responsibility of Lynch's. He said, "I am easy-going
"I am a graduate assistant and I had my paychecks
and I just tried to help.
withheld until I paid off my tickets ," said Paul
"About 60-65 % of the complaints came from
Girardo, a second-year MBA student. Recounting his
students, another 20% from the staff, and about 10%
extensive experience with parking tickets. He said .
from visitors," Lynch said. "I would say the Drillfield
"As a sophomore, I lived in O'Shaughnessy and I got
and the Mall near Squires were the most ticketed
eight tickets for parking on Washington Street. They
areas. Our officers worked day shifts and then the
threatened to make me appear before the Honor
Virginia Tech Police took over from 11 p.m. to 7
Court. Fortunately, I was able to pay them off before
a.m."
it came to that."
One of the biggest gripes came from staff personnel
Parking Manager Butch Lynch described the
who claimed that they paid $42 for a permit which
practice of parking in areas where a ticket was
only allowed them to "hunt and peck" for a parking
inevitable as a "convenience gamble." That sort of
space. But Lynch believed "that all of the parking
gamble was one most students had probably
spaces on campus had a ten minute accessibility to
attempted too many times. No matter whether they
every building. "
knew that a ticket was bound to be waiting for them
Though these problems seemed enormous,
when they got back to their car, it was hard for some
according to Lynch, they were not unrectifiable. He
students to avoid the urge to park illegally.
said that most of the problems could be taken care of
"I actually got two tickets in the same day for
through construction on the B, C, and I-lots. He also
parking in the same spot!" exclaimed Kent Roberts,
felt that the project that was in the planning stages, a
a sophomore in agriculture technology. "It seemed
three-story comb-ination bookstore and parking deck
like the signs would get moved every other day and
possibly tied in with Squires, would add valuable
you really couldn't ever be sure where you could park
parking space to the campus.
from one day to the next."
Those little orange tickets, what a NIGHTMARE!
Tickets were meant to more than merely
Even though they might have seemed that way to
Frank /lfcPherson
nuisances, as it was obvious to officials, because The thought that went through
most students, they were intended to bring the whole
parking had to be controlled. Lynch dealt with the many students' minds as they
situation a little closer to becoming just a bad dream.

li

walked to their cars was "I hope
she didn't catch me ... "
Unfortunately for them, Officer
Ramsey had often made it to their
car before they got back.

or

necessit-y?
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Sleeping in Squires was far from being an uncommon
occurence. According to Charlotte Davis, director of
UUSA, one of the first pictures taken in the newly
remodeled student center was of a student sleeping. One
Thursday in early October Dawn Osborne, a first year
graduate student in statistics, took full advantage of the
sunny afternoon on a couch in the lobby.

§

0 , you just
finish e d taking an econ test
which you studied for all night,

prohibiting it.
"We expected to find all kinds
of things ," Davis said, "Some
people were just too pooped to
continue."

66'Ve expeclbeJ fo finJ &llls:inJs of fhings •••
§oIm.e people were D1l1lS f foo poopeJ fo con fin 1l1le. 99
and your next class doesn't start
for an hour and a half. Why not
catch a short nap in Squires
Student Center? After all, it was
th e " living room of the
university. "
No matter what time of day or
night, on every floor of Squires
scattered students could be
found sleeping in every
conceivable position: sitting up
against a wall, lying under a
potted tree, or face down on a
couch.
Charlotte Davis, director of
University Unions and Student
Activities , said
students
occasionally slept in the student
center between classes or while
studying late at night, but the
university did not have a policy

Ironically, Davis said one of
the first pictures inside the
remodeled student center was of
a student napping on one of the
sofas.
If a student was sleeping near
a room where there was going
to be an important conference,
Davis said someone would "get
them up and get them out," or
if students slept for an extended
amount of time, someone would
wake them up and make sure
they weren ' t missing any
classes.
Waking sleeping students
wasn 't always easy. In extreme
cases, Davis said, "We just got
someone to bang on the piano
and wake them up."

S(uires became
KiraLee

Short naps were not
the only ones taken in the student
center. Greg Lee, a senior in math,
slept for so long that one position
iust was not comfortable enough.
layout by M. Kathryn Shields

Kira Lee
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K

n 1984, black
student leaders from the class
of
1985
proposed
the
establishment of a Black
Cultural Center to correlate
with the uprise in recruitment
of black students. As stated by

the brochure for the Center,
which took seven years from
the time of proposal to become
a reality, the center was a
necessity to assuage the impact
of underrepresentation and
social isolation blacks in the
community were experiencing.
The center was a place which
reflected their culture and
values.
With the re-opening of
Squires Student Center, it was
apparent that the Black
Cultural Center was also a
place for education. The
exhibits and guest speakers
complemented traditional
educational practices by
promoting Black culture and
enhancing self-appreciation
and unity.
As stated in the brochure ,
the center offered a variety of
programs related to African and
African-American culture. The
programs reflected a multidimensional perspective based
on Afrocentricity.

The lectures, workshops,
concerts, and art exhibits by
persons of local and national
acclaim were sponsored by the
center in conjunction with the
Black Organizations Council,
the Black Student Alliance, The
NAACP, and the Black Greek
Council. The coordinator for

,

Marymount
Manhattan in New
York City with a
Bachelor of Arts in
Art History and
Studio Art. Crawford,
who was wishing to
leave New York City,
investigated
job

The Armory displayed the works of Stephanie
Jackson, an African-American artists from Atlanta,
Georgia in February for Black History Month.

With the opening of Squires Student Center on the first day of the fall semester,
the Black Cultural Center opened its doors as well. The center, located on the first
floor of Squires, responded to a need for the enhancement of African and AfricanAmerican Culture with lectures, workshops, concerts, and art exhibits_ Original
Kente cloth hangs in front of the windows as part of the Center's permanent art
and artifacts collection.

the center was Carol Crawford.
This position enabled her to
continue her exposure to the
arts after leaving her ten year
involvement as a professional
dancer with the Dance Theatre
of Harlem. Crawford graduated
Magna Cum Laude from

opportunities
in
the
Washington D.C. area. She
responded to an advertisement
for the coor-dinator position
along with 77 other applicants
and was offered the job as the
first coordinator of the Black
Cultural Center. Along with

Winter
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her responsibilities of making
sure that the dreams of those
student leaders continued to
come true, Crawford created a
reality out of some dreams of
her own with the creation of
the Ujima Dance Theatre on
February 3rd. The group's first
formal perform-ance was at the
Asbury United Methodist
Church . in Christiansburg.
They performed again at the
Haymarket Theatre on April 22.
The performance was entitled
"The Show Must Go On." The
Ujima Dance Theatre was
named to appropriately embody
the Swahili principle of
collective
work
and
responsibility which stands "to
build and maintain our
community and to make our
sister's and brother's problems
our problems by solving them
together," as outlined by Dr.
Maulana Karenga as one of the
Seven Principles of Kwanzaa
which the Black Cultural
Center embraced.

The Black
C1UJlt1UJral Center
ell'll1braced the
Seven Princi]p>le§
of Kawanzaa~
U ll'llODa ll'llean' ng
UnitY9
K 1UJ Di c l1tag1UJl ia
ll'lleaning SeHJDeterll'llination 9
UDill'lla ll'lleaning
CoHective Work
and Re§]p>on§i1bli tY9
U j all'llll'lla ll'll e aning Coo]p>erati ve
JEconOll'lliC§9 Nia
.
ll'lleanU'lg ]p>1UJr]p>o§e 9
K 1UJ 1UJll'll1ba ll'll ean ing CreativitY9
and lill'llani ll'lleaning IF aitho The
Black C1UJh1UJral
Center eX]p>o1UJnded 1UJ]p>on the
U niver§ ity 9§ goals
of ll'll1UJlti-c1UJh1UJral
]p>artici]p>ation and
a]p>]p>reciationo
Chris Jackson

Bought at an African sculpture fair in
Atlanta, these Nigerian masks were
displayed outside of the Perspective
Gallery in commemoration of Black
History Month. They were then
returned to the Black Cultural Center
as part of its permanent art collection.
The black experience in Virginia from
1619-1986 was documented in a
traveling show from Hampton
University entitled "Don't Grieve For
Me."
photo by Chris Jackson
layout by Carolyn Burke
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ormal Rush began on
Sunday, January 12 th, in
Cassell Colliseum. The women who wanted to
go through Rush to get a closer look at the
twelve sororities participating in Formal Rush
returned to Blacksburg early after Christmas Break. This allowed
enough time for Rush and it didn 't interfere too heavily with the

start of the second semester. Women visited each of the twelve
sororities on the day of Open Houses and each consecutive day of
Rush, the women went back to fewer sorority parties based on the
rushee's preference, as well as the preference of the individual
chapters. The parties allowed the rushees to learn more about each
individual sorority and gave them the opportunity to meet more
women and ask any questions they may have had. Each chapter used
unique themes and skits to portray some of the attitudes, goals, and
values exemplified by its members.

"Membership in a sorority provides YOU with an opportunity for
personal growth and individual achievement. The feeling of belonging
to a sorority is incomparable to anything you have ever experienced
before. Remember to be open minded. There are many women on
campus who feel that they have something to share with YOU." -- prerush advice from Jennifer Callahan. Panhellenic Rush Chair for 1992.

Greeks
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By Saturday , January
18 th , the rushing women
were down to two sororities
that they wished to make a
return visit to. This was
Preferential night. This
night was typically more
serious. There were no skits.
The party was based around
conversation allowing the
rushees and the members a
chance to get to know more
about each other.
"By Pref night you really
had a feeling about the group
of women that you felt most
comfortable with and you
knew which organ-ization
you really wanted to be a
part of," said Mert Green, a
sophomore in clothing and
textiles.
Bid day was that Sunday,
the 19 ~ . Each rushee had
been assigned a rush group
for the week and her ro-chi
(rush counselor) came to her
house or residence hall room
on that day to offer a bid
from, in most cases , the
sorority she wished for a bid
from and the sorority that
also wished to give her a bid.
They were usually one and
the same.
At this time, the rushee
Sorority rushees Kara Knight, a
sophomore in university studies,
and Paige Kirby, a sophomore in
political science waited outside of
Shultz dining hall for the next bus
to visit the next sorority house.
There was a bus for each sorority
which transported rushees to
timed parties. The length of the
parties increased as Rush Week
neared to Bid Day.
layout by Carolyn Burke

could accept the bid and
begin to find out what
sorority life meant to her.
The Panhellenic council ,
the governing body for the
sorority system, summed
up the different things a
sorority meant for different
women:
A sorority was a home
away from home, a group of
women who made your
adjustment to college life a
little easier.
Sisterhood, beginning the
day you became a new
member, was a term that
was difficult to explain, yet
it was the basis of every
sorority.
Sisterhood
resulted from sharing
dreams, goals, laughter, and
tears. Sister-hood provided
you with last-ing friendships.
Ellie Hauthe
ghey,
Panhellenic
Council President said ,
"Women had
the chance to
an
find
unparalleled
blend
of
friendship , scholarship ,
leadership , and social
activity, set in an environment which promoted
campus and community involvement. The Greek
System could bring you
closer to Virginia Tech and
continue to bring you back
in the years following
graduation."
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the interests of upcoming Student Art Association president. Bryson
rt. There were numer- said, "He wants to deal with SAA stuff and doesn't really consider XYZ
ous ongoing, and probably unanswerable part of it." Camicia however, had more optimistic hopes for the
questions about the nature and existence of art: SANXYZ affiliation: "SAA will be running the gallery next year and
what exactly is it? who decided what it looked hopefully XYZ will continue to exist. The biggest change will be that
like or what it stood for? was it something that the money from the benefits will go straight to the SAA to be used for
could become a part of our daily lives by choice the gallery."
Down the street, a very different atmosphere existed for the
or was it something special that belonged to only the elite, those with
"genius," those who had "the golden nugget?" Debatably, one of the Perspective Gallery, in Squires Student Center. The gallery had a
most universal answers was simply that art was something with a long-range program focusing on providing a variety of artists, media,
purposeful intent to be art. No matter what criteria one used to resources, and subjects after its reopening. Tom Butterfield, art
director of Squires, said that the program was so broad
describe art, if you were looking for it, where did you
that it would take approximately "three to four years to
find it? An art gallery, of course.
fully overview" everything they wanted to include.
In Blacksburg there were several galleries for
Butterfield felt that this time span was particularly
people to choose from in order to ponder the
effective since it was about as long as a student was
definitions of "art, " to scrutinize someone 's
in school and, with an average of eight to ten
choices about "art," or to just enjoy and experience
exhibitions per year, they could not explore all of it
"art. " The XYZ Gallery, The Armory Art Gallery,
in one year.
and The Perspective Gallery worked independently
The opening exhibit, on October 27 , was
of one another to present a variety of shows to the
sculpture by Steven Bickley, an art professor. In
public.
addition to presenting an artist who was member
The XYZ Gallery, located downtown on Main
of the faculty , the nature of Bickley 's large
Street, was described by Je Je Watson, a senior in
sculpture allowed Butterfield the opportunity to
art and president of the Student Art Association, as
explore "art around the house," a concept he was
an "opportunity directly for students to run [a
interested in continuing whenever possible.
gallery] themselves ." With the exception of the
The principle behind "art around the house" also
Bachelor of Arts show, and the Bachelor of Fine
went into the actual design of the gallery. "In
Arts shows in the Armory, XYZ was the really the
redesigning the gallery it was important to make
only place for students to exhibit their work on a
Tony Lepley
the gallery a place to present art in an outreaching
regular basis. According to Watson, volunteer
manner," Butterfield said. He contrasted the
students, community members, and at least one Mark Reiss, 1st piace winner of the
Student Photography Exhibit, with his
"usual " cloistered atmosphere of an art gallery,
professor ran XYZ.
picture Pantheon.
where people had to make an effort to go, with
XYZ began in October, 1990 when Bob Camicia,
what he hoped would be an "inviting space." The large
a fifth year architecture student and fourth year civil
glass showcase entry and panels along the wall were
engineering student, obtained the space rent free while
visually open causing the space to be "visually
he was doing renovations there. Watson said that the
accessible even when closed." Outside the gallery, in
renovations had been completed in the fall semester
the concourse area, was a showcase presenting objects
and the owner "wants rent." According to Camicia
that were usually not associated with the inside of the
XYZ housed regular shows "every two weeks" and a
it i§
gallery. Butterfield called this "drive by art" which was
writers's workshop on an ongoing basis. Camicia said
ilrlrllllJ>O§§ ilble
available to passersby and introduced art in people's
the workshop was "an independent thing for writers
daily traffic patterns.
and English majors. There was a folder there with
Bt'"J'lltl1'clShllW
The second exhibition was a two-man show curated
work in it that people could look over at any time, and
to compare hard material and soft material: Sini
they met every other Sunday to talk." XYZ also held
informal coffee houses twice per month at South Main Cafe, and Helin's glassworks, and Joanna Sunshine's fiber constructions. In
sponsored three benefits at the Cellar to "get money to get the gallery order to be able to show Helin's work, Butterfield had to transact
going." The benefits ranged from "mountain music to hard core with business across the atlantic with "a lot of faxes. " The direct effort to
incorporate international artists was another contrast, by presenting
literary readings between," Camicia said.
The Student Art Association became involved with XYZ primarily Helin's work with Sunshine's, an artist from Blacksburg.
Other exhibits at the Perspective Gallery were: Student
to help keep it going. Watson said that through SAA the gallery
hoped to receive funding from the university. "We went to Budget Photography, from January 14-February 2, a photo competition open
Board for the first time but didn't get anything. It was our first year to all full-time students; Artstravaganza, from February 6-21 , an
applying and they told us to come back in the fall. .. If SAA hadn't annual fundraiser for art department scholarships; "Hidden
Children " by Mia Man, from March 17 -April 12, a "value-added"
gotten involved [with XYZ] they'd probably close," Watson said.
The future of XYZ was questionable for several reasons, in addition experience including a lecture program about the artist's life and
to financial ones. Having volunteers run the gallery made things memories of the holocaust; and Collaborations, from April 18-May 9,
more difficult for everyone involved. Greg Bryson, a BFA student, a collection of works produced at the Mountain Lake Workshops by
said "Bob Camicia had a vision for the thing. He got it started but it national and international artists, local residents, and students.
In addition to providing a variety of experiences and a full variety
seemed there were never enough people to actually get things done."
Bryson explained that when he and Gail Guerriri, a senior in art, of media, Butterfield said that the gallery would have a slide library
showed at XYZ in September, "It was interesting because we had to beginning in the fall which would allow the public to view any of the
sand, spackle, and paint the walls. It was two in the morning before exhibitions which had been in the Squires gallery.
We could start to ponder the question of what art is by
we hung anything. We had no idea we would be doing anything. It's
entertaining the idea of what an art gallery is. Butterfield said "The
sort of extremely unorganized."
Uncertainty about XYZ's continued existence was compounded by gallery is not just a place to go to, but one that reaches out to you."
0
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The BFA Exhibit took place
in the Armory Gallery from
April 7-16. The show
included works by the
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Candidates: Tietjen
Alvarez, Greg Bryson
(Indoors by the Heaterabove) , Chris Pagent (Male
Figure and Female Figureleft), and Lisa Marie
Swetter (Mike the Dogabove).
photos by E.J. Newton
layuout by M. Kathryn Shields
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T e opening of
Squires Student Center marked
not onl y a new home for
students but al so for the
Divi sion of Performing Arts.
Sell- out sho ws were par for
cours e with events that
highlighted student, faculty and
guest performers. Artists in
both the theatrical and musical
disciplines took full advantage
of their new facilities-Squires
Recital Salon and Studi o
Theatre. These state-of-the-art
halls were specially designed to
provide an optimal experi ence
for performers and audience
al ike.
Arch itects, Iigh t
technicians, sound engineers
and specialists worked overtime
with department heads Donald
Drapeau of Theatre Arts and
John Husser of Music to create
an intimate and comfortable
atmosphere.
Theatre
Arts
Among
productions was "The Seagull"
which, like the production "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
sold out the 220 seats of Squires
Studio Theatre. "The Seagull"
highlighted guest artist Earll
Kingston and was the the
premiere series in the new hall.
Spring brought another
outside collaboration to the
Theatre Arts department with
"Places and the Displaced ,"
tying the department with the
professional theatre group, The
Road Company , who were
artists in residence for the
duration of the play. "The
Illusion " also broke new
ground with the production,
from script to house ~taff, done
entirely by graduate students,
with the assistance of only one
faculty member; it was first in
many ways.
All in all, over 400 students
participated in all of the
productions from actors to
stage hands, publicity to house

!II'\.

staff, and technicians to ushers,
not to mention the numerous
faculty, staff, and audience.
The music department and
its numerous ensembles
rounded out the year in their
new Recital Salon, which
seated 260. Besides the Salon,
Squires also became home to
the entire music department,
opening new facilities for the
university's musically inclined.
An increased number practice
ro oms , audio-visual labs , a
Digital Music Center for the
creation of electronic music,

rtists in hoth
i.h e the~drical and
m1Ulsical
disciplines took
f1UlH ad van tage of
their new
facilities«][1Ullres Recital
Saloll1 and StwJio
Theatre
ensemble rooms, and new office
space gave the entire
department a new outlook.
Having moved from the
cramped spaces of the
Performing Arts Building,
which it shared with Theatre
Arts, increased square footage
and office spaces for the
department which widened the
horizons for all its music
students, majors or not. By
providing increased and more
advanced resources to the
palette of musical possibilities,
the music department gave its
studen ts the opportunities it
needs.
The student musicians, who

came from almost every
major in the university,
the
involved
in
Performing Ensembles
of Virginia Tech were
enriched
by
the
experience afforded by
the new facilities.
Practice
and
performance space was readily
available and made for an easier
season for musicians who had
been needing the additional
space provided by the Squires
facilities.
Among the highlights was
Dr. Billy Taylor, jazz legend
extraordinaire, who performed
with several
university
ensembles as well as conducted
workshops and guest lectures.
The faculty provided the
university community new
music with compositions by Dr.
James Sochinski's The Legend
of Alcoba~a and Dr. Jon
Polifrone 's Requiem: "For
Those We Love."
There was also a considerable
number of small ensembles
that thrived under the new
conditions. Among tl~em were
Quantum Brass Quintet, the
Gospel Choir, and the
renowned Virginia Tech Blues
Ensemble which pu lled in
many fans of Chicago-style
blues.
These grass-roots ensembles
breathed life into the
sometimes "stuffy classical
orientation " of the music
department, which provided a
great variety of fantastic ,
virtuoso performances in the
classical genre which in years
past had come up short on
popular ,
modern,
and
experimental
musical
expressions . By giving new
groups like the Blues Ensemble
and performance-art groups a
place to perform, the music
department
worked
to
overcome
these
past
shortcomings.

I
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The trombone section of the University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble slid
through one of their many concerts.
David Widder, a professor of music
and wind instruments, directed the
Wind Ensemble.

'I

Technical director for the Department of Theatre Arts,
Gary Jung, helped organize backstage for the upcoming
performance of A Midsummer Nights Dream.
Dancing is as much a part of theatre arts as acting.
Strength and agility drive the legs of these performers to
jump higher, dance faster.
photo by Jamie Stanek
layout by Carl T. Dahlman
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t may have
been cold outside, but the
winter music scene kept things
toasty at local clubs and on
campus.
James Williams, a sophomore
in communications studies,
hopped from Buddy's to South
Main Cafe to see Egypt, The
Acoustic Kind, The Lie, and
Oedipus. William's favorite
show was North Carolina's
Johnny Quest.
"Their show just had so much
energy," Williams said. "It
seemed like everyone there was
having a really good time.
There was no friction between
people."
William mentioned the
subject of friction because, he
said, many local shows were
highlighted by moshing, slam
dancing and stage diving. None
of this happened at the The
Kind 's Wednesday night
acoustic shows at South Main,
though.
"That was a really mellow
scene," Williams said. "They
were really good together. They
played Allman Brothers and the
Dead. Just like '60s and '70s
stuff, really. "
Other local shows included
Richmond ' s acoustic trio
BS&M, Blacksburg's Mr. Yuk,
Exit 37, and metal bands Black
Ice and A Lot Like You.
Chris Holland, a senior in

math, caught Mr. Tuk at The
Balcony and at South Main.
"They're like a classic rock
band trying to sound funky,"
Holland said. Of course, he
didn't object to the band
offering free beer at the South
Main performance.
Virginia
Tech
Union
sponsored two shows in the
winter: a triple bill with Drivin'
and Cryin', The Connells, and
Mary on the Dash; and The
Knitting Factory Tour, an
experimental Jazz show.
Bryan Lane, an aerospace
engineering major, attended
The Connells show in Burruss
Auditorium on January 28.
"When The Connells came on
the stage, everyone ran to the
front," he said. "There was one
fool who tried to run up on the
stage , and I think he got
booted."
Lane said most of the
material was drawn from "One
Simple Word " and "Fun &
Games ,"
but
the
band
introduced one new song.
The Knitting Factory Tour
also featured three bands- The
Jazz Passengers, The Thomas
Chapin Trio, and Samm Bennett
and Chunk. The show was held
in Squires Commonwealth
Ballroom on February 24.
''It was totally unlike
anything that has ever been
here before," Holland said. "It
was totally cool because I like
jazz."

The seven members of the Jazz Passengers' performance ranged from rhythms so
synchronized that even their motions and expressions were the same to playing in
their own little worlds. Brad Jones chilled out during his bass solo while the rest
of band left the stage.
photo by Erik Waterman
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WHO WERE
THE LOCAL
BANJOS?
The Ba16 y d!.ok
Biohio
Blind!.spot
The Blue Slky Band!.
Daniel Bone
Eargasfiill
EetwalUl
Green GhlfHlI.lies
The lFathe
GreeD Ghoulies
ike Lie
Miscreants
Mr. Yulk
N everlmind!.ers
Pietasters
RaJio Active
The Raging Frogs
. Rhinmz
The RhythIJrll lVlethod!.
Ridh~rd Jessee Pw()jec«;

Rolkk B,ottolm
Shock Seven
Spinal Tap
Steppe Child!.ren
Tundl.r<lJl, 2 JL 2 (forlnt"'h The Push)
Visi16le Shivers
Y~ms fll'om Outer §JP>~<ce
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What should I wear,
or

do I care?

VVa§

tlhere any fa§lhion n.n tlhe winter 1
Fashion was
stereotypically a
feminine attribute,
but men also put
some thought into
how they dressed
occasionally. Erik
Ward, a senior in
electrical
engineering,
decided that
function was more
important than
appearance for his
winter attire.
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Eileen Pennington

bsolutely! There is fashion in
the winter," said Carolyn Moore, an assistant professor in clothing
and textiles. Although, during the winter, comfort and warmth often
preceded aesthetics, many people still worried about having the right
look. Fashion was not only represented by the students, but by the
faculty as well.
Many female students wore leggings which were reminiscent of
the sixties. These skin tight cotton stretch pants were trendy under
skirts, shorts, or even with an oversized sweatshirt or sweater. These
leggings, whether thick like pants or thin like pantyhose, made
shorts and skirts not only fashionable, but, more importantly, warm.
Other fashionable attire appeared on campus for both men and
women. Long wool and cashmere blend coats with plaid scarfs not
only looked good, they, too, provided warmth from the cold wind.
Mter Christmas people got the chance to show off their new rugbies
and sweaters that would never go out of style.
"Fashion was geared toward women," said one freshman, but many
fashions were good for either sex. One unisex fashion that became
popular on campus was foot apparel, such as duck boots and work
boots. Boots in and of themselves could be a fashion statement. Not
only were they warm, but they were fun to tromp through rain,
snow, and mud in.
"Whether warm or not, the consumer always looked for fashion
first, thus the consumer would not purchase a product if it was not
fashionable," explained Moore. The fashion element was a great
addition to warmth in this winter's clothes. One student said,
"Fashion when we were young always meant big and disflattering
clothing during the winter. It's good that they are making fashions
flattering as well as warm."
However, sometimes it was just too cold to be worried about the
latest styles. For example, only the eyes behind scarves and earmuffs
could be seen of some people, so what did it matter what they wore?
Even if the temperatures tipped records of coldness , it mostly
depended on mood and time contraints when it came to how
fashionable students looked on a given day.
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= =-Winterdle same. That's ,\~Tlb.at gets
me dO"\'Yn. H I can say anything
then why say anything? . nidi. et
even- -thing's there to lbe said.
Round and ;round.

Kt's aU

Y u will never be better off than
your parents. There won't be a job for you when you graduate. You
will never own your own home. The economy is beyond your
control. The future is beyond your control.
This was what we were told during our years here. This was what
we had heard before we even got here. The lifestyle that we had
been living while under our parents wing was s06n to disappear like
a pleasant fog. A common reaction to this was to withdraw into
apathetic bliss.
Who cared if our world was turned upside down? It was beyond
our control. Nothing really matterej:i anyway. Even when the
governor slashed funding to higher education, only about 2,000
people showed up to protest for the quality of their education.
Apathy let us be content with nothing. It was better to be satisfied
with nothing because that's all we ever were going to have. It wasn't
our fault. We didn't make the world, how could we have fixed it?
This attitude led to the death of school spirit, civic duty, and the
responsibility we had to our future. Our parents had directed us for
18 years and the time had come to let someone else direct us,
h easier to just watch
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Drum Major Lori Reck, a senior in liberal arts
and sciences, lead the Regimental Band down
the streets of New York in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade.

• •
by Meddie Marty

I

n commemoration of the many
traditions instilled upon the student body of the university. "A
University of Tradition", was the theme for the 521lll Annual Military
Ball. The weekend began with Military Brawl where companies
performed skits and presented displays which showed the ideals of
unity, teamwork, and excellence. This event was followed by an
informal dance.
The evening of Military Ball featured a senior walk, the traditional
sabre arch, the crowning of the 1992 Military Ball Queen, Gregory

Guard's precision rifle drill demonstration, and the tapping of the
Corps of Cadets' outstanding junior into the National Society of
Scabbard and Blade. This was the first year Military Ball returned to
Squires Student Center. For the past three years, Military Weekend,
including the Variety Show skits, the Brawl, and the Ball itself had
been held in different parts of the campus.
The evening concluded with a fireworks display over the
Drillfield, the firing of The Skipper and the playing of Silver Taps
performed by the Regimental buglers, thus bringing Military
Weekend to a close.

A glimpse of what the Gregory Guard members did every morning and afternoon leading up to the Military BaIl, where they put on their performance. Eric App, a history
major, concentrated on his rifle which was in mid·air.
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To start the formal
ceremonies on
Saturday Night, the
Color Guard
presented the
Colors. This was
the first
performance for
the new "rug."
The old wool "vr"
flag had worn out,
and was replaced
with a new nylon
one.

Erik Waterman

The first day of Military Weekend coincided with Valentine's Day.
Doug Wilson, a communications studies major, Band Company First
Sergeant, braved the unexpected snow fall to retrieve a Valentine's
Day gift for his Mil Ball date.
Phil Wunderly, a geology major, pulled away on the halyards holding
the American flag as snow fell around him. A little cold weather did
not stop the Corps; although B-94 did become famous for its flag
detail.
layout by Meddie Marty and Mike Miller
photo by Mike Overton
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increased
tuition, the recesF o r students sion, and the increase
learning to budget not only in the cost of living itself.
Yes, there was an underlying
their money but also their time
was crucial because everything respect for those students who
became precious when it was had to maintained steady
employment to contribute to
scarce.
Many students had little time their education, but many of
to spare because they were these students had a relatively
loaded down with classes and more serious view of their
had to pile a job on top. Some education as well. They had
possibly come to
understand that
life itself is what
Many factors c01illRd lbe directly
you make of it.
reRated
the increase in the
By working for
an education
n1illJrll1l.lber of working st1illdentsg the
these students
1illniversity9s increased t1illition 9 the valued
the
recession 9 and the increase in the achievement of
their goals even
cost of Riving itself.
more.
When working
students were
. Green
asked what they
got
out
of
students were able to remain balancing employment and fullequally committed to both. For time requirements in school ,
some, employment was not an some common responses were
option , but the only way to money as well as "work
maintain the meager standards experience."
of a student ' s lifestyle and
The money was a primary
complete their education.
factor but when a stud ents
"The number of students who worked and contributed to the
work has increased rapidly accomplishments in their own
within the last two years , lives they gained a sense of
especially recently ," said helping their parents as they
Anthony Ones, an economics helped themselves. Many of the
working students had always
professor.
Many factors could be directly maintained employment and
related to the increase in the that was a direct factor in their
number of working students : lifestyles, their leisure activities,
the university's
and their personalities.
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exactly what
takes
°t
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Let's Stay
Together
Keeping a relationship going
usually meant more than
simply wanting it to work.
One of the ways to show

I
David Walls

someone you cared about the .
other person's health and well
being in the '90s society
meant deciding to use a
condom. National Condom
week was February 10 to 16.
STARS Peer Education Group
from the Health Education
Office arranged for King
Condom and other members
of the group to give out
condoms in the lobby of
Squires Student Center.

Having an interesting job made it
much easier to stay employed. One of
the more enjoyable jobs available on
campus was Iifeguarding at the War
Memorial Pool. John Whitt, a junior in
residential property management, kept
an eye on the afternoon swimmers.
lanelle Thompson

Keeping Jobs & Relationships
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EVerYbOdY planned the
schedule, but the nerve racking picking and choosing often came
no avail. When that letter came from the university, many could
bear to open it because they knew about the possible travesty
lay in their hands. What they wanted was usually not what they got.
had all heard horror stories of people who did not get any of the
classes they signed up for.
But then again, the perfect schedule
sometimes turned on them. What students thought would be easy
turned hard, and what they thought would be interesting was not.
made a class good or bad?
Teachers played a heavy hand in dictating whether a class was liked
or not. A professor did not necessarily have to be easy to be good. "
who's ready to answer questions and who asks the students
if they understand makes a class good, " said Dina Rovos ,
more in electrical engineering. A charming, unusual , 0
humorous teacher could make a strenuous day seem a little bit
·ghter.
(continued on page 122)
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layout by M. Kathryn Shields
photo by Eileen Pennington

Being in a competitive major could be
very motivating because the
atmosphere was usually energetic.
Sophomores in interior design had to
pass the "sophomore review" before
continuing because there were only a
few slots available and many people
wanted them. Kira Lee prepared to
glue more pieces on to the Art Deco
column that her group built in Wallace
on October 24.

The state's cuts in funding for higher
education put a strain on the
conditions of many classes.
Approximately 2,000 protesters
gathered on the Drillfield on January
29. Ingolf Gruen, a PhD student in
human nutrition and foods, and Vii
Lehr, a PhD student in economics,
attended the rally sponsored by the
Student Government Association.

I

the ideal location
classes in a deteriorating building
classes the size of the House of
Representatives Assembly
oPSCAN tests
five calculus quizzes a week
bolstering QCAs

by )Illlireni Gflrreif
(continued from page
120)

Finding the ideal location
was another aspect in achieving
the perfect schedule. On cold
days when the wind whipped
about, students could easily be
deterred from attending class.
And what about those
incredible hikes from LittonReaves to McBryde in the
remarkable time of ten
minutes?
Putting aside the mere
distance factor, there was also
the condition of the room itself.
"With Tech no longer leasing
the Lyric Theatre, at least we
don 't face the possibility of
classes in that deteriorating
building," said Judity Newland,
a sophomore in management.
All buildings were not created
equal and all spaces weren 't
necessarily conducive to
learning.
Numbers played a part in
every class, not only in math
and science classes. The
atmosphere changed depending
on how many students attended
a class. Classes varied from
intimate
gatherings
to
magnitudes the size of the
House of Representatives
Assembly.
"It certainly made it easier
on the professor if the class was
relatively small. He could get
to know the students
personally. Some classes were

huge, " said Darrin Sorokti, a

Erik McCormick

Active classes were often easier to
stay focused in than lectures.
Eunice Botes, a senior exchange
student in art, threw a pot in Owens
ceramic room (above) while Tracy
Boggs, a freshman in university
studies, and another student who
refused to give her name, couldn't
stay awake for art history class (below).

Eileen Pennington

sophomore in biochemistry.
Due to the ongoing saga of
the
budget
cuts , the
overwhelming growth of class
size was not expected to be
cured in the near future. Large

classes made the OPSCAN form
of testing very common.
The amount of work put into
a class and the difficulty of the
class weighed heavily on most
students' minds. When it came
right down to it, school lead to
work, but how much work was
the question. Sometimes those
one credit classes seemed to
require more work than three
of four credit classes. Jason
Molinsky , a freshman in
general engineering, said, "I
hated Calculus 1216 because
our teacher gave us a quiz
everyday. That's five quizzes a
week! And of course he gave
tests from hell." It seemed that
some professors thought that
their class was the most
important and deserved the
most time devoted to it.
Occasionally students may
have ended up in an easy class.
Bolstering QCAs and relieving
the workload were attributes
that
complimented
an
otherwise rough class load very
well.
Attaining the perfect class
schedule could have been an
unconquerable feat , yet most
students strove for it. Until an
answer to this mystery was
found , they just had to deal
with the realities of imperfect
schedules for their imperfect
classes in an imperfect world.

imperfect schedules for imperfect classes in an imperfect world
What Makes a Class Good or Bad
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ords that infer.
This was the
focus of many a
meeting, discussion, and
argument at college
campuses across the
United States. It seemed
that
which
was
considered "ridiculous "
and "a passing fad " by
some college students in
1991 became fact and reality in 1992. Words, thoughts and
expressions came under fire as administrators and campus groups
demanded a change in semantics which referred to themselves.
As the year progressed , blacks became African-Americans ,
manhole covers became person-hole covers , and waiters and
waitresses became waitrons. What these people and objects became
was no different than what they were before. The choice for a
different label, title, or reference was to discolor the image some
terms left. Many female chairmen became chairwomen while some
male chairmen became chairpersons. The h ope that certain
inferences about race, masculinity, or function would be forgotten
with new terms seemed well-intentioned. Unfortunately, the lot of
women, minorities, and man-hole covers fared no better than before.
That a nation was expected to relearn a mann er of speech was
simplistic compared to the challenge of actually changing the
position and perception of women and minorities in society. The
move to relabel was strong in days past, the move to redefine never
surfaced, however.
Further forms of Political Correctness dwelled in the realm of the
non-humans. Some animal rights activists termed hunters and the
insensitive as "speciesist" those who discriminate on the basis of
species. A simi lar -ism was that of mi litarism: the preference of a
college campus to include a Corps or ROTC program. There have
been other way-out -isms that mandated everything from loving the
universe to fairness for the Japanese cars. A strange sort of air
settled over the campus as these politically correct, PC for short,
disciplines required a new sort of speech which aimed its final goal as
cognitive agreement with the new terms.
Sensitivity programs and racial awaren ess workshops became
standard play in many college communities (note: "communities"
rep laced "campus" and "dorms"). These attempts at institutionalized
PC were heavi ly resented by many students . Letter wri ting in The
Preston Journal and the Collegiate Times expressed the many faces
of disdain, intolerance, and general weariness on the issue. Still,
conferences like "Camp Carlisle," named after the University Provost
Fred Carlisle, encouraged facu lty and administration to be more
sensitive and agreeable with women and minority issues.
Further influence of PC came to Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
when it released the new edition containing an entire section on how
to avoid sexist language. Among other new words, the dictionary
included the alternate spelling of women, womyn, which prompted
social commentator Alfred E. Newman to ask "what they expected to
do with words like menstruation?"

Sensitive Terms
for the
1990s
act like a lady and think like a
man ... act and think clearly and
sensitively
authoress ... author
black... African-American
broken family ... dysfunctional
family
businessman... businessperson
chairman ... chairperson
coed ... student
congressmen ...member of
congress
girlish, effeminate ... polite, weak
guys ... people
indian ...Native American
kingpin ... leader
lady luck ... luck
loser ...unfortunate
manhole cover ...personhole
cover
manly ... rude
pet ... non-human companion
salesman ... sales representative
sportsmanship ... fair play

statesmanship ... diplomacy
stud ... overly masculine
unwed mother ... mother
women ...womyn
womens page ...living section

Speaking Out
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Boxed into a new way of thinking,
students were often forced to
consider the nuances of political
correctness ... whether they wanted
to or not.
layoul by Carl T. Dahlman

Political Correctness
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h love. It is delicious, Cards and flowers
like the sickly-sweet smell of burning plastic. And yet it is were, of course, a
crucial part of the
painful like the bite of the boll weevil.
Valentine's Day
But what could we do? We are human, yes? We were tradition. While
born of love and therefore must love, no? Men - we were florists most often
had to provide the
made to love women, yes? And women - you were made flowers, ingenious
to crush our hearts under your nine-inch spike heels like suitors could create
their own messages
so many commemorative porcelain Elvis plates, no?
of love.
Love is all the hope and promise of a newborn
kangaroo paired with the sensation of having one 's
testicles in a vice grip. Love is the mystery and excitement of forgetting to
send that little card back to the record club, so that they don 't send you the
selection of the month, then having them hunt you down for a year and a half
to collect. Most of all, however, love is a brick.
The process of love goes as follows:
1. You take the brick and hand it to your prospective sweetie.
2. This person will then raise it high above your head and bring it down
with such force as to crack open your skull.
3. Once regaining consciousness, you being so much the wiser for the
experience, hand it back to that person or to the next person in line.
4. Repeat steps two and three.

While we are discussing love, I suppose we should also examine Valentine's
Day. You know what I think? I don 't think there ever was a St. Valentine.
I think a bunch of guys from Hallmark decided to rip off the American, fallfor-anything, pull-my-finger, hey what's-that-on-your-shirt public. And guess
what, you. You were the shmuck in that line at the florist's - waiting to shell
out $485.56 for 12 half-dead, artificially scented flowers. You took the bait.
You and me, like cod. Like trout. Hook, line and sinker we took the bait.
. Then we suffocated slowly in the hot sun and were fileted with a rusty knife
and served to an overweight 13-year-old at Long John Silvers as faux-lobster
in their "Semi-Seafood Salad."
Anyway, I think Valentine's was meant to be a day of painful, painful selfanalysis. I personally make a list of my 30 weakest character traits then
ruthlessly berate myself for each of them. Try it.
You, of course, need a gift to win the affection of your hope-to-be loved one.
Bribe, ransom - call it what you want. But nobody was going to love you if
you couldn't show some financial stability. If you were trying to save a little
money, but wanted a quality card, you could try any hospital emergency
room. Hospitals were full of cards and flowers and everyone there was too
busy or hideously mutilated to catch you.
Well , those are my theories. I hope they brought you as much gutwrenching suspicion and distrust in your honey as they have for me. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Valentine's Day
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Although they may have

been d-ri ven
elements ,

the
winte-r
teams

Keeping warm was always a concern during
the winter. The same adage applied to the
winter sports teams. From hot to cold to
lukewarm, the teams' performance moved up
and down the thermometer.
Men's basketball, with a new coach in Bill
Foster, and several talented transfers, including
guard Steve Hall, hoped to improve on the
previous season's mediocre performance.
Returning players included forwards Thomas
Elliott and John Rivers, and 7-foot center Erik
Wilson.
Before the season began, the team was forced
to endure the loss of three players, Rod Wheeler,
Dirk Williams, and J.J. Burton, due to academic
and other reasons. Injuries also put a damper on
the Hokies' season, with leading rebounder and
second leading scorer John Rivers out for part of
the season. Despite the loss of these players, the
team produced some excellent
(continued

on

page

130)

FIERY

COMPErrITORS
cha Ilenge~ their opponenh
a nd scored gevera I big victories.
Winter Sports
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FoUow the bouncing ball. Corey
Jackson. a junior in communications
studies, battles for the loose ball with
his South Florida opponent, Radenko
Dobras.

Winter Sports
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Allan Bristow, a Tech great and currently an NBA head coach.

(continued from page 128)
performances, most notably against
then 14th-ranked Tulane in midFebruary in Cassell Coliseum.
At the half versus Tulane, the
score was tied 31-31, with Steve Hall
scoring a lay-up in the final seconds
of the first half to tie the score. In
the second half, the Hokies managed
to break the Green Wave's full court
press consistently, leaving players
open down court for easy baskets. On
defense, the Hokies' zone left
(continued on page 132)

Dell Curry zoomed in for an uncontested lay-up in a 1985-86 home game versus
Tulane.

Through the years , Cassell Coliseum had seen some talented
basketball players in Hokie attire grace its courts. Players from Tech
had succeeded many times over in the Olympics and in the NBA,
both on the courts as players and on the sidelines as coaches. Within
the last twenty years, though many outstanding basketball players
had come and gone, three names stood out as truly great: Allan
Bristow, Dell Curry, and Virginia Tech 's first Olympian, Vernell
"Bimbo" Coles.
Allan Bristow played in Blacksburg from 1970-73. In his three
seasons in a Tech uniform, the 6-7, 205 lb. Bristow averaged 23.1
points and 12.7 rebounds per game. Perhaps his proudest hour came
in his last year as a Hokie when he helped lead his team to the
National Invitational Tournament Championship. After being
drafted by the Philadelphia 76ers following the NIT win, he played
briefly for the Sixers, before being traded to the San Antonio Spurs,
where he played for the majority of his NBA career. After finishing
his career with the Dallas Mavericks and retiring as a player in 1983,
Bristow accepted an assistant coaching position in San Antonio. A
fter two years in San Antonio, Bristow switched to the coaching staff
of the Denver Nuggets in 1985.
Bristow became a member of the Tech Sports Hall in 1983, in his
first year of eligibility. He said of the honor, "This honor is
important to me because it shows that people appreciate not only
what I accomplished during my days at Tech, but also what I have
done since then. " Bristow was currently the head coach of the
Charlotte Hornets in the NBA, an up-and-coming team that just
missed making the playoffs.
A more recent graduate, Dell Curry was the first Tech basketball
player to receive All-America honors. He was named to the
Associated Press All-American second team in 1986, following a
spectacular senior year where he averaged 24.1 points per game, was
named Metro Conference Player of the Year, and made the AllConference first team for the third consecutive year. He finished his
Tech career as the second all -time scorer in Metro conference
history, just 19 points short of the all-time mark. In addition, he was
one of eleven finalist in the voting for the John Wooden Award ,
which recognized the best college basketball player in the nation.
After his final home game, Curry's jersey, #30, was retired, the first
basketball player from the university to be so honored.
Curry was drafted into the NBA following his senior year. He was
currently playing for the Charlotte Hornets of the NBA, under former
Tech player Allan Bristow.
Bimbo. The very name conjurred up images of a lightning quick
guard, penetrating to the basket and dishing off a pass, or pulling up
for a perfect jump shot from the perimeter. Bimbo Coles became the
best-known basketball player in university history, a well-earned
honor for the talented young man from Lewisburg, West Virginia.
He ended his career at Tech as the Metro Conference's all-time
leading scorer with 2,484 points, as well as the all-time Division I
men's basketball scoring leader for the state of Virginia. He held or
shared more than 40 Tech and Metro records and averaged 21.6
points per game after four seasons. However, for all these honors,
the greatest source of pride for Hokie fans was Bimbo 's being
selected to play for the 1988 U.S. Olympic team, where he helped his
country win the bronze medal.
Following his final home game in 1990, Bimbo had his jersey, #12,
retired, only the third basketball player and sixth Tech athlete to be
so honored. Selected by the Miami Heat of the NBA in the 1990 NBA
draft, Bimbo's playing time had steadily increased as the team has
improved. Most recently he made important contributions as the
Heat made the playoffs for the first time in their short history.
Quotes and statistics courtesy of Sports Information Office
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Three players, setting the standard for years to come: a

LEGACY OF GREATNESS
for future players to admire and strive to achieve.

Dell Curry, 1986 graduate
As Bimbo Coles released one of his infamous
jump shots during the 1989-90 season, his
JMU defenders could only watch and hope for
a miss.

All photos courtesy of Sports Information Office
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TRADITION OF

EXCELLENCE:
Smith, Strock, Stubbs . .. their names synonymous with
greatness, their performances and feats remembered a
generation later.

(continued from page 130)
the "Posse" of Tulane frustrated, forcing
them into bad passes and shots. As the
lead grew larger and the clock ticked
down, the crowd in Cassell grew louder
and louder. Led by their stand-in
cheerleader on the floor, center Jimmy
Carruth, a sophomore in HIDM, the crowd
cheered the team on to what would be a
huge upset. When the buzzer sounded,
the fans stormed the floor,
(continued on page 135)
Far right: Tony Paige, showing the form that made
him an NFL draft choice.
Top right: Johnny Oates, a top Hokies' baseball
player during the 1960s and currently a major
league manager.
Bottom right: Don Strock, Hokies' quarterback
during the early 1970s.
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A ny discussion of great Virginia Tech Athletes usually began and

t

ended with Bruce Smith. Outland Trophy winner, first team AllAmerica, first pick in the 1985 NFL draft. .. the list of accolades went
on and on. Smith, a native of Virginia, was a standout defensive
tackle for all four of his years at the university. He finished his
career at Tech with 71 career tackles behind the line of scrimmage
and 46 quarterback sacks, including 22 in his junior season and 16 in
his senior season. Smith had his jersey, #78, retired by the athletic
department in May, 1985. In return, he presented the department
with a check for $50,000 for an endowed scholarship in his name.
Smith was selected in the NFL draft by the Buffalo Bills and
immediately became an impact player. In 1990, he led the NFL in
sacks and was named the league's player of the year. That same year,
he was a member of the Bills team that went to its first Super Bowl
in team history, and narrowly lost to the New York Giants. Bruce
Smith will be remembered as the greatest and most recognized
athlete in Tech history.
Some other football players who had made an impact in the NFL,
though to a lesser extent than Smith, included: Don Strock, Tony
Paige, and Mike Johnson.
Don Strock was the Hokies' quarterback from 1970-72. He left
Tech as the holder of multiple school records, including most career
passing yards and most career touchdown passes. Strock ranked in
the top 20 in NCAA career passing yards, as well as in yards in a
season. Strock had played for several NFL teams during his career,
most notably the Miami Dolphins in 1981. He came off the bench in
a playoff game versus the San Diego Chargers, down 24-0, and
brought his team all the way back to the lead. Though the Dolphins
ultimately lost in overtime, Strock's heroics made him known to the
nation. He finished his career with the Cleveland Browns, leaving a
legacy of pride for Hokie fans.
Tony Paige played running back for the Hokies in the mid-1980s,
and currently played for the New York Giants of the NFL. He was an
important part of the Super Bowl Championship team of 1990, as a
blocker for game MVP Ottis Anderson. Mike Johnson played
linebacker for the Hokies during the 1980s as well, and played for the
Cleveland Browns of the NFL, making the Pro Bowl.
The baseball team, though perhaps not as widely recognized as
football or basketball , yet the program had produced several
recognizable players who had gone on to play and manage in the
major leagues.
Johnny Oates played catcher for the Hokies from 1963-1967. He
led the team in hitting during his final two years, in 1966 with an
average of .410 and in 1967 with .342. A notable feat of Oates's was
the fact that he struck out only once in 56 at-bats in 1966. Oates
played for several teams in the major leagues after leaving Tech, and
currently was the manager of the Baltimore Orioles.
Franklin Stubbs proved to be a dynamic force for the Hokies '
baseball team in the early 1980s. As a freshman, in 1980, he led the
team in RBI with 49, and was chosen second team All-Conference.
As a sophomore, he led the nation in home runs and in slugging
percentage, ranked fifth in runs scored, and ninth in RBIs with 82.
He batted .417 and made the All-Conference first team. As a junior,
he started at first base, drove in 64 runs while hitting .310 with 17
home runs, and was named the first team All-Conference for the
second consecutive year. He left the university as the holder or
sharer of over 10 school records, with a .336 career batting average,
59 home runs, and 196 RBIs. In addition, he stole 78 bases in 89
oppurtunities, or 88% of all tries. After leaving Tech, Stubbs played
for several major league teams, and played on the 1988 Los Angeles
Dodgers World Series Championship team, starting all five game of
the series. He was currenly playing for the Houston Astros of the
National League.

Don Strock spoke on the headphones
to the coaches in the booth. receiving
instructions on the next offensive
series.

Mike Johnson. a Hokie linebacker in
the 1980s.
Franklin Stubbs. a Hokie baseball
player in the 1980s and World Series
participant for the Los Angeles
Dodgers in 1988.

Quotes and statistics courtesy of Sports Information Office
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The VTIHC was a
but run by the stude
they had to be VT
open tryouts, and
team consisted of 16
officers: Greg Co le,
Rich Luttenberger,
The Hokies
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Control of the puck in a face-off
gave an immediate advantage.
Rich Luttenberger, a junior in
liberal arts and sciences, took
the puck from his N.C. State
opponent as a teammate rushed
in to help.
TOllY Lepley

(continued from page 132)
mobbing the team
and each other, mugging for the
televison cameras. Mike Reese, a
sophomore in Electrical
Engineering, called it "the best game
I've ever seen Tech play." Final score:
89-73.
Despite many lower points in the
season, such as the second George
Mason game where the Hokies shot
32%, the season could be called a
success, as the team
(continued on page 136)
Keeping the puck away from the N.C. State
defender, Greg Cole, a junior in mechanical
engineering, prepared to fire a slap shot at
the goal.

TOllY Lepley

Ice Hockey
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The narrowness of
the balance beam
challenged Mary
Irwin, a sophomore
in early childhood
education, to
concentrate on both
stability and form.

(continued from
page 135)

learned
teamwork and
discipline,
something
lacking in
previous years.
Much of the
improvement
could be
attributed to
Bill Foster, who
brought
experience and
leadership to a
team in dire
need of both.
Women 's
basketball was
considered by
many as more
stable in terms
of coaching
than men's with
veteran coach
Carol Alfano at

/

/

(continued on
page 141)

Gymnastics Club: 2nd place women,
3rd place men, Miami Cup
Fencing Club: Ranking of 7th out of
16 teams in the Mid-Atlantic
Collegiate Fencing Association
Ski Club: Trips to: Steamboat, Colorado;
Killington, Vermont; and Snowshoe, West
Virginia

The

Club

GL}:mnas-ticstravelled to Miami
University, in Oxford, Ohio, and to Eastern Michigan University, in
Ypsilanti, Michigan, to compete one of several contests: a dual meet
against MU; an invitational (The Miami Cup) against MU, Purdue
University, Indiana University, and the University of Illinois; Men's
Nationals (at EMU) against MU, PU, U of I, EMU, and Miami Dade
Community College (Miami, Florida); or Women's Nationals (at MU)
against MU, the University of Texas at Austin, lU, PU, U of I, St.
Mary's/Notre Dame, State University of New York at Buffalo,
Southwest Texas State University, EMU, and Unversity of Wisconsin
at Madison. The club held exhibitions, in the Gymna!\tics Room
before each meet to make sure that they had routines. The club also
held an exhibition with Virginia Commonwealth University the
weekend before Women's Nationals.
At the Miami Cup, the club took 2nd place Women's team trophy
and the 3rd place Men's team trophy. On the individual events, Arnie
ee 00 ' p ace on a ance earn, 3' p ace on neven ars, ,~--<
place on Floor Exercise, and 1" place All-Around. Todd Mitchell took
4'h place on Parallel Bars, and 4'h place All-Around and Eric Davison
took 2nd place on Pommel Horse, and 5th place All-Around. At Men's
Sports
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Snow and wind outside,
fencing and gymanstics were
indoors competing against
other colleges, while the ski
club braved the elements for
the speed of the slopes.

The t=e ncin gel ub

was an extramural sports
club. Students were encouraged to come out and participate
regardless of experience. All beginners were taught fundamental
footwork, bladework, and rules for all three weapons: foil , epee, and
sabre. The club took on 70 new members and the membership
included six fencers with rankings from E to C. The club fielded a
women's team that competed against schools such as James Madison,
Sweetbriar, Randolph-Macon, and Hollins College. The men 's team,
as a member of MACFA (Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Fencing
Association), competed against such schools as William and Mary,
Havaford, Johns-Hopkins, Virginia Military Institute, and University
of Virginia. The men 's team ranking 7'h out of 16 schools in the
MAC FA.

am

ou~ esy ofIfllison Watta, Fencing r:liib-pfes enl
Nationals. the clu
not qualify as a team Because ofmJunes,
but Sung Powley took 10'h place on Pommel Horse, and Eric
Davison took 6 th place on Pommel Horse, 9th place in Rings, 8 th
place in Vault, 5\1> place on Parallel Bars, and 5'h place All-Around.
Eric Davison was also nominated, by the National Association of
e
u / with a membership of almost four
Intercollegiate Gymnastics Clubs, to the All-American team on
hundred people, was one of the largest organizations on campus.
th
Parallel Bars. At the Women's Nationals, the club took 4 place
Members of the club participated in a range of activities including
th
team, and Arnie Gee took 5 place on Uneven bars, 3,d place on
weekly meetings, parties, and trips to New England, Colorado, and
Floor Exercise, and 5th place All-Around. Other members of the
West Virginia.
gymnastics club who participated in the exhibitions or
The club skied at Killington, Vermont over winter break;
competitions were Jessica Branch, Eric Davison, Debbie Driscoli,
Snowshoe, West Virginia, one weekend in February; and Steamboat
Arnie Gee, Mary Irwin, Anita Mack, Stacy Manning, Julie Miller,
Springs, Colorado over Spring Break.
Todd Mitchell, Stacy Morris, Kimani Powell, Sung Powley, Steve
Membership in the Ski Club entitled a person to go on the trips
Schoeder, and Don Thorstenson.
with the club, as well as attend parties, meetings, picnics, and other
' The Gymnastics Club itself was composed of about 40 people
social events. Members were also entitled to a National Ski Card
who worked out whenever possible. The abilities of the gymnasts
which gave discount rates as well as free lift tickets all over the
ranged from "never done it before" to "Class 1." The atmospher;..;e:-_..::c~
ou
=n.:.:t;.:,.u..........._ __
in the gym was very laid back, because there was no coach and
The club began its meetings near the end of September each
almost everybody was out to just have fun.
school year. Information on trips was available at the meetings.

Th Ski CI b

Courtesy of Tina Littlefield, Gymnastics Club President

Courtesy of Steven Matera, Ski Club President
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O~~onent

Men

Davidson

77-32

77-35

69-34

74-33

UNCC

s. Carolina
Duke

Women

94-143 81-143
120-1 22 110-128

UVA

94-139

90-133

Clemson

129-114 73-164
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ces.

depth. But we did well in all
our meets. We were competitive,
but we just didn 't have enough
swimmers. Still, Chris Nelson,
Diana Gross , and Katharine
Ripol all finished out their
careers here on a high note."
Eric Thompson , of Woodbridge, Virginia, completed his
Tech career by breaking his own
varsity record in the 100-meter
breaststroke event. The senior
had a time of 56.98 in the event
at the National Independent

Championships. Thompson was
also the school record holder in
the 200-meter breaststroke and
was a member of the recordholding 200 and 400-medley
relay teams.
The season's biggest surprise
was freshman Shawn Saathoff.
Saathoff of Pompano Beach,
Florida, had the team's top times
of the season in the 200, 500,
and 1,000-meter freestyle events.
He took third in the 500 at the
National
Independent
Championships and was just one
second
away
from
the
university 's all-time varsity
record.
On the women's side, senior
Chris Nelson finished her Tech
career
with
an
NCAA
consideration time in the 100-m
backstroke at the NIC and
finished in the top three of all
her
events
at
the
Championships. The Meadville,
Pennsylvania native had the
team 's top season times in the
100 and 200 backstroke and the
200 individual medley. She was
also a member of the team 's top
400 freestyle relay and 200 and
400 medley relay teams.
Diana Gross, a senior from
Morris Plains, ew Jersey, also
completed her career on a high
note. Gross, the team 's top
freestyle swimmer, won the 200
freestyle at the NIC and took
second in the 100 freestyle, and
was a member of the 200, 400,
and 800 freestyle relay teams, all
of which finished second at the
Championships.
Courtesy of Sports Information
Office

Taking in maximum air, Eric Rzepecki, a junior in physical education, churned
through the water with a strong freestyle stroke.

Swimming & Diving
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SPRINTING TO

T

he men 's an
both won the Me
Track Champion
Fieldhouse to cap
season. The men
margin of 106 po '
edged Southern
capture the women
Cedric Patrick
men to the Metro
place in the 55-m
dash, the 400anchor leg of the

On the straightaway of
Fieldhouse, Jamie
AgEcon, competes in

Event

Men

Women

MarrioH
Inv.

3rd of 7 5th of 7

USAir
Inv.

3rd

4th

Pepsi
5th

Relays
Wake
Forest 102-33

53-60

App.
State

99-49

44-82

Metro
Inv.

1st of 5 1st of 5

Holiday
Inn Inv.

2nd

3rd
Tony Lepley
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Flanked by his University of Virginia
and Appalachian State University

Tony Lepley

Indoor Track
141

----Winter-

In a sea of outstretched arms, Christi
Osborne, a freshman in family and
child development, attempted to score
against University of North CarolinaCharlotte, in Cassell Coliseum.

Elliott Gordon

Sports
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Improvements across the board resulted
in a conference tournament victory for the Lady Hokies,
establishing the team as a

CONTENDER ...

After grabbing a rebound, Jenny Root,
a freshman in general engineering,
went up for an uncontested lay-up in
an away game versus Radford
University.
photo by Tony Lepley

---Winter-

. . . the Lady
Hokies

Fouled in the process, Christi Osborne, a
freshman in family and child
development, releases her jump shot,
willing it into the basket.

(continued from page 141)

expected to bow out quietly to
whom they had
lost to badly earlier in the season.
Instead, the team won,
overcoming a halftime deficit to
defeat the third-seeded 4gers.
Despite a loss in the semifinals to
eventual champion Southern
Mississippi, the Lady Hokies'
performance, according the
Alfano, "ended on a good note."
The swim team also had an
inconsistent season, in terms of
records. The men finished at 6-4
while the women were under .500,
UNC~Charlotte,

coach Wayne Norris, "we had
some great individual and team
performances." The best of these
came at the National Independent
Championships (NIC), where the
men finished second and the
women placed third. Individuals
also shone during the season,
especially freshman phenomenon
Shawn Saathoff. Saathoff recorded the team's top times of the year
in the 200, 500, and 1000 meter
freestyle events. In addition,
Saathoff took third at the NIC in
the 500 and was one second away
from the university's all-time
(continu e d on page 153)
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(continued from page 143)

she tore ligaments while rebounding at
Louisville. In the next game against Tulane,
Tonkin, the Metro Conference's assist leader,
went down with sprained ligaments in her
left knee. Sophomore Sue Logsdon struggled
all season with a nagging knee injury.
Coach Alfano said, "It was a confusing year
with the injuries and getting the young
players adjusted. Our kids showed character,
though, they hung in there and played tough
when we had all the injuries."
The injuries allowed the team's strong
freshman class to gain valuable experience.
Forward Christi Osborne started 20 of the
team's 28 games and averaged 10.2 points
and 5.1 rebounds per game on her way to
being voted to the Metro's All~Rookie team.
Forward Angela Donnell led the squad in
rebounding with a 5.3 average per game and

made 55% of her shots from the field.
Center Jenny Root scored 26 points
against Youngstown State and 29 against
Radford. Root also posted a team-leading 27
blocks this season. Point guard Lisa Leftwich
earned a baptism by fire like no other Tech
rookie. Recruited as a shooting guard,
Leftwich was given the point guard's job after
Tonkin's injury. She went from averaging 14
minutes per game to getting 35 minutes as a
starter. Leftwich established a school single
game record with 13 assists against Virginia
Commonwealth.
The freshmen followed the lead of junior
center Lisa Griffith, who was named to the
second All-Metro conference team. The
Daniels, West Virginia. resident averaged
12.3 points per game and knocked down 26
three-point field goals. The junior bomber
scored in double figures in 20 of her 27

games. Griffith shot 50% from the field on
the year-the seventh best mark in the
Metro overall.
Griffith helped the Lady Hokies reach the
semifinals of the Metro Conference
tournament for the first time in three years.
After being routed by UNC Charlotte by 22
and 29 points in two regular season games,
the team upset the Lady 4gers in the Metro
tournament. Griffith had 17 points as did
Leftwich who ran the offense with poise and
did not turn t e oa lover in the
"'l"'T-n- - - - - - ,
as the Lady Hokies rebounded from a fourpoint halftime deficit and overtook UNCC,
67-61. Osborne had 14 points in the first
round and 20 in the semis and was named to
the All-Tournament teams.

Courtesy of Sports Information Office
After grabbing the rebound, Jenny
Root, a freshman in general
engineering, puts the ball back up for
a lay-up versus UNC·CharlottJe.

established
themselves
as a
contender
Roderick Jimenez

Women's Basketball
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AIMING TO PLEASE
The High-Techs performed with enthusiasm
and boundless energy throughout the season.
by David Schmiel

For a coachless dance team, the High-Techs had always performed

admirably. Difficulties in obtaining practice areas and time ,
choreographing their own routines, and hours of practice perfecting
techniques and routines made being a member of the dance team
almost like a full-time job. One dancer said before a practice, "We
always have to fight for a gym before practice" (Collegiate Times ,
January 28, 1992), summing up the frustrations of the dance team.
Despite the obstacles faced during the school year, the team always
performed with smiles at every home basketball game, entertaining
the crowd and bringing grins to the faces of many spectators in the
stands.
The High-Techs were an exclusive group, but the exclusivity was
solely by dance skill. During the previous year, 150 girls tried out for
the team, and only 12 were selected. The hard work only began with
making the team, though. Lisa Trinidad, a senior in marketing, acted
as informal coach and sometimes drill sergeant, pushing the dancers

to greater heights: "Even though the moves might be perfect, if the
formations aren't, they ' ll cream you. Formations are just as
important to them as moves," Trinidad said during a practice.
(Collegiate Times , January 28, 1992). The team made a videotape of
one performance each year, to be sent for judging to determine if
they got invited to the national dance championships.
The High-Techs placed ninth in the nation at the national
championships. Before the competition, the team performed at the
Metro Conference competition in Louisville Gardens, Kentucky, and
won first prize and $1500, which helped fund the team's trip to San
Antonio for nationals. In addition to the High-Techs performing, the
Hokie Bird competed against 3 other mascots. He performed a twominute routine and was judged on enthusiasm and crowd appeal.
Despite the High-Techs performing in several competitions, Peggy
Morse, sponsor and director of sports marketing at Tech, said, "The
team 's primary purpose is to perform at home basketball games
during the regular season." (Collegiate Times , April 17, 1992)
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The High-Techs perfected their
routines with hours of practice and
performed them to the appreciative
crowds during half-time at basketball
games.
During a difficult routine, Joelle
Davis, a junior in management,
glanced up into the stands in hopes of
inspiration.

High-Techs
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Roderick Jimenez

Slamming his William & Mary
opponent to the ground, David Gump,
a senior in physical education,
attempts to end the match with a pin.

Sports
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(118-126). After a slow start,
on strong to build a 21-14 overall
nd a 10-7 dual-meet record. He
in the process. Aschenbach, who sat
on with a knee injury, rebounded
to a 16-10-1 overall record and an
meet mark. He was the team 's
eer winner with 65-32-1 overall
a 38-13-1 mark in dual meets.
restlers received great support from
nding newcomers in its lineup.
lingame , a reshirt, solidified the
division that was troublesome a
He was 22-10-1 overall in 12-3-1 in
e finished fourth in the CAA
Wimmer, who helped Grundy (Va.)
two consecutive Group AA state
nships , turned in a spectacular
at 177 for Tech. He was 19-8-1
15-1-1 in dual meets. He won his
matches.
the 190 pound entry, was 18I and 10-6-1 in dual meets. He
third in the Vi rginia Sta t e
Championships as three of his
s came by falls . He capped his
by placing second in the CAA

Wrestling
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With a new coach, a new season, and hopes to

REBOUND
from several years of mediocrity
t

by David Schmiel
DesPite finishing the season with a
losing record oflO-18, Tech scored some
major victories in its first basketball
season under Bill Foster and showed
promise for the future.
The Hokies posted a home court
record of 8-4 and had wins in Cassell
Coliseum against 14th ranked Tulane, 8973, and UNC-Charlotte (ranked in the
top 25 for part of the season) 73-65.
Another of the te<\m ' s impressive
triumphs came in the Red Lobster
Classic, in Orlando, Florida, The Hokies
battered Florida, 79-57, and then lost to
national championship runner-up
Michigan in the finals, 63-5l.
The win over Tulane was one of the
biggest shocks of the college basketball
season. The Green Wave came into
Cassell Coliseum with a 7-0 Metro
Conference record and was favored by 10

was
play the game without senior forward
John Rivers, their leading rebounder and
third leading scorer.
Five players went practically all the
way and each gave an inspired effort.
Thomas Elliott led the Hokies with 22
points while Erik Wilson and Steve Hall
had 18 each, Corey Jackson 17, and Jay
Purcell 12.
The crowd at Cassell kept the volume
high during the whole game, led by its
biggest cheerleader, reserve center
Jimmy Carruth. At the end of the game,
Tech fans stormed the floor. relishing
the moment of triumph.
On Seniors' Day in Cassell Coliseum
as the Hokies played their final home
game, the only two seniors. Rivers and
Wilson, went out in style. Rivers scored
17 points and pulled down 10 boards,

(continued on page 153)

Ball held high, Thomas EllIott. a
junior in liberal arts and sciences,
searched fQr a teammate to pass to,
while he kept the ball away from his
William and Mary defender.
Trlppped up! Corey Jackson. a
sophomore in university studies,
grabbed the ball but stumbled over a
UNC-Charlotte opponent, allowing the

Keith Greene

Men's Basketball
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Grabbing the
rebound, Thomas
Elliott, a junior in
university studies,
withstood the
opposition of his
George Mason
University
adversary. Tech
played GMU twice
during the season,
with the teams
splitting the two
games ' victories.

Sports
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contz'nue ,([,,-Trom page 15
while Wilson talli ed 20 points and 6
rebounds.
In the Red Lobster Classic victory over
Florida, Rivers was the man of the hour with
a career high 19 points and 11 rebounds,
earning him a spot on the all-Tournament
team.
The Hokies fared poorly in road games,
however, winning only twice in 15 games
away from Blacksburg. Besides the victory
over Florida on a neutral court, the Hokies
won a late-season game at Liberty, 73-70,

spoH1 ng t e
record.
With the loss of three players, Rod
Wheeler, Dirk Williams, and J.J. Burton,
before the season began, Foster's first team
was composed of only eight scholarship
players.
Rivers was the most consistent player for
the Hokies, averaging 10.5 points and 8.5
rebounds per game. Wilson came on strong
the last half of the season and averaged 11.0
points per game. Forward Elliott led the
scoring with 12 points per game.

'Even t oug our recor was not goo ,
think we proved to be a highly competitiv
team," Foster said, "If you play good defense
and play with emotion, you are going to be i
almost every game. That was the case witn
us. When we shot well, that was a plus andl
gave us a good oppurtunity to win."
In the end, the Hokies' defense shone all
season long. The team held their ODIJOn.em:.s1
to a 41.6 % shooting percentage and 67.
points per game.
Courtesy of Sports Information Office

. . .Hokies hoped to

REBOUND.

New head coach Bill Foster diagramed
the next play for his team during a
time-out against Athens, Greece.
Foster brought experience and
stability to the men's basketball team,
hoping to lay the foundation for
improvement for the university.

George Patch

In a classic game of keep-away, Donald
Corker, a sophomore in university studies,
keeps his Athens, Greece opponent at arms
length as he searched for an open teammate.

Men's Basketball
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George Patch

Tight defense by Steve HaIl, a sophomore in
business, forced his UNC-Charlotte opponent to
pick up his dribble and search for an open
teammate to pass to.

Sports
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Men's basketball
Opponent
Richmond
California
George Mason
William &Mary
George Washington
Liberty
West Virginia
Florida
Michigan
Old Dominion
UNC Charlotte
Va. Commonwealth
Tulane
Southern Mississippi
East Carolina
Louisville
South Florida
Virginia
George Mason
Southern Mississippi
Tulane
Va. Commonwealth
South Florida
Liberty
UNC Charlotte
East Carolina
Louisville
UNC Charlotte
Final Record: (10-18)

Score
51-84
59-68
76-64
60-66
73-70
93-64
65-66
79-57
51-63
78-62
53-62
73-72
60-80
60-72
57-44
68-78
52-64
57-61
53-54
60-73
89-73
60-63
62-75
73-70
73-65
76-78
59-79
52-70

-

(continued from page 144)
record. As a key, head wrestling
coach Jerry Cheynet produced his
finest wrestler in recent years.
Redshirt sophomore heavyweight
Josh Feldman tied for 13th in his 32man field at the NCAA
championships by recording a mark
of 2-2. Cheynet said of Feldman,
"Josh certainly made the highlight of
the season." Led by Feldman, the
Hokies on the mat compiled a 3-3
record in the Colonial Athletic
Association, and a 9-6-1 mark
overall. Other standout wrestlers
included captain Jeff Lally and Bill
Aschenbach. Lally placed second at
the Virginia State Intercollegiate
Championships, winning five
matches in the process. Aschenbach
'Ypt..,.. ,,,..,-.,I-f...c>", aninjurytolack-up
16-10-1 overall record.
Track turned in another successful
season, capping off the year with
wins at the Metro Invitational Indoor
Track Championships for both the
men's and women's teams. Starring
were Cedric Patrick, who won four
events, Travis Walter, Joe
Kirkpatrick, and Phil Kinslow. On
the women's side, Heidi Allen
continued her superb running by
winning the 3000 and 5000 meter
races at the MUTC. Other standout
performances for the women's team
were turned in by Cecile Organ,
Kimmi Alcorn, and Angie Edwards.

With a patented shooting touch, John Rivers,
a senior in liberal arts and sciences, flew high
above the UNC·Charlotte defense, aiming for
the bottom of the net for two points.

• • •
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to
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~ mployers wanted students
with work experience relating to their studies," said Everett Hudson,
a senior in international studies. "It was catch-22 kind of deal. How
do you get a job if you don 't have experience and how do you get
experience if you don 't have a job?" This issue of
experience was one question that puzzled seniors as they
began their job search.
"You have to plan early in college , lik e your
freshman or sophomore year, in order to get a decent
job when you graduate," said David Patrick, a senior in
computer science, who Co-Oped with Fairfax County
Department of Public Works.
One way to get experience was to Co-Op. The
University Cooperative Education Program, better
known as the Co-Op Program, was located on the third
•
floor of Henderson Hall. The program provided students
with the opportunity to apply their classroom knowledge
in their respective work environments. It alternated
students between school and work until the students
completed the minimum requirement of three
semesters. One semester would be spent in Blacksburg
going to classes, the next would be spent working, and
an extra year would be added to a college career.
"As a Co-Op student, you gained more in maturity
and professional experience than your traditional student
counterpart," said Patricia Bartos Foutz, director of Cooperative
Education.
Of course, the program was an optional addition to the
undergraduate degree program and many students felt they
benefitted from it. For example Frank Maresca , a senior in
marketing, found the "real work" he was doing "at IBM in Richmond
and in Norfolk" extremely beneficial.
The Co-Op Student Brochure boasted: greater appreciation for
and interest in the total academic program; opportunities to observe
and work with people of varied backgrounds and disciplines; rapid
development of maturity and personal characteristics needed for
pursuit of successful career; acquisition of experience which, upon
graduation, often commanded a higher salary and lead to earlier
promotion opportunities; and financial remuneration which allowed
the Co-Op student to defer a portion of hislher college expenses.
Majors within the Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sciences ,
Architecture and Urban Studies, Arts and Sciences, Business ,
Engineering, and Human Resources were able to participate in the
Co-Op program. A minimum QCA of 2.0 (2.5 for engineering
students) was required in order to participate. Competition was
fierce in the recessionary economy, so many employers wanted high
QCAs.
A Fall Co-Op Orientation was held to inform interested freshmen
and college transfers about the program. In addition, a Co-Op job
fair, called "Co-Op Connection ," was held in the spring with
representatives from sma!! companies, corporations, and government
agencies present. It was an opportunity for students to submit
resumes and transcripts, and to schedule interviews.
"It [Co-Oping] taught me a lot of responsibilities living on my
own. I feel better prepared for the future that lies ahead," said Angie
Icenhour, a senior in marketing. Icenhour Co-Oped with IBM and
Virginia Power.
For other Co-Op students, working, living on their own, and
paying bills were experiences that would hopefully make the
transition from college into the work force easier.

to face the real world while S I II
attending school.
Co-Op: A prograW\ that provided
greater appreciatioV\ for aV\d iV\terest
iV\ the total acadeW\ic prograW\)
opportV\V\ities to observe aV\d work
with people of varied backgroV\V\ds
aV\d discipliV\es) rapid developW\eV\t of
W\atV\rity aV\d persoV\al characteristics
V\eeded for pV\rsV\it of a sV\ccessfV\1
career) acqV\isitioV\ of experieV\ce
which) V\pOV\ gradV\atioV\) o~eV\
coW\W\aV\diV\g a higher salary aV\d
leadiV\g to earlier proW\otioV\
opportV\V\ities) aV\d fiV\aV\cial
reW\V\V\eratioV\ which allowed the
stV\deV\t to defer a portioV\ of college
expeV\ses,

by Steve VV\
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Henderson Hall housed the Placement
Services Office on the third floor.
The office helped students find after·
college careers in many ways
beginning with counselling and
writing resumes. Students were free
to use the facilities to drop their
names with companies who would be
conducting interviews on campus
(left) as well as to use the library of
guides to available jobs (below) .

.

J

Tony Lepley

Co-op Program
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Learning was only
relative, especially
when it came to
"student teaching."
Jennifer Webb, a
senior in family and
child development,
was one of the
students involved
with the program.
The question was
really who was
teaching whom.
photos by

Keith Greene
layout by
M. Kathryn Shields

r
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S o m e college
students sat at classroom
desks every day, thinking
ahead to when school
would be finished and the
real world would begin.
However ,
student
teachers received a dose
of the real world a year
before their graduation.
Student teachers , who
were education or family
and child development
majors ,
balanced
attending their own
college classes and
teaching in grade schools.
Gone were the days of
waking up at the crack of
noon. Student teaching
required early bedtimes,
long drives, and hours of
studying and preparation.
Erin Williams, a senior in
elementary education , was
assigned to a second-grade
classroom at West Salem
Elementary School for the fall
semester. She got up five days a
week at 5:45 a.m. and was
headed toward 1-81 by 6:50 for
the hour-long drive. "The
driving was awful ," she said. "I
wish they had made more clear
to us that we were going to be at
Tech only a few days a week, so I
could have lived in Salem."
Like almost every other
student teacher, Williams taught
school one whole day and four
half days each week, and
attended three- hour-long
classes three or four days each
week. Williams said, "I never
knew how much work went into
student teaching. It became a
real problem to attend classes
and teach at the same time. I
felt guilty if I spent too much
time on my lesson plans and not
enough time on my own
schoolwork, or too much time
on my schoolwork and not
enough on my lesson plans. It
fel t Iike one or the other was
always suffering."
The student teaching program

was designed to be completed in
two semesters, which meant that

student teachers would work in
two or three different schools.

This served to give them
experience in different school
---:-----.,.=--=----~.:::---------envi ronments , to better
prepare them for later
teaching jobs. Senior
Beverly Gordon said that
the different schools she
student taught in gave
her "the opportunity to
work in an inner city and
a magnet school. . . [she
experienced] a range of
opportunities."
Student teachers had
varying
degrees
of
responsibility in their
classrooms, according to
the
plans
of
the
cooperating teachers .
Student teachers were
often responsible for
classroom management,
lesson plans, grades, and
attending
faculty
meetings, among other duties.
Gordon said that she worked
with "planning , classroom
discipline , and assessment. "
Senior Joanna Brandt said that
she dealt with teaching "spelling,
math , and English," as well as
classroom management.
To be certified to teach,
student teachers took the
National Teaching Examination
(NTE) . They had to attain a
certain score on the test to be
certified to teach in Virginia.
The test was given in two parts,
the general knowledge section
and the specialty section.
Regular cqllege classes ended
for student teachers in March so
that they could devote their full
time to teaching. "I think that
the [student teaching] program
was good, because I felt ready to
teach my own class ," said
Williams . Brandt, who taught
second grade at West Salem
Elementary , said that "The
classes I've taken this year have
prepared me the most," she said.

photos by Keith Greene
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Student teaching allowed those
pursuing a career in education to get a
taste for what it would be like as well as
to help children in local schools.
Jennifer Russell, senior in elementary
education, played games with her
students at Wausena Elementary.
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The Eleventh Annual Women's Week
began on March 3 with the Take Back
the Night Rally (right). Susan
Anderson, a calculus professor, spoke to
the marchers as they assembled on the
Drillfield and lit candles to reclaim the
streets as safe for women (above).
photos by Eileen Pennington
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Take Back the Night

M a r c h first through
the eighth , students joined forces to
participate in events supporting the
rights of a group that comprises
more than half the population
the world over: women. The
Eleventh Annual Women 's
Week events spanned the
spectrum of entertainment and information.
There were poetry
readings, concerts ,
marches , stand-up
comedy, and theatrical shows.
The week began
with the "Take Back
the Night" rally and
march , held on
March second , may
have attracted a
surplus of marchers
due to the unusually
seasonable weather that
day. But whatever the
reasons, students and
townspeople arrived in full
force to reclaim the streets as
safe for women. The marchers
carried candles and shouted chants
as they walked the Drillfield in protest.
One marcher, alumna Michelle Rhode, said,
"Take Back the Night was very empowering.
Women and men could be as one without
worrying about their safety. " Rhode relayed a
favorite chant: "However we dress/ Wherever we
go/ Yes means yes/ No means no!"

Women's Week
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After a week full of various scheduled activities,
the closing event of the week proved to be
successful and entertaining. The Women's Week
Committee and the Department of
Theatre Arts presented " Larke,
Kilkelly, and Witt: Her Places,
Her Stories." The performers
included professional theatre
performer Paula Larke ,
Virginia Tech 's Coordinator of Women's Studies
Ann Kilkelly , and
Singer-Guitarist Elise
Witt.
Their
performance
in
Squires ' Haymarket
Theatre incorporated ethnic folk music,
imaginative story
telling , and even
some tap dancing.
There was just
enough space for the
sizeable audience to fit
and to still allow a high
level
of
audience
participation.
The
program began with a song
during which the performers
and viewers sang together
toward the general theme of
female strength and courage which
was represented throughout the
program.
One student who participated in Women's
Week said "It was nice because important themes
were stressed, and yet the tone was light, so you left
feeling invigorated and empowered rather than
angry and disgruntled. "
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the onll) wal) to understand a culture
be forced to compare the society
they came from to a very
different culture that they may
have had to adopt for four or five
years. It was hard to fit in to the
college life, especially for those
from abroad . However, some
integrated very quickly and
became "americanized" in a few
months. Meanwhile, being
foreign encompassed more than
just adaptation for students who
realized and seized this unique
opportunity.
"It was like nothing else you
can learn in books," said Ghada
Abdallah , a senior in biology
from Sudan.
Indeed it was an incomparable
experience. Foreign students
had the chance to weigh their
culture against this one. They
could then choose the better
aspects in each to contribute to
and enlarge their overall
knowledge of people. Even
though cultures sometimes I
clashed , it was possible to
integrate some aspects of
another culture into one's own,
especially when living in it. If
the student decided to learn
about the people of the United
States and not to enclose himself
in his own little world and hold
everything
that
on
to
characterized his people , he
would discover that a lot could
be learned from a "different"
point of view.
Most importantly though, the
student found himself confronted with such issues as "what do
Americans think about my
country? " In most cases the
image they had was what CNN or
the Washington Post decided was
appropriate to know about his
country. Most of the time, those
images were rather dark. I think
that it was an international

Ithat
A
merican
colleges greeted thousands of
international students every year
who were thirsty for knowledge
and ready to take
full advantage of
"Awaitil'\9 the day
the quality of
education
avai
lab le in most
whel'\ we accept that
of the country's
uni-versities .
we ate all diffetel'\t blAt
There were 1400
students from 90
countries at our
we cal'\ always meet 01'\
university. Most
of these students
had one thing in
mind: finish as
quickly
as
possible. They of
course intended to
acquire t o the
fullest the skills
they came looking
for. Focus was not
a major problem
among foreign
students because
they appreciated
the investment
that was being
made for their
education.
, , ,
If it were a
matter of studying
mote lAI'\detstal'\dil'\9
only, international
students would
not have been
al'\d ol'\ly lAI'\detstal'\dil'\9
con-fronted with
many obstacles
is tea lly I'\eeded to plAt
during
their
college
years.
it back t0gethet,"
Adapta ti on,
though, was an
important factor in
their lives. If they
were not from
Canada then they
would most likely

•
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student's duty to change certain
views that other people had of
Ihis people.
"I couldn't wait to confront
the next person that came with
whatever negative attitude that
needed to be taken care of," said
Manal Abdallah, a sophomore in
hotel, restaurant management
from Lebanon. Abdallah found it
challenging because the media
coverage in his host country
used the news to catalyze the
idea than only the American
society seemed fit for human
beings.
I am from Haiti and I often got
outraged by the attitude that the
media showed towards the
people of my country. Yet I
found and utilized the
opportunity given by openminded Americans to uncover
some hidden aspects of my own
I culture. I felt confident that I
was not the only foreign student
who had succeeded in altering
negative views that our hosts had
been taught to believe.
I I learned a lot here. This
society had a lot to offer me and I
adopted many of its customs.
Most international students
considered themselves lucky.
was only one thing they
There
I
could really hope would change:
they awaited that day when the
attitudes of the people in power
in America would change
towards other nations and
trigger the desire of their people
to accept that we were all
different but that we could
always meet on common
grounds. We were children of
the same God and it was
pointless to try to portray a false
image of others. Our world
needed more understanding and
only understanding was really
needed to put it back together.

The International Street
Fair was postponed one
week due to an unexpected
snowstorm on April 4. The
fair on the blocked off
streets downtown offered
food , products,
information, and games
from countries all over the
world. One of the
participating groups was
the Chinese Student
Association.
Strength and brawn were
definitely an attraction at
the German table. The
prizes for sinking three
nails into the board with 10
strokes included German
potatoe salad, among other
things. Wilifried Kern
from Germany and
Gaurisaukar Sa from India
pulled the demolished nails
that were left from many
unsuccessful tries.

Keith Greene
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T h e international spectrum on campus grew
tremendously among both
graduate and undergraduate
students. The international
students, whose numbers had
increased by about 600 since
1989, included people from 90
countries ranging from Australia
to Zimbabwe. This big step was
not always an easy one for many
of the students. Being away
from home and in a foreign
country , where even the
language was unfamiliar, could
be quite intimidating. Most
international students came to
Virginia Tech to further their
education and to learn about the
American culture.
University organizations
helped these students' integrate
into the country and get
involved with the university
more easily by giving them a
chance to encounter people
from their country as well as
students from other countries.
The foreign exchange student
program had been very
educational in providing the
international students with
American culture and education.
Being an international student often
provided a sense of cohesion for people
from the same cultural backgrounds.
The Spanish Club, which was open to
anyone who wished to join not simply
those of Spanish descent, held their end
of the semester party on April 25.
Hector Emanuel

••
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t--Iow maV\y iV\terV\atioV\al
stlAdeV\ts were there?
Argentinaoooooooooo 13
Australia oooooo oo oo 003
Austriaoooooooooooooo 1
Bahamasoooooooooo002
Bahrainoooooooooooooo 1
Bangladeshoooooooo009
Barbadosoooooooooo002
Belgi urn 0000000000005
Boliviaoo oooooooooo004
Botswanaoooooooooooo 1
Brazil 00000000000000005
Buigariaoooooooooooo 7
Burmaoooooooooooooo 1
Cambodiaoooooooooooo 1
Cameroonoooooooo004
Canadaoooooooooo0028
Chileoooooooooooooo004
Chinaoooooooooo00236
Columbiaoooooooooo008
Costa Ricaoooooooooo 1
Cyprusoooooooooooooo 7
Czechosiavakiaoooo 1
Denmarkoooooooooooo 1
Dominican Republic
00 2 00
Ecquadoroooooooooo004
Egyptoooooooooooooo009
EI Salvadoroooooooo005
Ethiopiaoooooooooooo 11
Finiandoooooooooooo009
France oooo oooo oo0027
Germanyoooooooooooo 7
Ghanaoooooooooooooo002
Greeceoooooooooooooo 19
Guatemalaoooooooooo 1
Haitioooooooooooooo003
Hondurasoooooooooo006
Hong Kong oooooo00 22
Hungaryoooooooooo006
Icelandoooooooooooo003
Indiaoooooooooooo00303
Indonesiaoooooooo0034
Iranoooooooooooooooo 18
Iraqoooooooooooooooooo 1
Irelandoooooooooooooo 1
Isrealoo oooooooooooo003
Italyoooooooooooooooooo 7
Ivory Coastoooooooo002
Jamaicaoooooooooooo003
Japanoooooooooooooo14
Jordanoooooooooooo0026
Kenyaoooooooooooooo 12
Kuwaitoooooooooooo006
Lebanonoooooooooooo 15

Liberiaoooooooooooo002
Macaooooooooooooooooo 2
Malawioooooooooooooo 1
Malaysiaoooooooooo0022
Malioooooooooooooooo002
Mexicooooooooooooo 10
Nepaloooooooooooooo008
Netheriandsoooooo 10
Netherlands Antilles
00 1 00
New Zealandoooooooo l
Nicaraguaoooooooooo 1
Nigeriaoooooooooooo003
North Korea oooooooo l
Norwayoooooooooooooo 7
Pakistanoooooooo0020
Panamaoooooooooooo005
Peruoooooooooooooooo 10
Philippines oooooo00 24
Polandoooooooooooo 13
Portugaloooooooooo003
Qataroooooooooooooooo 1
Romaniaoooooooooooo 1
Russiaoooooooooooo003
Saudi Arabiaoooooo004
Senegaloooooooooooo002
Sierra Leoneoooooooo 1
Singaporeoooooooo005
South Africa oooooo00 9
South Korea 0000 10 1
Spain 00000000000000 11
Sri Lanka oooo oooooo008
Sudanoooooooooooooo003
Surinam 000000000000 1
Swazilandoooooooo002
Swedenoooooooooooo002
Switzeriandoooooo004
Syria 0000000000000000 1
Taiwanoooooooooo0091
Tanzaniaoooooooooo003
Thailandoooooooooo 15
Trinidad & Tobago
00 2 00
Tunisiaoooooooooooo009
Turkeyoooooooooo0024
Ugandaoooooooooooooo 1
United Kingdomoo 17
United States oo oo006
Uruguayoooooooooooo 1
Venezuelaoooooooo005
Vietnamoooooooooo002
West Germanyoo0022
Yemenoooooooooooooo 1
Yugosiaviaoooooooooo 1

1440 stlAdeV\ts
90 cOlAV\tries

Several of them co mmented that the
programs were well structured and that
they benefitted from them greatly. Anne
Marie Devries , a Dutch student in
industrial systems engineering, said that
the exchange program was commendable
because everything was arranged and the
program gave "structured communication
with the university. " Devries said the
education was cheap because students "pay
the tuition of their own country." She paid
$400 per month for room and board
From the beginning , international
students were met at the Roanoke airport
then briefly guided through the campus.
The undergraduates lived on campus and
the graduate students lived in Hillcrest.
Samantha Smith , an exchange student
from Australia studying architecture, said
that "living in Hillcrest is like a family. "
Everyone there was close and did a lot of
activities together. Devries pointed out
that the university had plans to change
Hillcrest to a graduate and undergraduate
dorm. Many of the students who had lived
there , like Richard Koning , a physical
education major from Australia, felt that it
was important to keep Hillcrest a graduate
dorm. George Galaitsis , a mechanical
engineering student from Greece, felt that
graduate students needed to have "more
privacy" so they could study more.
While living in the United States,
international students had the opportunity
to really live in American society and
experience the country. Sight-seeing was
one of the benefits to being an exchange
student. Koning enjoyed taking trips that
were organized by other people. Not only
did he go to New York with the exchange
students and "love" it, he also hitch-hiked
to Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
About Americans overall, many distinct
differences were noted from an
international perspective. Galaitsis said
the best thing about Blacksburg was that
there was "no crime" and there were great
people. American college life was a unique
thing for many of the international
students. Aristos Hadjieftychiou , an
accounting major from Syria, said "There
are no parties or dorms in Syria. The
parties are good [here]."
The more negative aspects of American
culture, its apathy, tension and
egocentricism , were also obvious to
foreigners. Smith noted the difference
between her home country and America:
"Australia is more relaxed and recreational;
America is stressed and hyped up."
lanaI Mirlohi, a PhD student in electrical
engineering from Iran , felt that "most
Americans saw themselves as isolated from
international students."
Miguel
Eharoques, an international studies major,
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said that the international student unity
was strong at Tech , but that his least
favorite thing was the American students'
"apathy toward their school affairs." lose
Escobar, a mat erial engineering major
from Costa Rica, said that most "students
don 't give a damn .. . they don 't have the
desire to learn. " Despite the Americans'
high stress-level and the passivity he saw
concerning others , Escobar felt it was
"happier here, it has more problems, but
it's happier."
One of the main goals of the exchange
program was to increase understanding
cross-culturally . Many students were
involved with the International Club which
was an organization for them as well as all
other students of the university. Devries
said that the club "helped everyone socially
and attracted some interested American
students."
Integration between the Americans and
the International students was very
important and was stressed by the
International Club. Koning said that
"more involvement was necessary and
would be beneficial " for all students who
were involved. Mirlohi agreed and said
that he felt especially out of place because
he was 28 years old, but the "International
Club made me feel more at home. "
MAPS, Multicultural Awareness Program
Series , was another attempt to relate
international students with Tech students.
Eharoques said the program "needs work."
He suggested a multicultural class so
"students would learn how international
students think ... so they feel more
comfortable with them. " The main
purposes of the international associations
was to create an atmosphere close to home
and to integrate students through parties
or academically . Some wanted more
parties to bring people out, but others, like
Eharoques realized that not all students
would go. The most important thing was
to "make more people aware of
international students ," said Tsunou
Chang, an aerospace engineering major
from Brazil.
Of course, most international students
could not exist inconspicuously in
Blacksburg. There was always some kind
of clue like someone's preferences in food
or even a person's shoes to let you know
that he or she was from another country.
Adjusting to and accepting other cultures
were a part of the foreign exchange student
program that not all people attained ,
though many eyes were opened by the
experience. Koning said that some of his
favorite things about being an
international student at Tech were "using
my accent" and "frats ."
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2700 pouV\ds
of 9arbage
per week

•
100 toilets
per week

•
ei9ht showers
per week

•
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•
a" doV\e by

8
housekeepers

Though people were frequently seen
cleaning up the campus what they did
was usually taken for granted. Clifford
Cox was one of these workers hired by
Grounds Keeping.
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ow would you
like to move 2700 pounds of
garbage per
week , wash
100 toilets per
week,
and
clean
eight
showers per
week?
This
what
was

here that the rumors say."
Womack said it usually took her
all day to take out the garbage,
sweep up, and do the bathrooms:

walls of their storage closets.
"Our goal is to keep the dorms
clean for the students. It's a
good job but it sometimes has its
moments," Caple
said.
He felt
Special Purpose
Housing was a
little easier to
clean than the
dorms because
they had fewer
people
living
there. "We are
really
well
equipped
to
clean the dorms.
We've got all kinds of germ
killers. There was a time when
we only had green soap and
bleach," Caple said. Caple said
that his workers did a pretty
good job of cleaning up the
dorms. "The best thing the
students could do to help us out
is to clean up after themselves at
the end of the semester better,"
Caple said. He said that students
left a bigger mess when they left
campus than when they came.
The sixty dedicated people who
cleaned up our campus during
the year did their jobs without
too many complaints. They were
practically invisible and frequently taken for granted but we
would have been living in
mountains of garbage if it
weren't for their hard work.

Sixty wotkets aV\d teV\ slApetvisots
kept two millioV\ sglAate feet of
\

space V\eat aV\d tidy.

•

Margie Lawrence,
head
of
Housekeeping
Services ,
estimated that
each worker of the eight housekeepers in Pritchard Hall did per
week.
The total amount of garbage
produced in Pritchard Hall
during the school year was about
246 tons! That was just the
garbage from Pritchard alone.
Mrs. Lawrence directed 60
workers and ten supervisors.
These people were responsible
for cleaning two million square
feet in the dorms and at special
purpose housing.
Cheryl Womack had been
working on fifth floor in
Pritchard since August. "I really
enjoy my job. The guys are
great, real friendly ," Womack
said. Womack enjoyed the
interaction she had with the
students on her floor. "They
don't make real big messes- just
normal messes. It's a lot better

Kflren Rupe

by 3amie StaV\ek
"It usually only takes me about
thirty minutes to clean a
bathroom."
Richard Broomfield was the
housekeeper for Pritchard's first
floor. He also said he liked his
job. "I don't mind the work. You
gotta be willing to do the job.
I 've got good boys in here ,"
Broomfield said. He said that he
was working for the students not
Housekeeping Services. "They
[the students] do anything to
help you , so I keep it as clean as I
can for them," Broomfield said.
Alfred Caple became the
supervisor for upper quad and
Special Purpose Housing in
August. He was in charge of 16
other housekeepers. He said that
most of the housekeepers had
been working for five years.
Some of the workers had twenty
year service certificates on the

& bleach
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went so high up. The only bad
part was that the harness got
t was unique
kind
of
uncomfortable ,"
it was strange ... it was
Laughlin said.
For those who enjoyed getting
mysterious. . . it was . .
Blacksburg? Despite some
closer to nature , there
students ' complaints about
were numerous nearby
limited
shopping
and
sites which provided
hiking and camping
entertainment areas , dirt
roads, and cow pastures ,
activities. One located
many residents came to
about a half hour from
discover that they didn't have
campus was Wind Rock, a
large, flat rock that jutted
to leave town to encounter
novel
and
different
out
from
the
experiences. The Blacksburg
mountainside. Those
community and nearby areas
visiting it could sit on the
offered a variety of these
rock and se e the vast
phenomena which may not
expanse of faraway hills
have always been readily
and valleys.
apparent to the average
Stacy Jungblut, a senior
Michael Wilder
in marketing , enjoyed
onlooker.
hiking at Dragon's Tooth.
One of these strange places The university power plant, located between Barger

J

will from being developed upon.
After a period of climbing and
fence hopping , one had an
unadulterated view of the
campus in its entirety, perfect for

Street and campus was probably overlooked by most

could actually be found right students, even those who passed it every day.
on College Avenue, above it
actually. Climbing to the top
of Lyric Theatre at night by picnicing, and only the cows to
means of back stair ladders gave share it with.
some students a unique space for
Another " high " experience
conversation or for celebrating could be found behind Lane
as well as a new perspective on Stadium . A wooden rappelling
the downtown atmosphere and tower was located there. It was
the gnarly tree on Henderson used by the Corps of Cadets for
Hill.
training, by mountain climbers
Another distinctive place , for practice, and by others for
described as "the highest point recreation . Bill Laughlin , a
in Blacksburg, " was located at senior in architecture , climbed
the top of a hill to the side of the tower with several of his
Clay Street. Cow Hill could be friends. After reaching the top,
seen from virtually any point in they dropped down by means of a
town and was supposedly harness attachment. "It was
protected by its former owner's really, really fun because we

by LOlAto Mi Ito 11\
Eileen Pennington
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"It was only about twenty
minutes away. You could
go on a hike and do some
pretty steep rock climbing ,"
Jungblut said, "When you got to
the top, there was a big pointed
rock that looked just like a giant
tooth. The view from there was
just spectacular!"
These places were, of course,
only a few of the spots that were
either exclusively notorious or
notoriously exclusive. Mo st
everyone had their favorites, but
anybody who was out looking for
a strange sight to see or a new
thrill to experience might very
well have found one right
underneath his nose.

Diversions
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could one go and gift shop while you waited to be seated?"
In a college town, the economic situation came into play. Some of
he all-important, ever present, the finer, and often unaffordable, restaurants included Anchy's, on
and never answered question was, where are we going to eat? Many North Main Street; The Huckleberry, on Roanoke Street in
people contemplated and struggled with this decision almost every Christainsburg; Charley'S, at the New River Valley Mall; and the
day and it became even more difficult when hosting a guest. Farmhouse, on Cambria Street in Christiansburg, all of which served
Deciding which painfully familiar place to dine in could be so steak and seafood entrees. "Maxwell 's had the best food in town," said
frustrating that even familiarity with the
Mike Hutcheson, a junior in accounting,
options often didn't help.
"They had everything ranging from
"I'm not in the mood for the macaroni
Lobster, lamb, veal , and duck all the way
noodle and cheese bake served at the dining
down to sandwiches." Hutcheson felt that
hall and I've ordered so many pizza's that
Maxwell ' s, on Main Street , was a bit
the delivery man knows me by name, so
expensive, especially for a college budget.
now where am I going to eat dinner? ,"
Fast food restaurants took up a good
asked Christopher Brodie, a sophomore in
portion of profits from students alone.
economics. One usually chose a place to eat
Burger King, Wendy 's, and McDonald 's
depending on the taste, desired atmosphere,
were a few as well as the 24-hour Hardee's
cost, and location.
on Prices Fork road by the University Mall.
"The thought of the thick rich sauce of
Hardee's began serving breakfast at
the Backstreet ' s stromboli makes me
midnight. Taco Bell was another popular
Keith Creme
fast food eating place for student "where
drool ," said Nikki Milton a freshman in
you could pick up a six-pack and not get
political science. Eating often catered to Ipanema, a Brazilian and International Restaurant located
at
107
Ellett
Road,
opened
in
mid-February.
Reinaldo
drunk," said Jim Shivas, a sophomore in
cravings for a specific kind of food.

T
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Fonseca and his parnter Warner had been in the

Backstreet's served Italian food as well as restaurant business for 20 years and this was their
university studies. Shivas was speaking of a
sandwiches. Other well known pizza places second venture together. Fonseca said that they hoped
six-pack of tacos, of course.
Location and convenience were often key
located near campus included Champions, Ipanema would appeal to the "yuppies" who had formerly
in the selection of where to eat. In
Dino's, Domino's, Four Star, Pizza Hut, and gone to Roanoke to dine out.
the Roma. There were specialized menus
downtown Blacksburg alone Bogen 's ,
for vegetarians at several restaurants including the Roma, located on Sycamore Farm , Mike 's Bar and Grill, Hokie House, the Cellar,
Kabrich Street; Gillie's, on College Avenue; and South Main Cafe, on Greek 's, Arnold 's, Crickett's, Roni 's, Backstreet's, Hawaii Kai ,
South Main Street.
Buddy's, Philly Chee Steak, Gillie 's, Souvlaki, Pedro 's, and the
Atmosphere also played a role in the selection of a restaurant. Balcony comprised the choices of eating establishments. Regardless
Macado's, located at University Mall, and Arnold's, located on North of their proximity to campus, if time was a factor, slow service made
Main Street, catered mainly to college students. Both served some of these places inopportune.
sandwich-type foods and had a "friendly, lively atmosphere," said
The New River Valley offered a great variety of restaurants to satisfy
Christy Brockett, a freshman in agriculture econmics. Bert Weltens, all kinds of tastes and gobble all kinds of budgets. There were homey
a sophomore in business management, said he liked Cracker Barrel, kitchens, greasy spoons, and sophisticated dining rooms. Going out
on Hampton Boulevard in Christiansburg. "Even though it was quite didn't necessarily mean forfitting carefully prepared meals. Scott
a drive to get there it was well worth the trip. It had a nice Slayton, a sophomore in English, said the Homeplace tasted "like Ma
atmosphere
with
and Pa had been
clean, not greasy
cookin ' on the stove
food. And where else
for hours. "

by Kim Shields
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Spring-

ere s
Those who
had to stay
inside also
found ways to
lighten up
spring days.
Matt Rhodes,
a senior in
computer
science and
math, took a
break from
his duties for
the Virginia
Tech Union to
blow off some
steam in
Squires.

Spring
brought many
classes to the
lawns of the
campus.
Professor
Curt Adkisson
lectured to
his
orinthology
class in front
of McBryde.

o
e
perennial
spring wandering of college
minds was no

April sun. It must have been fate
that placed final exams on the
very warmest days of spring
semester; causing countless
pages of cold, latenight studying
to melt among the sunbathers
and volleyballs of the campus's

spring and in the
morning classes were
just too away far to be
serious considerations.
And still, there were
the grinds. Poring softly
over
obtuse
texts,

JmprovisiV\9

.

was really importaV\t iV\ order to SlArVIVe
the semester
different as
Virginia Tech
basked in the
warmth of the

Tony Lepley

The crunch of work at the end of Spring semester forced many students to bring
their work outside. Doug Middleton, a sophomore in materials engineering, studied
on Slusher Beach.

aV\d to

resist,

green beaches.
There was, as always, languid
curiosity in the thoughts of the
students like "how much
studying do I really need for a
C+," "why is there air," or the
ever-present "why do we wear
bathing suits anyway?" These
menacing sorts of insightful
thoughts sent young Hokies
reeling with this torential
onslaught of metaphysical
bantering.
Serious sunbathers attracted
the flirtatious nods of passers by
in places like Slusher Beach and
Ambler-Johnston Alley. Sweaty
spikes and kicking sands were
trademarks for volleyball courts
sprinkled throughout campus.
At night there were sloshy, beerslicken tributes to the rites of

, ,

reading late into the
sweet evening air.
Their's was the way of
hardwork and relentless
pursuit of matters to
trivial for the outside
revelry. Their motto was
"Blessed are the curvemakers, for we shall
inherit the grades" and
ten point curves were
certainly not unheard of
during those long, sunny
days in spring.
There probably wasn't
a scientific theory to
explain the burst of
spring energy and the all
too familiar desire to use
it unscholastically, or
maybe it was as simple as
hormones.

I can study on a day

like today
Diversions
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Broom Ball was an
innovative way to get some
excercise and enjoy pleasant
days. Sang Hyup Lee, a
graduate student in civil
engineering, returned the
ball as his partner Kim
Chism, a senior in
international studies, looked
on.
photo by
Student Publicotions Photo Staff
layout by
M.Kathryn Shields
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Mark Nystrom

"J

went to
Stonegate in '89 when I was a
senior in high school. It was
unbelievable to see so many
people and so much beer.
Stonegate was what made me
want to go to Tech," said David
Abbate, a junior in liberal arts
and sciences. Stonegate was one
of the six apartment complexes
to throw a block party in the
spring. In addition to the block
parties, many students attended
Sombrero Day and Suds Floods,
annual parties sponsored by
fraternities.
Hunters Ridge kicked off the
block party season on April 11th.
It was the first trace of spring as
the temperatures soared to the
' 80s. The weather and the
anxiously awaited arrival of the
first block party attracted record
crowds for Hunters Ridge. "We
went through three kegs at my
apartment. Our apartment was
on the first floor, so people came
in and grabbed beers all day
while listening to the bands, "
said Michelle Sacha, a junior in
engineering.
The following weekend was
the main weekend for all the
festivity. The action began on
Friday at noon at University
Terrace, clearing out afternoon
classes considerably. "I had a
great time because I just finished

The highlight of spring
semester for many overworked students were the
block parties located at
the numerous apartment
complexes in town,
including Stonegate on
Broce Drive.

a big test on Friday.
I liked being able to
go to a place where I
knew everyone was going to be.
Block parties are like a huge
festival where everybody blows
off steam. Even when it rained

"I had the best
time at Stone-gate
because it was the
most organized and the weather
was nice . They had awesome
bands and the most people out of
all the block parties I went to,"

T~e weat~er was c~i"y bV\t t~at

didlt1't redV\ce t~e crowds or stop
people from ~alt19ilt19 OV\t ilt1 t~e ~ot
tV\bs at College Park,
by LaV\ra Lewis
the crowds didn't diminish," said
Dave Vielbig , a junior in
engineering.
Saturday , April 18th , left
students with some difficult
decisions. Stonegate, Sombrero
Day, and Suds Floods were all
scheduled for the same day.
Theta Xi sponsored Sombrero
Day and Fiji, Pi Lambda Phi, and
Pi Kappa Phi sponsored Suds
Floods. "I went to Sombrero Day
and Stonegate both so I wouldn't
miss either one. I didn't get
bored at either place and got to
enjoy all the bands," said Geeta
Bhat,
a
sophomore
in
communications studies.

said Jeff Cohen, a senior in
finance. An estimated eight
thousand students attended
Stonegate.
The
apartments picked up the costs
of the bands , clean up, and
subtracted money form the rent
of the residents.
College Park sponsored a
block party at the beginning of
the fall semester and the last
weekend before exams. "College

Park was one last time for people
to see each other before exams
started. I think everybody
needed a break because it was
packed, " said Vielbig. The
weather was chilly but that
didn ' t reduce the mobs of
partiers or stop people from
hanging out in the hot tub.
The tone of block parties was
more restrictive than it had been
in most people's memory. Police
officers, some with video
cameras, . could be seen
everywhere. Perhaps this was
the first sign of a dying tradition
which had once brought more
than a few people to Blacksburg.
Students attended block
parties for social reasons, to
listen to bands and undoubtedly
to drink beer. Whatever the
reason, it was difficult to find a
student that didn 't attend at least
one party. Block parties were a
tradition for students and a way
to get through the cold winters.
"Block parties are almost as cool
as a Jimmy Buffett concert. A lot
of people hanging out, having
fun , and drinking beer," said
Scott Simpkins, a junior in
engineering.

AIt1 estimated
ei9~t t~oV\salt1d stV\delt1ts attelt1ded
Sto It1e9 ate
Mark Nystrom
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,At

12:00
Saturday March 7th , where were
you?
On the first full day of Spring
Break, many different ideas and
plans floated around in the
minds of students. They were

YOlJ
long gone, on their way to going,
or looking forward to Newman
Library as the furthest they
would travel.
Some students bypassed the
beach action and went out west.
Lissa Spengler, a sophomore in
university
studies ,
was
enlightened by her trip to
Arizona, "If you think Tech's big,
you should see the University of
Arizona! "
Park City, Utah was another
unconventional choice for the
break. Bart Pair, a junior in civil
engineering, said, "It was great
skiing in 50 degree weather but
it was weird not to be at the
beach."
Of course, the most popular
Spring Break havens were
located in the south: beaches.
Panama City, Panama was the
hot spot for Phil Scrofani , a
junior in management science.
Scrofani said , "The bars were
great, it was cheap, and MTV was

there."
Getting away and enjoying
picturesque and exotic places
usually made giving up the
luxuries of home bearable. Tracy
Steele , a junior in interior
design, went to the Bahamas for
the week. Steele said, "It was so
relaxing sleeping on the deck of

family childhood development,
and Sabeena Sharma, a junior in
hotel restaurant and institutional
management, had to say about
Cancun, Mexico was, "Tequila,
tequila, and more tequila!!"
The popularity of some resorts
made them almost like a home
away from home. In Key West,

She said "It wasn 't sunny enough
to get a tan so I looked like I had
stayed home."
Many people did return home
to NoVA so they could get away
from Blacksburg and relax for a
while.
Mitch Fischi, a
sophomore in computer science,
said, "It was kind of boring, all I

dESERVEd

Lee Riller

Making it to foreign destinations meant crossing land, sea, and air. The Shark 14
waited in the Miami Harbor to sail to the Bahamas on March 7.

our boat under the stars. But
during the day we had no
showers and had to take salt
water baths instead."
The scenery, though, was not
the most prominent thing about
some people 's vacations. All
Kelliann Quintarelli, a junior in

Florida , for instance , Susan
Hernandez, a junior in biology,
said , "Everywhere you turn ed
there was someone from school! "
The conditions were not ideal
at every beach. Laurie Stringer,
a freshman in finance, went to
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.

Spring Break
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IT

did was sleep and watch TV."
Blacksburg was totally
different from the run of the mill
for a week. Many students took
this opportunity to enjoy the
town.
"I had to come back to school
early because my mother was
driving me crazy! " said len
Rogers , a sophomore in
international studies.
The less crowded atmosphere
and the fact that more work
wasn't building up made staying
in Blacksburg attractive and
more of a vacation than it would
seem.
Brian Kaplan, a
sophomore in university studies,
said, "I didn 't mind staying here
to work because nothing was
going on."
At 12:00 Sunday, March 15 th
where were you? Chances are,
you were back in Blacksburg
trying to recuperate from
partying or from studying or
whatever your week had entailed.

•
"One of the most
embarrassing
things that ever
happened to me when I was
drunk was when I was at my
boyfriend 's house. He was
having a huge party and I got
completely ripped off of whiskey
sours and I passed out in the
had to
bathroom.

student who
wished to
remain anonymous.
m never
A few students even had to
drinking again." The words rung
sober up the hard way. "I
famously. Like a bell that
remembered the police officer
wouldn ' t stop ringing- and
taking me in to the police
ringing and ringing. It had rung
station. The magistrate told me
before. Anyone who had drunk
it would be a $39.00 fee and I
entirely too much had
had to spend the night
heard it, but ignored
until my blood alcohol
it, obviously. So the
level went down. The
cell wasn't that bad. It
bell was ringing that
familiar phrase once
was a little cold in
again. And that was
there and the bed was
how the morning after
hard. The worst thing
began.
was waking up sober
Even though alcoand wondering how I
hol was not the healthgot there. Drunk in
iest drink, college stupublic really was not
dents across the nation
that big a deal here,
but I felt like a
were known for getting
plastered, ninjaed,
fugitive! I really don 't
Eileen Pennington
loaded , smashed, or
recommend it as a way
whatever it was called, After an afternoon at the Balcony for "nickel beers," Amy
to spend an evening,"
weekend after week- Hathaway, a sophomore in hotel restaurant management, passed said another anonymous
out for several hours
end. Although many
student.
students did not go
Students drank to
overboard every time, most who
relieve stress, to loosen up, to
drank had at some point woken
forget problems , to be social,
up in the morning after a hard
and to just have a good time.
No matter what had been the
night of partying and felt a little
embarrassed by something they
catalyst, students usually did not
had done or said in their
learn a lesson from drinking too
inebriated state the night before.
much. The words rung, ''I'm
Whether drinking meant
never drinking again," again.
Lee Riller
ending up singing Barry No matter the night of the week,
One student summed up the
ritual of drinking: "I always
Manilow songs solo on the last drinking was a part of many agendas.
BT to campus, trying to jump These leftovers, as well as classes,
woke up feeling horrible. I
swore that I'd never drink again,
through a window after drinking made Friday morning especially rough.
but in a few days, I had forgetten
a bottle of Mad Dog 20 /20,
passing out in the middle of the pick the lock to get me out. He my headache, found a bottle of
dance floor, or throwing up right carried me back upstairs in front Jimmy Bean, and made a toast to
in front of the person they'd been of everyone. I passed out in his another morning after!"
trying to talk to all night, it led bedroom and didn ' t wake up
until 1 p.m. the next day," said a
to many out of control times.

"J'

I

-I
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by Becky B toWJt\
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peq u i'pesn--.ents
"W

hen I was
in high school I could get by and
do all right (academically) , but
when I came to college I couldn't
do that," said a junior in liberal
arts and sciences who preferred
to remain anonymous.
College was often shockingly
challenging. The amount of
effort which had produced
exceptional grades in high school
allowed only marginal results in
the university setting. The selfpaced and highly distractive
atmosphere of college classes
and college life also caused lower
than acceptable grades. VVhen
these low grades reached a
certain point , the university
officials stepped and set some
guidelines.
The process of failing out was
actually quite complicated.
According to the undergraduate
catalog, when a student's QCA
(quality credit average) fell below
the 2.0 average that was required
for graduation , he was given
opportunities to raise his QCA
and an "academic warning" was
printed on the term grade report.
Any student who failed to
maintain the required QCA based
on the number of credit hours

earned would be dropped from
the university after the spring
term. The required cumulative
QCA at the end of the year for a
person with 0- 36 hours
attempted was a 1.50, for 37-70
hours a 1.75, and for 71 or more
hours attempted a 2.00 was
required.
"I needed a 2.8 to get a 1.75
just so I could stay in school,"
said Jim Shivas, a sophomore in
university studies. "I got a 3.0
taking business classes instead of
engineering classes so I decided
to change my major to business. "
Any student who was dropped
from the university at the end of
the year could attend the
following summer session to
improve his overall QCA. If the
required QCA was reached
during this time the student
became eligible to continue
studies in the fall term. If the
student failed to reach the
required QCA at this time he was
dropped from the university and
had to wait 12 months to be
eligible for re-admission.
"I failed out after attending my
second semester and summer
school. After that I goofed off
while working 20 hours a week,
and the second semester I went
home. My parents still don 't

by Kim Shields
Failing Out
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know I failed out. VVhen I went
home I told them I just wanted
to take the semester off," said the
anonymous junior.
Any student who was placed
on academic drop for the second
time could again enroll in the
summer sessions to improve the
overall QCA. If the required QCA
was not maintained at this time,
the student was not eligible for
readmission.
"I started back to school this
fall and need to get my QCA up
to a 2.0 by the end of the
summer," said the junior.
During the time a student was
dropped for academic or
disciplinary reasons , he could
not receive credit for coursework
taken at another college or
university.
For some students the
realization of the consequences
of failing out only came after the
motivation for focusing on
school was already gone. "I
didn ' t go to one class after
Spring Break, " said an
anonymous would-be sophomore
who failed out during his second
semester. This former student
majoring
in
who
was
engineering went to work for a
local tractor company.

--I

Spring-

With the

arrival of
spring. Greek
life moved to
the outdoors
during Greek
Week and
philanthropy
continued to
flourish. The
Black Greek
Council
sponsored its
tenth annual
step-show to
fund the
Overton R.
Johnson
scholarship.
Kappa Alpha Psi, Inc. practiced well in
advance for the step-show held in Burruss
Auditorium on April 18. Phil Bryant, a
senior in computer science, and Darrell
Hairston, a junior from Radford
University, prepared for the steps they
would later do blindfolded. Fraternities
Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc., Omega Psi Phi,
Inc., Phi Beta Sigma, Inc., and sororities
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., and Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Inc. stepped at the show as well.
photo by Eileen Pennington
layoul by Carolyn Burke
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FIJI GREEK OLYMPICS
Greek Celebration
at the TKE House

Rain

1 :e Greek community celebrated
the 20 th anniversary of the Greek system. Greeks had been
participating in scholastic, philanthropic, and social activities in both
the university and community at large since 1971.
Planning for Greek Week began in early January. Representatives
from each chapter were involved on the Greek Week committee to
set the agenda for the celebration.
Monday launched the week with T-shirt and cup sales. Greeks
sported a variety of colored T-shirts with the 1992 Greek Week
design, and colored cups with Greek affiliations were given out.
On Tuesday, a faculty appreciation brunch was held, at which
students from all chapters were able to invite a favorite faculty
member as their guest, to express gratitude for faculty service.
Tuesday night featured a new activity, the Progressive Dinner.
Greeks rotated from one sorority or fraternity house to another to
partake in appetizers, through all the courses in a meal, ending in
dessert. The dinner allowed all Greeks to get involved outside their
own chapters sponsoring the Greek community as a whole. Over 400
Greek students participated, eating everything from ravioli to
chicken soup.
Thursday night was the annual Greek Awards Banquet at the
Farmhouse in Christiansburg. Theta Chi national officer Al Caraco
was the keynote speaker. He addressed the guests with the theme of
the Greek system in the year 2000 as a vision of the future.
Afterwards, the Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils awarded
those outstanding individuals and chapters who had made significant
contributions or improvements in Greek life.
Continuing the festivities on Friday was a campus wide letter day.
On Friday night, Phi Mu held their 5th annual Greek Sing talent
competition. All proceeds were donated to Phi Mu 's national
philanthropy, the Children's Miracle Network Telethon. Competing
groups were judged on different criteria, including adherence to the
theme, "Blast From the Past." The winners, who received $100 to
donate to their philanthropy were Kappa Delta Sorority and Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity. Phi Mu sister Kim Owen said, "It made me feel
good to see other Greek organizations so willing and enthusiastic
about supporting our philanthropy. " Greek Sing was open to the
entire community. Henry Kopf, an ECAS student not affiliated with
a Greek organization said, "Greek Sing was enjoyable. It was nice to
see people having fun and taking time out to support a good cause."
The
Greek
Olympics
were
planned
for
Saturday, but due
to
inclement
weather, they were
cancelled.
Tau
Epsilon
Kappa
made up for the
inconvience of the
unusual
April
snowfall by hosting
the Greek CelebraJill Lawrence
tion later that day. Greeks ended the Spring Formals were held for
week by donating all the cumulative each chapter as a tribute to the
proceeds to the all-Greek philanthropy, graduating members. The
Alpha Delta Pi Formal was
Habitat for Humanity. All in all, Greek held at the Blacksburg Holiday
Week warranted strong participation by Inn. Kelly Ryan, a sophomore
the Greek Community and proved that, in liberal arts and sciences,
"No matter the letter, we're all Greek passed out the awards during
the senior ceremony.
together."

by U·Ickie Costopoulos
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Do
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by Mike Miller
M
ost of the junior cadets had
been waiting for this moment for almost three years: thi s was the
first time for them to wear the senior dress uniform; everyone was
gathered in front of the old Squires facade; and Ring Dance was
finally here.
The events leading up to Ring Dance could be traced back to the
election of Class officers during the fall of '90. Soon after that the
Ring Design committee was chosen to begin designing the ring. At
the same time the Ring Dance committee was formed with all of its
subcommittees. Several hundred manhours went into just planning
for the event. The next step was decorating .
Monday morning at 8 a.m. the doors in Squires Commonwealth
Ballroom were opened for the decorations committee to start. All
week volunteers painted, built scenery, and hung stars. A few

actually slept there: both Wednesday and Thursday turned into allnighters for many members of the decorating committee.
Everything was finished Friday afternoon at 3 p.m., just hours
before th e Cadet Figure took place. The sched ul ed time for the
figure was 8:30. Once everyone was assembled in order, the juniors
marched in forming a "93" in the ballroom. After arching their new
sabres "Moonlight & VPI " was started; and the freshman "dykes "
escorted the junior's dates through the figure. Every ring dance
since the first one for the Class of 1934 had started with a similiar
figure.
The dance was held both Friday and Saturday nights. President
McComas conducted the civilian ring exchance at 10 p.m. on Friday
night. Sunday was the clean up day.
In addition to the committee members a few who had enjoyed the
dance came by to get their own piece of what remained of "Bright
Lights, City Nights."

Hotel Company fielded an all
freshman squad, including the
commander. David Kuehn a freshman
in biology and a member of Hotel
Company, reported to the Regimental
Operations Officer, Ernest Wohnig.

Corps
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How could you be

a er
For 0600 Squad Practice?!

by
Robert J. Lynch

Mike Overton

"What the *#?! is all of this snow?" was a thought most likely going through the
minds of the Highty Tighty Eager Squad as they headed off to the preliminary
competition. They later went on to win the competition.

~e

Eager Squad competition was
held annually among all nine companies of the Corps of Cadets.
Each company sendt representatives to participate in two events of
the competition. The two events of the competition were a drill and
an inspection.
The competition had a preliminary contest and a final contest.

The preliminary contest narrowed the contest down to four teams.
During this part of the contest, each team went through a simple
inspection and a simple drill routine. At the finals, both the
inspection and the drill routine got complex and significantly
difficult.
The Band Company, Bravo Company, Echo Company, and Foxtrot
Company made it to the finals. Out of them, Band Company came in
first place and won the competition, though it was a close contest.

Changing
Tillles
The Class of 1992 gave command to '93.

"IT'

.a.

he uniform is what now?! "
cried out many departing seniors. The uniform for their part in the
Change of Command ceremony changed several times in as many
hours. The source of this problem was traced back to Ring Dance,
where the new maroon wraps the juniors ordered arrived too short.
Change of Command came about, and the uniform parts still had not
been returned. The rising seniors of '93 were left to scavenge around
to piece together something that would resemble these uniform
accessories.
Aside from problems with the sound system, the Change of
Command ceremony went smoothly. The sun broke through the
weekend-long downpours to give this event the proper light.
The departing seniors were looking forward to graduation, while
reflecting back on their time at the university. The Class of '93 was
looking forward to accepting the reigns of leadership for the next
year in the Corps. The rest of the Corps had their new positions for
the following year to be excited about themselves.
As his last ceremonial role as Regimental Commander Lee Rice , a senior in
materials engineering, called the graduating seniors and colors forward so they
could be presented to the reviewing party.
layout by Mike Miller and M. Kathryn Shields
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N o t many of us ever stood naked
on a swing, rhythmically swaying back and forth, face to face with
our partner (or anyone else, for that matter). But virtually all of us
had fallen victim to what the image has come to represent:
obsession. Although it may not have been a proven fact, students
seemed to be particularly prone to obsessions of one kind or another.
So, were these compulsive preoccupations good or bad?
"I went through a period when I was completely out of control,"
said a junior in English who wished to remain anonymous. In a span
of a few months , this student managed to spend approximately
$1,000 on compacts discs . "I ended up them because selling the
credit card payments were getting outrageous because I'd charged so
much on them. I wasn 't alone in my obsession, though. I have
friends with hundreds more discs than I had. "
Record Exchange employee Paul Cantwell agreed that the CD
obsession wasn't uncommon, especially in a town like Blacksburg
with its large musically oriented population. "Students came in all
the time claiming to just be looking, and ended up leaving with four
or five CDs. You know it's bad when we know customers not only by
their name, but also by how much money they've spent in the store."
In addition to material obsessions, outdoor activities sometimes
tended to recur continually. Weather permitting, students could be
seen whizzing around campus on rollerblades, a craze which took the
campus by storm. Back Country Ski & Sports reported an
overwhelming increase in sales, particularly in the spring. The few,
the obsessed, the ones who seemed to be everywhere you went, were
perpetually on blades: they rolled during free time; they rolled to
class; they even rolled from bar to bar. The rollerbladers did
sometimes get some odd looks from onlookers and some angry looks
from the drivers that shared the roads with them. Blair Russell, a
senior in ocean engineering and an avid rollerblader, defended the
sport: "It's exhilerating. Not only is it fun , it's good exercise.
Besides , even though I had a car, I got to class a lot faster on
rollerblades ."
A more common obsession, one we should all probably admit to,
was an excessive preoccupation with a particular person. Oscar Wilde
wrote of the man obsessed with another: "He does not think his
natural thoughts, or burn with his natural passions. His virtues are
not real to him. His sins, if there are such things as sins, are
borrowed. He becomes an echo of someone else's music, an actor of
a part that has not been written for him. " Students have indeed been

by 3a~al

known to got to irrational lengths in the name of obsession: to
transform, as Wilde prophesied.
"I turned into a completely different person ," an anonymous
student said. "I was totally absorbed by the person. I would go out of
my way to be in a certain part of campus when I knew he would be
walking that way, I started going to bars where I knew he would be, I
even started dressing how I thought he would like."
Another anonymous student confessed to wandering around the
library in hopes of running into the target of her obsession. Did her
obsession lead to anything? "No," she said, "just a lot of wasted time
and frustration. "
Impeccable appearance was also a widespread ambition among
students. "I wouldn't say looks are everything, but they are definitely
important," said Doug Chaplow, a junior in political science. The
cost of attaining this perfection could be rather high between gym
membership fees, tanning packages, the right workout wear, and the
time.
"It's worth any price you have to pay," said Kathy Fields, a junior in
communications studies. "I teach aerobics twice a day and ride my
bike to class every day if it doesn 't rain. I used to work out about
three hours every day when I was training for the body building
competition, but had to stop because I got burned out on it. I want
to start back [lifting] this summer, maybe not as much though
because I get so sick of doing it all the time. "
On the negative side , obsessive attitudes about appearance
sometimes went too far. Mary Ward, a dietician and instructor in
Human Nutrition and Foods, reported incidences of anorexia-nervosa
and bulemia among the general college population to be
approximately 20 per 100 students. "The numbers are climbing. It's
really sad that nothing is being done," she said. Ward, who worked
with patients sufferering from eating disorders, hoped to establish a
more comprehensive program consisting of therapy, medical care,
and peer support than was currently available. Ward estimated that
90% of all men and women were afflicted with some degree of eating
disorder.
So, were obsessions good or bad? People with obsessive
personalities everywhere would optimistically say that it depends.
Summing it all up, we have a picture of a broke, but gorgeous person
persistently and/or stubbornly rollerblading around, in pursuit of the
one that he or she desires. Constructive or destructive? Who's to
say? Regardless, Calvin Klein should perhaps consider this image as
the next advertisement for his cologne.
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Sometimes getting carried away with
things meant imposing ideas on others.
On College Avenue on Wednesday
March 25, this man silently presented
his strict Christian views as a group of
children walked past on their way to
tour Squires.
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hy can't I
get away from this girl?" said
that friend of yours who was in
that relationship that moms
always said you had to go
through before you could be
happy with the 'real person .'
You wondered why he was going
through the relationship at all
because he ever talked about was
getting out of it.
Why did students feel the need
to put themselves through
emotional turmoil? These types
of relationships must have been
an unavoidable phenomena. It
was commonly referred to by the
psychologically oriented as the
destructive
relationship.
Amateur psychologists around
the world stayed up many a late
night to talk to a friend about
why they were in a relationship
that wasn 't doing them any
good.
Those students who were in a
destructive
relationship
wondered if and how they would
ever get out of it. Those
students lucky enough to put a
bad relationship behind them
wondered if they would ever get
over it. And those students who
did get over a destructive
relationship couldn't understand
how they let themselves stay in
it for as long as they did. A
student who chose to remain
anonymous said, "Getting over
someone is the hardest thing to
do, but it is close to impossible
getting over a relationship that
made you feel bad about
yourself. What a relief when you
finally wake up."
Were destructive relationships
just a college thing or could they
happen at any time in your life?
Terrence Brand , a senior in
economics and political science,
said, "They can happen at any
time. If you drag any problems
you might have with yourself
into a relationship with another
person , you might drag that
person down with you, especially
if that person is insecure himself
or herself. It's all about selfesteem. Once you really have it,
you won't let anyone else take it
away."
One
afternoon
an
acquaintance I rarely ever talked
to sat down at my table at

Gillie's. He related his whole
story of the destructive
relationship he was trying
desperately to recover from. He
rambled for an hour saying ,
"She had complete control over
me. The more I did for her, the
worse she treated me. I bought
her a ring and she decided out of
the blue that we were completely
wrong for one another. " He
knew the relationship wasn't

AmatelAr psychologists arolAl"d
the world stayed
lAp maV\y a late
V\ight to talk to a
frieV\d abolAt why

dead-end relationship was only
holding the two of us back."
In relationships , sometimes
the stakes could be quite high.
Meeting someone extremely
compatible wasn 't enough if the
timing wasn't right because a
bond just didn ' t form . One
student said, "I had just broken
up with a girlfriend of two years
and I was still dealing with scars
from that. When I met this
other girl of my dreams , the
timing was all weird and nothing
ever came of it."
The general consensus of the
positive and hopeful sufferers of
destructive relationships was
that everything happened for a
reason. As bad as situations
sometimes got with another
person, students tried to console
themselves by reiterating that
these were all learning
experiences. After these trying
times , they were going to be
better people.
Some students found out

they were
,
11'1

a

relatioV\shi p
that wasV\'t
do iV\g them

aV\y good,
going to go anywhere
if only his half of the
party was interested,
but he couldn't let go.
There was faith , however,
because this guy was one of the
most depressed individuals I had
ever seen and he snapped out of
it. I saw him a few months later
taking charge of his life using
the lessons he had learned in his
"moment of complete selfdestruction."
Another common form of the
destructive relationship was one
that got dragged out simply for
security 's sake. One student
said, "I stayed with myoId
boyfriend because I was scared
to change the pattern I had been
living in for the past two years.
But I realized that staying in a

Mark Nystrom

there were an endless amount of
personality traits to observe in
the people they met. Some were
very likeable and some were
quite bazaar. Brand said, "All I
know is that relationships are
like a neighborhood. You can't
clean up the community if you
don 't clean up your own
backyard first. You have to feel
that you 've done your part in
being a self-confident person
and hope that a potential partner
has done theirs."
layoul by Carolyn Burke
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What did
wheV\ those pockets

V

isa, Master
Card , Discover, American
Express. So many choices it was
hard to decide just how you
wanted to spend money you
didn't have.
While some of us were just
trying to decide which credit
card to get, others were trying to
figure out how to payoff the one,
or ones, they had.
"The last thing I used my
credit card for was to buy a CD
player. I don ' t think I'll ever
finish paying it off," said Janean
Spier, a sophomore in statistics.
Many problems were not
unknown to college students.
Some of us got farther in debt
than others but, undoubtedly, we
had all been there .
One solution to easing the
pain of credit card bills was
offered
by
Anthony
Hardenburgh, a junior in international studies: "I had three of
them and charged things on all
of them. That way I'd get a
couple of small bills instead of
one big one."
This approach may have
worked for some , but Patti
Philpott, a junior in family and
child development, pointed out a
disadvantage in that "The more
credit cards you have, the more

. - . YOIA

do

aV\d baV\k accolAV\ts became

Many people found credit
cards tempting because you
didn't actually have to hand over
any money at the time of a
purchase.
"It was so easy to buy
something when you just had to
pull out a piece of plastic," said
Geeta Bhat, a sophomore in
communications students.
In addition to credit cards ,
many students found other ways
to mismanage their money.
MOST machine cards were
almost as harmful as credit cards
for some people. You could just
run down to the bank from the
Balcony to grab a "few extra
bucks " or stop by the money
machine to get money for
dinner. The meaning of limits
often got lost in all this hightech banking , which meant
money that you had never
intended to spend, piled up.
Balancing a checkbook was an
unknown concept not only for
the not mathematically-inclined
but also for busy students. "I'm
a finance major and I don't even
balance my checkbook ," said
Travis Thompson, a junior.
A favorite alternative to
balancing a checkbook was often
just waiting for the bank 's
statement or relying on the

course, in the meantime, while
you may not have had a clue as
to how much money you actually
had, you kept writing checks for
all of your necessities such as

matter
that you had
enough money to survive in the
regular college student 's life
style.
H. G. Jessup , a junior in
communications studies said, "I
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Pride ceased to be an issue around the end of the semester when
bank account dipped to zero, the semester's money from mom and
dad had been spent, and there was no hope of income for the next
week. Many students looked in every possible place for the
smallest bit of spare change.

r e nt ,
groceries ,
electric
bills, pizza
during a
study break , or beer on the
weekend.
Whatever caused you to go in
dept or call mom and dad
begging for money, all that really

Scrounging for Money
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never had a credit card because I
was afraid of how I'd use it."
That might have been a smart
idea.
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it really was normal to

T

he underlying determinant as to whether
something is stressful is that you
have to perceive it as stressful.
Who could think college was
anything but stressful? I'm sure
there were those who weren't too
pressed about grades, or those
who were pressed about grades
but not about anything else, but
anyway you looked at it there
were a great many things to deal
with during this, the "best time
of our lives."
The term "stress" was actually
a misnomer. Anytime we felt
pressure , we said we were
"stressed," but stress in and of
itself is a good thing. If a
building didn 't have stress ,
where would we be? Stress is
what held us together and
allowed us to perform. It often
motivated us and kept us going
as well. "Distress" is what we
really felt when things got to be
overwhelming.
Distress would be when, at 8
a.m., your phone rings and your
friend asks how to do problem 4
in chapter 16 because it will be
on your 10 o'clock exam. WHAT
10 O' CLOCK EXAM . . . !!!
Distress would also adequately
describe the computer lab
disaster: your 15 page paper is
due in 15 minutes and the
computer won 't read your disk.
Distress.
There were several distinctive
signs of a person under distress,
whom we would probably
describe as "stressed. " In his
textbook, Psychology , Lester A.

Lefton said that there were
noticeable emotional, physiological , and behavioral
characteristics. Emotionally, he
said, when frustrated , we act
angry and annoyed; when
pressured, we become aroused
and anxious; and when facing
conflict, we "vacillate," become
irritable, and some-times hostile.
Physio-logically the stress response is char-acter-ized by
arousal, i.e. increased heart rate
and
body
temperature.
Behaviorally, being over-aroused
tends to produce disorganized
behavior in which people become
ineffective. So, it's as simple as
that. Whatever we called it,
stress or distress, it happened
when we were overloaded.
Usually we found ways to
make it through , somehow.
Lefton pointed out that dealing
with stress means constantly
changing and adapting to
situations. He suggested a
number of "effective coping
strategies": increasing exercise,
eating well , sleeping well ,
learning to relax, being flexible ,
keeping stress at school or the
office, communicating, and
seeking support. My question is,
on a college student's schedule
and budget, how could one really
do these things?
Everyone, of course , found
their own coping strategies.
Some people followed Lefton 's
advice, like Rich Watson , a
senior in biochemistry , who
found recreational ways to vent
frustration. Watson said "I guess
I exercise, take a hike, experience
nature."
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Others found it best to deal
with stress on their own ,
opposing Lefton's advice. "I just
kind of sit around by myself and
talk to myself a lot," said Jason
Holland , a sophomore in
psychology.
Specific situations were
predictably stressful. Doug
Pierson, a graduate student in
architecture , was a waiter at
Gillie 's Confectionary. When
asked how he dealt with the
Sunday morning influx of
customers for breakfast, he said
"I tune people out. When it gets
too crazy I just try to slow down
and retain what I can. If I forget
something I just wait for
someone to remind me, then I
do it." One key to serenity was
not taking on more than you
could conceivably do.
As a college student, stress was
something we got used to. Paul
Cook, a senior in finance, said
"After a few years, it just doesn't
get to you, you gotta deal with
it."
When it was allover and we
looked at what we had lived
through it didn 't seem so bad.
That was until the next exam
week or computer disaster.
Throughout life we would again
face this dreaded thing in the
workplace, in the home, and in
the heart. That is, we would face
"distress " if we were prone to
overexert ourselves , to overworry, or to would simply be
driven by the stress that held us
together. Busy people would
always find things to keep them
busy, naturally.
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U t Prosim
alumni close to Blacksburg:
~ What do they do now? Hokies
~.(!/.who had made their presence
'Wknown as zealous students
continued their service years
later and remained a significant
~ force within the school and in
~ the community.
Despite their
~diverse activities, one trait these
people shared stemmed from a
seemingly innate urge to give
~ back what they had received
_&. from the world around them.
~Through
bettering
the
community they were a part of,
these Alumni strived to make the
changes necessary to allow
\.( future Hokies to follow in their
..&
~footsteps. It would have been
next to impossible to attend this
·
university without hearing some
· of the following names:
Mrs .
Clarice
Slusher
~
-r
Pritchard, class of '27. Without
her service as University
RegIstrar from 1936 to 1966, the
school would not only have
,~ missed the work of a remarkable
~~ lady, but also would have lacked
· a name for the highest building

l
l

t

~

~

t.

on campus, Slusher Tower. A
native of Blacksburg, Slusher\.(
~ Pritchard lived in the area all her
~r life and was one of its first female
college students. Staying very
active, she was not married until
after retirement. Since then, she
i!) served on the Smith Mountain
~£ Lake 4-H Board of Directors;
became a life member of the Ut
Prosim Society and Virginia Tech
~ Foundation, served two terms as

t

e
{£\

~

a board member; and received

~ Honorary membership in the

~
·

~'(
~

American, Southern , and
Virginia
Associations
of
Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers.

~ The Slusher family owned

lt
·
_

many lots of land where
prominent
Blacksburg
businesses are now located. If it

,~

weren 't for Slusher-Pritchard's

as an undergrad Cadet, Class
President,
German
Club
President, and member of
Omicron Delta Kappa National
Leadership Honorary society.
"At the present 1 am
concentrating on things I do
with the University. " Dekker
served as chairman of the
German Club Foundation and
completed two terms as
chairman of the College of
Business Advisory Council , he
also served as the chairman of
M 0 r e
recently, she
the Cadet Corp Alumni, with a
mission to revitalize the corps to
started the
1000-strong through increased
" Slusher
recruitment and anticipated
Far m "
housing
accumulation of five million
developdollars in scholarship funds.
Finally, he spent much time as
ment. When
Vice Rector of the Board of
asked of her
involvement
Visitors.
wit h
Dr. Stanley Huffman, '50. "I
guess
1 tick the most wanting to
stu den t s
Courtesy of Henry Dekker
Chairman
be
of
Service
to the community
C I a ric e Long-time Blacksburg resident, Henry Dekker, of
the
rep lie d, "It attributed his service to the fact that he had
Vir gin i a as much as anything. I would
has been very "spent a long time pursuing selfish goals and
P 0 r t like people to think of what they
wanted to give something back."
inspiring to
Authority can do for the good of society
work with
for ten rather than just for the interest
college students ... to hear their years. English attributed his of themselves. " Dr. Huffman
ambitions, especially the select industriousness to his urge to started with this attitude as an
few ." When referring to the stay active: "1 want to stay busy undergraduate when he became
select few, those with a zest for and 1 do. That comes from a founding member of Alpha Phi
learning, she talked of a within. I've always been active. IOmega Service Fraternity in
conversation she once overheard get that from my father. 1 have 1948. The Zeta Beta chapter in
as a student picked up her been involved with all kinds of Blacksburg went on to become
dOt d
h d' t
't
k db '
one of the Natl'on 's most
gra es.
ne s u ent a JUS
commUnI y wor an USIness
received a .68 of 3.0 and and do it because I like to. " prominent with as much as
exclaimed,
"Hot
Dog! " When asked of the University 20,000 hours of service annually.
overwhelmingly pleased with the experience ,
he
insisted Dr . Huffman returned to
accomplishment.
Blacksburg had one of the best Blacksburg in 1971 to take on
Edward R. English Sr., '34. schools in the country.
the position of Director of
Better known as "Red" for his red
Henry Dekker, '44. "Basically Distance Learning. Retiring in
hair, English stayed busy past 1 have a keen interest in human 1991, he continued as an advisor
retirement with the "English beings and of doing some good in to Alpha Phi Omega, and stayed
Foundation, " which benefitted the world. "
Residing in active supporting
the
many causes and gave out more Blacksburg, Dekker continued to Montgomery County Humane
than 400 college scholarships give back the benefits he received Society, his "pet service project."
decision in 1966 to gradually sell
the land she had inherited from
her father as a source of income she was not yet old enough to
qualify for social security
immediately
following
retirement - Gables shopping
center and downtown businesses
like Dominion Bank, her first lot
sale, would
have had to
find different
locations.

ranging from $500 to $5000 over
the last thirty years. The supervision
of
the
English
Construction Company was
handed over to his son, also a
English's
Tech alumnus.
business sense as applied to his
service was reflected in his
activities on the State Chamber of
Commerce,
in which
he acted
as Vice
president
for four
years and
the n
President
for two
years .
He was
also the
Go verno rapp ointed

·~~f~"~f~'i~~t~-.o·\<..o-~l~~·~~t~"~f~8. ~t""'~. ~f~··~f~~fJ,
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. .."...t"""""·~~. """-t:\~. . ·""'t~.--t~-..·....:..t~""""tW1.."""""t~·....~"·i~~~t ,.
He also continued with his
antique business, "Huffman 's
Treasure
Hut,"
in
Christiansburg, where he lived
with his three children , two
grandchildren, two dogs , and

judicial circuit as a judge in
South West Virginia. Although
he resided in Wytheville, his new
job took him to one of ten
jurisdictions, including eight
counties and two cities. He had

Courtesy orClarice Slusher Pritchard (taken c. 1956)

The woman for whom Slusher Hall was named remained dedicated to her almamater as well as to her home town. Clarice Slusher Pritchard said that "my
parents brought me up to work hard and do something worthwhile."

one cat, not to mention the
neighbor's visiting cat which he
often fed.
Daniel W. Bird Jr. , '60.
Lawyer Bird, Senator Bird,
Judge Bird ... said, "I'm an
energetic Hokie." Bird's record
backed up his quote. He not
only practiced law for the last
thirty years, but also served as a
State Senator for twenty years
and recently, after retiring from
the Senate , joined the 27 t h

.

also been recently elected to the
position of President of the Ut
Prosim Society after serving on
the board for sixteen years. "I
think the main things to tell a
Hokie were to keep up the Hokie
enthusiasm, energy, and spirit.
You need to retain (them) ... and
zest for life. I shall never forget
my days at Virginia Tech. They
were the most memorable days
of my life. Friends at Virginia
Tech remain friends all of your

of energy, just where you choose
life."
Dr. Sue Ellen Rocovich , '76, to focus it. Growing up in
and Mr. John Rocovich, '66. A Blacksburg is the most ideal
Hokie couple and both imaginable upbringing because
Blacksburg natives, they dated you are surrounded by the
since age fifteen and were brightest and most highly
married in 1967 after Sue Ellen motivated people, and they set a
Butler
finished
her great example for you."
undergraduate studies at Mary
Although just a few
Baldwin College and John outstanding
alumni
are
Rocovich had completed law mentioned here, many others
schoo!. John received his degree continued to serve the
and finished law school in four university. They offered not only
years. He then went on to get a benefits to their immediate
Masters degree in law and community, but also inspiration
taxation at New York University to the students, as they took one
while Sue Ellen received her step further toward a degree and
PhD in genetics at Virginia Tech, the realization that Ut Prosim
followed by four years of medical was what the university
school and three years of experience was all about. As
residency. Residing in Roanoke, Dekker said, "Basically the more
Virginia, the couple spent a involved with the university you
phenomenal amount of energy become, the greater enjoyment
serving the university and and appreciation you 'll receive
community, sometimes as a knowing that you can be an
joint effort. Sue Ellen worked as important helping factor , and
an emergency department that the university needs you.
physician in Allegheny Regional The University experience will
Hospital and volunteered her last longer if you become
time at the Roanoke Free Clinic, involved. You will want to
of which John was on the Board improve the school and help
of Directors. She also served on younger students grow as weI!."
VPI's Board of Visitors and John ~
served on the Board of Trustees
of Mary Baldwin College. On top
of all this, the couple had raised ' What made blAS V
a son and a daughter.
lJohn 's list of activities and
stlAdeV\ts become
energy seemed to have no end.
blAS V allAmV\i?;A
A partial listing of his activities
included Board of Directors of:
lCentral Fidelity Bank of South
motivatiV\g factor
West Virginia, Roanoke Rescue
Mission, Virginia Museum of
seemed to be the
Natural History , Roanoke
Symphony Society , Virginia
desire to give back
Tech Foundation, Alumni
Association, and Cadet Corps
h t th
h d
Alumni Association. He was also
W a
ey a
on the College of Business
I At
receIve, , , V\
Advisory Council , College 0 f
Engineering Committee of 100,
Prosim
and College of Engineering
Advisory Council. Both John
and Sue Ellen were members of
the Ut Prosim Society. When
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God-given thing. I always had a
lot. Activity is not just a matter
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hodecided
if we were ready or not? It just
happened. All of a sudden we
graduated , and that was all.
Whether we were ready to be
leave college behind, or not;
whether we really had learned
enough, or not; whether we had
anywhere to go, or not; when the
time was up, we had to move on.
We would find out later what we
knew, when we had to use it.
The
Commencement
Ceremony was a reminder of all
that the 117 th graduating class
had gone through together
without even realizing it. As the
graduates and their families
crammed into the stands of
Cassell Coliseum around 8:30
a.m., instead of Lane Stadium,
due to rain, it was hard not to
feel a kind of bond with
thousands of people you didn 't
know and with an institution you
knew all too well. Many students
had a hard time figuring out
where to go once they got inside
because there were no directions
given and not all of the ushers
knew, either.
That bond with the university
was one that William W. Moseley,
president of the Virginia Tech
Alumni Association and alumnus
of the class of ' 51 , obviously
wanted us to feel as he reminded
us that the Alumni Association
was there to serve us and that we
should be sure to serve it as well.
In the distance, over the
stiflingly crowded expanse of
space, Dr. James D. McComas,
president of the university ,
extended a warm greeting to

everyone
go along" and
present. Not
not
always
"waiting for
only did he
recognize the
the station."
accomThe
idea of carpe
plishments of
the graduating
diem was not
seniors ,
a new on for
most listeners,
masters degree
candidates,
but it was a
v e r y
and
PhD
recipients, he
appropriate
also called our
time to be
reminded of it
attention to
the
family,
and
to ,
Jamie Stanek
hopefully ,
friends , and
A bottle of Dom Perignon was a distinct
start living by
over
3,000 sign of the celebration entailed in
that principle.
faculty graduating.
members
B y r n e
said, "At
who had
helped us
this point
reach this
in
our
lives , the
goal.
journey
Melissa
Byrne, in
has just
begun.
her final
speech as
Our
graduan active
ation is a
officer ,
appealed to
milestone
in our life,
the
but just a
common
belief that
turnstile
Jamie Stanek
something
on
our
One of the most prestigious duties of
journey. My
better waits for the class president was delivering a
us at some commencement speech. Melissa Byrne,
wish for you is
senior in finance, talked about the
point in the aimportance
that you won't
of relishing every moment.
spend your life
future :
"anticipating
looking for
events ... our first bicycle, our that special station-- whatever it
first dance, our driver's license." may be. Instead, seize each day
Byrne, president of the SGA and as if it were a milestone in your
president of the class of '92, read life because time does fly by."
The guest speaker , Jack
"The Station ", by Robert
Hastings, which deals with the Nelson , Washington , D.C. ,
very subject of living "life as we Bureau Chief for the Los Angeles

by M,

Kath~yV\

Times , touched on many
sensitive and pertinent issues to
our society. In light of the
Rodney King incident in
California, Nelson mentioned
racism as one of the problems
which we, as graduates, should
face and conquer.
He
encouraged each one of us to
make the necessary changes in
our not-so-perfect country ,
though politicians boast of its
greatness. He said : "Solutions
mean taking risks and making
sacrifices ... it's time for us to
sacrifice for the good of our
entire community."
To some, the graduation
speeches were no more than one
last lecture, while others seemed
really moved. The individual
colleges' ceremonies were often
more personal. The English
department, for example, had
bagpipes playing , a magician
doing tricks, and an awards
presentation. Some people were
crying at the ceremony, most
were really happy.
Graduating was, in a way, a weird
thing: scary , exciting, and
nostalgic at the same time; but,
in a way it was just another step
that we reached and touched
which led us to the next. After
reaching that step, it was hard to
remember getting there and it
was hard not to hesitate and to
look back, even if for just a
moment, and then move on. Of
course, hesitating too long could
mean staying right in ' ole
Blacksburg forever, or at least for
a while.

Shields aV\d Beth Stewad
Taking Off
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Getting to class and travelling around campus
were not such a big deal for most people. The

Grant Sharp, a freshman in pre· law at Radford University biked at
Pandapas Pond.

options included the BT, a car, the foot, or
Perhaps the most controversial mode of
transportation: the bicycle. The rules of the
road for a cyclist tended to lie ambiguoulsy
between those of a motorist and a pedestrian.
See some views for and against these terrorists/
victims of the Blacksburg roads.
(page 28)
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Squires Student Center, 1992
After four years of renovations, many members of the faculty, staff, and student body hoped that Squi res would be a place that
could bring us together on a daily basis. It became a place to do many things: study, eat, sleep, and play. There was still "very
little that you do in a home" that you couldn't do in Squires, as Mr. Williams, the Vice Rector of the Board of Visitors, had said at
the 1970 dedication of the building.

Volleyball
•..

..

The volleyball team had a new coach, Stephanie
Hawbecker, and returned several All-Conference
players, including Lisa Pikalek and Kelli Craven.
Hot play during the season, including separate
winning streaks of 9 and 6 matches, left the Lady
Hokies as the second seed in the Metro
Conference tournament. Expected to advance to
the final, the team lost in the semi-finals to UNCCharlotte. An overall record of 28-12, the best in
Tech history, and a national ranking in the NCAA
Southern Region, a first for the university's
volleyball program, made it a season to
remember. (story pages 72-73 & group pic page 303)
Krissy Tschirret, a senior in family and child
development, returned the ball to her mu
opponent at the home game on September 25.
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Figuring out ways to make ends
tricky task. Kristin Morgan and
theatre arts majors. utilized the
on their way to class. Bank
often made students aware of
fmancial troubles.

Spring-

The first pitch of the season was actually
thrown out in the fall. Brad Clontz, a
junior in physical education, threw in the
intra·squad Tech World Series, a
tournament played in October to prepare
the team for the upcoming season.
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-to achieve.

Erik McCormick
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Ready to unleash his full power, Matthias
Smith, a freshman in university studies,
kept his eye on the ball during an preseason intrasquad scrimmage.
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With a crack of the bat and a cloud of
dust, the Hokies on the diamond made a

j

SWING FOR THE
FENCES.

I

he university celebrated its 100 th year of
baseball with a 34-17-1 record that
boosted Coach Chuck Hartman to a pair of
milestones.
Hartman became the ninth baseball coach
in Division I history to win 1,000 games
when Tech defeated Liberty University, 11-4,
on April 27. Earlier in the season, the Hokie
skipper gained his 500 th coaching victory at
Tech , a 10-1 win at Western Carolina.
Hartman, who coached for 19 seasons at
High Point College in North Carolina before
coming to Tech in 1979, was eighth among
active Division I baseball coaches in terms of
victories with 1,003.

T

•

1

The team , coming off its first losing
baseball season in 26 years, proved to be one
of the nation 's most improved teams this
season. The Hokies suprised many people
with a 22-2-1 start that took them as high as
22nd in the national polls. Despite a
disappointing final month , the team
registered a number of noteworthy
accomplishments.
After taking a week off for final exams, the
baseball team faced perhaps its biggest
challenge of the season-- winning in May.
Since switching from the quarter system to
semesters during the 1988-89 school year,
(continued on page 208)
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Always alert, catcher Mack Cassell, a
sophomore in university studies, checked the
runner at first base after tagging out the
runner at home in the game versus Kent
State University.

Spring-

Flinging the ball across his body
towards first base, Dee Dalton, a
freshman in business, executed a
skillful throw to first during the Fall
World Series

(continued from page 207)
the team had posted a 6-21 record in postexam regular season games and an 11-27
overall mark following its exam break.
Playing with freshmen starters at
shortstop and behind the plate, the team
finished third in the Metro Conference
regular season standings and posted a 9-2-1
record against teams that earned bids to the
1992 NCAA Tournament. The Hokies
enjoyed a three-game sweep of Metro
Tournament champion Tulane, boasted a
pair of wins against Virginia, and ranked in
the top 10 nationally in batting and runs
scored.
The team captured the season by sweeping
top honors in the state of Virginia, with
(continued on page 211)

Lee Coleman

Alert reI flexes allowed Mike Reedy, a
junior in international studies, to slide
back into base head first, evading the
Kent State University pitcher's pi~
off attempt.
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.SWING FOR FENCES . •

Unsuccessfully attempting to avoid
the tag, Josh Haggas, a junior in
liberal arts and sciences, slid into
home, hoping to knock the ball out of
the glove of the William & !\tary

Baseball
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Coach Chuck Hartman was considered
a Tech institution: in thirty-plus years
of coaching, including 13 at Tech, he
compiled upwards of 900 wins as head
coach, 500 of which came at home.
Sliding underneath the Appalachian
State catcher, Fred Hatfield, a junior
in finance, scored a run for the Hokies
in a late-March game at English Field .

• •

.SWING FOR

Mike Over/on
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(continued from page 208)
Hartman being named state Division I
baseball coach of the year, and senior first
baseman/designated hitter Les Jennette was
recognized as the state Division I player of
the year. Jennette also earned first team AllMetro Conference honors, along with
teammates David Dallas , a physical
education major, and Steve Render, a civil
engineering major. Denny Hedspeth, a
freshman in university studies, and Mike
Reedy, a junior in international studies, were
named to the Metro's 1992 All-Tournament
team.
Render was also honored for his academic
accomplishments by being named to the
GTE District III University Division
Academic All-America squad for the third
straight year.
Courtesy of Sports Information Office

OVERALL:
33-16-1
Home:
17-3-1
Away:
12-11
Neutral:
4-2
Metro:
7-6
Div. I:
31-12-1

Applying the tag at home plate,
catcher Will Hamilton, a junior in
agronomy, made sure of the out in a
intra-squad scrimmage.

Home/Away Opponent
Win/Loss
aW
aW
aW
hW
hW
hT
hW
hW
hW
nW
aW
nL
nW
aW
nL
aW
aW
hW
hW
hW

Score

11-6
UNC Wilmington
UNC Greensboro
14-3
12-6
UNC Greensboro
16-5
VMI
14-2
W. CAROLINA
5-5
W. CAROLINA (11)
3-2
HOWARD (7)
8-2
HOWARD (7)
20-4
HOWARD
12-4
Detroit
10-7
Georgia Southern
0-7
Detroit (5)
6-1
Detroit
9-6
Georgia Southern
7-10
UNC Greensboro
12-3
UNC Greensboro
9-3
W. Carolina
5-3
KENT
5-4
KENT
9-3
WILLIAM & MARY
18-10
hW
TULANE
11-8
hW
TULANE
15-9
hW
TULANE
11-3
hW APPALACHIAN STATE
8-4
Appalachian State
11-12
VCU
1-10
George Mason
3-4
Virginia
GEORGE MASON 16-9
South Florida
3-7
4-5
South Florida
2-3
South Florida
10-7
Old Dominion
12-3
Virginia (at Salem, VAl
JAMES MADISON 5-10
16-1
UNC Charlotte
2-3
UNC Charlotte
UNC Charlotte 14-10
6-4
VIRGINIA
2-11
James Madison
6-25
LOUISVILLE
10-9
LOUISVILLE
18-3
LOUISVILLE
11-4
LIBERTY
4-0
VCU
7-1
Richmond
Southern Miss 14-7
4-3
Southern Miss
13-6
Southern Miss

METRO CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
in New Orleans, LA
W
Charlotte
Louisville
L
Southern Miss
L
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9-4
10-5
10-3

Spring-
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T he golf team enjoyed one of its m
in recent memory. The team finish
7.7 stroke improvement over the
1991 squad.
Leading the way for the Hokies
was redshirt Brian Sharp , a
freshman in general engineering,
who scored the lowest spring score
average in Hokie history, 74.8.
Sharp also had the university 's
lowest individual finish of the year
and a first at the NCAA District III
Golf Tournament.
Others turning in strong
performances for the team were
Clayton Friend, a junior in
communications studies (76.1);
Lewis Conner, a freshmen in
business (77.3); Scott Rardin , a
sophomore in business (78.4); and

n was a second place finish at the
1992
Metro
Conference
Championships. The Hokies led
after the second day of
competition, but were unable to
hold the lead. The top finishers
were Friend (4th), Sharp (6 th ), and
Connor (10 th ).
In season ending awards, Sharp
was honored as the team 's Most
Valuable and Most Dedicated
Player. Rardin was given the Most
Improved Player Award and
Roberts was given the Captain 's
Award for serving the past three
seasons as captain.
Courtesy of Sports Information

Office

The old adage that the
19" hole was the Club
House held true for
most golfers. Ross
Roberts, a senior in
psychology from
Edmond Oklahoma;
Tom Graziano, a
junior in marketing
from Midlothian,
Virginia; and Coach
Jay Hardwick talked
over the days events
on the course.
Discussions at the
end of the season
would probably have
included the fact that
the Hokies ended the
season with their
highest finish: a
second place at the
Metro Conference
Tourney.
Courtesy of Sports Information Office
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The In-Li

T

he In-Line skating c
their interest in rollertricks or working on
distances. One of the cl
hockey, for which they util
Robert Vignec, club presi
kicked out of the gym for
school year: "They said we
gym. I had to go and s
damage." It wasn 't until
playing in the gym agai
matches scheduled with
Vignec, "but we started so
The club instead parti
tournament among themse
participating. The club tri
campus, but was unable to

In-Line Club
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Eileen Pennington
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ATTACKING THE GOAL:
Lacrosse played competitively despite a losing record.
by David Schmiel

T he men's lacrosse club was an extramural sports club, meaning
that they competed against other universities that possessed similar
clubs. The club competed in 15 games during the spring season, and
finished with a record of 5-10. During the fall, the club practiced at a
reduced schedule at the South Recreational Fields, which also
contained a facility for games versus other universities. The club
counted 35 players in its membership, and everyone played in every
game. "About 15 guys are at a really high level of skill, a cut above
the rest. They could all start for us ," said Club President Steven
Mollenkopf.
Despite the overall size of the university, the men's lacrosse club

competed against Division III teams such as Gilford College, Virginia
Military Institute, Pfeiffer College, and Radford University. The
team 's current status is that of extramural sports club, though
Mollenkopf said, "There has been talk of getting us varsity status."
The team lost its final game of the season, a home match up with
Radford. The team's record was deceiving, though, said Mollenkopf:
"We were only one or two goals out of all the games we lost." The
season had several high points, the highest coming at the Pittsburgh
Lacrosse Shootout, where the club won the tournament. In addition,
Rob Rosenquist finished in the top five scoring leaders in the club's
division. According to Mollenkopf: "We had a much better year than
our record showed."

Scooping the ball up off the ground,
Steven Mollenkopf, a senior in
electrical engineering, prepared to
toss the ball to a teammate as Mike
Hane, a sophomore in university
studies, defended.

Lacrosse
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During practice, in a tackling
maneuver reminiscent of football, but
without the shoulder pads, Kelvin
Mao, a junior in electrical engineering,
brought down John Gluck, a junior in
accounting, as teammates rushed in
to help on either side.
The man with the ball during a scrum
was in an unenviable position. Kelvin
Mao grinned and bore it as he was
gang-tackled by his
opponents/teammates during a
practice at the South Recreational
Fields.
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BUMPS AND

BRUISES
by David Schmiel

T he Rugby Club completed its season with the Virginia Western

Region Championship and a berth in the Mid-Atlantic Rugby
Championships at East Carolina University in mid-November. The
team competed against three other schools: Mary Washington, East
Carolina, and the Naval Academy. The winner securing a berth in the
· Eastern Region final in Louisiana, but the team's season ended there.
· A 30-4 loss in the first round to Navy, the eventual champions, left
· the club with a bitter taste. "They were bigger, stronger, and had a
better coach," said Nathan Vaught, who scored all four of Tech's
points. (Collegiate Times , November 19,1991). However, Vaught did
not feel that the season was by any means a poor one: "We're very
happy to have reached this level ," he said (Collegiate Times ,
November 19, 1991).
The team gained entrance into the Mid-Atlantic tournament by

Hit on the field by opponents
and off the field by club
status, yet they captured the
Virginia Western Region
Championships.
virtue of a 19-3 victory over UNC-Charlotte on November 9. It was
the first time in five years that this team had gained entrance into the
tournament. Captain Philip D'Ambrisi looked forward to the MidAtlantic competition, saying, "Our biggest goal all season was to play
together as a team." (Collegiate Times, November 15,1991). The loss
did not deter the team 's competitive fire, though competing strongly
in the future could become more difficult. With the team at club
status, and other schools such as Navy and Mary Washington
possessing varsity rugby teams, the Hokies faced being passed by in
training time and funds by their competitors.
As Vaught said of the difference between level of play of varsity and
club teams was a growing rift, "We've gotten to the point where
varsity teams are going to give you a beating if you're a club team"
(Collegiate Times , November 19, 1991).

Erik McCormick
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Teaching
und
movement,
basic to the

BREATHING
DEEPLY:
by David Schmiel

T

he SCUBA Club offered a chance for even people with no
experience to get certified as a SCUBA diver. In addition, said Steve
Payne, the club's president, "We want to keep people in the water. "
One of their main goals to keep divers with experience diving on a
regular basis. The SCUBA Club was an extramural sports club, and
offered night classes for beginners to get certified. These sessions
consisted of both pool sessions, in the water, and classroom sessions
to learn the basics of diving before going into the water.

The club's dives were not j
however. "We went to the 114
see some of the rock formations
was 40 feet deep and "it was not
Payne. The club made do with
were also scheduled to areas in
club could get access to sal
difficulty than the New River.
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LONG-RANGE SHOT:
The women's soccer team, though only
a club sport, outran their opponents time and time again.
by David Schmiel
Women's soccer was an often overlooked sport. The team ,
however, was definitely not overlooked during the Fifth Annual
Virginia Tech Women's Soccer Tournament. The Lady Booters won
the tournament, as they had done each year since its inception.
Competing against five club teams from other colleges and
universities and one varsity team, from Radford University, the team
defeated all six in one weekend. The tournament was held in Rector
Fieldhouse, which coach Jeff Atkins said gave an advantage to his
team: "I think we play well because of a combination of defense and
because we practice a lot on the [artificial] turf. It's also a different
style of play and we're familiar with it." (Collegiate Times , April 14,
1992).
The team defeated West Virginia University, 2-0, in the final game
of the tournament. Scoring in the game were Sarah Schwark and
four-year starter and leading scorer Kimmie Alcorn, with both goals

coming in the second half. Alcorn said of the tournament victory:
"I'm really glad that we won because now I'm leaving on a winning
note. It also makes me feel good to know that there will be a strong
team to continue next season" (Collegiate Times , April 14, 1992).
Prior to defeating West Virginia, the team defeated William and Mary,
4-1, UVa, 3-0, the University of Tennessee, 2-0, and East Carolina
University. West Virginia earned its place in the final by defeating the
pre-tournament Radford Highlanders, 2-l.
Earlier in the year, the Lady Booters competed in the University of
Tennessee Indoor Tournament, where each team was made up of five
players. Two teams from Tech competed. Before the UTIT, the team
participated in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athetics
tournament at West Virgina Wesleyan. Despite giving up just two
goals in the tournament, the team lost 1-0 to West Virgina in the
round-robin format.

With a strong kick, Kimmie Alcorn, a
senior in history, passed the ball to a
teammate during an October practice.

-

.

Slide-tackling Christine Livingstone, a
junior in political science, Kimmie
Alcorn was able to regain control of the
ball.
photos by Kira l.ee
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After a season
with only two losses, the
men's tennis team definitely
knew how to make the

POWER
MOVE

T

his edition of the men's tennis team finished with a 15-2 record which included a win over the nation's 52-ranked player, Frederick
and a second-place finish in the Metro Conference Tournament. Eliasson, of Virginia Commonwealth University, in the Metro finals.
During the season, the Hokies were
Gudelj took care of the number
also ranked sixth in Region II by the
three seed for the Hokies and won
the flight B championship at the
Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Southern
Intercollegiate
Association Poll. For the first time
Championships against the
ever, the team had two players
ranked among the top 30 in the
flight 's number two seed.
region. Marcus Kramer, a junior in
Pavlovic and Gudelj joined
animal science, was ranked seventh
Kramer on the All-Metro team.
and Dinko Gudelj, a junior in
Three Hokies finished their
careers with the team this season.
electrical engineering, 29 th . Gudelj
and his doubles partner , Onja
Koning, who played at number
Pavlovic, a junior in finance , were
four singles, had the best mark
on the team as he finished with a
also ranked 14th in Region II.
Kramer led the Hokies this season
15-3 record for the season. Alex
with an 11-4 singles mark and the
Ortiz, a senior in industrial and
number one seed. The Jacksonville,
systems engineering, won the B
Tony Lepley
Florida, native, who was ranked as
singles championship at the
Ground-breaking ceremonies for the Burrows-Burleson Tennis Complex took
high as 57 th nationally, ended the place on February 8. The 21,878 square-foot structure contained three indoor
Clemson Fall Classic. The third
senior, Barry Row, a biochemistry
year by being selected for the All- courts equipped with Un i-Turf synthetic floor covering. Three new courts were
major, teamed with Ortiz to
Metro Conference team. The junior to be added to the pavilion and six new outdoor courts were to be built adjacent
also had a strong doubles record as to Rector as a part of the gifts from Dave and Betty Burrows of Roanoke,
furnish a 7-1 record at number
Virginia, Jack and Lee Burrows, also of Roanoke, and Bob and Beverly
three doubles and win the flight C
he posted a 7-2 mark with partner Burleson of Tallahassee, Florida. The original pavilion was made possible by
Todd Koning, a senior in physical Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Rector of Nokesville, Virginia in 1976. With the new
title at the South Carolina
facilities, Anne Jones, head coach for the women's tennis team, said the
education.
Invitational.
At the number two seed, Pavlovic complex would be "one of the finest on the east coast."
Info from Sports Information Office
Courtesy of Sports Information Office
went 12-4 during the spring season,

T

he Lady Netters finished
their spring season with a 10-5
record and a third-place finish in
the
Metro
Conference
Tournament.
They defeated the University of
North Carolina Charlotte, 6-0, in
the first round of the
tournament. In the next round,
they beat host Virginia
Commonwealth, 5-3.
The team advanced to the
semi-finals to face top-seeded
South Florida and, finally , the
Lady Hokies fell to the eventual
Metro champs, 5-2.

Wrap-Up: Women's Tennis Season
Following
the
Metro
tournament, the number one
seed, Shannon Cubitt, was
named to the All-Metro team.
Cubitt, a junior in health
education from Richmond,
finished the season with an 11-5
singles record which included
victories in all three of her Metro
tournament matches.
Sharon Galyon, a senior in
physical education, the number

two seed, finished the season
with a 12-4 singles record. Cathy
Dixon, a business major ,
compiled a 8 -7 record at the
number three position. Jennifer
Dinello, a university studies
major, broke even with a 6-6
record as the fourth seed.

Courtesy of Sports Information
Office
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Opponent
Results
Davidson Inv.
5th of 6
Radford
6-3
Rice
0-9
Ohio State
1-6
West Virginia
6-3
Lamar
6-3
Sam Houston St.
6-3
UT -Arlington
9-0
Texas Wesleyan
9-0
Virginia Commonwealth 4-5
ETSU
8-1
NC State
4-5
Richmond
4-5
Old Dominion
8-1
UNC-Charlotte
5-4
Georgetown
5-4
METRO: 3rd of 7
(UNC·C 6·0; South Florida 2-5; VCU S·3)

==:--- Spring-

p

earned
Met

he men's and women's track
T seasons
with second place finis
Championships in New Orleans. The
half a point by Southern Mississippi
behind the Southern Miss men's tea
Coach Russ Whitemack being named
the Year.
The women's team was originally
declared Metro champions by a
half-point margin over Southern
Miss. A recording error was found
in the scoring, however, and one
point was subtracted from Tech 's
total, allowing the Southern Miss
women to win the meet by a halfpoint.
Cecile Organ, a hotel, restaurant
and institutional management
major , and Dorothea Ku , a
psychology major , paced the
women 's team to its second place
finish . Organ won the high jump
with a leap of 5'4 112". She placed
second in the triple jump (37' 3")
and the 400-meter hurdles
(1:07,83). Organ also finished third
in the long jump.
Ku won the heptathlon for the Lady
total points. She also finished third in
100-meter hurdles.
Organ led the team throughout

Meet
Wake Forest Invitational
BaHleground Relays
Colonial Relays
Dogwood Relays
NH.SAC/ ASU Invitational
Penn Relays
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WATER-

SKIING
Not for those faint of heart
or fearful of water.
by David Schmiel

T he waterski club took all
kinds of members , from new
skiers who just wanted to learn
how to ski, to advanced skiers
who wanted to hone their skills
for national competitions. "The
real purpose of the club is sheer
recreation," said Eric Peterson, a
graduate student and former
president of the club.
The club practiced on Claytor
Lake not far from campus ,
usually from mid-March to early
November. Every day of the
week was open for club members
to ski, provided there were boat
drivers available. The club
owned a water-ski boat, and
purchased a new one every year,
according to Peterson.
In addition to recreation, the
club also competed as a team in
the Eastern Region, which
stretched as far north as Maine

and as far west as Ohio. From
the six regions in the country,
the top two teams from each
went to nationals.
"For the past 3-4 years, we've
won our region and gone to
Nationals," said Peterson. The
team placed 7th in the nation at
the national tournament and
counted among its members
skiers who were ranked
nationally, not only in the
collegiate ranks but also in the
overall national ranks. These
skiers participated in Class 'C'
tournaments, which were
divided by age grouping.
The club consisted of 50
members, from all skill levels.
The club instructed students
who got involved with the
program through Outdoor
Adventure , an affiliate of
University Unions and Student
Activities.
Executing a perfect tum. Finn Hinkle. a
junior in English. practiced his
waterskiing technique at Smith
Mountain Lake.
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Above: Reem Mourad helped Steve Ryan with his situps in Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario, Canada.
Left: A bungee jumper flipped over after leaping off a hot-air balloon backwards

Mark Nystrom

The Connells (above) and Naughty By Nature (left) performed in Burruss Auditorium.

David Cox

Erik Waterman

Above: Dan Steinberg, a junior in physics, and Vince Rucinski, a junior in LASe, goofed-off in their backyard.
Left: Mark Lattanzi, a graduate student in computer science, walked his dog Allie near the library.

Mark Nystrom

Mark A'yslrom

Above: A scuffle began at the Stonegate block party.
Top Left: Dave Holland, a junior in political science, passed out in a chair during the festivities.
Bottom Left: A boy picked up empty beer cans to be recycled.

Agricultural Economics

AG ECON CLUB
First Row: Theresa Summers, Lisa Heflin, Tony Lepley, Kell i Pry. Second
Row: Tabitha Davis, Terry Perotti, Cheryl Hagn. Third Row: Kristen
Phillips, Angela Craun, Kristie Cartier. Fourth Row: Jeff Moffatt, Missy
Rippey. Fifth Row: Amy Walker, Kurt Wick, Sean Scanlon . Sixth Row:
Rich Polson, Bobbie Garden, Jamie Whitacre. Seventh Row: Bill Floyd,
Chuck Beckman, Bryan Cassell, J. R. Marker, Mike Hoover, Jimmy Huffman.

Organizations
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@@@@
was very profitable. The funds helped defer the cost of the banquet
Iiil he Agriculture Economics Club followed a scheduled
U
program with both planned and informational meetings. The tickets. The attendance was great and many of the guests walked
main concentration for the group was on the bigger activities. There away with a food door prize and the club once again provided its
were six social events and two service projects. The first event was members with a home cooked meal.
Spring Banquet was held March 6th • Approximately 95 people
the annual Fall Picnic. In addition to the regular barbeque-food,
there were intense volleyball games. This picnic was intended to were present. The dinner was put on by Custom Catering of
Blacksburg. The program was started off by President Kelly Pry who
introduce students to each other and to faculty.
introduced the first award
On October 30th, the club
donors presenting for the
had a party at the house of
evening. After the awards,
one of the members. This
Vice-President Angela
was the same night that the
Craun directed the group's
West Virginia fires began so
attention to the banquet's
the air was thick and hazy
speaker. He spoke about
with all the smoke . The
the changes in technology
atmosphere inside, however,
and the places of Ag
was that of an intense card
game and lively music.
Economists in a more
advanced society. The
There was a costume
speech was very humorous
contest, won by David Henry
as well as enlightening.
and Brian Rater who wore
At the end of the
togas with fig leaf wreaths.
program Pry handed over
Statement"
"Mission
the gavel to the new
weekend was held on the
President, Lisa Heflin. A
first weekend in November.
social was held afterwards
Members and advisors got
at the Hokie House where
together to try to create
various members even
more focus for the club
participated in the Karoake
with.
The mission
(singing songs with words
statement they arrived at
printed on a monitor).
was: THE PURPOSE OF
Many who attended
THE AG ECONOMICS CLUB
declared the evening a
IS TO PROVIDE AN
great success.
EDUCATIONAL , SOCIAL,
A spring Trip was
AND PROFESSIONAL ENplanned , but it was
VIRONMENT THROUGH
cancel led due to the date
TEAMWORK
AND
conflicting with Ring
COOPERATION AMONG
Dance weekend. A future
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
trip to Colorado would
INTERESTED IN THE
hopefully take its place.
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF AGThe service projects
RICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
This statement was the
included carroling at the
result of three days spent at
Heritage Home and
participating in Bloomin '
Smith Mountain Lake where
and Broomin'. December
the students and advisors
held brain-storming sessions
brought the club to the
retirement community
to determine the direction of
with
songs and ornament
the club.
Tony Lep/ey
gifts. There was a social at
Shortly after this event Watering the pigs. Greg Scheerer, a senior in fores try and wildlife, watered the piglets at the
was the Thanksgiving College of Agriculture and Life Science's open house before a football game.
Dr. George McDowell 's
Dinner at Dr. David Kohl's
home afterwards for the
house. There was an abundance of food and best of all it was home hungry carrolers. Bloomin ' and Broomin ' was he ld in April when
cooked! An informal meeting was conducted during the dinner to various clubs in Mongomery county got together adn helped to clean
announce the arrival of the new t-shirts. Then everyone settled in to up the area.
socialize and watch Dr. Kohl 's son play "Duck Hunt."
Overall, the Ag Econ Club was busy. It added new members and
The Spring Semester found the Ag Econ Club with two big held new events. Hopefully the progressive steps made this year
would set a new agenda to be continued.
productions: the Spaghetti Dinner and the Banquet. The dinner
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he Eta Pi chapter of Alpha Delta Pi sorority spent its third year in jungle fun was retrieving canned food items
were donated to the
the house on East Jackson Street with the blue shutters and the Interface Food Pantry and the Montgomery County Christmas Store.
blue letters over the door. Three years ago when the fledgling sisterhood Over a thousand cans were contributed and the monies raised from the
received its charter, the first members were not anticipating the rapid festivities were donated to Alpha Delta Pi 's national philanthropy, the
progress their sisterhood
Ronald McDonald house.
"I am extremely proud
would make as a
contributing organization
of the accomplishments
in the Greek community.
that the women in our
"Joining a sorority
chapter have made . The
added a whole new
extent to which the sisters
dimension to my college
are involved in other
experience. But, joining
campus activities as well
a brand new sorority was
as within the sorority
exciting and scary at the
makes it such a profitable
same time. No one new
experience for everyone.
what to expect. I never
Alpha Delta Pi has
would have thought that
enhanced college life by
the same group of lost
offering me so many
girls I sat with on that
academic and social
first bid day would
connections with so many
achieve as much as it did
diverse and interesting
in such a short time ,"
girls ,"
said
Alisa
said Dana Makielski, a
Broomall, a junior in
communication studies.
senior in finance .
Many goals and ideals
The calendar was full of
were put forth as the only
money-raising events in
guidelines for a group
which Alpha Delta Pi
just learning what a
supported other chapters
in their philanthropy
sorority had the capacity
missions, but the social
to do and be. The three
year point seemed like a
calendar was full as well.
good time to evaluate if
" Our annual Black
the dreams of the charter
Diamond formal was a
members had been
very special one . The
realistic or if they were
largest percentage of
simply good intentions
charter
members
graduated
and
that at the time of
creation
were
considering that our
unknowingly out of
chapter owes so much to
reach. "We have achieved
them for the foundations
our initial goals and then
that they created, it was
an emotional good-bye ,"
some," said Makielski.
Their first annual
said Lisa Auleta, a junior
philanthropy event, the
in liberal arts and
ADPi Safari, was the
sciences.
brainchild of the Eta Pi
But saying good-bye to
many of the charter
chapter. It consisted of
Jamie Stanek
members didn't mean the
six different contests in
end of progress for Alpha
which
all
Greek Sorority chapters around campus volunteered their time to help organize the food and clothing as well as
organizations
were all other donations made to the Montgomery County Christmas Store. The Pan hellenic Council was a
Delta Pi . The Eta Pi
major contributor to the Store by offering the proceeds from most of their canned food drives for
invited to compete. The
chapter ended the year
distribution.
participating chapters
with even more goals and
were trained for these
ideals for the fall .
"Every year, it is an honor to have a Homecoming candidate. I'm
events by their ADPi Tour Guides who prepared them for the Rain Dance,
the Bow and Arrow Tournament, the Tarzan and Jane Relay, the Limbo, sorry I'm graduating the year before our first. But I will most assuredly
and the Banner Contest. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and Tri-Delta sorority be back for some serious campaigning during the Homecoming week,"
were the overall first place winners.
said Makielski . "Plus, I have to make sure that things are still running as
One of the prerequisites for a Greek organizati on to partake in the smoothly as they were during my days as an active ADPi! "
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First Row: Alice Osborn, Bonnie Waldron, Kristy Kavern, Gail Poblete,
Jennifer Grunewald, Amy Champion, Sherrie Porshia, Suzanna Fennell.
Second Row: Mary Barns, Traci White, Darlene DeVera, Megan Armstrong,
Jeff Connor, Kelly Goforth, Amy Hochstein, Kelly-Ayn McKay, Vinita
Chhabra, Thomas Decker. Third Row: Benjamin Speaks, Dary Aguilar,
Challie Hansen, Laura Tennyson, Gene Gam, Mark Ratchford, Ri~ Ramos,
Robert Talesnik. Fourth Row: Nelson Bermas, Andrew Soulakis, Bob
duFief, Ed Coulter, Evan Ross, Joseph Kornides, Jason Routt.

A<I>M
Row: Jennifer Haight, Heather Kellner, Rab Nerhood, Cr,aig Moye,
Crowder. Second Row: Robert Dryden, Mark Gunlicks;'Richard
Bailey, Charles QuiUin, Lorri Semin.

Alpha Phi Omega

A<I>Q
First Row: Kassie Dove, Mandi Sweinhart, Carrie Zoglman,
Tracey Maxwell, Crystal Campbell, Julie Murry, Christine
Price, Judy Woodward, Krista Hess, Cathy Burnley, Marnie
Denina, April Talbot, Jennifer Julian, Cathy Mead.
Second Row: Mary Leahy, Edward Kist, Christine Hoad,
Sheryl Davidson, Susan Schneider, Mary Steinbacher, Tricia
Silliman, Billy Kuster, Chrissie Julian , Danine Miller,
Kristen Shacochis, Hans Bernhardt, Kari Keen, Betty Davis.
Third Row: Jennifer Diaz, Sandi Newcomb, Roseann
Bischof, Kelli Chiang, Terri Surrells, Michelle Caron, Adrian
Moris, Greg Johnston, Mark Lindsay, Joe Myers, Herve
Moville, Tracy Vogler, Alan Williams, Jon Pitzpatrick, Scott
Allen. Fourth Row: Brian Greer, Camille Buchanan, Paul
Roy, Bonnie Grayson, Elizabeth Muir, Drew Ridder, Sandra
Mazzoli. CarDle Gilbert, Brian Laverty. Charles Lord, Carla
Montgomery. Vince Kane. Judy DeBellis, Mark Banas. Fifth
Row: Cathy Brown. Ron Epps, Mark Pickett, Chris Anderson.
(see
page 245)

First Row: Jody Bickel, Adrienne Ashley, Michelle Glass.
Second Row: Daniel Vigiolne, Sars Jensen, Jenifer
Shoemaker, Todd Bennan. Cindie Lamb
Bond.
Melissa Brock. Tbird Row: Patri4 Evin , P
Chris Bradburne, Jim Fishman, }(jIm Casey, JoHn unebes,
Stephenie Reimers.

t
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n January, the Red Cross advertised that the blood drive would
take place on the 21 ,22, 23 in Squires Commonwealth Ball
Room. The lawn chairs, orange juice, and smiling volunteers were a
common sight for passersby in the student center. Blood drives were
a monthly occurrence, though: they became a challenge.
Virginia Intercollegiate Blood Bash '92 took place throughout the
Spring semester. We rivaled UVa as well as other Virginia

universities to see which campus could give the most pints of blood
per student population.
The March results showed the "Bleedin' Hokies" bashing the
"Bruised Wahoos" (The Preston Journal, March 16, 1992). At that
time we had 5.41 % having donated; while UVa had only 3.09 %;
Radford, 2.92%; and JMU, 2.70%.
Unfortunately, despite an early lead by the Hokies, in the end the
UVa Wahoos bled
ahead
of
the
competition during
its final bloodmobile
in April. They drained
the public of 720
pints and took the
title of "Bloodiest
Campus in Virginia"
by having a .27% lead
over Hokie donations.
The final results from
April were:
pints donated %of student population
JMU
600
5.65%
RADFORD
546
6.42%
VA. TECH
1816
8.05%
UVa
8.32%
1448

David Cox

AFW a major service fraternity on campus, helped the American Red Cross with the Blood Mobile and other functions, such as cancer benefits.
AFW sponsored a blood drive contest with several Virginia universities. The Hokies ended up losing the Blood Bash to UVa, who had .27%
more of their student population donate in their final blood drive in April. Stephanie Meredith, a biology major, did her part to help us win.
The mid-competition statistics (March) showed the Hokies in the lead with 5.41 % of the total population having donated, UVa in second place
with 3.09%, Radford with 2.92%, and JMU with 2.70%.
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In addition to
the Blood Bash, A<l>Q
helped with the
Special Olympics at
War Memorial Hall on
February 15 and the
Odyssey of the Mind
Competition
Academic
Competition
on
March 7. The Odyssey
of
the
Mind
competition involved
creative
problem
solving for K-12
students.
Hans Bernhardt

OLDALR
OCIE...---

John Crisman

lpha Sigma Mu Society was the first student chapter of the
American Society for Microbiology in Virginia. The club was
founded in the spring of 1991 by twelve interested students. Its
membership had grown steadily since then.
Alpha Sigma Mu's goal was to unite all faculty, graduate students
and undergraduate students with interests in microbiology and
immunology related areas. The group worked to accomplish these
goals through club activities which included guest speakers, field
trips, club-sponsored experiments, and social events.
Guest speakers included faculty members and graduate students

from the biology department who spoke about their
various research projects.
The club sponsored a field trip to the anaerobe lab where they were
given a full description of how the equipment worked. They also
toured the dining halls and took swabs from different areas and
cultured them. The results were not released.
Alpha Sigma Mu held a variety of social events. They had a sub
feast for faculty on Faculty Appreciation Day and they sponsored a
faculty and student social during the last week before spring exams.

David Cox

The Horticulture Club held an annual plant sale in front of the dining halls. Danny Ward, a senior in horticulture,
showed off a plant to Julie Sieja, a dietetics major, and So Hee Kim, a studio art major, at the sale.

Alpha Sigma Mu
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- In the 1880's combination town and campus teams met rivals of near vicinities and a sports
Marshall on April 13, 1960.
consciousness began to bui ld.
of the 1960 season
- Jimmy Graves pitched 29 scoreless innings during one stretch
- Baseball became the first varsity sport to debut at Tech, when the Hokies rode over Brush
and did not have to be relieved all season.
- Tech rapped 19 hits and scored 11 runs in the fourth inning on the way to a win over ninthMountain to battle the Newports in April of 1892.
ranked Wake Forest on April 26, 1961.
- Pitcher J.M . James appeared in all five games during the 1895 season, including three within
a four-day period.
- Don Coleman struck out 15 men and a llowed just three hits in a 7-1 win over George
- Tech's first 20-run game was a 23-6 victory over Randolph Macon Academy on May 2, 1896.
Washington on May 13, 1961.
-The Hokies played their first baseball game outside the state of Virginia at Chapel Hill, N.C .,
- Larry Lawson and DeMoss Price contributed two-run singles as Tech scored four times in the
against UNC on June 4, 1896.
eighth inning to beat UNC, 4-3, in Chapel Hill on March
- The most lopsided victory in the team 's history was a 42-3
30, 1962.
victory over King College, 1902, and one of the members
- Sam Jenkins hurled a one-hit shutout and added a two-run
of that team was Hokie football great, Hunter Carpenter.
double in a 4-0 victory over George Washington on April 6,
- The 1904 Tech squad was the first to post back-to-back
1963.
shutouts, blanking Hampden Sydney, 4-0, and Richmond
- Pitcher Skip Vance gave up just one infield hit on the way to
College, 10-0
a 2-0 win over William & Mary on May 4, 1964.
- The first Tech baseball team to register double-figure wins
-Versatile Dean Hahn smashed a grand slam in the bottom of
was the 1909 squad, which finished 11-6 under Coach
the eighth to give Tech a 6-5 win over Alabama on
R.M . Brown.
March 24, 1967, then four days later fanned 15 men in a
- Pitcher Erwin Renfer struck out 13 batters on the way to a
shutout of Marietta.
5-1 win over Rutgers on March 25, 1910.
- The Hokies banged out 23 hits and Dean Hahn pitched a
- Skinny Bruce went 5-for-5, with a two-run homer, in a 10three-h it shutout as Tech down Virginia, 20-0, on April 18,
4 win over Guilford on April 22, 1915.
1968.
- Outfielder J.F. Chapman hit a home run in the bottom of
-Infielder Wayne Javins was selected as a first team Academic
the ninth inning to give Tech a 9-8 victory over N.C.
All -American in 1970.
State on April 29, 1918.
- Pitcher Gary Zetts tossed a three-hit shutout as Tech
- Pitcher Teddy Myrick pitched a no-hitter against Bethany
downed North Carolina, 9-0, on March 19, 1974.
College on May 4, 1920, then six days later hurled a two- Three-run homers by Wayne Shelton and Dennis Duff
hit shutout against Emory & Henry.
sparked Tech to 11 runs in the fina l two innings of a comeIn the March 2 1 game against Kent State, after second
- Tech's Don Rutherford went 5-for-6 in a win over
from-behind 14-8 win at Georgia Southern on
baseman Justin Dobson turned and made the tag, he
Lynchburg College on April 21 , 1924, then came back
March 23, 1975.
completed
the
doubleplay.
the next day with a 3-for-4 day against the same
- Third baseman Tony Varboncoeur earned first team
Lynchburg team.
Academic All-American honors in 1975.
- The team banged out 21 hits to defeat VMI on May 14, 1927 and captured the state
- During the 1976 season, senior walk-on Orvin Kiser appeared on the mound in 18 games,
championship with a perfect 8-0 record.
winni ng two and saving 13.
- Designated hitter Paul Adams was named to the 1976 All-South Independent Baseball Team
- Monk Mattox was 5-for-6 at the plate during a May 4, 1928 Tech win over N.C. State.
- Right-hander Lloyd Murden did not allow a ball out of the infield on the way to a no-hitter
after finishing fourth in the nation in RB is.
against N.C. State on May 4,1929.
- In a 1977 double-header against Old Dominion, Jimmy Puglisi threw a one-hit shutout,
- In 1930, Tech won the championship of the Tri-State Intercollegiate Baseball League,
striking out 12, and Mike Rhodes added a two-hitter with nine Ks.
- Outfielder Dennis Duff registered a pair of inside-the-park home runs on Apri l 22, 1978 at
composed of all eight Southern Conference teams from Virginia, Maryland, and North
William & Mary.
Carolina.
- Scrubby Leonard 's two-run single capped a three-run rally with two outs in the ninth inning
- Tech formally became a member of the Metro Conference for baseball and six other sports on
as Tech defeated Washington & Lee, 7-6, on April 22, 1931.
May 4,1978.
- Nelson Bibb drove in the tying run with a triple and scored the winning run on a squeeze
- Chuck Hartman 's first game as Tech's head baseball coach was a 10-8 victory over George
bunt as the Hokies came from four runs down to beat UNC on April 15, 1931.
Washington on March 10, 1979.
- Reggie Mapp not only allowed just two balls hit out of the infield while pitching a one-hit
- Pitching on just three days rest, Dave Grier hurled a three-hit shutout against Virginia on
shutout against Emory & Henry in 1931, he also drove in Tech's only run in the ninth
April 16, 1979.
inning.
- Freshman Todd Trickey tossed a seven-inning no-hitter on the way to an 8-0 win over Old
- Pitcher Bill Sauders did not allow a hit in an 8-1 Tech win against VMI on May 5, 1934.
Dominion on March 27, 1981.
- Sports Ill ustrated's Faces in the Crowd featured Frank lin Stubbs on June 8, 1981 after he tied
- During an April 17, 1935 double-header against VMI, the Hokies got a three-hit shutout from
the NCAA season record for homers with 29.
Elwood Harris and a two-hitter from Bill Saunders.
- Center fie lder Marvin Cregger went 6-for-7 with a homer, two triples and three singles in a
- Tech 's 16-run second inning outburst against Shippensburg State on March 21 , 1982 stands
1936 win over VMI.
as the most runs scored in the second inning by a Division I team .
- Tech's Earl Lake weaved a no-h itter against Washington & Lee on May 9, 1936, winning 2-0,
- The Hokies' 11-3 victory over Cincinnati on Apri l 10, 1982 marked the 1000th win in Tech
thanks to a two-run homer by Mel Henry in the ninth inning.
baseball history.
- G.F. "Red" Laird coached his first baseball game at Tech on April 6, 1940.
- Shortstop Jimmy Foit hit home runs in three consecutive innings in a game against North
- Julius Rubin raced home from second base on an infie ld hit to give Tech a 4-3 win against
Carolina A&T on April 16,1982.
VMI on May 9, 1941.
- Tech Pitcher Jon Hartness hurled a nine-inning, no-h itter as Tech edged Utica College, 1-0,
- Chris Kraft, who gained fame as the flight director for NASA's Gemini space program, was an
on March 18, 1984.
outfielder on Tech 's 1944 baseball team .
- Outfielder Tim Buheller put together a 32-game hitting streak during the 1985 season.
- Harry Bushkar pitched 11 innings and drove in the winning run during a 3-1 win against
- On April 26, 1986, Trey McCoy hit home runs in four consecutive at bats during a doubleVirginia on April 21, 1945.
header at Louisville.
- Dave Poole hit a three-run homer to provide Tech with a 10-9 victory over Washington & Lee
- Chuck Hartman became Tech 's most successful baseball coach when the Hokies defeated
Howard, 10-6, on May 2, 1987.
on April 22 , 1947, then two days later hit a two-run homer to beat Emory & Henry 11-10.
- Pitcher Jim Beard went the distance on the mound and also scored the winning run in an
- Tech set NCAA records with six home runs and 29 total bases in one inning du ring an
eleven-inning, 3-2 win against VM I on April 23, 1952.
April 7,1988 game against Howard University.
- George Freeman's three-run homer in the 10'" inning gave Tech a 7-4 win over Richmond on
- The Hokies turned five double plays in a March 24,1991 game against Cincinnati .
May 13, 1953.
- During the 1991 season, pitcher Scott Robertson registered a two-h it shutout against No. 14
- Billy Anderson, Leo Burke and Howie Wright all hit homers as Tech exploded for 10 runs in
Fresno State and a one-hit victory against No. 15 Tulane.
the seventh inning of a 13- 10 win over Maryland on April 24, 1954.
- Outfielder Steve Render earned third team Academic All-American honors in 1991.
- Catcher Howie Wright stole 20 bases during the 1954 season, whi le al lowing opponents just
- Former Tech player Johnny Oates was named the manager of the Baltimore Orioles on
13 steals.
May 23, 199 1.
- In 1957, Dave Kuhn registered a 4-1 pitching mark with a 1.45 ERA and was a second team
All-Southern Conference outfielder wit h a .303 batting average.
- Tech registered 32 hits, including five by Lee Reynolds, on the way to a 32 -8 win over
Courtesy of Sports Information Office and the Baseball Brochure
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I te Spad Liz Rivers, Page Marti n,
ten Perini, ephanie Perrini, Paula Fleshman, Tonya
Turner, Melissa Sitterson, Lisa Maddox, Rachel Trexler.
Second Row: Beth Bradley, Katherine Fuller, J. D.
Painter, Jessica Knight, Ingrid Meuse, Alice Semonelli,
Sandy Brown, Aaron Goldberg, Melanie Lambert, Sharon
Perkins, Eva Marie Carroll. Third Row: Chris Weekley,
Scott Swann, Jamie Powell, Kim Pack, Charity Thomas,
Michelle Oates, Kelly Hancock, Todd Math, Susie Wynn,
Wes Gimbat, Scott Kiser, Sheila Russ, Jay Hall.
Fourth Row: Tom Bunch, Rich Dishman, Lee Souis,
Norton Herbert, John Raburn, Tammie Webb, Stephanie
Marsha Holt, Bryan Higgins, Erin Kirkpatrick,
rett Dunn, Rob El~ins, Bob Edwards, Jim
Hoi f!;
err. Fifth Row:
ve Rice,
, Chris
Till , B.,
1tia~;UeMe:nl1ller ~_'''''Y, ~an

Lady Hokies

BASKETBALL
First Row: Beth Dunkenberger-Assistant Coach, Bonnie
Hinrickson-Assistant Coach, Lisa Leftwich, Dayna
Sonovick, Latisia Brown, Phyllis Tonkin, Judy Fowler,
Carol Alfano -Head Coach, Shellie Greenman-Assistant
Coach. Second Row: Julie Fleix-Trainer, Christi Osborr~,
Sue Logsdon, Angella Donnell, Jenny Root, Lisa Criffith,
Stephanie Carter, Joely Scott, Van Younkins-Manager,
Renee Harrison -Manager.
(see pages 144-145)
photo courtesy of Sports Informat ion Office:

...
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he Marching Virginians were lead by David McKee, director,
and his 15 years of experience in instrumental music. He
was appointed graduate assistant to the Marching Virginians in
1984 and Assistant to the Director in 1985. His teaching
responsibilities included courses in music theory and music
education. James Sochinski, music arranger, added four years
experience to McKee's six with the Marching Virginians and its
345 members, including 119 entering freshmen.
With their field performances bursting with brilliance and
excitement, football fans had come to rely on the Marching
Virginians for their crowd-pleasing antics in the stands. They
exemplified many aspects of the university with nearly every
major from all seven colleges represented as well as the VirginiaMaryland Regional College of Veternary Medicine. Over one third
of the band members were enrolled in the College of
Engineering, while approximately five percent were music
majors.
The dedicated student staff was headed by Executive Officer
Brian Williams, a senior in aerospace and ocean engineering from
Tempe, Arizona. The student leaders direct many of the logistical
and administrative operations of the band, as well as supervising
the band ' s promotional
activities. In addition , the
band was supported by
Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau
Beta
Sigma,
national
honorary band fraternity and
sorority.
The field conductors were
Lamont Greene, a senior in
marketing and management
from Richmond, and Chris
Student Publications Photo Staff
McDowell , a senior in
The cheerleaders appeared at other
chemical engineering from
functions besides football and basketball
Richmond. Feature twirler
games, like the SAA Pep Rally in front
Jill
Lawrence, a sophomore
of Dietrick Hall, to boost morale and
in communications studies,
spirit.
was also a native of
Richmond.
In 1974 when the Marching Virginians first took the field in
September under the direction of Roger Heath, the "new
tradition" had over 100 members. Their style was patterned after
the fast-moving Big Ten bands, emphasizing pageantry, spirit,
and commitment to entertainment. In the 1980s it was
determined that the strongest constituency of the band was the
student body, therefore, the decision was made to develop the
identity of the Marching Virginians as a band of and for the
Virginia Tech students. Since that time travel and exposure had
expanded to parades and games across the country.
The band members, coming from 20 states, volunteered 15
hours of practice each week while maintaining full class
schedules from the first day of band camp through the last show
of the season.

f

Information for this article Courtesy of the Marching Virginians and their Public
Relations Officer, Derek Bishop
photo by Jamie Stanek

BIOCHEMISTRY
CLUB
First Row: Stacie Cook - Treasurer, Bich Long Nguyen - President.
Second Row: William Altizer - Secretary, Peter Kennelly - Advisor.

(seec age 74)

Tony Lepley

Cheerieading, Spiri
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chapter of Chi
Fraternity was
in 1987 with

The Chess Club met every
Wednesday to learn different
strategies and help others to
perfect theirs. In addition
to being an avenue for
playing chess, the meetings
were a way for members to
receive information about
competitions from Dr.
James Glanville, the club's
advisor, and the executive
committee.
Eileen Pennington
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CHESS CLUB
of Virginia Tech
First Row: Andrew Fagan, Lyle Smith, Nathan Wilson - Treasurer,
Ann Allen - President, Erik Panzer - Vice President, Brian Roark, "Daniel
McPherson. Second Row: Jim Glanville, Joey Fagan, Bill Wittmer, John
Alfaro, Keith Yates, Karl Leopold, John Leschinskey.

J

Chess Club & chi Ofl'lega
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18." "When I buy a new 450 SI Mercedes Benz !" "When I put the last
kid through college," "When I have paid off the mortgage," ''When I
get a promotion," "When I reach the age of retirement, I shall live
happily ever after! "
Sooner or later we must realize there is no station, no one place to
arrive at once and for all. The true joy of life is the trip. The station
is only a dream. It constantly outdistances us.
"Relish the moment" is a good motto, especially when coupled
with Psalm 118:24: "This is the day which the Lord hath made; we
will rejoice and be glad in it." It isn't the burdens of today that drive
men mad. It is the regrets over yesterday and the fear of tomorrow.
Regret and fear are twin thieves who rob us of today.
So, stop pacing the aisles and counting the miles. Instead, climb
more mountains, eat more ice cream, go barefoot more often, swim
more rivers, watch more sunsets, laugh more, cry less. Life must be
lived as we go along. The station will come soon enough.

The Station
Tucked away in our subconscious, is an idyllic vision. We see
ourselves on a long trip that spans the continent. We are travelling
by train. Out the windows we drink in the passing scene of cars on
nearby highways, of children waving we drink in the passing scene of
cars on nearby highways, of children waving at a crossing, of cattle
grazing on a distant hillside, of smoke pouring from a power plant, of
row upon row of corn and wheat, of flatlands and valleys, of
mountains and rolling hillsides, of city skylines, and village halls.
But uppermost in our minds is the final destination. On a certain
day, at a certain hour, we will pull into the station. Bands will be
playing and flags waving. Once we get there so many wonderful
dreams will come true and the pieces of our lives will come together
like a completed jigsaw puzzle. How restlessly we pace the aisles,
damming the minutes for loitering-- waiting, waiting, waiting for the
station.
"When we reach the station, that will be it! " we cry. "When I'm

by Robert 1. Hastings (read by Melissa Byrne at commencement)
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'~iI~.~1ten of the daIS 011993, KatJa Stadler and Natalie'itt,
ion
1II11t1t:atil_ DIIUI8geJJIeIIt IDIl W-"ne Johnsoa a junior in aetOSpaee engineering.
their rings. Tom Young, a graduate Qr Tecb and the representative seUlng the rings, was the
ring des chai
for his cIaIa ia 1963.
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Officers of the

OF 1992

First Row: Crystal McAnelly - Hi~torian, Christine Chylak Senior
Celebration, Melissa Byrpe - President. Second Row: Tracy Stoll - Secretary,
Michelle Cacheris - Female Member-at-large, Kelly Martin - Cadet Memberat-Large, Mary Cacheris - Vice President.

J

I

....." •• -L~'.'~.

Kaplan - Treasurer, Catherine H nt ·Secretary, Kim
Shannon Milliken - Vice-President, Amy Bullock - Female
Second Row: Paul J. Kern - Cadet Member..at-Large,
- President, Jeffery Haddock - Male Member-at-Large.

Company A

ALPHA CO
First Row: Brian Conneley, John Benedict - CO, Brad Lawing - XO, Steve
Schroeder - {SG, Jerome Frostman. Second Row: Thuy Dang, Ken Griffith,
Mark Leavitt. Third Row: Susan Sielinski, Tom Corey, Tom Whitlock,
Robert Tyls, Marquel Williams, Frank Mondo, Alice Osborn.
Fourth Row: Darren Rapport, Doug Trevino, Matt Gioia, Steven Yong, John
Odell, Elizabeth Stamper. Fifth Row: William Christie, John Griese, Steve
Weiskircher, Erik Boynton, Eddie Eldridge, Beth Elliott. Sixth Row: Tom
Strassberger, David Preisman, Charles Clark, Ray Partlow.

---------------- -

Elliott Gordon

Regimental Staff. Lee Rice, Alex Bruzanno, Mark Switzer, Nina Hollins, Ernest Whoni g, Jeff Martin, Jay Borella.

for

the Uni
tober 11-13: Parents' Weekend
Friday-iager Squad Competition Retreat
Saturday-Eager Squad Finals Review
Sunday-

r

End Thanksgiving Break!
1300 hrs
.....
'IU'" 2: Classes Resume
December 10: Classes End
December 12-18: Exams/ End of semester
December 19: Begin Christmas Break!
Dyrrt)S close 1200 hrs
anlaQ' 1;2< E Christmas Break! Dorms
J .........

open 1300bN
January 14: Spring Semester Classes Begin

Corps Companies
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Company E

FRAT
First Row: Paul Keyes, Kevin Williams, Collin Daniels, C. Dimant,
Christian Harshberger, Steve Hilley, Tom Denner, Karen HalJ.
Second Row: Kathy Dorish, Julito Antolin, Drew Koelsch, Pat Wade, Tina
Paulsen, Lee Johnson, Todd Killebrew. Third Row: Loran Montgomery,
Austin Berrier, John Murray, Derek Walz, Eric Oliphant, Daniel Abell, Carl
Trautman. Bobby Rappolt, Rita Dey. Fourth Row: Marco Fiorito, Marc
Spedden, Brian Ashford, Pat Hogeboom, Andrew McDavid, Travis Hollar,
Connie Misket, Trina Rice. Fifth Row: Jessica Jett, Thomas Holland, Jeff
Kircher, John Hughes.

Ellioll Gordon
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Winter Key E11ents for

18 First Summer Session Begins
May 25 Memoria~ Day

Among the daily duties of the members of the Corps
was raising and lowering the flag by upper quad.
Several cadets performed this ritual on March 28.

Corps Companies
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Men's

CROSS COUNTRY
First Row: Brian Szabos, Mark Frank, Jon Edwards, Ed Layman, Ben
Hester, Wally Granville, Tom Lancowitz, Travis Walter, Rick Burroughs.
Second Row: Brooks Martin, Adam Small, John Hawthorn, Eric Lengyel,
Lee Cross, Darren Cox, Joe Edwards, David Shell, Mike Forester, Matt
Fisher. Third Row: Phil Kinslow, Todd Pehowski, Kevin Dunne, Eric
Parlette. George Probste, Mike Bremser, Pat Darken, Ben Arritt, Scott
Barranowski, 10dd Smith, Rick Chambers.
(see page 64)

@@@

First Bachelor of
Arts degree
awarded
-1891

the Cavalier
pface finish in the Metro
~lteiIlistry and nutrition. broke the
App'alacliaJ......Ifvil~~.
to break the Tech record in
successfully earned the

Historical Dates
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First Row: Courtney Beamon, Marci Fornash, Stacie Lawhorn.
Second Row: Mara Perrone, Becky Knight, Joy Humphreys, Ellie Haughey,
Kelly Crawford, Seung Lim, Karen Morris. Third Row: Jeanette Wilson,
Nina Britner, Jane Eagan, Tracy Philcox, Kristen Nunnally, Kim Schindel,
Jennifer Keedy, Glorie Rodriguez.

Mike Overton

ta Sigma Gamma was the National Professional Health Science
Honorary Society. The society was dedicated to the promotion
of teaching, research, and service in and for the health science
discipline.
Eta Sigma Gamma sponsored several breakfasts with featured local
health profesionals and their experiences in the field. Speakers
included Lynn Oliver, a physical therapist at Montgomery Regional
Hospital, and David Hurt, the director of the Fitness Connection.
The major event that they sponsored was the 5K "Run For Your

Life" race around the campus.
They also participated in various voluteer and fund raising
activities , such as bake sales , blood pressure testings and
volunteering at the Christmas Store.
Outside of the organization, many members were also very active
in the local community: working or working-out at health facilities
such as the VTWC, Hokie Gym, and the Fitness Connection, and/or
interning at Montgomery Regional Hospital and various other public
and private health care centers.

Runners prepared to compete in Eta Sigma Gamma's "Run for Your Life, '92" 5K race, held on April 11th.

Eta Sigma Gamma
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(seepages 76-83)

Courtesy of Sports Information Office

First Row: Bryan Campbell, Eugene Chung, Will Furrer, Todd Mease, Greg Daniels, Michael Sturdivant, Frank Beamer - Head Coach, John Granby, John Rehme, William
Boatwright, Jon Jefferies, Rodd Wooten. Second Row: Roger Garland, Bryan Williams, Marcus Mickel , Damien Russell, James Hargrove, Phil Bryant, Wooster Pack, Mark Scott,
William Dotson, Jeff Doty, Scott Freund. Third Row: Jerome Preston, Don Davis, Stephan Holloway, Eric Smith, Tom Zban, James Depoy, Marc Verneil, Jason Barefoot, Shawn
Grayson, Chris Holt, Robby Hudson, Mark Poindexter, Marvin Arrington. Fourth Row: Kirk Alexander, John Rivers, Bernard Basham, Chris Poduzzi, Kirk Gray, Jim McKechnie,
Marcus McClung, Rusty Pendleton, Melendez Byrd, Maurice DeShazo, Ken Landrum, Lee Jones, Lamar Gilchrist, John Bethea. Fifth Row: Vaughn Hebron, PJ. Preston, Jim
Pyne, Calvert Jones, Will Hanson, Trey Koel, Jack Wiltshire, Tony Kennedy, Greg lassiter, Stacey Henley, Mario Williamson, Robbie Colley, Bill Moss, Chao King. Sixth Row:
David Bullock, John Burke, David Wimmer, Stan Clanton, Kenny Brown, Ryan Williams, Tally Hair, William Ferrell, Ranall White, Damien McMahon, Chris Day, Mike Patton,
Mark Mathene, Steve Dressler, Mike Smith. Seventh Row: Jason Taylor, Dennis Spain, Burt Roland, Scott Wagstaff, John Bishcock, Chris Barry, Joe Swarm, Jim Petrovich, Billy
Swarm, Antonio Freeman, Lee Greene, Mike Hodge, Tyronne Drakiforo, Steve Sanders, Kevin Martin, Brian Reaves. Eigth Row: Mickey Tohmas, Mike Branchin, Joel Chapman,
J. C. Price, Jim Druckenmiller, John Sheilds, Keith Gray, Pete Dougherty, Rich Strong, Lawrence Lewis, Tony Fehr, Ray Crittenden, Dwayne Knight. Ninth Row: Mike Cox,
Austin Rammels, Kris Sweet, Sam Daniels, Joe Nash, Rafiel Williams, Tewon Stephens, Kevin Skinner, Fred Lassiter, Michael Williams, Rhasyed Williams, Trenton Bass, Scott
Jones, Andy Miller. Tenth Row: Jermaine Holmes, Chris Malone, Jeff Holland, Cotton Randall, Lynn Boatwright, Keith Robinson, Peyton Garnsey, Mike Jackson, Greg Cross,
George Delricco, Ben Scott, Dwayne Thomas, Hank Coleman, William Yarborough. Eleventh Row: Tivoli Harris, Matt Crowder, Trey Knox, Kim Williams, Malin Craig, Mike
Isabell, Bob Duvall, Mike Goforth, Penny Sotos, Bruce Garnes, Dan Sterling, John Maddox, Susie Zuenges, Andre Jackson. Twelfth Row: Steve Marshall, John Ballen, Leske
Karlin, Dr. D Lagan, Matt Vance, Bubba Brown, Keith Jones, Billy Hite, Bryan Stinsprin, Todd Grantham, Scott whittier, Rickey Bustle, Mike Clarke, Tommy Groom, Menny
Marie. Thirteenth Row: Ed Ferrell, Bud Foster, Duke Strager, Larry Creekmore, Scott Hummell, James Dunn, Sharon McCluskey, Mike Gentry, Dan Cole, Jim Lucas.

Food Science and Technology Club

FS&T
First Row: Lisa Schilling, Jonna Yoder, Sarah Mitchell, Joe
Eifert. Second Row: Carlos Vicente Delgado, Cindy
Yearsley, Tonya Conner.
photo by Mike Overton

he football team joined the BIG EAST
Conference,
with Division I-A members Boston College, Pittsburgh ,
Syracuse, and Miami Florida, with newcomers Temple, Rutgers, and
West Virginia.
"This marks a new day in the competitive life of the athletic
program of the University. In many respects, it is a day that honors
the loyalty of alumni and fans who have looked forward to increased
national recognition. These fans clearly believe in Virginia Tech's
athletic future. That belief is reflected by the work and progress of
Dave Braine and Coach Frank Beamer in achieving football affiliation
with the dynamic BIG EAST Conference ," said Dr. James D.
McComas, president of the university.
At the time the conference was formed it was hoped that a
conference schedule of five games could be played by 1995. The BIG
EAST football coaches, however, were so enthused over the potential
of the conference that they made a commitment to playa full sevengame league schedule by 1993.

Dave Braine, athletic director, was excited about the alignment.
Braine said, "For many years, Virginia Tech has operated at a
disadvantage in football , competing as an independent in an area
where a big shadow is cast by the Atlantic Coast Conference and the
Southeastern Conference. Now, we have the advantage as we
compete in a conference which we believe to be even stronger in
football than the ACC and the SEC."
Like BIG EAST basketball, BIG EAST football would have plenty of
television exposure. In addition to the network television and ESPN
games in which BIG EAST teams would appear, the BIG EAST had
formed its own "Game of the Week " package that would air
throughout the season. Virginia Tech appeared on the Game of the
Week schedule twice during the season.
Football Coach Frank Beamer felt good about the affiliation as
well: "I am delighted that Virginia Tech has joined the BIG EAST
Conference. All of us connected with Tech football look forward to
the rivalries and the challenges that lie ahead."

Tony Lepley

Many people dream of marriage proposals in
skywriting, but John Ballein, assistant
recruiter, did the next best thing. He asked
Stephanie Green, assistant administration to
head coach, to marry him over the
scoreboard on April 11. Green answered yes
with smile and a kiss.
At Mountaineer Stadium in Morgantown,
WV on October 7, the Hokies turned the
tables and won the game, 20-14. With 20
seconds left in the game, defensive end
James Hargrove stripped WVU quarterback
Chris Gray of the ball, then recovered it to
secure the victory, putting the Hokies at 2-3
going to face the #1 ranked Florida State
Seminoles.
Kevin P. Milton

Football
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GERMAN CLUB
First Row: John Cheynet, Eric Anderson, Mill McFall, Bradley Jones, Brian
Dunch, Benedict Dichoso, Jeffery Pope, Colin Wright, Michael Clark.
Second Row: Brian Simpers, Mike Simanowith, Micheal Gartner, Kike
Morales, John Hunter, James McMillan, Bryan Hutcheson, Dave McPherson,
Steven Franks. Third Row: Kevin Marsh, Jonathan Hess, Brian West, Mark
Hendrikson, Thomas Garnett, J. Christopher Smith, F. Van Gersham, Eric
Weller, David Bradley, Frank Thomas, Mathew Dates. Fourth Row: Chris
Bradham, Keith Stemple, Dwayne Divers, Patrick Talty, Gil Flores,
Christopher Morin, Mel Bass, Patrick Burns, Matt Jackson. Fifth Row: Paul
Uar'p'er.j)wight Conner, Brian Coleman, Andrew McCullough, Willie
Coughlin, Bob McKeane},-

Courtesy of Sports Information Office
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fiil he German Club was the university's oldest social organization.

The German Club continued its involvement in the Resident Hall
Program by having several resident advisors and seven head resident
advisors. A
number of
the
members
were very
active in
the Student
Government
Association
by holding
a number
o
f
positions ,
m 0 s t
notably the
fir s t
speaker of
the House of
Representatives.
o the r
individual
achievemen t s
included
one of the
two 1991
Homecoming
Co-directors;
the Vice
President
of Omicron
n
g
Del t a
David Cox
commuKappa ,
The hours of decorating that usually go into formals and dances were an evident part of the final
nity had continued over the appearance of the Commonwealth Ballroom for the Midwinters Dance. David Bradley, a freshmen
honorary leader-ship
years and was still the in engineering and perspective member of the German Club helped paint European scenery on one
society;
the
1991
of the backdrops.
foundation
for
the
Homecoming King; and
organization as it entered
The Man of the Year.
its lOOth year.
The highlight of the year, however, was the annual Midwinters
The German Club as a group was very active in service. It Dance. The Midwinters Dance was a two night dance hosted by the
participated in events such as program sales for all the home football members of the German Club for the entire university in the
and basketball games leaf raking at the Duck Pond, road cleanups, beginning of February. The dance was very special because it was the
and cleanup of the Christiansburg Christmas Store. The most first time in four years it had been held in Squires Student Center
rewarding activities for the members was their involvement in the and it marked the beginning of the German Club Centennial
Special Olympics and their annual Christmas party held for children Celebration.
in Shawsville. For the first time, the German Club held an Easter
The dance opened on Friday night with a figure which was
party for children in Blacksburg. Similar to the Christmas party, the traditional for all the German Club dances until the late forties. The
Easter party was as rewarding to the children as it was to the members and guests danced and swinged to the music of the Kings of
members. Also, the club participated in some of the activities which Swing on Friday night and to The Maxx on Saturday night. The
the sororitities held to raise money for their philanthropies.
decorations, based on European highlights, and showcases decorated
Members of the German Club were involved in many other with 100 years of German Club memorabilia truly fit the theme
activities on campus which improved their leadership skills. The "Unforgettable."
German Club held its tradition of having outstanding officers in the
Corps of Cadets including one of the two Battalion Commanders. Courtesy of Brian Dunch

U
he club was founded in 1892 in order to improve the social life
at the allmilitary
school
t hat
existed at
the time.
The
German
Club soon
made the
effort to
improve
campus
life for all
students
through
service
activites
and
leadership
responsib iii tie s.
The
dedication
to service
and
leadership
for
the
university
and the
surround-

German Club
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GREGORY GUARD
First Row: Kathy Dorish, Kristy Branstetter, Tyree Wilborne, Joshua
Simcock, Jason Velivlis, Frank Mondo, Austin Berrier, Heidi Funk, Andrew
Talmadge. Second Row: Riccardo Wilson, Rich Holland - Eager Driver,
John Hunter - Tiger Driver - Public Information Officer, Jay Borella, Ed
Chamberlayne - Supply Sergeant, Steve Schroeder, Brian McCarthy - Drill
Sergeant, Karen Wenner - Finance Officer, Lee Johnson.

he
GHTA,
Graduate
Hospitality
a
Tourism Blacksburg's Master Tourism Plan.
Association, was truly a microcosm of the cultural melting pot
in the USA. As many as 45 percent of the members of the GHTA were 3. GHTA actively promoted mentor relationships through its regular
international students. The composition of the officers also reflected get-togethers, where students discussed their concerns with each
this multicultural diversity of the
GHTA membership: Bvsan Murthy,
from India, was president; Claudia
Jurowski , from USA, was the vice
president; and H.C. (Henry) Oh, from
South Korea, was secretary/treasurer
of the group. GHTA consisted of all
graduate students in the HRIM
department and consisted of about
55 members.
The Department of HRIM boasted
having arguably the best graduate
program in the field in the United
States, which also meant the best in
the world. This reputation was
borne out by the number of scholarly
publications by the faculty and
graduate students in leading
hospitality and travel journals. In
July , this community of zealous
researchers presented as many as 33
papers at the 1991 Annual CHRIE
Conference in Houston. CHRIE, the
Council on Hotel, Restaurant, and
Institutional Education, was the
international
association
of
hospitality educators. Several
members of the GHTA had more
John Porterfield
than one presentation. So much so, Experienced bowmen wasted no time taking aim and perfecting their archery skills. Joachim Ne, a freshman in general
the CHRIE decided at the Houston engineering from Singamore, took the opportunity at the Archery Club's first meeting to utilize the War Memorial Hall
Conference that no CHRIE member facilities.
could present more than three
other and sought help.
papers at its future annual conferences.
GHTA members were a dedicated lot. By the dint of their hard
work, several members received prestigious scholarships and grants. 4. GHTA worked on bringing speakers from the industry for
The group pursued a dynamic program of action for the year. Several exchanging views with them so that the grad students could benefit
members individually and collectively had been participating in from such contacts.
creditworthy tasks. Some of the highlights of their achievements
5. Some of the members were also actively involved in consulting
were:
assignments working with the faculty of the Department.
1. Recognizing the importance of training grad students- many of
whom would be future faculty members- in generating resources for 6. Several GHTA members worked voluntarily on assignments of
research and student support. GHTA successfully lobbied for a importance to the HRIM department, hospitality education, and the
course in Grantsmanship. The College of Human Resources offered industry. One group worked on health care legislation, which
an inter-disciplinary course in the spring, open to all grad students in received much praise from the American Hotel and Motel
Association. Others were involved in setting up data-bases on global
the College.
industry information, abstracts of journal articles, etc.
2. Community service was high on GHTA's agenda. They actively
worked on building a constructive relationship with the Greater 7. Some of the GHTA members were actively associated in the
Blacksburg Chamber of Commerce. Through this relationship, they planning of the forthcoming Wallace Hall Dedication Ceremonies.
hoped to contribute their talent in the implementation of

Archery Club & GHTA
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First Row: Robert Regan, Eric Frost, Mike Miller, Jeanette Wilson, Holly
Campbell, Geoff Grapton, Frank Wentink, Denise Dinkin, Ken Hyer, Dan
Sweet, Vivian Pearson, Kim Snyder, Lila Avera, Jen Arute.
Second Row: Ted Kilgore, Kim Fielding, Maegan Freeman, Jennifer Eilers,
Missy Edwards, Melissa martin, Valerie Tidwell, Darvey Koller, Becky
Tardiff, Chrissi Stromvall, Shannon Milliken, Patti Morrison.
Third Row: Scott Maulsby, Gerg Humer, Brian Shenk, Kimberly Mitchell,
Julie Dearing, Mike Lindstedt, Kristen Sulfaro, Dana Smith, Jen Wagaman,
Richard Irvin, James Heiberg, Gerg Gautreaux, Saeed Richardson.
Fourth Row: Tracey O'Brien, Alison Herman, Jen Bierly, Craig Martin,
Shannon Cotter, Barbara Unkovic, Shelley Hearp, Nicole Schwartz, Amy
Pope, Lara Williams, Scott Judd.

Lee Riller

Technological advances made in the engineering department earned the university recognition as one of the colleges receiving numerous patents.
Tom Smith, a mechanical engineering student, worked on the COOps project with the rest of the team.

-The Morril Land Grant Act provided for the establishment of the word had no specific meaning and was used as an attention
the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College (VAMC) in getter. "Hokie" became a popular nickname for most Tech
1892, in the small town of Blacksburg between the Blue Ridge alumni, students, and sports teams.
and Allegheny Mountains. The first class of only 34 students
was taught by the president and three -_..--- _ _~_~~_ _r::::I_ __:lI_ _ -Around 1908, students began
professors in a single building.
With 1,800 faculty and 4,000 staff
members, the university provided a
comprehensive education to the largest
student body in Virginia at the time.
The campus had over 100 buildings on
grounds covering 2,600 acres. Through
its three missions of instruction,
research, and public service, the
university was dedicated to serve well
beyond
the
borders
of the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
-The word "Hokie" was coined by O.M.
Stull, member of the Class of 1896, in
his spirit yell "Old Hokie." Originally,

Jordan Truesdell

Expo '91 was a chance for students to see what products
were currently on the market and what companies were
manufacturing them. Cindy Bennett of "Gore Associates"
showed Brian West, a senior in mechanical engineering, an
artificial joint.

Tech Trivia
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referring to student athletes as
"Gobblers" because of the way they
"gobbled" down their ample servings
of food. In 1913, a local boy serving as
a clown mascot had a large turkey pull
him in a cart at football games. From
then on, fans and sportswriters
associated the "Gobbler" with the
university's athletic teams.
A
costumed Gobbler mascot was
introduced during games in 1962, and
had been a symbol of school spirit ever
since.

Courtesy of the Student Alumn i
Associates & Virginia Tech Alumni
Association

Kappa Kappa Gamma

KKr
First Row: Jane Czaja, Katy Johnson, Gretchen Bright, Michelle Anzilotti,
Susan Brooks. Second Row: Mary Beth Sniechoski, Vivian Pearson, Crystal
Loving, Mia Kim, Alicia Morris, Leslie Fraser, Becky Linkenhoker, Dawn
Daniel, Steph Aja, Rochelle Lenz, Kristin Fry. Third Row: Elizabeth
Catlett, Donna Carter, Heidi Virag, Kara Knight, Laurianne Maisey, Laura
Heller, Jill Huddleston, Robyn McGuckin, Carrie Crystal, Elizabeth Elliott,
Christina Tamboer, Karen Nash, Karalyn Szuszczewicz, Donna Shelton.
Fourth Row: Bridget McComb, Kelley McArtor, Jennifer Simmons, Lily
Hunt, Erin Fogle, Heather Kellner, Vicky Mathis, Stephanie Hardwick,
Allison Crouch, Jennifer Waite, Jenny Kim, Norma Mowbray, Lori Bowlick,
Fifth Row: Kim Weaver, Christy White, Lisa Riddle, Cyndi
Gibson, Melanie Boyd, Jennifer Rudolph, Lisa Kuniyoshi,
Cecula, Tamara Lee, Dawn Carpenter, Angela Wade.
Michelle Brown, Sheila Fisher, Angie Lewis,
Becky Tardiff, Jeanne Jose,
.

Tony Lepley
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IiiI he Eta Beta Chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi , National

Southern Precinct convention with attendance
U
Honorary Band Fraternity, was founded at Tech in July from as far north as Syracuse, NY. The Eta Beta brothers were
1975 , with the
also selected as the
purpose of serving
publisher of the
the music de 1993 edition of
partment.
The
Northeast Notes ,
group 's diverse
the
district
membership
publications. The
remained strong
chapter
also
and centralized
planned to host
over the years ,
the 1994 District
which allowed for a
Convention.
cohesiveness
The Blacksburg
among brothers.
chapter of Kappa
The
group's
Kappa Psi worked
concentration lay
jointly to better
mainly in serving
serve the band
the
Marching
program with the
Virginians. The
Zeta
Omicron
band travelled to
chapter of Tau
Florida State, USC,
Beta
Sigma,
and UVa . KK\}'
National Honorary
Band Sorority.
had plenty of
Together
with
chances to serve
these
two
g
roups
the
band
by
they provided a
regularly providing
helpful working
the bandmembers
e nvironment for
lunches.
KK\}'
all those involved
worked throughout the marching
season to provide
all types of services
including
the
running
and
planning of the
annual band camp,
uniform cleanings,
planning the food
for the Parents '
Weekend , as well
as maintaining
band
rehearsal
supplies.
Not only did
KK\}' operate on a
Mike Overton
with The Marching
local level, but they
Virginians and the
were also active on a district At the public Juggling Demonstration held in McBryde on March 1, Kim Damton was
chosen from the audience to draw for "bowling pins."
band program.
level. In Februar~ the Eta
----~--------------------------Beta brothers hosted a
Juggling Club & Kappa Kappa Psi
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NAVY SAIL TEAM
First Row: Ken Azzollini, Rob Lynch, Joe Faudale, Jeff Rule, Joe Lissenden,
Rob Helwig, William Whitsitt. Second Row: Connie Misket, Marta
Moellendick, Lisbeth Cunningham, Robert Herron, Lee Rice, John Hunter,
Jeff Cruse, John Eisenbarth. Third Row: Mike Wenke - Commanding
Officer, Jeff Kircher - Training Officer, Dan Ryan - Executive Officer,
Charles Clark, Eric Oliphant - Operations Officer, Michael Simon, Jonathan
Hughes, Mark Leavitt - Maintenance Officer, Lt. Joel Peterson, USN Advisor.

Student Publications Photo Staff

okie National Agri-Marketing Association (NAMA) had a small provided November's meeting with a description of the ad design
backed up his proposal with physical
membership, but continued the struggle to increase public process. He
awareness of the club. Professional meetings, Hokie NAMA meetings, examples which made his ideas more tangible than a description
and the Marketing Team were the focuses. Club members travelled from a textbook.
Starting off the spring semester, Hokie NAMA invited Jerry Gass of
to four Carolinas-VA NAMA gatherings.
Southern
The trip
i
n
States to
speak at its
September
January
was
to
meeting.
Raleigh ,
H
e
Nor t h
explained
Carolina
the origins
where the
of the new
topic was
Southern
Ani m a I
Rights or
S tat e s
slogan,
m 0 r e
precisely ,
" Goo d
earth , safe
" Putting
food , smart
People
farming . "
First." The
Gass had
debate
members
there was
hold
up
I i vel y .
posters as
October
examples of
took the
the slogan.
club
a
This topic
shorter
showed the
distance, to
impact of
Richmond,
the enviVirginia.
ronmental
The area of
movement.
discussion
Tony Lepley
Another
there was
Tech
graduate,
Clay
"Horses are Hot." In The Society of Auto Engineering built a mini baja named PITA. Chris Good, a senior in mechanical engineering,
test
drove
the
car
during
the
April
snowstorm.
PITA
won
a
second
place,
and
the
Society
planned
to
build
another
Roberts,
spoke
to
February , Hokie
one
for
the
next
year.
NAMA
in
February.
NAMA
sent
His
discussion
members to visit the
Southern Farm Show, interview for scholarships, and go to the focused on the marketing of the State Fair. The history of the Fair
evening meeting. Raleigh was again the site, but this time the topic was presented and then the changes between the old and the new
was poultry. On March 16, it was "The Best of NAMA" in Greensboro, were reviewed. The Marketing Team presented its product and
North Carolina. The members got a chance to view and listen to campaign on March 26 th • Finally, April had an informal meeting and
award winning ads for agriculture products. A large delegation, the awards night.
April was the important month for all of NAMA with the National
including about 15 Tech students , was in attendance. The
Agri-Marketing Conference in Kansas City, Kansas. The marketing
professional meetings were an enlightening and valuable experience.
Hokie NAMA also had its share of local meetings. They held a fall teams from various colleges presented their marketing campaigns in
kick-off picnic at the Duck Pond to encourage freshmen and competition. Peanut soup was the Hokie club's product.
An new event was added to the group's agenda: the mentor dinner.
sophomores to join. September's meeting was held the following
week. Tom Kallus talked about marketing a homogeneous product as In February , a group travelled to Greensboro to meet with
well as one that has distinguishing characteristics. It was a strong professional members. The dinner, held at the Golden Corral, was a
chance for students to see their mentor and other professionals in
start for the organization.
In October, Jeff Whetstine, of the Ciba-Geigy Ag Division, their field of interest. Hokie NAMA hoped to see the mentor dinner
enlightened the group about creative advertising. He got the become a tradition.
members involved in the discussion with colorful examples of some
of his ads. The next speaker was Don Holley, a Tech alumnus, who Courtesy of Kristy Cartier, NAMA Vice President of Communications

NAMA & Society of Auto Engineering
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Phi Beta Sigma

<IlBL
First Row: Alex Richardson - President, Maurice Braxton - Vice President,
T. Scott Burress - Secretary. Second Row: Frederick Veney, Christopher
Colbert - Sargeant at Arms, Randal Antoine - Treasurer,
Andrew Harris - Advisor.

,.

Phi Alpha Theta's annual book sale was held on the first floor in Squires early in October. Rachel Trexler and Tanya Higgins, both history majors and
members of <!lAG, helped Toni Boyden, a civil engineering major, find what she was looking for.

ressing in costumes was not the only thing the Greek
community did on Halloween. One organization in partiular
chose this time to raise money for Big Brothers and Big Sisters of
Blacksburg. Phi Sigma Kappa had their annual haunted house and
donated $1100 to their philanthropy.
"It was the best ever," said Glen Lyle, an aerospace engineering
major and a member of the fraternity. The hard work that went into
the haunted house paid off because they were able to raise so much
money.
Chad Hawkinson, a mechanical engineering major and also a Phi
Sig brother, said "It wasn 't all work, it was fun doing something good
for charity and we got really into putting it together."

Other sororities and fraternities had socials to spend the evening
held socials for All Hallow's Eve. One example was the party Lambda
Chi Alpha, Theta Chi, Tri Delta, and Delta Gamma had together.
They chose a "best costume" winner. Elizabeth Andrews, an HIDM
major and a member of Tri Delta, said that it was fun to see some of
the silly things people wore.
Other groups and individuals had parties on their own to celebrate.
"I had the most fun decorating then watching people laugh at the
vibrating ghost that glowed in the dark," said Missy McCool , who
hosted a party at her house.

Susan English and Carrie Herzog

Halloween in Greek Community & <t>A8 Booksale
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Lambda Phi Fraternity
founded in 1895 as
the first non-secretarial
fraternal
organization.
Gaining its charter in 1984 at
the university, Pi Lambda Phi
followed the fraternity ' s
traditions of excellence:
promoting
academic
superiority,
individual
development, and a strong,
expanding brotherhood.
The high standard Pi
Lambda Phi set for itself was
reflected in the brothers it
produced. The group was an
active participant in many
campus activities including
intramural athletics and
community projects. It also
annually raised money for its
philanthropy , The Ronald
McDonald House.
Perhaps the most significant
part of being a Pi Lam came
from the genuine ties of
friendship shared. The true
spirit of Pi Lambda Phi
manifested itself in the bonds
of brotherhood which wouldn't
end with graduation, but last a
lifetime.

i Sigma Epsilon was a
national co-educational
Student/Professional fraternity
dedicated to marketing, sales
management, and selling.
Active membership in the
organization gave students
marketable job experience
while still in college. Though
these were the primary areas of
focus of IILE, students from all
major courses were welcomed
to become members. IILE also
sought and encouraged
membership from business
professionals and educators.
Jamie Stanek

Being involved in college meant different things to all students. Kelly Smith, a freshman in university studies, joined the
Equestrian Team not only to ride horses but also to be active outdoors.
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First Row: Becky Tardiff; Chris Milgrim, Sheila Guzman - Vice President of
Finance, Trici Higginbotham, Mechelle Scott, William Hartwell, Michelle
Witherspoon - Vice President of Marketing, Lisa Zelenski, Angie Icenhour CEI officer, Barry Katz - Faculty Advisor. Second Row: David Noll, Thomas
Mountcastle, Karen Hennessey, Jennifer SneJlings, Melissa Franz - Vice
President of Administration, Joanne Yates, Jennifer Fennell, Jennings Cole.
Third Row: Polly Headley, Kathie Kish, Shannon Dii Bon, Stacy Webber,
Carol Ralston, Roderick Jimenez, Laura Skey, Monica Brito, Carl Penski,
Michael Boyle. Fourth Row: Trish Brown, Chrissi Stromvall, Liz Huh, Dana
Pansare, Brian
Robertson, Eric Ruscheinski, Valerie Otten Vice President

Psychology Club

PSYCH CLUB
First Row: Dawn Lovelace, Amy Westfall, Elizabeth Marino, Dr. A. M.
Prestrude, Shannon Cotter, Trina Bothe. Second Row: Janet Masters,
Angela Hutton, Jeanette Davis, Suzanne Lynch, Crystal Campbell.
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i Chi was the National Honor Society in Psychology. To be
igible for Psi Chi, a student had to be a psychology major or
minor with a CPA of 3.3 in psychology and 3.0 overall. The student

The Psychology Club represented the voice of the undergraduate
students in the psychology department. During the academic year,
the club sponsored several guest lecturers from the department on

Lee Ritter

Nickel beers at the Balcony were an inexpensive way for the boatloads of students who enjoyed them to blow-off the week's frustration. Even in late
February the deck was full of thirsty/thrifty people.

must also have completed or be currently enrolled in eight hours of
psychology courses.
The Tech chapter held inductions every fall and every spring as
well as co-sponsoring the Fall Student-Faculty Social. They also gave
a teaching award to the "Best Professor," and helped with Special
Olympics in the spring. Psi Chi sponsored several national
scholarship competitions annually.

such topics as drinking behavior, industrial-organizational
psychology, and hypnosis. Club members also were informed about
volunteer opportunities as well as helping out with Special Olympics,
the Crandsharing Project, and a local retirement center. The
Psychology Club co-sponsored the Fall Student-Faculty Social with
Psi Chi.

Psi Chi & Psychology Club
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Residence Hall Federation

FACILITIES
COMMITTEE
First Row: Nancy Shah, Jennie Mills, Lori Powell - Chair, Beth Myers, Judy
Owens. Second Row: Karen Davis, Brad Bateman, W. Richard O'Connell,
Jr., Laura Hicks.

llI ife in the residence halls was governed by the following rules

was permitted Friday through Sunday during the following hours:
l.!Jand guidelines and by the applicable regulations contained in -Friday 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday
UPSL and the Housing/Dining Service Contract. Students were -Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. Sunday
responsible for knowing and abiding by these rules and were referred -Sunday 10 a.m. to midnight
Option II. Visitation in
to Room and Board. .. and
student rooms by members
So Much More for further,
of the opposite sex was
more specific information
permitted each day during
and regulations regarding
residential and dining
the following hours:
-Sunday-Thursday 10 a.m.
programs.
to midnight
ON-CAMPUS
-Friday 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
RESIDENCE
Saturday
REQUIREMENTS: All
entering freshmen were
-Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
required to live in
Sunday
Option III. Visitation in
University residence halls
unless they were: 1) living
student dorms by members
with parents or close
of the opposite sex was
permitted each day during
relatives
who
were
the following hours:
established residents in the
community; 2) married;
-Monday-Thursday 10 a.m.
3) military veterans of at
to 2 a.m.
-Friday-Sunday 10 a.m.
least six months active
duty; or 4) at least 21 years
Friday to 2 a.m. Monday
old. Cadets were required
Modifications to these
to live on campus in cadet
hours could be made
residence halls unless
according to guidelines
granted a waiver by the
established by the Office of
Lee Riller
Residential and Dining
Commandant of Cadets.
This
view
of
the
campus
was
the
first
for
many
incoming
freshmen
who
travelled
Rt.
460
to
Programs. Student were
H 0 U SIN G/D I N I N G
Blacksburg.
advised
to note carefully
SERVICE CONTRACT:
Each student who resided
the provisions of the Guest
in a residence hall was required to sign a contract prior to receiving a Policy (below). The Board of Visitors also approved particular coroom assignment. The contract was binding for one academic year educational visitation plans for the Corps of Cadets. This plan was
consisting of fall and spring semesters. A summer session contract administered by the Commandant of Cadets.
was available and was binding for each session of enrollment. A GUEST POLICY: Members of the opposite sex were to be escorted by
student's signature on the housing contract indicated his or her the host or hostess from 7 p.m. to 10 a.m. in living areas of the
willingness to abide by all residence hall policies. A student who residence halls. Overnight lodging of members of the opposite sex
violated University policy or the contract would face disciplinary was not permitted. Overnight guests of the same sex were
action which could include termination of the contract and dismissal encouraged to register with the resident advisor and limited to stay
no longer than 72 hours. In all cases, guests and visitors could
from the University.
RESIDENCE HALL VISITATION POLICIES: The office of remain in the room only when both residents extended the invitation.
All halls had a lounge designated for 24 hour visitation. Guests of
Residential and Dining Programs designated residence halls as either
co-educational or single sex. All visits were subject to the following the opposite sex visiting in the 24-hour lounge were not permitted to
conditions: 1) The roommate's approval was required. 2) All walk through other areas of the building when room visitation was
visitors must have been escorted by their host or hostess while in the not in effect. Night monitors were stationed at the main door of
building during the hours of 7 p.m. to 10 a.m. 3) Visitors were the some halls to admit residents and their guests into the building after
responsibility of the resident, and were subject to residence hall closing hours.
regulations and all other University policies. 4) A guest and/or
Residents were responsible for the actions of their guests and could
be subject to judicial action should their guests be involved in
visitor was any person not assigned to the accommodation.
Description of Visitation Options
violations of any portion of University Policies for Student Life.
Option I. Visitation in student rooms by members of the opposite sex information from the University Policies for Student Life 1991-92 Handbook
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SCABBARD &
BLADE
First Row: Ernest Wohnig, Doug Hall, Wendy Galligher, Michele Pitt, Ben
Dichoso, John Benedict. Second Row: James Perkins, Lee Rice, Noel
Smart, Mark Switzer, Charles Roede, Alex Bruzzano, Chris Byrom.

Mike Over/on
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Lib r a r y
The SGA Year in Review:
Committee, Communications
- Developed and impemented
Research Committee,
Student Government
Computer Committee,
Association House of
and many others.
Representatives
-Tesitfied to Governor's
-First Student Government 5-K
Taskforce on Sexual
Run on campus: The SGA
Assault and Substance Abuse
Challenge
JOINTEFFORTWITHGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY
-Distributed "Loss" Flyer to
remind students to drink
responsibly
-FIRST Joint Sponsorship with
U.U.S.A. of the Student
Organization Showcase
-Made Virginia Tech Recycling a
program within SGA
-Alcohol Awareness Week
-Voter Registration
-Off-campus Housing Fair
-Held Forum on a Liberal
Education
-Constitutional Convention
-Purchased 9 new SGA
Stickers were worn by many students
Information Boards to enhance
as a sign of protest. Dawn Greenleaf, a
communication with the
junior in family & child development,
handed one to Jim Anderson, a senior
student body and improve
in geophysics.
representation
- Increased Student Senate
Requirements to improve
representation:
-No meetings on Religious
Holidays
-Semester Meetings with Deans
-Manditory Rape Awareness
Program
-Some Senate and House of
Representatives Resolutions
included:
-Anti-Dry Campus
-Anti-Drug Testing
-Moved Public Relations
Even Mowgill (owned by Amanda
Conca, a junior in family and child
Director to Executive Position
development) joined in the budget
-Sent Representatives to
protest.
Frank McPherson
COSGA-The Budget Rally brought students from all colleges and all levels of study together
Conference to Student
':' -Budget Cuts-for a common cause. Over 2,000 protesters joined to voice their opinions about the
Government Association in Texas
Letter Signing Campaign
tuition increases on Janua 29 on h
ril field, -_ _
with 6,600 signatures
-Strengthened ties and improved
*Forum on budget Cuts and their impact on Virginia Tech
communication with Student Legal Services
*"Sat. Summit" at UVa with University of Virginia, Old Dominion
-Represented Students on a wide variety of University Committes and
Commissions including:
University, William & Mary, and Tech.
Commission on Student Affairs, Commission on
*Testifying to House and Senate Appropriations Committees
*Two Lobbying Trips to Richmond with 40 plus students
Undergraduate Studies, Blacksburg Transit System,
Interim Budget and Planning Committee, Athletic
"'Statewide Budget Rally "Let us Learn"
Committee, Bicycle Safety, New Bookstore, Parking and
*Letter to the Board of Visitors
Transportation, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action,

SGA & the Budget Rally
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Sigma Alpha

LA
First Row: Susan Pandolfi, Sarahjane Busavage, Elisse Saltzman, Stephanie
Somerville - Seargent-at-arms, Karen Waddilove, Sandy Pence.
Second Row: Jennifer Byrnes - Philanthropy, Amy Malach - Second VicePresident, Anne Gregory - First Vice-President, Susan Silver - President,
Marlena Gee - Treasurer, Victoria Otto, Jennifer Belsan - Secretary.
Third Row: Cindy Yearsley, Amy Clements - Social Chairman, Kim
Needham, Britta Leise - Historian, Shay Wichael, Joanna Yoder.

HOKIE, HOKIE, HI ! What was a Hokie, anyway? The
word was coined by O.M. Stull, an 1896 graduate, in his
spirit yell "Old Hokie ." Origina lly , the word ha d no specific
meaning, and was simply used as an attention getter. Through the
years the word became a popular nickname for all Tech alumni ,
students, and teams. "Hokie" embodied the spirit and traditions of
the university that lived in every Tech student and all alumni.
TECH , TECH , VPI! The university did not always have an
enrollment of over 22,500 undergraduate students. It began as the
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College in 1872 by the Morrill
Land Grant Act. The first class had only thirty-four students who
were taught by the president and three professors. Under the fifth
president, Dr. John M. McBryde, "Polytechnic Institute" was added to
V.A.M.C. In 1944, "Ag ricultural and Mechanical College " was
officially dropped, and in 1970, "State University" was added to finally
make the official name Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University . At present, the university boasted more than fifty
departments in the seven academic colleges.
SOL-A-REX, SOL-A-RAH . Many people wondered about our
mascot. Where did this turkey come from? It all started back in

The highlights of the SAA program:
• They continued to support programs of the Alumni Association.
SAA members assisted with reunion programs by greeting and
registering reunion guests. They also hosted an Open House for
alumni during Homecoming.
• They continued their support of recruitment efforts by assisting the
Admissions Office in conducting campus tours. SAA members gave
daily tours at 1 p.m. The tour guide manual was used by all campus
groups responsible for tours. They also sponsored a joint training
session for all groups conducting tours.
• The SAA members hosted SAA alumni at a post-game tent reception
during Homecoming weekend. Although the event was not well
attended, they hoped to try again on a Friday evening or pre-game
during the following season.
• SAA members assisted with the planning, publicity , and
implementation of a big-screen telecast of the Florida State football
game. This event was a part of Parents' Weekend activities and was a
success.
• SAA members assisted with the fr eshmen picnic as part of
orientation in August. Members greeted freshmen and helped serve

the Student Alumni Associates wanted to make us all Hokies

1908, when students started
referring
to student athletes as "Gobblers" because of the way they "gobbled"
down their food. Five years later, a local boy became a clown mascot
when he had a large turkey pull him in a cart at football games. Ever
since, the "Gobbler" was associated with the athletic teams by fans
and sportswriters. The costumed Gobbler mascot was not introduced
until 1962, but became a strong symbol of school spirit.
POLY TECH VIR-GIN-IA. Being a Hokie lasted longer than the
four (or five, or six ... ) years of being a student. Once you became a
Hokie, you were a Hoki e for life. The Alumni Association was
founded in 1875 by twelve graduates to help keep ties with the
alumni. There were over 120,000 alumni who could remain active
through alumni chapters located around the country. The Alumni
Association hosted reunions every five years after graduation, and was
involved in many activities such as Hokie Celebration, Homecoming,
Founder's Day, professorships, and scholarships.
RAY RAH VPI. Alumni didn't have to wait for reunions to relive
college days with other Hokies. There were over 100 alumni chapters
across the nation. Dues were free, and each chapter sponsored events
such as a Chili Cook-off, a Turkey Drop, the Gold Cup, Tailgates, and
Happy Hours. The Alumni Association could put interested persons
in touch with the closest chapter, and leaving a current address at
Alumni Hall helped them to keep in touch with the Alumni.
TEAM! TEAM! TEAM! The Student Alumni Associates wanted to
help students and alumni be a part of the Team here at Virginia Tech!
SAA was a group of approximately fifty-five students whose purpose
was to strengthen the Alumni Association. This goal was
accomplished by undergraduates who provided services to alumni,
students, and other University programs. SAA strived to make
students more than just students, but Hokies. They did this through
Pep Rallies before home football games , banner competitions for
home basketball games, and "Movin' On," a program for graduating
seniors. Anyone with questions or comments were encouraged to
stop any SAA member wearing their burnt orange and chicago
marroon rugby, or to call or write the Alumni Association.

food and drinks. They also hosted a
Spirit
rally on the Drillfield to introduce freshmen to the university's spirit
and traditions. A Spirit brochure was developed and distributed to all
members of the freshman class.
• SAA members assisted with the fall Admissions Open House
programs by serving as hosts and tour guides for participants.
• They participated in the Grand Re-Opening of Squires Student
Center by hosting a "Spirit and Traditions" display. This two-day
event exposed hundreds of students and university guests to our
traditions and history.
• The Vice President for Spirit was successful in re-organizing
campus pep rallies during football season. This Friday evening
activity involved members of the corps , athletes, coaches,
cheerleaders, the HokieBird, and High Techs. Attendance by the
student body was minimal, but the SAA believed that more groups
would participate in the future. Winning groups were given choice
seats and recognition during basketball games.
• SAA members also organized and sponsored Faculty Appreciation
Day on February 25. This event generated great amounts of publicity
for SAA and the Association. It was viewed as a very positive effort
and was well received by students and faculty. SAA members
distributed thank you stickers and apples at five campus locations.
Students were encouraged to deliver an apple to a professor. Local
restaurants provided discounts for students treating their professors
to lunch. Student organizations were encouraged to host faculty
receptions. Many students participated and were creative in their
ideas to recognize faculty . Feedback was positive and the SAA looked
forward to sponsoring the event again.
• Plans were under way for their "Movin' On" program for seniors.
This was designed to spread the word about programs of the
Association and encourage participation upon graduation.
• SAA members continued traditional roles of assisting with
Founder ' s Day and Senior Celebra tion activities during
Commencement week.
Courtesy of Karin Klimek, SM Vice President for Spirit, & Tom Brown, Assistant Director ofAlumni Association
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Ithough it was not officially a part of The Student Media Board,

The Preston Journal attended many of the Board's meetings

( abstain~ damnit.

and received some assistance and support from member
organizations.
Growth and recovery were the key words for The Preston Journal.
Overcoming large obstacles was par for the course as the staff worked
long hours repairing the previous years of neglect and debt. Much
was accomplished. Turning a $20,000 debt into profit within nine
months, Business Manager Brian Hungerford, a junior in economics,
was an intergral part the Pi's success.
"There was a lot of reorganization and catching up to do, but in
the end we came out on top," said Carl Dahlman, a senior in music
and sociology.
Starting in the fall the Pi's Editor-In-Chief C.T. Dahlman, worked
with the editorial board to recruit, retain and train new staff.
"It has been a mildly successful year for attracting new staff. Like
any organization, you get a core of really hard workers. When you
add new people to the formula it sometimes works and then
sometimes it doesn't," Dahlman said.
Compounding the problem was the Pi's lack of space on campus.
The need for visibility, accessibilty, and around-the-clock production
facilities was on the top of Dahlman's list of necessities: "Space on
campus is necessary for the operation of a successful newspaper.
This is something that the administration does not yet understand.
It would be a priviledge, but a necessary one."
The staff was very positive by year 's end and the re-designing
which had been done to the format of the paper and were planning
more for the following fall.
"It could be a very big year next year. I think it will be our biggest
yet," said Dahlman at the end of his first year of editorship.

he Bugle, the yearbook of Virginia Tech established in 1875, was students filled the new Bugle home in 364 Squires. A number of
the oldest media organization on campus. The award winning workshops were held which covered copy writing, layout designing,
publication underwent changes in its structure and organization and computer using. The change from Pagemaker to QuarkXPress as
which included increased involvement and sales, as well as improved the desktop publishing software took longer than expected, and a lag
technology.
in the learning process began. Almost every section editor position
After the move back into Squires over the summer, the editors was filled with veteran Bugle folk , with the exception of Seasons
looked forward to a strong start. As a result of the efforts of Jim (formerly Student Life). By the time the end came more people were
McKellar , Coordinator of
still hanging in with the book
Student Media, and previous
than usual , but the dedicated
Business Manager Brian
section editors, managing
Walter, 1122 yearbooks were
editor, editor in chief, and
sold with the Freshmen
concerned others pulled
Record . This was phenomenal
through and made this "grand
considering a total of 1500
production" possible.
total were sold in 1991. A total
One final distinction with
of over 2000 books were sold,
this book was the development
which was a record number
of the theme.
In was a
for the past five years, at least.
collaborative effort between
There were over 100 more
Carolyn Burke , a junior in
seniors who got their portraits
communications studies and
taken and a conscious effort
the managing editor, and M.
was made to increase diversity
Kathryn Shields, a senior in
in coverage.
liberal arts and sciences with
Another change in the
Keith Greene
concentrations in art history,
business operations took place First Row: lanai Ziegelmayer, Beth Green, Shannon Alexander, Patricia Stoughton.
English, and communications
in its staff. The business Second Row: M. Kathryn Shields, Carolyn Burke, Melissa Lawson, Monica Roe Berry, Kim
studies and editor in chief.
manager from fall semester, Shields, Cara Blume. Third Row: Carrie Herzog, David Schmiel, Cara Krueger, Sandra
The
theme
was
very
Murphey, and Susan English.
Jennifer Bierly, a sophomore
conceptual, and hopefully not
in economics, did not return
too vague , focusing on
in the spring. Janal Ziegelmayer, a junior in English and sociology, becoming aware and the dangers and responsibility involved in
assumed the interim business manager position for January and Cara knowlegde. The idea of seasons, chronology, and unity were also
Krueger, a junior in business, finished out the semester.
important to the book's design and content.
For the first few staff meetings record numbers of interested Editor's Note: This is my piece of cheese.
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eetings, proposals, discussions, votes, and decisions. .. The
Student Media Board was made up of the chief executive
officer and the business managers of the six media organizations:
The Bugle, The Collegiate Times, The Silhouette, The Student
Publications Photo Staff, VTTV, and WUVT. The group 's
accomplishments included revising the Board's constitution, electing
a student as secretary, and maintaining financial stability. The
controversy and the complications involved in the Media Board rarely
stayed within the confines of a meeting room.
In November, Jenn Brown, editor in chief of the Silhouette ,
Virginia Tech's Student Literary Magazine, assumed the position of
board secretary. She replaced Anna Taylor, secretary for the Office of
Student Organizations, who had been taking the minutes and typing
them for each meeting.
One of the most difficult obstacles facing the board was losing the
Coordinator of Student Media, Jim McKellar. McKellar left in
December for a career move to University of South Carolina. At USC
McKellar assumed a similar position with the added responsibility of

supervising four full time positions. The Financial Affairs committee,
made up of the business managers, continued to meet regularly after
McKellar's move in December under Tim Reed, assistant director for
Student Activities and Chair of the Media Board. Every member of
the board operated in the black.
The Preston Journal petitioned for membership to the Board in
February. After long deliberations the board voted to decline
accepting them based on questions concerning their financial
stability. The Preston Journal was not offered membership on the
board , but was offered help remedying their financial status by
extending guidance in the future.
In May, after the new members were elected, a retreat was held at
the Miles Hornton Center. The all-day event was intended to provide
an opportunity for outgoing members to discuss the overall outlook
on media as well as their individual positions with their successors.
When asked to comment on the Media Board, Reed said, "Call Jim,
he'll know." Jim was gone until Thursday.

Courtesy of Eric Labow

The Student Media Board Banquet was held at Bogen's on April 27 to recognize the members' accomplishments. After the dinner, Travis Major ,a junior in English and the
general manager of wuvr, the Virginia Tech Student Radio Station, took the opportunity to relax and smile for a change.
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Student Publications Photo Staff

SPPS
First Row: Erik Waterman, Mike Overton, Keith Greene - Lab Manager,
Hector Emanuel, Jose Mera. Second Row: George Patch - Director of
Photography, Tony Lepley, David Cox - Collegiate Times Photo Editor,
David Walls, Elliott Gordon, Jeff VanDerhurst, Chris Jackson.
(see pages 289-291 & story page 295)

J(eith Greene
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he Student Publications Photo Staff (SPPS) served both the
Collegiate Times and the Bugle by shooting pictures for
upcoming articles and by catching important collegiate events
on film. Members of the staff could be found at sporting events,
student protests, concerts, and many other activities in students'
lives. Cameras slung around their necks, camera bags full of lenses
and equipment, photographers sought to capture the essence of the
event on film. The photo staff also worked to create unique studio
shots to illustrate CT feature stories and various Bugle articles. By
using different lighting techniques, photographs were created which
told the story at a glance.
The photo staff was made up of students from diverse backgrounds.
Architecture, computer science, and communication studies majors
all came together to learn and perfect the art of photography. The
photo staff accepted any interested student onto the staff, regardless
of experience. All that was required was a desire to learn. Led by
Director of Photography George Patch, a senior in management
science, the staff more than doubled its core membership over the
year. A great deal of technical progress was made as well.
A JOBO color processor was purchased in August which allowed
the staff to develop color film. A Leica color enlarger was also bought

so that the staff was able to print color pictures in the darkroom as
well. This meant that the photo staff was able to do the color pictures
for the CT color issues entirely independently. The quality of
photographic reproductions in the CT was dramatically improved due
to a new Nikon negative scanner.
By far, the most impressive technical feat was accomplished in
January. Patch travelled to Louisiana on January 16 for the Tech vs.
Tulane basketball game. After taking pictures at the game, Patch
used Tulane's darkroom to develop and print the pictures. He then
sent the picture over a computer modem to Blacksburg using a
scanner and a modem brought from the CT. David Cox, a senior in
communications studies and the CT photo editor, received the
picture on a computer and reproduced it in the Collegiate Times the
next day. The New York Times had used this technology for the first
time in November.
By purchasing new cameras and lenses, the staff began the goal of
modernization and expansion. New equipment allowed the photo
staff to improve the quality of photography, as well as push itself to
the cutting edge of collegiate photography.

by Eileen Pennington

it's all in how you say a

au Beta Sigma , the National Honorary Band
Sorority, serving the University Band Program. Zeta
Omicron had been an active chapter at Tech since
1979. The main purpose of the organization was to
support the University bands and music faculty through
service and sisterhood.
In the spring there were 25 active sisters and eight
membership candidates. The Zeta Omicron chapter was
honored by receiving the Most Improved Chapter award
for the Northeast District of the 1992 District Convention.
Tau Beta worked in conjunction with their brother
fraternity, Kappa Kappa Psi, the National Honorary Band
Fraternity.
Courtesy of Tau Beta Sigma by Meg Staska

[l

Hisardut incorporates features of Akido, Judo, Ninjutsu, and other
martial arts into one form. The Virginia Tech Survival Club held a
hisardut competition in the Gymnastics Room at War Memorial Hall on
April 17. Allen Dodd (not pictured here) defeated 40 members of the
club and was being considered for receiving his black belt in Survival
Defense, which would make him the first American to do so.
photo by Mike Overton

Courtesy of Sports Information Office: Ruth Babylon

o

D@
Katrina and Brandon got "married" at the blacksmith shop at Gretna
y first memory of England, other than the blur of Heathrow, was of the bus ride from London to Brighton. I was half Green.
When we arrived in Edinburgh, my new roomate, Angela, and I
asleep, exhausted after the flight, and every time a car passed us I was
met
our host family, the Smiths, and their two daughters, Jillian, 4,
certain we were going to have a head on collision, because we always
and
Jennifer,
7. Edinburgh was very beautiful although less polished
seemed to be on the wrong side of the road. I eventually shut my
than
Brighton.
I enjoyed exploring Edinburgh's "Royal Mile," the
eyes to prevent the constrictions of fright in my chest, and woke up
road
leading
from
Edinburgh Castle to Holyrood Palace, the royal
in the parking lot of a pub in the village of Patcham.
family
's
official
Scottish
residence. Actually, the Royal Mile was a
There were 22 of us, mostly students, and a few older folks from
mile
and
an
eighth,
the
length
of a Roman mile. It was filled with
Blacksburg, all under the leadership of English Professor James
fairly
expensive
shops
and
a
few
men in kilts, but mostly just
Owen . My roomate, Lera, and I were assigned to live with the
ordinary-looking
people,
thereby
shattering
my vision on a Scotland
Moores. Mrs. Moore was an assistant at a health care facility, and Mr.
tartaned
people.
I
had
two
favorite
experiences in
filled
with
Moore worked for the telephone company. Their daughter, Kirsty
Scotland.
The
first
was
a
late
night
tour
of
the
haunted
places in
who was 18, worked for a bank. I immediately fell in love with their
town.
Our
tour
guide
was
a
dead
guy
named
Adam
Lyle,
who had
Dalmation, Sam, and their Burmese cats, Cleo and Ricky. Lera and I
been
transformed
into
a
vampire.
We
met
all
sorts
of
ghosts
and
spent our first day in England walking around Patcham, getting
in
the
dark
alleys
we
explored.
My
other
favorite
experience
spirits
acquainted with our family, and going to bed around 8:00 pm.
I loved the beautiful flower gardens that almost every family took was my solo climb up to Arthur's seat, a peak on a mountain on the
pains to cultivate. The neighborhood was filled with cottages, mostly outskirts of Edinburgh. It took me a few hours to complete the hike,
duplexes, postage stamp front yards, and backyards full of gardens, and it rained, and somehow I lost the path and climbed part of the
way on my hands and
ponds, and trellises.
knees. When I got to the
Behind the Moores '
top
and could see for
house were rolling fields
miles,
I knew it was worth
(downs) of wildflowers
it.
and grasses, and cutting
We made an overnight
right through the middle
trip
to the Highlands. At
was a superhighway
night,
some of us went
under construction. The
into
town
from our hotel
ruckus created by that
to
see
"The
Silence of the
was comparable to the
and
when we
Lambs,
"
"smart road " fights
came
out,
it
was
still light
abounding in Blacksburg!
even
though
it
was
almost
Getting around Brighton
midnight.
was fairly easy due to
The two weeks in
their bus system. It was
Edinburgh
passed
like an adventure riding
quickly, and we made our
in the front seat on the
way back to London via
top deck, because the bus
Wales. Once back in
swayed like a roller
London, it was time to
coaster. We rode the bus
begin our "free travel. "
to school a few days a
Most of us spent the next
Beth Stewart
week (where we studied
White Cliffs of Dover and Dover Castle as seen by Beth Stewart on her return to England from Onsted, Belgium.
two weeks travelling
Shakespeare
and The
Over 700 students had particpated in the Study Abroad program with Professor James Owen, who retired at the end
through Western Europe.
Victorian Literature) , to of spring semester.
I started out with four
see plays, and to go to the
other girls taking the fairy to France, and then taking a train to Paris.
pubs. The karaoke bar on the pier became a group favorite.
Our day trips involved mileage that amazed my host family. We From Paris we went to Montpellier, on the Riviera. We then went to
made several trips to London to see Shakespeare plays and to explore Toulouse, where there was an awesome street fair . After the fair, it
the museums. It didn't seem real to me that I was looking by actual was time to go to Spain to see the Running of the Bulls. After two
painting by Picasso; standing beside the real Rosetta stone; or on the days in Pamplona, I was ready to leave so I made plans with my
other side of a piece of glass from an Egyptian mummy. We made friends to meet in Barcelona the next day. They missed their train
trips to the Isle of Wight; Dover and Canterbury; and Stonehenge. and I was all alone in Europe.
I spent the rest of my time traveling alone from Barcelona to
"Bus butt" became a common ailment in our group.
Geneva,
Switzerland, then to Lucerne and Schaffhausen. I went
After three weeks, we set off for Edinburgh. The bus ride took a
through
Germany
to Amsterdam, the Netherlands and from there I
little less than a week. Our first stop in Scotland was at Gretna
went
to
Brussels,
Belgium.
After a day in Belgium my time was up so
Green, which was known for performing marriage ceromonies long
I
took
the
ferry
from
Ostend
to Dover. I will never forget the feeling
ago (any tradesman could perform a marriage ceremony, and young
of
welcome
I
felt
when
I
first
saw
those white cliffs.
Beth Stewart
couples would run across the border to Scotland to get married).
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riangle Fraternity was a national Greek social fraternity for
engineers, architects, and scientists founded in 1907. The
chapter at Tech was started in 1974. The group strived to bring the
aspects of a professionally oriented fraternity to the social and charity
oriented Greek fraternity. This unique combination allowed them to
experience a vivacious social life, while still being able to perform
academically.
Triangle's membership increased by over 50 percent and the new
members, as well as those returning, became more active on campus.
Triangle brothers served the university in a variety of ways. The
president of the Student Engineers Council, the chairman of

investigations for the Honor System, the sports director of WUVT,
several members of the Circle-K, and a writer for The Engineers'
Forum were all brothers of Triangle.
Triangle brothers also excelled academically. Among 33
fraternities , Triangle received the scholarship award from the
Intrafraternity Council. Several brothers in particular highlighted
the group's academic achievement by finally graduating.
Triangle also kept up its high participation in intramural sports .
Additionally, they succeeded in maintaining their current level of
social activities including tailgates , weekend parties , outdoor
activities, and other highly successful social events.

frojir1lraldm Hall, 0'Il September 30, were these graphite blocks. The
~ 't1alS In the basement of Owens Hall,

Triangle Fraternity
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Women's

TRACK
First Row: Krista Wark, Tonia Minor, Chanda Bagnell, Liz Anderson,
Kimmie Alcorn, Marcia Young, Meredith McMahon, Tara Byler, Hiedi Allen,
Kim Schindel. Second Row: Stacey Manager, Kristi Harmon, Nancy
Gilmore, Shani Alcorn, Dorthea Ku, Carlotta Thomas, Maren Speakman,
Cecile Organ, Robyn Land, Lauren Hall, Alice Gaines, Kristen McCann, Kari
Manheimer.
(see pages 140 & 226)

irginia Tech Rescue Squad (VTRS)
was a very unique organizaton
with a rich and colorful history. Like
many rescue squads, VTRS had a dualhouse administration and had
specialized positions for each member
of the crew.
VTRS was founded in 1969 to provide
the best possible emergency medical
care to the campus and the community,
as well as provide training and
experience to those interested in
emergency medicine. It was the second
oldest college run rescue squad in the
country.
When Squires was closed for
renovation , VTRS was moved to its
current headquarters on Barger Street.
At this time VTRS also gained status as
a part of the University proper instead
of being a student organization.
There was only one time when every
member of the squad was off duty, and
that was for the annual Banquet.
During this time Blacksburg Rescue
covers VTRS's territory. This was also
the only time they all saw each other
out of uniform. At the banquet various

Tony Lepley

During a VfRS training session, members learned how to handle
patients adn prepare them for a safe trip to student health or
Montgomery Regional Hospital. (From L-R) Robin Kinder, Brian
Brooks, Michael Frasketi, and Stephanie Meridith loaded Toxie
Burriss into the ambulance.

members received awards , some
serious, some gag.
Brian Brooks , an electrical
engineering major and VTRS 's
president, won the Dr. Richard F.
Desjardins Award for excellence in the
fields of training. Tarrell Ries , a
forestry and wildlife major, won the
Dr. Alfred Krebs Award for outstanding
effort and self-improvement. Sandra
Roth, a family & child development
major, recieved the Squadsman of the
Year Award for her efforts. Jennifer
Chuises recieved the Life Membership
Award for being an outstanding
member devoted herself to the squad.
The gag award winners included
Peter Martin , a biology major, for
being picked up for his own ankle
injury and doing his own call. Ries
also won the biggest flirt award (the
trophy was a brand new black book).
Nichole Goddin , a communications
studies major, won the "Doing your
call-in to Mongomery Regional
Hospital and telling them our patients
blood pressure was 80/120 which is, as
you know, impossible."
En route to
the hospital
on a training
run, Brian
Brooks called
ahead to
ensure that
the hospital
was ready to
accept the
"patient,"

Toxie
Burriss.
1\1eanwhile,
Michael
Frasketi
monitored
Toxie's vital
signs.
pholoby
Tony Lepley

Virginia Tech Television

VTTV
First Row: Jonathan T. Kelley-production manager, Brian Capaldo-general
manager, Morgan Dean-business manager. Second Row: Page Levendisproduction manager, Lisa M. Thompson-office manager, Evan A. Marshallsports director, Tracey Hoffman-programming director, Dian Bereznakproduction manager. Not Pictured: Robby Placides-programming director.

@@
he only totally student run television station in the
Commonwealth of Virginia was found right here in Blacksburg.
Located on campus
cable channel 33, VTTV
Student Television
offered a wide variety
of student produced
programming. These
programs included:

Sports also contributed footage to WSLS channel 10, the NBC
affilliate in Roanoke and to the FOX affilliate in Louisville, Kentucky.
VTTV's newest show
was Reel to Reel: A

Movie Review Show.

Sports Authorities,
Reel to Reel, and VT
News.
Sports Authorities,
which was in it's third
year, featured Hokie
athletes and coaches
from the football,
basketball, and baseball
teams. VTTV Sports
brought the campus a
host of home games
including men 's and
women ' s Basketball,
Hammering Hokies
Baseball, as well as the
intramural basketball
playoff game. VTTV

Erik Waterman

On the set of Reel to Reel, Executive Producer and Director Brian Capaldo adjusted a
light as Page Levendis talked to the hosts, Morgan Dean and Tracey Hoffman.

Produced every other
week,
this
show
reviewed the newest
releases to the big
screen. Reel to Reel
combined
motion
picture studio clips
with
computer
graphics to give the
show
a
very
professional style.
The Department of
Communications
Studies
also
contributed a half-hour
weekly news show, VT
News. VTTV hoped to
expand to serve off
campus viewers in the
future.

Reel to
Reel's
floor
director,
Eric
Thornett,
waited
for a
cue from
the
director,
Brian
Capaldo,
while
taping
the show
on March
30.
photo by Erik
Wa terman

Virginia Tech Union

LIVELY ARTS
First Row: Robert Petrie, Kristin Leuda, Amy Coates, Jennifer Clawson.
Second Row: Kristie Lenahan, Susan Hunter, Valerie Hersman, James Lee.

FEEL THE SPIRIT,
BE A HOKIE!

ALMA MATER

Sing praise to Alma Mater dear,
For VPI we'll ever cheer;
Come lift your voices, swell the song,
Our loyalties to her belong.

What may have once
had absolutely no
meaning in an old
spirit yell, "Hokie" has
become a meaningful
description of every
true Virginia Tech
supporter. Whether
chanting cheers at
football games or
sharing enthusimasm
with new friends,
Hokie spirit comes
alive in all aspects of
University life.

Chorus:
So stand and sing, all hail to thee
VP, all hail to thee.

The Orange and Maroon you see,
That's fighting on to victory;
Our strife will not be long this day,
For glory lies within this fray.
All loyal sons and daughters, one,
We raise our banner to the sun;
Our motto brings a spirit true,
That we may ever serve you.
Words by L. C. Chase, '42
Music by E. T. Sparks, '40

A Hokie need not be a
student, according to
the Hokie Dictionary:
hokie (ho 'ke) student,
alum, or fan who
supports Virginia Tech
with
spirit
and
enthusiasm; synonym:
Gobbler; antonym:
Wahoo.

VICTORY MARCH

You've seen the Hoyas tumble,
You have made the Indians cry;
And you know the Army mule
Once took a kick at VPI.
Worthy teams from Lexington
Have fought with all their might;
And now it's time to show the world
That victory is ours tonight!
Break Strain:
GO, TECH!
GO, TECH!
H-O-K-I-E-S, HOKIES!
Repeat Verse

Courtesy of Student
Alumni Associates &
Virginia Tech Alumni
Association
York Onnen

The Virginia Tech Weight Club (VTWC) located in University Mall served faculty, staff, students, and
alumni. Chad Trimper, a senior in electrical engineering, spotted for Jason Fleming, a senior in
biochemistry, on the bench press.

C.D. Steinweddel, '43

VTWC/Hokie Songs & Cheers
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WRESTLING
First Row: Bryan Silvis, Jeff Tatum, Paul Loconti, Manish
Patel, Duke DiJos,eph, Donald Booth, Matt Leeper, Graham
Smith.
Second Row: Jeff Brooks - Assistant Coach, Jerry Cheynet Head Coach, Josh Feldman, J. R. Johnson, Jeff Lally, Matt
Burlingame, Bill Aschenbuch, Travis Harris, Will McKinley,
David Gump, David Wimmer, Matt Mogel, Lee Culpepper.
Third Row: Jeff Gump, Frank Hunkele, Carlos Quimonez.
Andre Edlestein, Paul Painter, Namo Tanaka, Bobby
Herman, Russ Phillips, Aaron Kilinski.
(see page 142)

John Crisman

Organizations
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UVT, Virginia Tech's Student Radio Station, entered its 44'h
year of broadcasting. WUVT, FM 90.7, was a non-commercial
educational station broadcasting alternative programming
24 hours a day. WUVT also operated a carrier current AM station on
campus.
In August WUVT moved to enlarged and remodeled office and
studio space in the Squires Student Center. A vast improvement over
the temporary studios on North Main Street, the Squires Studios
made WUVT more accessible (in a non-musical sense) to the
students. This added exposure contributed to a large increase in staff.
Students involved at WUVT, Wooviteers, received a wide variety of
hands-on experience in all aspects of radio broadcasting. WUVT

financially reestablished itself and pursued greater station awareness.
WUVT 's strength lay within its challenging and diverse
programming. Though the bulk of WUVT's programming remained
alternative rock , other genres such as jazz, classical, and
international were also represented. A staff of approximately 175
student volunteers made sure WUVT maintained a quality presence
on the airwaves throughout the year, breaks and summers included.
General Manager's Note: I'd like to thank everyone on my staff for
having made this an exceptional year. Special enormous gratitude
to my business manager, Steve Galla: I couldn 't have done it
without you. Love, TRA V- TRA V

GREAT MOMENTS IN
WUVT HISTORY:

MikeOuerlon

• Clay moves out of the office and
back into his apartment.
• Several WUVT alumni help move
the station back into Squires.
• The barbecue afterward
• Numerous electronic things explode
• Knitting Factory
• THROB = $
• The Local Zone Marathon
• Radiothons and assorted chaos
• Bike Raffle? What bike raffle?
• The Travis Lounge is evicted!
• Mingus shows
• The infamous Media Bash
• Envelope stuffing parties

wuvr held its biannual radiothon.

Nathan Snyder, a junior in agricultural engineering and Tim Link, a freshman in
art, took pledges during the spring Radiothon. wuvr raised about $2,000 in the fall $2,700 in the spring.

eta Tau Alpha was founded in 1898 at Longwood College and
since then grew to be the third largest woman's fraternity in the
United States and Canada. Zeta's Eta Xi chapter was chartered
on April 29, 1972 on the Tech campus. They celebrated their 20'h
anniversary with an alumna weekend. They invited all of their
alumna back for a weekend of events including a formal ball.
Zetas were active in several events on campus including
Homecoming (their candidate was Stacey Todd) , greek events held by
other organizations, various service projects such as Christmas
caroling at Warm Hearth Nursing Home, and fund raisers along with
their annual Poker Run.

Their Fourth Annual Poker Run was held on March 21, 1992 at
Squires. It was an event which brought together the university's
fraternities and sororities to raise funds for a selected charity. All the
proceeds went to AIDS Research in Roanoke. Participating in the
Poker Run was simple: teams solved a clue about a location in
Blacksburg, ran to the location to get a poker card, returned with the
card to get the next clue, and continued until all eight cards were
retrieved. The first to get all eight cards could exchange three cards,
the second could exchange two, and the third team could exchange
one. The team with the best five-card poker hand won.

WUVT & Zeta Tau Alpha
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Vincent Van Gogh

Chris Bradshaw, a sophomore in forestry.
photo by Adam Cupp

A new twist on an economics class

Drawing For Laughs

Elliott Gordon

Jim Magner, a senior who majored in finance, was attacked by Biff, a creation of
Magner's who appeared in the comic strip, "Bonehead," which was featured in the
Collegiate Times.

Who would have thought a problem that took a professor four days to
discuss would lead to an interesting and rewarding activity? For Jim
Magner, a cartoonist for the Collegiate Times, that was how it all began.
"I was doodling in my notebook during the fourth in a series of boring
statistics lectures, when the girl sitting next to me leaned over and said,
"That's pretty good! You ought to draw cartoons for the CT!"
Magner, who studied business management, created and began
drawing his comic strip, Bonehead, on a regular basis during the spring
semester of his sophomore year. His topics were based on personal
experiences, ironic situations on campus, or "student things like dorm
life or changing majors .. . things anyone can relate to. " The title came
from a fellow student living in Magner's dorm during his freshman year.
"Every other word he said was 'bonehead.' It just seemed right. "
Bonehead was about two main characters, Rick and Biff. Biff was the
"superstudly fraternity guy," where Rick, on the other hand, was
somewhat straightforward and controversial. "Somebody told me once
that Rick looked a lot like me," said Magner, who then began using Rick
to represent himself. "I do"t always agree with his ideas, but I'm always
making fun of myself. "
Magner, who's only formal art training was a required "senior art"
course in high school, only claimed to seek a future as a cartoonist "if I
don't have a job ... but 1 think I need to learn a lot about the real world,
first! "

by Monica Roe Berry

Aanestad
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Kevin Aanestad, Ft. Washington, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Jennifer Aanonsen, Clinton, NJ, Marketing
Ghada Abdallah, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Biology
Susan Abrams, Lexington, NC, English
Rebecca Ackerman, Annandale, VA, Communications Studies
William Adams, Oxon Hill, MD, Computer Engineering
Lisa Affleck, Annandale, VA, Economics
Martin Agee, Louisa, VA
Thomas Aigner, Mechanicsville, VA, Civil Engineering
Michele Aime, Springfield, VA, Elementary Education
Kathleen Aitken, Boston, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Brent Akin, Fairfax, VA, Accounting
Douglas Albert, Myerstown, PA, Industrial & Sysytems Engr.
Phillip Alderson, Danville, VA, Finance
Christopher Alexander, Blacksburg, VA, Chemical Engineering
Shannon Alexander, Catharpin, VA, Animal Science
Jennifer Allen, Charleston, wv, Family & Child Development
Rebecca Allmon, Columbia, MD, Marketing
Brian Almond, Harrisonburg, VA, Finance/Management
George Almond, Christiansburg, VA, Electrical Engineering
Jay Altizer, Floyd, VA, Business
William Altizer, Short Gap, Biochemistry
March Altman, Hopewell, VA, Urban Affairs and Planning
Christine Ambrosio, Farmingdale, NY, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Michelle M. Ames, Christiansburg, VA, Elementary Education
Youngcheu An, Columbia, MD, Business Management
Catherine Andersen, Williamsburg, VA, Biology/Chemistry
Daniel Anderson, Richmond, VA, Electrical Engineering
Jennifer Anderson, Princeton, wv, Math
Jennifer Lynn Anderson, Hardy, VA, Biology
Larry B. Anderson, Richmond, VA, Psychology
Mark Anderson, Blacksburg, VA, Horticulture
Nancy Andrada, Fairfax, VA, Management
Scott Angster, Monasquan, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Anastasia Apisa, Fairfax, VA, English
Michael App, Sahoston, VA, Architechture
Robert Archer, Macungie, PA, Aerospace Engineering
Angela Arnold, Disputanta, VA, Political Science
Leigh Arrington, Nelson, VA, Animal Science
Yoseph Asmellash, Manassas, VA, ECAS
Pamela Aud, Great Mills, MD, Political Science
Jennifer Avila, Virginia Beach, VA, Accounting
Andrea Bailey, Virginia Beach, VA, International
Studies/Economics
Mat Bailey, Virginia Beach, VA, Forestry
Melanie Baines, Newport News, VA, Biology
Barry Baird, Roanoke, VA, History
Cynthia Baird, Woodbridge, VA, Math
Teresa Baker, Vienna, VA, ISE
Kenneth Balint, Hopewell, VA, Electrical Engineering
Steven Ballagh, Rustburg, VA, Finance
Jeffrey Balogh, Beachwood, NJ, Finance
Naveed Bandukwala, Blacksburg, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Barbieri, Staten Island, NY, CPE
Julie Barcomb, Richmond, VA, English
Christopher Barfield, Newport News, VA, Mechanical
Engineering
Carolyn Barksdale, Amelia, VA, Clothing & Textiles

Barksdale
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Joseph Barlow, Smithfield, VA, Architecture
Lynette Barn, Alexandria, VA, Psychology
Robert Barnes, Pittsburgh, PA, Ocean Engineering
Kimberly Barnett, North Tazewell, VA, Biochemistry
Christopher Barry, Middletown, MD, Industrial Engineering
Mark Bartholomew, Centreville, VA, Electrical Engineering

Carl Baumann, Alexandria, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Wylie Bean, Springfield, VA, ECAS
Phillip Beasley, Rustburg, VA, Civil Engineering
David Beason, Winston-Salem, NC, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Melissa Beauch, Stafford, VA, Finance
Mark Bechtel, Chantilly, VA, Finance

John Bensley-Bromilow, El Salvador, San Salvador, Finance
Alex Bergren, Virginia Beach, VA, English
Alissa Bertoldi, Weston, PA, Forestry
Beth Betzner, Fairfax, VA, Elementary Education
Andrea Beyer, Vienna, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Laura Bielaczy, Floral Park, NY, Management Science

Roseann Bishof, Virginia Beach, VA, Industrial & Systems Eng.
Allison Bishop, Virginia Beach, VA, FCD-ECE
Joanna Blackstock, Nathalie, VA, Family & Child Development
Jeffrey Blackwell, Blacksburg, VA, Urban Affairs and Planning
Ann Blanchard, Vienna, VA, International Studies
Amy Blankenship, Chesapeake, VA, Accounting

Michelle Booth, Fairfax, VA, Interior Design
Richard Booth, Salisbury, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Marie Arlou C. Borillo, Pearisburg, VA, Accounting
John Bourcier, Midlothian, VA, HRIM
Timothy Bower, Lockport, NY, Horticulture/Landscape Design
Victoria Bowerman, Annapolis, MD, Accounting
Jefferson Brady, St. Albans, wv, Civil Engineering
Leanne Brady, Richmond, VA, Elementary Education
Mary Brady, Springfield, VA, Architecture
Joanna Brandt, Richmond, VA, Elementary Education
Jeffrey Branham, Bristol, VA, Civil Engineering
Jacob Brankley, Chesterfield, VA, Physics

Tara Bristol, Springfield, VA, Management
Timothy Britt, Stuart, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Ken Broadbent, Reisterstown, MD, Industrial & Systems

Engineering
Danielle Browder, Fredericksburg, VA, Landscape Architecture
Brian Brown, Great Falls, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning
Lori Brown, Covington, VA, Clothing & Textiles

Barlow
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Melissa Bartling, Blacksburg, VA, Arts Management
Karen Barton, Richmond, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Kathryn Baskette, Chesapeake, VA, Biology
Leisl Baum, Mechanicsburg, PA, Interior Design

Charles Bender, Gettysburg, PA, Accounting
Alexander Bendiel, Fairfax, VA, Aerospace Engineering
John Benedict, Mt. Sidney, VA, Communication Studies
John Benesek, Prince George, VA, Psychology/Sociology

Bruce Biesecker, Leesburg, VA, Management Science
Tania Bikerman, Pittsburgh, PA, Communication Studies
D. Woody Bird, Wytheville, VA, Finance/Management
Peter Bird, Laurel, MD, Aerospace Engineering

Stephen Blevins, Virginia Beach, VA, Civil Engineering
Donna Boatwright, Williamsburg, VA, Sociology
Douglas Bobb, Bridgeville, DE, Civil Engineering
Heidi Bogucki, Springfield, VA, Sociology

Steven Bowers, Blacksburg, VA, Chemistry
Karen Boyd, Broomall, PA, Textile Science
Laura Boyer, Stafford, VA, Communication Studies
Ivelisse Bradley, Reston, VA, Health Education

Sarah Brault, Mechanicsville, VA, Elementary Education
Donna Braz ier, Hanover, VA, Communication Studies
Robert Brickhouse, Farmville, VA, Electrical Engineering
Jeanne Brien, Virginia Beach, VA, Mathematics

Margaret Brown, Springfield, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Timothy Brown, St. Albans, wv, Finance
David Broyles, Blacksburg, VA, Mining Engineering
Brandon Bruce, Richmond, VA, Marketing

Bruce
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Audie Brumfield, Prince George, VA, Finance
Alessandro Bruzzano, Rome, Italy, Aerospace Engineering
Tracy Bryant, Goode, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Harrison Buchanan, Jr., Roanoke, VA, Civil Engineering
Gregory D. Bump, Blacksburg, VA, Electrical Engineering
Stephanie Buresh, Vienna, VA, Wildlife Management
Gwendolyn Burnham, Bealeton, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Troy Burns, Midlothian, VA, Computer Science
Patrick Burton, Falls Church, Va, Electrical Engineering
Kimberly Bush, Alexandria, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Jeffrey Butt, North Wales, PA, Accounting
Laura L. Buyrn, Chesapeake, VA, Geology/Music
Amy Byrd, Wheeling, wv, Finance
Melissa Byrne, Basking Ridge, NJ, Finance
Mary Cacheris, Annandale, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Michelle Cacheris, Annandale, VA, Communications Studies
Steven Cahill, Vienna VA, Economics
Kelly Calkins, Lexington, VA, Elementary Education
Jennifer Callahan, Alexandria, VA, Sociology
Deborah Callsen, Carlisle, PA, Physical Education
Loren Cammie, Bowie, MD, Computer Science
Kathleen Campbell, Kennett Square, PA, Marketing
Michelle Campbell, Newport News, VA, Psychologi> /Pre-Physical

Therapy
Jacqueline Cannon, Falls Church, VA, Marketing
Matthew Caperman, Howard Beach, NY, HRIM
Richard Cariens, Burke, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Angela Carlton, Alexandria, VA, Marketing
William Carper III, Chesterfield, VA, AOE
Darrell Carroll, Appomattox, VA, Agricultural Economics
Diane Carroll, Bowie, MD, HRIM
Doreen Carter, Hillsdale, NJ, Chemistry
Kristi Carter, Vinton, VA, Marketing
Lena Carter, Bristol, VA, Economics/Chemistry
Tammy Carter, Richmond, VA, Elementary Education
Wendy Carter, Midlothian, VA, Theatre Arts
Kristina Cartier, Vienna, VA, Agricultural Economics
Shannon Casey, Roanoke, VA, Accounting
Richard Cassady, Martinsville, VA, Industrial & Systems

Engineering
Lisa Cassano, Richmond, VA, Management
Lori Ann Castle, Fairfax, VA, English
Julie Chadburn, Centreville, VA, Political Science
Thomas Chatfield, Westminster, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Alex Chen, Landing, NJ, Finance
John Cherry, Suitland, MD, Communications Studies
Stephanie Chew, Blacksburg, VA, Agricultural Economics
Kelli Chiang, McLean, VA, International Studies
Linda Chin, Springfield, VA, English
Kimberly Chism, Center Valley, PA, International Studies
Susie Cho, Oakton, VA, Psychology
Greg Chrisawn, Manassas, VA, Biology
Somerset Chung, Springfield, VA, Biochemistry
Keith Clancy, Bridgewater, NJ, Building Construction
Brian Clark, Asheboro, NC, Wildlife Management
Sherrie Clark, Disputanta, VA, Animal Science
John Clevinger, Maxie, VA, Mine Engineering
Christopher Cline, Ridgeway, VA, Marketing

Brumfield
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More than just beer and pretzels ...

Brothers Forever

So, what was the Robbie Hope fund thing all about? It was called the
Robbie Hope Wellness Fund, and it was to help a young man who was
dying of leukemia.
Robbie Hope, a junior majoring in finance, was dying from a rare
form of Leukemia. It affected his bone marrow, and he needed a
transplant in order to stay alive. Hope had what is called a Philadelphia
chromosome that was very rare, so it made finding a donor just that
much more difficult.
Hope was a volunteer with the Montgomery County Christmas Store,
as well as an active member of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. His
fellow brothers organized the fund for him.
Phi Kappa Sigma took this project under its wing because it
concerned the life of one of their brothers. TCBY Yogurt held a yogurta-thon on April 11thto raise money for the fund. The point of the
contest was to eat as much yogurt as possible in three minutes. They
solicited businesses in the New River Valley to help this cause by
sponsoring people for the yogurt-a-thon.
The entry fee for the contest was $75, and the individual who won
received $300 and a very large stomach ache. TCBY hoped to raise at
least $10,000.
The money went toward Hope's financial costs of being in the
hospital and to the testing of people on campus for a bone marrow
match. This process took place on April 28 th . In a normal circumstance,
the testing would cost $60 per person, but because of the raising of
money, the testing would be free for those who qualified.
The words "brotherhood is forever" rang true for the brothers of Phi
Sigma Kappa, and especially for Robbie Hope.
by Sandra Christine Murphey

Cline
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Sherry Ann Clouser, Blacksburg, VA, Psychology/History
Christi Coates, Kingsport, TN, Accounting
Dodie Cobb, Blacksburg, VA, Business Management
Carolyn Coleman, Midlothian, VA, Sports/Business Management

Stacie Cook, Richmond, VA, Biochemistry
Kenneth Cooke, Richmond, VA, Accounting
Lauren Cooley, Randolph, NJ
Michael Cooper, Blacksburg, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences

Diane Cox, Manassas, VA, Management
Susan Cox, Ft. Blackmore, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Maua Craig, Lynchburg, VA, Phyical Education/Exercise Science
Angela Craun, Mt. Crawford, VA, Agricultural Economics

Glenn Crouse, Timonium, MD, Computer Engineering
Elizabeth Crowder, Waynesboro, VA, Biology
Amy Cruise, Ridgeway, VA, Management Science
Charles Cruse, St. Mary's City, MD, Political Science

Lisa Dalaklis, Greensboro, NC, Clothing & Textiles
Maureen Dall, Alexandria, VA, Communications Studies
Meghan Dall, Alexandria, VA, Political Science
Sharon Dalton, Bassett, VA, Marketing/Management

John Darnell, Hampton, VA, Mathematics
Wes David, Virginia Beach, VA, Chemistry
Sheryl Davidson, Oakton, VA, Biology
Donna Davis, Hinton, WIt; ECAS

You Call
This
Summer

School?
Audra Debnam, Worton, MD, Agricultural Business
Tonya Decesaris, Owings, MD, Communications Studies/English
Dana Decker, Purcellville, VA, History
Christopher Deckert, Colonial Heights, VA, Biology

Clouser
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Susan Reimers, a senior who majored in
communication studies posed for a picture in Cadiz, Spain, where she
spent part of her summer.

Susan Collins, Middletown, NJ, Dietetics
Kelly Comeau, Arlington, VA, Spanish
Steven Condaras, Charleston, wv, Accountng
Victoria Conder, Chincoteague, VA, HlDM
Brian Connelly, Alexandria, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Jeffrey Connor, Richmond, VA, Management

Michelle Cornick, Saratoga, NY, Psychology
Maricris Corpus, Blacksburg, VA, Marketing
Anders Cortsen, Roanoke, VA, Marketing
Vickie Costopou/os, Atlanta, GA, Economics
Christy Counts, West Point, NY, Biology
Lisa Covington, Virginia Beach, VA, Family & Child
Development
Leslie Crawford, Media, PA, Chemical Engineering
Dwight Crews, Scottsburg, VA, Statistics
Jacqueline Crook, Chesapeake, VA, History/Political Science
Buzz Crosby, Mathews, VA, Civil Engineering
Allison Crouch, Warrenton, VA, Political Science
Steven Crouch, Newark, DE, Accounting

John Crute III, Blacksburg, VA, Landscape Architecture
Francie Cumby, Moneta, VA, Psychology
Steven Cunningham, Blacksburg, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Jeffrey Curry, Neversink, NY, Economics
Jane Czaja, Alexandria, VA, English
Jennifer Dahl, Virginia Beach, VA, Interior Design

Douglas Dameron, Martinsville, VA, Finance
William S. Daniel, Suffolk, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Kelley Daniels, Blacksburg, VA, Accounting
Steve Daniels, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture
Daisy Daquilanea, Virginia Beach, VA, HRIM
Laura Darling, Blacksburg, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning

James Davis, Vienna, VA, Political Science
Kenneth Davis, Petersburg, VA, Computer Science
Laurel Davis, Vienna, VA, Mathematics
Michael Davis, Newpo rt News, VA, Electrical Engineering
Michael De'Marsi, Warren NJ, Electrical Engineering
Joseph Deausen, Potomac, MD, Geography

For most of us, our cultural experience
with Spain has been learning how to count
to ten while watching Sesame Street. For
Susan Reimers, a senior communications
studies major with a minor in Spanish, her
cultural experience surpassed listening to
Maria count relentlessly repeating uno,
dos, tres .. . Last summer, through a six
week program sponsored by the university,
she was able to travel abroad to Spain and
receive "hands on" experience.
Reimers had always wanted to visit
Spain, but did not want to spend her entire
summer over there. This program was the
perfect opportunity. With twelve other

students, mostly from this area, she spent
her first two weeks visiting Cadiz, a town
located very close to the beach. There, she
attended classes from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.,
studying the Spanish language and its
grammar. For the following four weeks,
the group stayed in Madrid and worked on
conversational skills. The program was set
up through Estudio Internacional
Sampere, but school was by no means the
only experience contained in this trip.
"If you had socks on, you were a
foreigner, not that it wasn't more than
obvious already," Reimers said. There
were many cultural differences and a few

shocks experienced during Reimers' trip
overseas. "On an average day the
temperature was bout 119 degrees, and
there was no air conditioning. My
roommate and I went to bed hugging a
bottle of frozen water. the simple things
in America are taken too much for
granted."
The greatest cultural barrier to
overcome during the whole trip occurred
when she arrived at her host family's
home. "I had been on the plane for 40
hours and had had no sleep at all. The
only thing I had on my mind when I got
there was to call my parents and let them
Sonya Delacuadra, Virginia Beach, VA, Industrial Engineering
Maria Delano, Warsaw, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Beth Delong, Midlothian, VA, Political Science
Thomas Denner, Springfield, VA, Political Science
Darlene Devera, Norfolk, VA, Economics
Michele Di Blasi, Long Valley, NJ, Elementary Education
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know that I had arrived safely. I picked up the phone, dialed the
operator only to find that she did not speak any English. We couldn't
understand one another in the least. It was terrible! "
Other differences between America and Spain, besides the obvious
language difference, was in the people and their mentality of thinking.
"The women were really pushy and wanted to run your life. Madrid was
very friendly. It reminded me of southern hospitality." During the day
between the times of 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., everyone took naps. "It was
hard for us to understand why all of the shops closed down during this
time until I realized the night life kept people out every night. My host
mom would come home at six o'clock in the morning. There were so
many differences and experiences it's hard to mention them all. "
Reimers enjoyed the Spanish food, which included paella, and many
fried platters. "The food was great but I am not a very heavy eater.
Unfortunately they forced food on you and became insulted if you didn't
eat every last bite. What I missed most was the Sangria wine. "
On Saturdays, Reimers and her group would visit other small cities
located near her home. Some of these towns included Toledo,
Salamanca, and Segovia. Her favorite place was Seville because it had
beautiful scenery. "We also visited Tangiers, Africa. I have no desire to
ever return. The streets were so crowded with people who just grabbed
and shouted at you trying to get you to buy their stuff. No one was
allowed to take their passports because the people stole U.S. passports in
hopes to one day live in America."
Not only did Reimers learn about the Spanish culture, but through
the program, she met several people from different countries and had
the chance to talk to them about their home land. "I also learned
complete independence. I've never been too completely dependent on
my parents, but not even having your own culture to lean on taught me
how to take complete care of myself. " Appreciation for other lifestyles
and patience with foreigners was another important lesson she
experienced outside the classroom. "Now I know how it feels to be an
outsider in an almost helpless environment." Experiencing a culture
outside of a classroom has definitely proved to be a larger lesson than
one could ever learn by watching television.

by Sandee Williamson
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Benedict Dichoso, Ft. Washington, MD, Civil Engineering
Melissa Dimartino, Torrington, CT, Biology
Francis Di Roberto, White House Station, NJ, Electrical
Engineering
Richard Dishman, Glouchester, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Michael Dixon, Forest, VA, Management Science
Stephen Donahue, Blacksburg, VA, Geography/History
Laurie Donohoe, Springfield, VA, Marketing
Lara Dorman, Haymarket, VA, Biology
Coston Dorsey, Forestville, MD, Finance
Heather Dorsey, Norfolk, VA, Gerontology
William Dotson, Willis, VA, Civil Engineering
Robert Douglas, Laurens, SC, Sports Management
Lisa Draughn, Bowie, MD, Family & Child Care Development
Geralyn Drayton, Petersburg, VA, English
Lesley Drum, Ponce Inlet, FL, Architecture
Sandy Duke, Floyd, VA, Agriculture Technology
Adam Dunbar, Williamsburg, VA, Ocean Engineering
Michael Dungan, Fairfax, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Denise Dunlap, Richmond, VA, Biology
John Durana, Hanover, MD, Marketing
Kim Durboraw, Flelmington, NJ, Finance
Christian Dvorak, Califon, NJ, Architecture
Glenn Eanes, Casanova, VA, Management
Brent Eaton, New Market, VA, Dairy Science
John Edleman, Blacksburg, VA, Agricultural Engineering
John Edie, Clemson, SC, Mechanical Engineering
Kadmous El-Adas, Blacksburg, VA, MBA
Omeima El-Bassioni, Vienna, VA, Management Science
David Ellis, Roanoke, VA, English
Jay Ellwood, Millersville, MD, Electrical Engineering
Christina Elrod, Richmond, VA, Management
Ann Emberson, Silver Spring, MD, Civil Engineering
Jennifer Embick, Alexandria, VA, Liberal Arts & Science
Lisa Emory, Roanoke, VA, Marketing
Catherine Engle, Fairfax Station, VA, Forestry & Wildlife
Hanna Eun, Fairfax Station, VA, Management Science
April Evans, Arlington, VA, Finance
Jacqueline Evans, Blacksburg, VA, FCD/Psychology
Susan Evans, Poquoson, VA, HRIM
Brent Evers, Vienna, VA, Electrical Engineering
Yolanda Ezell, Temple Hills, MD, Finance
Margaret Facenda, Portsmouth, VA, Human Development
Mary Ann Fallin, Hague, VA, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Chorman Fan, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture
Elizabeth Farner, Fairfax, VA, FCD/Human Services
Michael Favis, Dunn Loring, VA, Biology
Julie Fawley, Gainesville, VA, Mathematics
Jennifer Feathers, Blacksburg, VA, Accounting
Frank Feist, Alexandria, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Kathryn Felch, Alexandria, VA, Communications Studies
Jocelyn Felter, Vienna, VA, International Studies
Kimberly Fender, Springfield, VA, International Studies
Melanie Fenwick, Fredericksburg, VA, Sociology
Jon Fernau, Elkton, MD, Electrical Engineering
Stacey Ferraro, Blacksburg, VA, Finance
Majorie Fichter, Chantilly, VA, Communications Studies
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Branch Fields, III, Williamsburg, VA, LASC
Shannon Finger, Prince George, VA, Psychology
Anthony Fiore, Herndon, VA, Animal Science/Biology
Sheila Fisher, Bluefield, VA, Accounting
Denise Fitch, Roanoke, VA, Elementary Education
Jason Fitez, Baltimore, MD, Finance

soc
It
To
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Elizabeth Flemming, Summit, NJ, Finance, Management
Michael Forrer, Bowie, MD, Electrical Engineering
Linda Foster, Axton, VA, Mathematics
Gregory Fox, Dornestown, MD, Management Science
Tina Fox, Radford, VA, Business Education
Beth Fralin, Brownsville, MD, Accounting

Marion Frazier, Salem, VA, English
Dawn Freas, Glenside, PA, Architecture
Amanda Freeman, Richmond, VA, Finance/Management
Christine Freeman, Blacksburg, VA, Psychology
Kristin Freese, Blacksburg, VA, Finance
Fabienne Frey, Burke, VA, Materials Engineering

Christina Futch, Blacksburg, VA, Psychology
Mike Gadd, Blacksburg, VA, Geography
Monica Gaines, Poquoson, VA, Math
Wendy Gallagher, West Chester, PA, Marketing
Linda Galletto, Pawling, NY, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Sharon Galyon, Fishkill, NY, Sports Management

Roslyn Garrison, Charlottesville, VA, Management
Cheryl Garrity, Falls Chucrh, VA, Political Science
Alison Gebauer, Glen Mills, PA, Mechanical Engineering
Katherine Mary Geiser, Gainesville, FL, Chemistry
Adam Gemsheim, Chantilly, VA, Economics
Robert Gentry, Springfield, VA, Communications Studies

Jamie Gibson, Vienna, VA, Electrical Engineering
Theresa Gidley, Richmond, VA, Agricultural Engineering
Jennifer Gilbert, Montclair, VA, Elementary Education
Annemarie Gililland, Fairfax, VA, Accounting
Noelle Gill, Fairfax Station, VA, Biology
Philip Gill, South Boston, VA, Communications Studies

Kristen Gohlke, Midlothian, VA, Marketing
Aaron Goldberg, Laurel, MD, Civil Engineering
Kara Goldberg, Laurel, MD, Family & Child Development
Michael Goode, Roanoke, VA, Finance
Michael Goodman, Washington, D.C., Technical Education
Michael Goodrich, Annandale, VA, Public Administration
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Krista Grigg, a junior who majored in civil engineering, was also a
member of the women's soccer team.

Brian Flack, Blacksburg, VA, Chemistry
Jamye Flannery, Manassas, VA, Graphic Design
Jason Fleming, Leesburg, VA, Biochemistry
Shannon Fleming, Richmond, VA, Psychology

Hours of practice and weekends spent
traveling to games was time consuming for
any college athlete, and was no different
for Krista Grigg, a junior in civil
engineering. Grigg played on the
Women's Soccer team, and although she
spent most of her time studying or
practicing, she enjoyed every minute of it.
Grigg's love for soccer started early in
her childhood. Playing with her friends
and keeping in shape were incentives for
her hard work. In high school Grigg
continued to play on a "select team," and
no goals were ever scored against them.
Soccer, "a great sport" as she said,

continued to be a part of her life in college.
During Grigg's junior year, the women's
soccer team was not at a varsity level. The
team had to rely on financial support from
the Department of Recreational Sports and
the Student Budget Board, and often the
team had to pay for any lodging required
during a trip. Fortunately, this did not
keep Grigg and her teammates from
pulling off a 10-6 reacord.
Grigg also said that because of her time
commitment to soccer, she became more
responsible with her free time. "Because
of my love for soccer, I work harder to
complete my [school] work so that I can

play." Grigg had also never played with a
team with such skill, and boasted that the
team played with skill rather than
aggression.
Grigg planned to continue playing
soccer, even after college. In spite of the
hard work and the time commitment,
Grigg said, "working together to make a
play and improving my skills make it all
worthwhile. "

by Tonya Clark

Anthony Francis, Roanoke, VA, Physical Education
Jon Franklin, Blacksburg, VA, Finance
Michelle Franklin, Roanoke, VA, Management Science
Nancy Frantz, Succasunna, NJ, Animal Science

Karen Friend, Ellicott City, MD, Mechanical Engineering
J. Paul Frostman, Woodbridge, VA, Management Science
Curtis Fuller, Blacksburg, VA, English
Stephen Fuss, Reston, VA, Mechanical Engineering

Caroline Gardner, Yorktown, VA, HRfM
Hollis Gardner, Lexington, KY, Civil Engineering
Sharon Gariepy, Springfield, VA, Marketing
Caroline Garrison, Alexandria, VA, Human Nutrition & Foods

David George, Milford, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Allan Gerales, Blacksburg, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Barry Gesell, Round Hill, VA, Marketing
Mitzi Gibbs, Collinsville, VA, Finance

Timothy Gilliam, Roxboro, NC, Economics
Ann Gladstone, Virginia Beach, VA, Elementary Education
Michael Glagola, Jr. , Richmond, VA, Chemistry
Stephen Glick, Virginia Beach, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences

Angela Gordon, Virginia Beach, VA, Family & Child Development
Beverly Gordon, Blacksburg, VA, Family & Child Development
Avril Gove, West Point, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Suzanne Grady, Staunton, VA, Political Science
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Donna Grant, Virginia Beach, VA, Finance
Christopher Grantham, South Atteboro, MA, Theatre Arts
William Grassmyer, Randolph, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Charles Graves, Newtown Square, PA, Mechanical Engineering
Dwight S. Gray, South Boston, VA, Sociology
Shawna Gray, Boston, VA, Communications Studies
Hennessey Green, Blacksburg, VA, Management
Jason Green, Fredericksburg, VA, History
Tamera Gregory, Newport News, VA, Computer Science
Sarah Gresham, Dumfries, VA, Elementary Education
Michele Grey, Penfield, NY, Electrical Engineering
Lisa Grimsley, Springfield, VA, Management Science
David Gross, Vinton, VA, Psychology
Karen Gross, Richmond, VA, International Studies/Political
Science
Brian Grove, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture
Lucinda Grove, Dale City, VA, Family & Child Development
Peter Guilfoyle, Reston, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Valerie Guill, Appomattox, VA, Management
Patrick Guinn, Springfield, VA, Biology
Mark Guynn, Mohnton, PA, Aerospace Engineering
Sheila Guzman, Virginia Beach, VA, Finance
Cary Hagen, Richmond, VA, Finance
Cheryl Hagn, Annandale, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Jennifer Haight, Wilmington, DE, Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Jeff Hall, Chesapeake, VA, Accounting
Karen Hall, Madison Heights, VA, Curriculum & Instruction
Tonya Hall, Christiansburg, VA
William Hall, Dumfries, VA, Political Science
Williard Hamill, Roanoke, VA, Mechanical Engineering
David Hamilton, Midlothian, VA, ECAS
Stacy Hampton, Fairfax Station, VA, Management Science
Michelle Han, Vienna, VA, Finance
Derek Hanger, Churchville, VA, Technology Education
Dawn Hardison, Virginia Beach, VA, Physical Education
Stephanie Hardwick, West Caldwell, NJ, Dietetics
Romona Harps, Hampton, VA, Elementary Education
Brenda Harris, Willis, VA, Business Education
Karlene Harris, Hollywood, MD, Electrical Engineering
Kristina Harris, Blacksburg, VA, Computer Science
William O. Harrison, Colonial Heights, VA, Architecture
Christian Harshberger, Radford, VA, History
Eric Hart, Gainesville, FL, ECAS
Kristin Hart, Clifton, VA, Marketing
Jenny Hartka, Fairfax, VA, Psychology
J. David Hartman, Roanoke, VA, Electrical Engineering
Gary Harvey, Blacksburg, VA, Finance
Lori Hastings, Springfield, VA, Marketing
Karen Hauck, White Hall, MD, Landscape Architecture
Eleanor Haughey, Rockville, MD, Communications Studies
Myra Hautz, Poquoson, VA, History
Chad Hawkinson, Flemington, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Terry Hayes, Fairfax Station, VA, Business Mangement
Polly Headley, Glen Allen, VA, Marketing
Heather Heady, Oakton, VA, Elementary Education
Julie Heath, McLean, VA, Elementary Education
Glen Hebel, Lutherville, MD, Civil Engineering
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In the age of the 90s ...

Let's Talk About Sex!
Michael Lyons, a
senior who majored
in history,
spent several
of his college years
working with the
departmen t of
Student Health
Services at Virginia
Tech as a peer
educator. A native of
the Bronx, New
York, he aimed to
teach students about
the dangers
of unprotected
sexual con tact
and promoting safe
sex through a series
of seminars held in
dormitories
throughout the
campus.

It was often said that the average male thought about sex over onehundred times in a single day. However, Michael Lyons, a senior in
history, managed to focus his thoughts in a much more productive
manner. A native of the Bronx, Lyons spent over two years of his
college career as a peer educator for the Student Health Services
department.
Lyons' job was to promote safe sex. He said his reasons for joining
the peer education program included "meeting people, getting a chance
to speak in front of others," and feeling that the program was simply "a
good cause."
Lyons' work consisted of skits, group discussions, and games to teach
students the methods of safe sex and the ways in which to prevent
sexually transmitted diseases. Other topics for discussion included birth
control, and AIDS education.
According to Wynne Reece, an intern in the Office of Public Affairs,
Lyons "encouraged students to think about people's rights in a sexual
relationship," and "challenged stereotypes held in regards to gender and
how these stereotypes create barriers for both sexes."
In addition to his work as a peer educator, Lyons also wrote a series of
articles for the Collegiate Times about the dangers of unprotected
sexual practices.
Lyons' plans for after graduation included teaching either history or
health education, focusing once again on sexual health issues.

by Monica Roe Berry

Hebel
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Kelly Hedgepeth, Yorktown, VA Marketing
Patrick Heelen, Cruftun, MD, History
Dean Henderson, Richlands, VA, Civil Engineering
Ann Hennessey, Burlington, VT, Clothing & Textiles

Debbie Hersman, Chantilly, VA, International Studies/Political Science
Jennifer Higgins, Burke, VA, Business Management
Brent Hill, Alexandria, VA, ECAS
Lauren Hill, Boyds, MD, Psychology

Brian Hoang, Springfield, VA, Electrical Engineering
Thuc Hoang, Arlington, VA, Electrical Engineering
David Hobart, Virginia Beach, VA, Chemistry
Neil Hobbs, Suffolk, VA, Electrical Engineering

Alison Hogan, Blacksburg, VA, Communications Studies
William Hogan, Pamplin, VA, Political Science/History
Jennifer Hohenberger, Towson, MD, Computer Engineering
Jonathan Holda, Middletown, RI, Civil Engineering

Michael Hollis, Severna Park, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Arthur Holloway, Glenwood, MD, Statistics
Elizabeth Holt, Fairfax Station, VA, ECAS
Michael Hopson, Midlothian, VA, Aerospace Engineering

Rhett Hudson, Reston, VA, CPE
Michele Huebsch, Boonton, NJ, Accounting
Anna Hugo, Virginia Beach, VA, Architecture
Kelly Hunt, Fairfax, VA, Management Science

The
Gift
Of
Knowledge
Leslie Lenore James, Crozet, VA, Communications Studies
Michelle James, Virginia Beach, VA, Finance
Daniel Jares, Rome, NY, Electrical Engineering
Lisa Jarrett, Blue Ridge, VA, Communications Studies
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Roger Hennigh, Springfield, VA, Psychology
Layton Henry, Abingdon, VA, Agricultural Economics
John Hepler, Pomfret, MD, Electrical Engineering
Acey Herrera, Virginia Beach, VA, Aerospace Engineering
William Herrington, Oakton, VA, English
Jason Herskowitz, Reston, VA, Mechanical Engineering

Lisa Hill, Blacksburg, VA, English
Stephen B. Hilley, Reston, VA, Sociology
John Hines, Lacrosse, VA, Agricultural Technology
Matthew Hines, Warrenton, VA, History
Shannon Hines, Richmond, VA, Accounting
Jesse Ho, Statesboro, GA, Electrical Engineering

Adele Hobday, Blacksburg, VA, Management
Melanie Hoch, Doylestown, PA, Finance
Richard Hodges, Danville, VA, Electrical Engineering
Nicole, Hoffarth, Blacksburg, VA, Civil Engineering
Chris Hoffman, Charleston, WV; Aerospace Engineering
Paul Hoffman, Sinking Springs, PA, Electrical Engineering

Christopher Holdren, Charlottesville, VA, English
Peter Holland, Reston, VA, Statistics
Richard Holland, New Church, VA, Agricultural Technology
Ricky Hollic, Danville, VA, Biology
Kurt Hollinger, York, PA, Mechanical Engineering
Nina Hollins, Temple Hills, MD, Family & Child Development

Nathan Hostetter, Lancaster, PA, Marketing
Brian Houston, Powhatan, VA, Computer Engineering
Patricia Hsu, Cedar Knolls, NJ, Accounting
Amy Hubof. Newport News, VA, Communications Studies
Jill Huddleston, Vienna, VA, Management Science
Douglas Hudgins, Mathews, VA, Mechanical Engineering

Corey Huynh, Burke VA
Corey Hyde, Falls Church, VA, Dietetics
Angie Icenhour, Bristol, VA, Marketing
Lindsay Irving, West Chester PA, Finance
Stephen Jackson, Honaker, VA, Electrical Engineering
Andrea Jacoby, Severna Park, MD, Accounting

For Jason Green, a senior history major,
bettering the generations to come could
never start too soon. By volunteering his
gift of knowledge, hoped to influence
young minds before it was too late.
Walking through McBryde one day,
Green came upon a flyer put out by the
YMCA asking for anyone interested in
tutoring elementary students. His mom
had worked in an elementary school back
home and sometimes helped out by
working with kids who had terrible reading
problems. With no hesitation, Green went
to the meeting and orientation. In no time
at all he found himself at Harding

Elementary School tutoring kindergarteners
and first graders.
"When I first started working with the kids I
was really naive as to how brilliant they are
and how unafraid they are to say anything that
comes in their mind. It was interesting." In
the beginning, having a tall, male teacher was
hard for the children to accept. In fact, the
first question Green had to answer was "you're
a guy-why are you teaching?" As time passed,
the children began to look up to their new
influence. "Every time I walked into the
room, the kids would stop whatever they were
doing and swarm about me. There is no
feeling like knowing you're important in the

kids' eyes." One day, Green was seen by
one of his students while shopping
through Kroger. "The little boy
introduced me to his mom as Jason, and
immediately she knew who I was.
Apparently he always talked about me at
home."
Ideally, Green would prefer to work
outdoors as soon as he graduates from
college, but plan B is to teach up to third
grade. "one of the most rewarding parts of
working with children is to see the light
bulb go up, to see them grasp something
and know that you were a part of that
child's understanding. " An example of

Brian Jarvis, Lexington, VA, Agricultural Economics
James Jenkins, White Stone, VA, Finance
Sheila Jennings, Dale City, VA, History
Emil Jensen, Glen Allen, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Mer/inda Jergonio, Virginia Beach, VA, Interior Design
Bryan Jewell, Mechanicsville, VA, Technical Education
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Green's innate ability to make learning fun came about when one of his
students refused to read the material he was having trouble with. It
didn't help that the child had an attitude problem as well. Being as
dedicated and patient a person as a teacher needs to be, Green decided
to talk about other things such as Public Enemy, a group the child's
brother listened to. A conversation about the music group was pursued
and eventually applied to the story the child needed to read. Green
began rapping the words to the text and the child soon followed. "The
teacher was a little annoyed at first because every time it was his turn to
read, the kid would rap it. Eventually he began to read normally. At
least he was reading on his own." The problem kids and the ones with
attitudes were Green's favorite. He enjoyed trying to pin-point the
problem and "correct" it in the best way possible.
Green 's only regret was that he could stay with the kids only an hour
at a time. If given the chance, he would do it again and would
recommend it to anyone willing to give it a try. "It's nice to know that I
may have influenced a child in the right way before he gets older and
gets set in his ways."

Johnson
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Bonnie Johnson, Silver Springs, MD, Physics
Jill Johnson, Finksburg, MD
Kenneth Johnson, Vienna, VA, Geography
Mary Johnson, Blacksburg, VA, Art
Paul Johnson, Gardiner, ME, Economics
Paulo Johnson, Blacksburg, VA, Statistics
Regina Johnson, Dale City, VA, Family & Child Development
Richelle Johnson, Springfield, VA, Pre-vet
Brad Jones, Chesterfield, VA, Public Administration
John P. Jones, Springfield, VA, History
Robert Jones, Burke, VA, Political Science
Katherine Joyce, Damascus, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Todd Joyce, Patrick Springs, VA, Accounting
Kenneth Judd, Damascus, MD, Finance
Lisa Juengling, Fairfax, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Donald Jugan, Phoenixville, PA, Mechanical Engineering
Debra Kaltenecker, S. Charleston, W1f, Business Management
Perry Kaly, Avon, MN, Psychology
Cari Kammerer, Highland, MD, Family & Child Development
Dana Kamrath, Charleston, SC, Family & Child Development
Ellen Kantor, Falls Church, VA, Marketing
Ziad Kassis, McLean, VA, Computer Engineering
Kristina Kay, Glenn Dale, MD, Communications
Studies/English
Lori Keck, Warrenton, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Michael Keesee, Williamsburg, VA, Electrical Engineering
Steven Keller, Severna Park, MD, Urban Affairs
Heather Kellner, Glyndon, MD, Industrial & Systems
Engineering
William Kelly, Winchester, NH, Dairy Science
Ginger Kennedy, Churchville, VA, Finance
Eleanor Kent, Altavista, VA, Clothing & Textiles
Marianne Kern, Brookeville, MD, Business Management
David Kerxha/li, Penfield, NY, Mechanical Engineering
James Key, Jr., Pittsburgh, PA, Economics
Curtis Keys, Baldwin, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Eero Kilkson, Wilmington, DE, Biology/Communications Studies
Charles King, Shawsville, VA, Management
Kevin King, Bristol, VA, Architecture
Laura King, Lexington, VA, Landscape Architecture
Julie Kinn, Upper Square River, NJ, Biology
Scott Kiser, Bluefield, VA, Management
Jeffrey Kissell, Wilmington, DE, Civil Engineering
Edward Kist III, Poquoson, VA, Mechanical Enginneering
Stephen Kleiber, Earlysville, VA, Public Administration
Shane Kleinpeter, Blacksburg, VA, ISE
Karin Klimek, Gaithersburg, MD, Animal Science
Noel Klippenstein, Blacksburg, VA, Physical Education
Leslie Knickerbocker, Virginia Beach, VA, Communications Studies
Brian Knight, Alexandria, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Thomas Knorr, Annapolis, MD, Mathematics
Tara Knott, Falls Church, VA, PAD
Henry Kopf, Cary, NC, Economics
Michael Kozloff, Blacksburg, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Michelle Kozusko, Hampton, VA, ISE
Lynn Kraisser, Ellicott City, MD, Physical Education
Adam Kress, Blacksburg, VA, Business Management
Kristin Krough, Louisville, KY, Art
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Jonathan Kronimus, Richmond, VA, Electrical Engineering
Kathryn Kruhm, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture
Brian Krushwitz, Hampton VA, Electrical Engineering
John Kuban, Columbia MD, Finance
Eliz abeth Kuo, Centreville, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Krista Kurre, Springfield, VA, Family & Child Development

Juggling
Commitments:

School, Work,
Bowling Pins
Melissa Lambert, Max Meadows, VA, Business Management
Brett Lammers, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture
Leigh Ann Lancaster, Salem, VA, Management
Michael Larkin, Hampton, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning
Patrick Larkin, Hampton, VA, Horticulture
Aimee Larkins, Springfield, VA, Spanish

Diane Lawson, Danville, VA, Management Science
Jeffrey Layne, Medford, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
David Lecain, Poquoson, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Cindy Lee, Triangle, VA, Communications Studies
Michael Lee, Rockville MD, Biochemistry
Stephanie Lee, Blacksburg, VA, Political Science

Betty Ann Levy, Seaford, VA, Communications Studies
Ronald Lewis , Jr., Richmond, VA, Management

Science!Finance
Catherine Lillis, Berryville, VA, Animal Science
Roger Lilly, Salem, VA, Finance
Susan Lindsay, Schenectady, NY, Technology Education
Stephanie Lion, Richmond, VA, Finance

Gregg Locascio, Commack, NY, Mechanical Engineering
Whitney Lochridge, Reston, VA, Finance
Lisa Locke, Fairfax Station, VA, Psychology
Marianne Locke, New Freedom, PA, Biology
Timothy Locklear, Fallston, MD, Music
Lisa Lombardi, Stafford, VA, Interior Design

Eliz abeth Lynch, Fairfax Station, VA, International Studies
Gretchen Lynch, Vienna, VA, Communications Studies
John Lyons, Arlington, VA, Civil Engineering
Kathryn Mack, Hampton, VA, Architecture
Thomas Madden, McLean, VA, History
Samuel Maddox, Blacksburg, VA, Management Science

James Maino, East Northport, NY, Psychology
Laura Majewski, Midlothian, VA, Communications Studies
Dana Makielski, Alexandria, VA, Finance
Brian Malak, Blue Bell, PA, Mechanical Engineering
Kimberly Mallow, Fairfax, VA, Marketing
Shannon Maloney, London, England, Biology

Kronimus
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Jennifer Kuszmaul, Baltimore, MD, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Jessica Lafalce, Setauket, NY, Interior Design
Coung Lam, Ellicott City, MD, Electrical Engineering
Christine Lambert, Herndon, VA, Electrical Engineering

Juggling required concentration on an
acute sense of coordination and the skill of
keeping various objects afloat. People had
been juggling since the days of court
jesters, whether it was for pure recreation
or as a competitive sport. One could find
people juggling on the Drillfield for pure
pleasure; or, it they were a bit more
serious they could even seek out the
Virginia Technical Juggler's Club. This
club was founded in 1981 by Laura Wood
along with others who felt that they would
like a club for themselves.
Chris Long, a member of the
organization, said that he juggled both as a

hobby and competitively. He was so
addicted to this hobby that sometimes he
even took juggling with him when doing
simple, every day chores. He commented
that while shopping in Kroger he could be
found juggling various produce items.
The Virginia Technical Jugglers, along
with Long, became involved in a
convention that was held over the weekend
of Leap Day. It was a public showing
which included sharing tricks and
workshops. Even a beginner's workshop
was offered to encourage many to come
out and participate. Schools up and down
the east coast all came together and

included jugglers from all walks of life.
Many of the jugglers were college students,
while the rest were members of the
International Juggling Association.
Whether he twirled bowling pins, clubs,
or rings, Long said he preferred juggling
the fruits and vegetables in the produce
section of Kroger the most.

by Cara Blume

Catty Laseau, Alexandria, VA, History
Marie Lasik, Sterling, VA, Civil Engineering
William Laughlin, Richmond, VA, Architecture
Lance Loughmiller, Norfolk, VA, Computer Engineering

Cherie Leffler, Alexandria, VA, Electrical Engineering
Winsor Leonard, Snellville, GA, Elementary Education
Tony Lepley, Winchester, VA, Agricultural Economics
Martin Leppistsch, Richmond, VA, Computer Science/Communications Studies

Tina Littlefield, Monrovia, MD, Management Science
Carol Liu, Terre Haute, IN, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Angela Lobb, Lynchburg, VA, English
Kenneth Lobingier, Blacksburg, VA, Finance

Wendy Lovern, Roanoke, VA, Chemistry
Stacy Lu, Manassas, VA, Marketing
David Lubin, Randolf, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Kellie Lugenbeel, Virginia Beach, VA, Biology

Dawn Maglietta, Falls Church, VA, Psychology
Patricia Mahaffy, Little Plymouth, VA, Communications Studies
Kristi Mahan, South Charleston, Wl~ Accounting
Sonia Maine, Woodbridge, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences

Richard Mancuso, Blacksburg, VA, Physical Education
Donald Manning, Claremont, NH, Political Science
Wade Mant/o, Mechanicsville, VA, Marketing
Frank Maresca, Fairfax, VA, Marketing

Maresca
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Ian Markley, Fairfax, VA, Economics
Erika Markussen, West Sand Lake, NY, Architecture
David Marshall, Cantonsville, MD, Civil Engineering
Jennifer Martin, Frederick, MD, Biology
Kelly Martin, Virginia Beach, VA, Communications Studies
Lara Martin, Leesburg, VA, Engineering Science & Mechanics
Timothy Martin, Leesburg, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Alvaro Martinez, Burke, VA, Industrial Engineering
Rachel E. Matthews, Richmond, VA, HRIM
Lisa Mayhew, Vinton, VA, Family & Child Development
Craig Mazar, West Paterson, NJ, Aerospace Engineering
Crystal R. McAnelly, Chesapeake, VA, History
Kelley McArtor, Fredericksburg, VA, Communications Studies
Andrew McCauley, Milford, NJ, Electrical Engineering
Carolyn McCauley, Lynchburg, VA, Food Science
Lowell McClung, Blacksburg, VA, Electrical Engineering
Heather McColl, Chatsworth, CA, Marketing
Melissa McCool, Clifton, VA, Psychology
Denton McCord III, Virginia Beach, VA, Mechanical
Engineering
Terri McCormick, Petersburg, VA, Physics
Valerie T. McCoy, Richmond, VA, Vocational Education
Scott McCulley, Landenberg, PA, Electrical Engineering
Danielle McElroy, Blacksburg, VA, Communications Studies
Sarah McElvein, Virginia Beach, VA, Biology
Kevin McFadden, Alexandria, VA, Electrical Engineering
Bill McFall, Williamsburg, VA, Marketing
Brennan McGehee, Charleston, wv, Management Science
Traci McGhee, Roanoke, VA, Elementary Education
Michaelanne McGuire, Vienna, VA, Architecture
Kelly-Ayn McKay, Blacksburg, VA, HRIM
Sara McKee, Wallingford, PA, Psychology
Mark McLain, Petersburg, VA, Computer Engineering
Joseph F. McManus, Deerfield Beach, FL, Architecture
Laurie McMillan, Portland, CT, Exercise Science
Sarah McQuail, Richmond, VA, Family & Child Development
Bryan McRoberts, Sterling, VA, Computer Science
William Mebane, Dayton, MD, Finance
Michael Medford, Malverne, NY, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Scott Menegatti, Baltimore, MD, Electrical Engineering
Stephanie Meredith, Falls Church, VA, Biology
Kimberly Merrix, Bassett, VA, Biology
William Merryman, Gaithersburg, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Patricia Meslener, Putnam Valley, NY, Statistics
Anna Meyer, Virginia Beach, VA, Accounting/A/S
Sigmund Miachak, McLean, VA, Business Management
Anthony Michaels, Medina, OH, Aerospace Engineering
Chris Milgrim, Vinton, VA, Economics
Chris Miller, Woodbridge, VA, History
Leslie Miller, Newark, DE
Sherril Miller, Martinsville, VA, Family & Child Development
Susan Miller, Salem, VA, PAD
Trevor Miller, Reston, VA, Animal Science
Charles Miller III, Leesburg, VA, Finance
Vicki Millner, Martinsville, VA, Communications Studies
Kathleen Mills, Blacksburg, VA, Marketing
Lisa Miniuk, King George, VA, Electrical Engineering
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Either work, school, or relaxation ...

What Did You Do?
Don Thorstenson, a
junior who
majored in physics,
spent a summer in an
Alaskan fish camp
near Anchorage
catching the finest
Alaskan salmon he
could find. Although
he found his job
"demoralizing" and the
"epitome of society's
unnecessary pleasure,"
this native of
Reston, Virginia not
only was able to see a
different side of the
world, but also
managed to break
previous camp records
by catching a
56-pound fish while he
was there.

While many students spend most of their summers at the beach
catching a few rays, Don Thorstenson, a junior in physics, spent his
summer catching a few fish. Not everyone would have given up a chance
to go to the beach in order to visit the state known for sub-zero
temperatures and snow, but Thorstenson argued that it was an
experience that could not be forgotten.
For two and a half months, Thorstenson worked at a fish camp located
on Lake Creek, which is near Anchorage, Alaska. During these months
of living in a tent-like cabin, eating anything from veal to duck, and
making no money, he worked as a camp hand fueling boats, cleaning
fish, and chopping wood.
As far out in "nowhere" that this camp was located, it was always
bustling with people who took a boat or flew out to the camp. These
were the only two means of transportation. Here they paid big bucks to
take a chance at catching "grade-A" salmon that the camp took care of.
Although Thorstenson found this "demoralizing" and the "epitome of
society's unnecessary leisure," the beautiful scenery and experience of it
all made the summer worth it.
Contrary to some people's beliefs, Alaska has beautiful weather during
the summer months. For the most part, during the day the temperature
would reach eighty degrees. The trees and grass were green and plush
and grew at an unbelievable rate. Bald eagles, robins, ducks, and other
waterfowl were a common sight. One morning tracks from a bear were
found on the camp.
Thorstenson's two most memorable instances were when he caught a
56-pound fish, breaking the camp's record, and a boat trip he and a few
friends took to get away from it all. Would he do it again? "No way.
Alaska is a great vacation place, but with graduation a year away, I need a
real job that pays real money."
by Sandee Williamson
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Adora Minnick, Jefferson, MD, Clothing & Textiles
Bryan Misenheimer, Staunton, VA, Food Science & Technology
Shaya Misra, Blacksburg, VA, Political Science/ English
Keithanne Mockaitis, Blacksburg, VA, Biochemistry

Stephanie Moreland, Blacksburg, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Morgan IV, Hartfield, VA, Finance
Mark Morgano, Balwinsville, II/V, Civil Engineering
Karen Morris, Blakes, VA, Finance

Craig Moyer, Oak Ridge, TN, Electrical Engineering
Elizabeth Muir, Dayton, MD, Biology/French
Marika Mukai, Reston, VA, Electrical Engineering
Kristin Mullen, Alexandria, VA, Elementary Education

Leonard Myslewicz, Manassas, VA, ECAS
Nancy Nelson, Richmond, VA, Family & Child Development
Lisa Neradka, Rockville, MD, Elementary Education
Jill Neubauer, Woodbine, MD, Biology

Kerry Nolan, Hopewell Junction, NY, Architecture
Peter Nolan, Chevy Chase, MD, Electrical Engineering
Christopher Nolen, Floyd, VA, History/Political Science
Ronald Nonamaker, Vienna, WV; Electrical Engineering

Patricia O'Connell, Wyckoff, NJ, Finance
Les O'Connor, Charleston, WV; Finance/Management
Erin O'Leary, Arlington, VA, Family & Child Development
John O'Toole, Columbia, MD, Mechanical Engineering

The Head
of the
Highly
Tighties
Stephen Ostermann, Toms River, NJ, Electrical Engineering
Michael Otegui, Fairfax, VA, Civil Engineering
Laura Ott, Remington, VA, Biology
Danielle Ouelette, Forest Hill, MD, Electrical Engineering

Minnick
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Ken Martin

Senior Lori Keck, the first female drum major in the history of
Virginia Tech's Corps of Cadets, directed the Highty Tighties into a
formation.

Robert Molique, Pearisburg, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Patrick Mondor, Arnold, MD, Business Management
Frank Monetti, Allenhurst, NJ, Accounting
Melissa Montgomery, Chesapeake, VA, Finance
David Moore, Alexandria, VA, Computer Engineering
Lisa Moore, Alexandria, VA, Management

Robert Morris, Springfield, VA, Civil Engineering
Shawn Morvay, Vineland, NJ, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Karen Moseley, Newport News, VA, HIDM/Interior Design
Kelli Moser, Charleston, Sc, Mathematics
Kimberly Moton, Rockville, MD, Management Science
Amy Mounts, Blacksburg, VA, Architecture

Colleen Murray, Culpeper, VA, Family & Child Development
Michael Murray, Blacksburg, VA, Forestry
Justin Murrill, Blacksburg, VA, Psychology
Rodney Mutter, Tabb, VA, Biology
Jennifer Muzenmaier, Somerville, NJ, Marketing
Kenneth Myers, Manassas, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences

Katherine New, Vienna, VA, Accounting
Chris Nickell, Montclair, VA, Management
Olga Nieto, Santo Domingo, Finance
Daniel Niguidula, Sarasota, FL, Mechanical Engineering
Othon NikiForos, Thessaloniki, Greece, MBA
TiFFanie Nixon, Rapidan, VA, Animal Agriculture

Lisa Norell, Great Falls, VA, Family & Child Development
William Norris, Wakefield, VA, Horticulture
Sara Nuckols, Manakin, VA, Ma rketing
Brian Nuelslein, Joppa, MD, Philsophy
Steven Nunez, Cedar Bluff, VA, Biology
Kara O'Brien, Dayton, VA, Communications Studies

Jill OberField, Northport, NY, HRIM
Julie Ohanesian, Reston, VA, Wildlife Management
Katherine Olgers, Sutherland, VA, Property Management
Annemarie Ormond, Wappingers Falls, NY, Finance
Mark Ortiz, Long Beach, NY, Finance/Economics
Julie Osborn, Great Falls, VA, HRIM

Who says that men always have the lead?
Lori Keck, a senior majoring in liberal arts
and sciences, defied what some might call
"the odds" and became the first female
drum major in the history of the corps.
The Virginia Tech Regimental Band,
commonly known as the Highty Tighties,
formed over 108 years ago and was known
throughout the nation. The Highty
Tighties had won 108 out of the past 110
competitions and had performed several
times in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade. Keck said that she had the "honor
to be in front of the band and uphold the
traditions that had been going on for the

past 108 years." However, this was not
easy.
Keck had wanted to be the drum major
for the Highty Tighties since before she
ever came to Virginia Tech. During the
fall and spring terms she played the piccolo
in the band, but she "never gave up hope"
in becoming the drum major. Through
hard work and practice over the summers
she eventually attained her goal.
The corps band, with over 75 members,
was a regular time commitment consisting
of over twenty hours per week, but Keck
did not mind. She especially enjoyed the
close relationships that developed in the

band. Keck also stated that she
participated in the corps "just for fun."
She realized that there was nothing she
couldn't do, and the experiences she had
with the band and the corps would make
the rest of her life a little easier.
Keck hoped to work for the government
after graduation, but she planned to
continue playing in a community band or
orchestra. Although Keck was not eligible
to lead the Highty Tighties again because it
is only a one-year honor, she felt it was
"the best thing I've ever done. "

bg Tonga Clark
Jill Owen, Matthews, NC, Family & Child Development
Kimberly Owen, Springfield, VA, International Studies
Gregory Owens, Fairfax Station, VA, HRIM
Judith Owens, Vansant, VA, Forestry/Wildlife
Brian Owsenek, Great Falls, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Suzette Oxendine, Chesapeake, VA, Accounting
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Kristi Hedges, a
senior majoring in
communication
studies, wrote
several poetry pieces
while attending
Virginia Tech. A
native of Salisbury,
Maryland, Hedges
emulated her
favorite poet, Sharon
Olds because "she
used a combination
of issues and herself
in her poetry. Most
poets tend to do
either one or the
other." After
graduation Hedges
planned to attend
graduate school at
Purdue University.

Piano
Piano player, play me.
Run your hands down the length
of my keys.
Use every delicate year of learning
and show me all your talents,
smooth fingers from every concerto
you 've practiced.
Touch me with passion,
improvise
make me your own composition,
make me your music
never before heard.

Christmas Tidings
We entered the deserted building
an old department store,
turned into a Christmas shop
for those who must hate that day.
So there we were
eight smiling co-eds
hanging old, dirt stained clothes,
laughing at the style,
not the ability to warm,
and talking about futures.
We moved a few boxes,
discussed plans for later,
thoughtless
to the power of money.
As three old women looked on,
we expressed our pity,
walked out the door,
careful not to get our hands dirty.

Pannell
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Don Pannell, Chester, VA, Civil Engineering
George Papachristos, Endwell, NY, Electrical Engineering
Rajiv Parikh, Lynchburg, VA, CPE/Electrical Engineering
Gyeong Park, Richmond, VA, Biology
Lori Parker, Virginia Beach, VA, Marketing
Elizabeth Parris, Abingdon, VA, Family & Child Development
Michael Parrish, Dolphin, VA, Horticulture
George Patch, Fairfax, VA, Management Science
Nicole Pate, Hopewell, VA, Accounting
David Patrick, Annandale, VA, Computer Science
Christine Patterson, Dalton, GA, Geology
John Paul, Suffolk, VA, Finance
Ralph Paul, Reisterstown, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Stephen Payne, Clifton, VA, Mechanical Engineering
John Pearson, Martinsville, VA, Finance/Management
William Pearson, Mechanicsville, VA, Family & Child

Development
Arthur Pederson, Falling Waters, wv, Economics
Daryl Pendry, Evington, VA, Management
Anne Pepelko, Great Falls, VA, French
Clinton Perdue, Nokesville, VA, Electrical Engineering
Adrienne Perkins, Blacksburg, VA, Communications Studies
James Perkins, Vansant, VA, History
Tara Perkinson, Richmond, VA, Elementary Education
Kristin Perrini, Sterling, VA, HIDM/lnterior Design
Mara Perrone, Vienna, VA, Finance
Jodie Perry, Alexandria, VA, Management Science
Michelle Peters, Herndon, VA, Family & Child Development
Alexis Petrides, Blacksburg, VA, Electrical Engineering
Daniel Petrin, Woodstown, NJ, Accounting
Charles Phillips, Parkton, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Jeffrey Phillips, Roanoke, VA, Finance
Stephen Piccirilli, Glydon, MD, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Mark Pickett, Mt. Airy, MD, Computer Science
Lee Pierson, Gretna, VA, Physical Education
John Pinetti, Derwood, MD, Biology
Michele Pitt, Woodbridge, VA, Forestry
Tomas Pizarro, Petersburg, VA, Computer Science
Robert Placides, Virginia Beach, VA, Communications Studies
Ann Poh, Chesterfield, VA, History
Lynette Poland, Chantilly, VA, Exercise Physiology
Andrew Pollard, Alexandria, VA, Economics
Douglas Pond, Suffolk, VA, Statistics
Amy Pope, Reston, VA, Psychology
Mark Popovich, Annandale, VA, Political Science
Mark Poquis, Burke, VA, Accounting/A/S
Sherrie Porshia, Bluefield, VA, Marketing
Cheri Poteat, Manassas, VA, Management Science
David Poteet, Dublin, VA, Art
Louis Poulson, Clifton, VA, Building Construction
Darin Powell, Norfolk, VA, Management Science
Lori Powell, Monrovia, MD, Horticulture
Cathy Powers, Blacksburg, VA, Political Science/History
Raymond Preblick, East Hanover, NJ, Architecture
Andrew Predoehl, Blacksburg, VA, Computer Engineering
Jack Price, Bowie, MD, Chemistry
Steve Price, Christiansburg, VA, Architecture
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Amy Prochaska, Fairfax, VA, Chemistry
Kelli Pry, Burkittsville, MD, Agricultural Economics
Ara Puckett, North Tazewell, VA, Biochemistry & Nutrition
Erin C. Quinn, Virginia Beach, VA, HRIM
Scott Quinn, Blacksburg, VA, Economics
Eric Quiram, Phoenix, MD, Psychology

VIRGINIA

TECH
d
Brian Redden, Chesapeake, VA, Marketing
Steven Reichard, Frederick, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Joel Reichbart, Fairfax, VA, Accounting
Susan Reimers, Falls Church, VA, Communications Studies
Stephen Render, Vienna, VA, Computer Engineering
James Renninger, Manassas, VA, Management Science

Lee Rice, Springfield, VA, Materials Engineering
Frank Rice, Jr., Newtown, VA, Agricultural Technology
Charles Richardson, Springfield, VA, Agricultural Economics
Melissa Rieger, Bluefield, VA, Chemical Engineering
Patrice Riesenberg, Dale City, VA, Chemistry
Gregory Riser, Oak Ridge, TN, Management Science

Rusty Rohrbaugh, Arnold, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Tina Rolston, Kingsport, TN, Elementary Education
Mathew Romano, Dickerson, MD, Architecture
Gregory Rominski, Fallston, MD, Accounting
Melissa Rood, Oakton, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Justin Rosensteel, Haymarket, VA, Communications Studies

.

Kathleen Ruiz, McLean, VA, Finance
Gregory Runyan, Pine City, NY, Marketing
Chris Rutland, Charlottesville, VA, Marketing
Frederick Saam, Hampton, NJ, Mechanical Engineering
Loretta Sacco, Purcellville, VA, Psychology/Management
Boonyuen Saehoon, Blacksburg, VA, HRIM

Stephanie Sargent, Virginia Beach, VA, Communications

Studies
Christopher Saunders, Burke, VA, Biology
Gretchen Saunders, Reston, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Heather Saunders, Roanoke, VA, Psychology
Thomas Scales, Ridgeway, VA, Animal Science
John Scalzo, Alexandria, VA, Electrical Engineering

Richard Scheller, Jr., Midlothian, VA, Geography
Allison Schmid, Cape May, NJ, Communications/English
Erica Schmidt, Hockessin, DE, Exercise Science
Brian Schneeberg, Pasadena, MD, Civil Engineering
Tobias Schoch, Blacksburg, VA, HRIM
Jody Schriever, Massapequa, NY, Chemical Engineering
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Patricia Radke, Upper St. Claire, PA, History
Ruth Rathburn, Blacksburg, VA, Accounting
Joel Ray, Tallahasse, FL, Industrial & Sysytems Engineering
Tanya Redd, Martinsville, VA, Biology

A native of Crozet, Virginia, Christopher
L. Byrom was a member of Virginia Tech's

Corps of Cadets throughout his college
career. Majoring in psychology, Byrom
participated in the Air Force ROTC
program and was the F Company
Commander during his senior year. He
was also involved in the Gregory Guard,
the Arnold Air Society, Delta Omega
Kappa, was a member of Scabbard and
Blade Honor society, and recipient of the
1992 Lacy O. Brumback Award.
Post-graduate plans for Byrom included
continuing his flying career in the U.S. Air
Force, ce ••• hopefully becoming a wing

commander." Outside of the military,
however, Byrom hoped to utilize his
creative writing minor by writing fiction,
ce ••• mostly short stories and novels."

Kimberly Reubush, Yorktown, VA, Biology
Teresa Reynolds, Richlands, VA, Elementary Education
Matt Rhodes, Annandale, VA, Computer Science/Mathematics
Jim Rice, Blacksburg, VA, Accounting

Marcella Rispoli, Wilmington, DE, Accounting
James Roberts, Virginia Beach, VA, Communications Studies/English
Michelle Robinson, Arlington, VA, Communications Studies
Christopher Rogers, Blacksburg, VA, Civil Engineering

Debra Ross, East Windsor, NJ, Biology
Kristie Rowe, Chesapeake, VA, Communications Studies
Holly Ruck, Harrisonburg, VA, HRIM
Marshall Rudo, Blacksburg, VA, Aerospace/Ocean Engineering

Jennifer Sampson, Madison, WI!, Accounting
Omar San Antonio, Norfolk, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Robert Sanderson, Falls Church, VA, History
Michael Sarber, Roanoke, VA, Accounting

Sean Scanlon, Falls Church, VA, Agricultural Economics
Mary Schaaf, Richmond, VA, HIDM
Kurt Shaeffer, Lebanon, PA, Electrical Engineering
Todd Scheerer, Warrenton, VA, Mechanical Engineering

Michael Schroeder, Purcellville, VA, HRIM
Bobbie Schroer, Blacksburg, VA, Management
Teresa Schuler, Verona, VA, Finance/Management
Victoria Schumacher, McLean, VA, HRIM
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Aimee Schwartz, Sterling, VA, Family Finance Management
Anne Scott, Farmville, VA, Family & Child Development
Mechelle Scott, Wirtz, VA, Management
Amy Scrivener, Vienna, VA, Finance
Megan Seale, Portsmouth, VA, Communications Studies
Nora Sebastian, Falls Church, VA, Accounting
Kyoung See, Blacksburg, VA, Statistics
Karen Seeber, Richmond, VA, FCD/ECE
Eric Seel, Greensboro, NC, History/Political Science
Philip Seifert, Falls Church, VA, Finance
Lorraine Semin, Baltimore, MD, Industrial Systems

Engineering
Leslie Seward, Mechanicsville, VA, Family & Child Development
Carla Shackelford, Fredericksburg, VA, Biology
Shaun ShariFF, Rawlins, wv, Aerospace Engineering
Jennifer Shaver, Springfield, VA, Biology
Clifford Shearer, Vienna, VA, Business Management
Christine Sheese, Blacksburg, VA, HRIM
Michael Sheffield, Blacksburg, VA, English
Mona Shen, Springfield, VA, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Yasushi Shiba, Computer Science
M. Kathryn Shields, Poquoson, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
David Shonk, Reston, VA, Business Management
Gregory Shortridge, Dillsburg, PA, Electrical Engineering
Kristen Siegel, Hauppauge, NY, Biology

1

Daurend Sieger, Blacksburg, VA, Political Science
Ken Siem, Richmond, VA, Electrical Engineering
Robert Silcox, Blacksburg, VA, Biology
Jennie Silverman, Reston, VA, Management
Maureen Sim, Charlotte, NC, Architecture
Michael Simanowith, Blacksburg, VA, Engr. Sci. & Mechanics
Ann Simmons, Roanoke, VA, Industrial & Systems Engineering
Brian Simpers, Blacksburg, VA, Psychology
Amy Sims, Frederick, MD, Civil Engineering
Scott Sincavage, Sterling, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning
Dennis Sink, Mechanicsville, VA, Biochemistry
Michael Sirotniak, Arlington, VA, English
Greg Sisolak, Bel Air, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Dale Sisson, King George, VA, Mechanical Engineering
David Sisson, Franconia, VA, Computer Science
Karen Skutnik, Springfield, VA, Accounting
Jeri Sue Slonaker, Richmond, VA, Communications Studies
Dallas Sluss, North Tazewell, VA, Civil Engineering
Regina Sluss, North Tazewell, VA, Communications Studies
Julie Smart, Blackstone, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Christopher Smith, Hockessin, DE, Mechanical Engineering
Margo Smith, Wheaton, IL, Civil Engineering
Stephen Smith, Vienna, VA, Communications Studies
Steven Smith, Blacksburg, VA, Computer Science
Traci Smith, Chesapeake, VA, Finance
Laurel Snapper, Herndon, VA, English
Stephanie Snell, Lynchburg, VA, Accounting
Jennifer Snellings, Manassas, VA, Marketing Education
Laura Snively, Broadway, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Scott Snyder, Richboro, PA, Aerospace Engineering
Erik Soderberg, Centreville, VA, Computer Engineering
Todd Soderberg, Centreville, VA, Computer Engineering
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Virginia Tech
Corps of Cadets

Noel C. Smart, a senior who majored in political science and history,
was a member of the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets throughout his
college career. A native of Arlington, Virginia, Smart was the Second
Battalion commander, a member of the Gregory Guard, the Association
of the United States Army, and Scabbard and Blade Honor Society. Also
a member of the German Club and Omicron Delta Kappa, Smart
worked closely with the Student Alumni Associates and was the 1991
Homecoming King.
Immediately after graduation, Smart would be commissioned as a
Second Lieutentant in the U.S. Army stationed at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, to work as an Advance Camp instructor. Soon after his
commission Smart planned to "attend the Military Police Officer Basic
Course," until he would be assigned to his first overseas tour in
Germany.
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Karl Soderholm, Stockholm, NJ, Psychology
Aaron Speca, Dumfries, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Amysue Speer, Chantilly, VA, Sociology
Mark Spencer, Huntington, wv, Finance

Joseph Steen, Manassas, VA, Political Science/History
Michael Stegmann, Massepequa, NY, Mechan ical Engineering
Thomas Stehnach, Falls Church, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Jim Steinbauer, Reston, VA, Marketing

Michael Stickley, Falls Church, VA, Civil Engineering
Tracy Stoll, Cherry Hill, NJ, Finance
Emily Streaker, Sykesville, MD, Biochemistry
Susan Strong, Herndon, VA, English

Sandra Sviontek, Midlothian, VA, Family & Child Development
Samuel Sweeney, Galax, VA, Forestry & History
Brent Sweger, Laurel, MD, Civil Engineering
Julie Swift, Blacksburg, VA, Statistics

Dennis Tate, Jr., Culpeper, VA, Chemistry
Christine Taylor, Westmeinster, MD, Fashion Merchandising
Lynda Taylor, Wilmington, DE, HNF/Dietetics
Rex Taylor, Alexandria, VA, Computer Science

Kristine Thompson, Burke, VA, Communications Studies
Michelle Thompson, Marion, VA, Political Science
John Thyen, Massapequa Park, NY, Industrial Engineering
Joseph Tierney, Springfield, VA, Aerospace Engineering

It's an
acting
job!
Robert Tolbut, Louisa, VA, Biology
Kellie Tolley, Pamplin, VA, Consumer Studies
Tyler Townsend, Arlington, VA, Psychology/English
Ann Tracy, Burke, VA, Finance
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Senior Mike Cooper, the HokieBird, was carried up the side of the
stadium by hundreds of fans.

Lisa Spero, Hauppauge, NY, Accounting
Tracy Spriggs, Leesburg, VA, Biology
Rebecca Spurlock, Lemoyne, PA, Civil Engineering
Emperor Jamie Stanek, Lynchburg, VA, Biology
Cheryl Stanley, Blacksburg, VA, Political Science
Caroline Steele, Christiansburg, VA, HRIM

Georgia Steinhardt, Blacksburg, VA, English
Michael Stennett, Gaithersburg, MD, Computer Science
Sara Stephens, Manassas, VA, FCD/ECED
Keith Stephenson, Roanoke, VA, Management Science
Robert Scott Stevens, Vinton, VA, Animal Science/Agricultural
Economics
Elizabeth Stewart, Christiansburg, VA, English

Jenny Stuebbe, Blacksburg, VA, Biology
Juniardi T. Sugandhi, Jakarta, Indonesia, Statistics
Erin Sullivan, Arlington, VA, Psychology
Kristen Sullivan, Fredericksburg, VA, Family & Child
Development
Linda Summers, Woodlawn, VA, ECAS
Kyung Sung, Manassas, VA, History

Mark Switzer, Salem, VA, History
Beverly Szczur, Fredericksburg, VA, Marketing
Karalyn Szuszczewicz, Vienna, VA, Marketing
Robert Talesnik, Rockville, MD, Accounting
Joseph Tan, Roanoke, VA, Economics
Rodney Tanner, Quebec, Canada, Civil Engineering

Steven Taylor, Ellicott City, MD, Electrical Engineering
Melissa Teller, Rosewell, GA, Family & Child Development
Joshua Tempkin, Blacksburg, VA, Mathematics
Laura Tessmer, Alexandria, VA, Animal Science
Andrew Thompson, Martinsburg, WV; Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Chris Thompson, Lynchburg, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning

Graham Tiller, Lynchburg, VA, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Jon Tiller, Castlewood, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Tillery, Centreville, VA, Marketing
Virginia Tilley, Chesterfield, VA, Civil Engineering
Christine Toccafondi, Georgetown, DE, Exercise Science
Stacey Todd, Staunton, VA, Marketing

That HokieBird could dance, cheer, and do
almost any kind of stunt asked of it. Under
the mass of fuzzy feathers was Mike Cooper,
a senior who majored in liberal arts and
sciences with minors in communications
studies, history, and technology education.
There was more than one HokieBird, but this
particular bird took Virginia Tech's name to
nationals with him.
Cooper tried out for the position of the
HokieBird as a freshman. He saw a sign one
day and decided to give it a shot. Cooper had
been the HokieBird for four years and
became the head mascot. When a person

saw the HokieBird at a football or basketball
game, it more than likely was Cooper
underneath the maroon and orange feathers.
Cooper felt the most rewarding thing
about being the HokieBird was being able to
"brighten up someone's day and make them
smile." He had been known to make
appearances at birthday parties and parades.
His three goals for the HokieBird included
getting more media attention, competing in
the nation mascot competition, and creating
a smooth transition between mascots by
making sure that all of the birds acted the
same way.

Being the HokieBird was much more
difficult than one might expect. At the
Cincinnati game, Cooper was passed up
through the crowd and was dropped by
accident. There weren't enough people in
the section to hold him up, so they dropped
him, breaking two ribs. At the next home
game, the HokieBird was brought out on a
stretcher as if nothing had happened the
previous week. Two weeks after his ribs had
been broken, Cooper was tackled by Greg
Daniels during a pass in the endzone.
Fortunately, he was not hurt.
At another game, Cooper was on the 50-

Anita Treadwell, Blacksburg, VA, Science Education
Andrew Treglia, Pittsburgh, PA, Finance
Rachel Trexler, Seaford, VA, History
Chad Trimper, Millersville, MD, Electrical Engineering
Kevin Trolaro, Clark, NJ, Accounting
Stephanie Troy, Springfield, VA, Family & Child Deveiopment
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Truesdell
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Jordan Truesdell, Woodbine, MD, Aerospace Engineering
Hubert Tse, Blacksburg, VA, Biochemistry
Anne Tully, Springfield, VA, HRIM
Beth Tunstall, Richmond, VA, Interior Design
John Tuohig, Blacksburg, VA, English
Sharon Turner, Herndon, VA, Biochemistry
Karen Uhrlass, Newton, CT, Accounting
Won Um, Silver Spring, MD, Electrical Engineering
Neil Umayam, Fairfax, VA, Civil Engineering
Alfonso Valente, Blacksburg, VA, Finance
Monet Valliere, Poquoson, VA, Management Science
Debbie Van Horn, Blacksburg, VA, Accounting
Laurel Van Iderstine, Blacksburg, VA, HRIM
Jill Vaniman, Herndon, VA, Sociology
Shelli Vasser, South Boston, VA, Clothing & Textiles
Greg Vaughan, Earlysville, VA, Geology
Kim Vaughan, Leesburg, VA, Communications Studies
Michael Vaughan, Stafford, VA, Political Science
David Vasquez, Vienna, VA, Psychology
Alceste Venturini, Gaithersburg, MD, Civil Engineering
Mary Ann Vergonio, Virginia Beach, VA, Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Joseph Verna, Springfield, VA, Economics Arts & Sciences
Marc Verniel, Hampton, VA, Urban Affairs & Planning
Jonathan Vest, Roanoke, VA, Horticulture
Oliver Vest, Clintwood, VA, Art/Graphic Design
Michael Vodusek, Glen Burnie, MD, Psychology
Tracy Vogler, Fairborn, OH, Engineering Science & Mechanics
Vincent Vonbokern, Silver Spring, MD, Electrical Engineering
Stephen Vu, Springfield, VA, Civil Engineering
Virginia Vukich, Burke, VA, Family & Child Development
Earl Waddell, Chespeake, VA, Management Science
Rebecca Wagner, Leesburg, VA, Elementary Education
Theresa Waid, Blacksburg, VA, HfDM
Jennifer Waite, Smithtown, NY, Marketing
Bonnie Waldron, Springfield, VA, Marketing
Katherine Walker, Woodbridge, VA, Political Science
Kenneth Walker
Spence Walker, Arlington, VA, Ocean Engineering
Ian Wallace, Ashburn, VA, Computer Engineering
Michael Wells, Richmond, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Jennifer Walton, Midlothian, VA, Business Management
Christopher Waltz, North Caldwell, Ni, Civil Engineering
Sabrina Wang, Burke, VA, Finance
Te-Kang Wang, Dale City, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Lisa Ward, Woodbridge, VA, Physical Education
Yvonne WarF, Woodbridge, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Warthen, Emmitsburg, MD, Wildlife Management
Tracy Wasilewski, Sparta, Ni, Finance
Sean Wayland, Viewpoint, VA, Psychology
Laila Weber, Ridgefield, CT, Aerospace Engineering
Barbara Wehrle, Raleigh, NC, Electrical Engineering
Linda Welch, Blacksburg, VA, Interior Design
Kendall Wells, Richmond, VA, International Studies
Jean West, Millersville, MD, Chemical Engineering
Michelle West, Collinsville, VA, Urban Planning
Stephen West, Richmond, VA, Chemical Engineering

West
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Amy Westfall, Fairfax, VA, Psychology
Tonya Wetzel, Blacksburg, VA, English
Darron Wheeler, Blacksburg, VA, EDSP
Michael Wherley, Germantown, MD, Mechanical Engineering
Angela White, Blacksburg, VA, Management Science
Ann-Marie White, Virginia Beach, VA, Elementary Education

Alicia Wiecke, Waynesboro, VA, Political Science
Dennis Wilkerson, Chesapeake, VA, HlDM
Matthew Wilkins, Forest, VA, Electrical Engineering
Joe Willever, Manassas, VA, Accounting
Alan Williams, Athens, TN, Engineering Science & Mechanics
Brian Williams, Tempe, AZ, Aerospace Engineering

Robyn Williams, Herndon, VA, Biology
Stephen Williams, Blacksburg, VA, Aerospace Engineering
Tamra Williams, Falls Church, VA, Mechanical Engineering
Daley Williamson, Richmond, VA, Communication Studies
Beth Willis, Richmond, VA, Psychology
Rebecca Willis, Radford, VA, English

Raymond Wilson, Blacksburg, VA, Agricultural Economics
Robert Wilson , Sterling, VA, Electrical Engineering
James Winder, Phoenix, MD, Electrical Engineering
Barry Wiseman, Staunton, VA, Sociology
Bonnie Wisner, Laurel, MD, Computer Science
Bonita Wolfrey, Dumphries, VA, HEED

Mary Woodburn , Mechanicsville, VA, Biochemistry
Anthony Worch III, Rockville, MD, Accounting
Deborah Work, Springfield, VA, Management
Michael Wright, Wilmington, DE, Marketing Education
Scott Wright, Parkersburg, wv, Industrial Engineering
Patrick Yaccarino, Virginia Beach, VA, Geography

David Yoh/er, Annandale, VA, Aerospace Engineering
James Young, Newport News, VA, Finance
Jennifer Zaborsky, Prince George, VA, Psychology
Bethany Zafren, Vienna, VA, Biology
Gregory Zamensky, Gaithersburg, MD, Civil Engineering
David Zanardi, Davidsonville, MD, Communications Studies

Westfall
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Percy White, Chase City, VA, Art
Steven White, Bluefield, VA, Communications Studies
Traci White, Blacksburg, VA, Management Science
Wendy Wickham, Reston, VA, History

Erin Williams, Midlothian, VA, Elementary Education
Jessica Williams, Chesapeake, VA, Electrical Engineering
Kevin Williams, Ewa Beach, HI, Mechanical Engineering
Rhonda Williams, Chase City, VA, Biology

William Willis, Williamsburg, VA, Aerspace English
Jeanne Wilmore, Midlothian, VA, Marketing
Gregory Wilson, Peterson, VA, Electrical Engineering
Kristine Wilson, Ellicott City, MD, Psychology

Christina Wong, Centreville, VA, Biochemistry
Dale Wood, Boones Mill, VA, Management Science
Crystal Wood-Yeldell, Mitchellville, MD, Architecture
Alison Woodard, Newport News, VA, Interior Design

Tina Yancey, Elkton, VA, Chemistry
Lanier Yarbrough, Reston, VA, Broadcasting/English
Walter Yarbrough, Aldie, VA, Civil Engineering
Michelle Yates, Blacksburg, VA, Communications Studies

Lisa Zelenski, Sterling, VA, Family & Child Development
David Zier, Richmond, VA, Business Management
Carrie Zaglman, Woodbridge, VA, English

Zoglman
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Amy Abbott, Midlothian, VA,
Daniel Abell, Rapidan, VA,
Donald Abell, Silver Spring, MD,
Yvette Acevedo, Alexandria, VA,
Stacey Ackerman, Burke, VA,
Darlylumie Aguilar, Virginia Beach, VA,
Derley Aguilar, Virginia Beach, VA,
Gauhar Ahmed, Falls Church, VA,

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

Rose Ann Albano, Richmond, VA,
Valerie Alder, Glade Spring, VA,
Kathryn Aldridge, North Tazewell, VA,
Shana Alexander, Burke, VA,
John Alfaro, Cascade, MD,
Mark Allen, Charleston, WV,
Nicole Allen, Wynesboro, VA,
Jason Alison, Poquoson, VA,

2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2

Michelle Ails , Christiansburg, VA,
Ryan Ambrose, Yorktown, VA,
Annelyse Arney, Hughesvilkle, MD,
Tonya Amos, Bassett, VA,
Allison Anders, Richmond, VA,
Elizabeth Anderson, Fairfax Station, VA,
Tim Anderson, Forest, VA,
Carlos Andrade, Guayaquil, Ecuador,

1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2

Amy Angelides, Fairfax, VA,
Yuda Anriany, Blacksburg, VA,
Julito T. Antolin, Virginia Beach, VA,
Eric D. App, Sandston, VA,
Ruth Arehart, Staunton, VA,
Christine Armentrout, Herndon, VA,
Paul Armour, Gordonsville, VA,
Scott Armstrong, Burke, VA,

1
1
3
3
2
1
1
1

William Armstrong III, Blacksburg, VA,
Daniel Arthur, Dumphries, VA,
Richard Ashford, Marion, VA,
Joseph Ashwood, Rocky Point, NY,
Jenny Astudillo, Annandale, VA,
Dusty Atkinson, Columbia, SC,
Chad Atwell, Stevensville, MD,
Mary Lynn Atwood, Chesapeake, VA,

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Donald August, Doswell, VA,
Lori Averette, Yorktown, VA,
Kenneth Azzollini, Atlantic Highlands, NJ,
Mikyung Bae, Glen Allen, VA,
Amanda Bailey, Chesapeake, VA,
Christian Bailey, Vienna, VA,
Scott Bailey, Baldwin, MD,
Scott Bailey, Richmond, VA,

1
1
2
1
1
3
1
3

Edward Baine, Victoria, VA,
Susan Baines, Suffolk, VA,
Christina Baker, Jefferson, MD,
Matthew Baldassarre, Oakton, VA,
Jeremiah Baldwin, Midlothian, VA,
Kathleen Banks, Staunton, VA,
Adam Barden, Chesterfield, VA,
Kevin Barents, Springfield, VA,

1
1
3
1
1
3
1
1

Abbott
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made a

eet Home
I

=Detention? I thought you only got detention in
the case when it came to Lisa Ut;LI\t:}."'.;l"~IIM'!JI
eering. She helped out at a i.ltnii'.l.~··8tt:enltion

Matthew Barrett, Myersville, MD,
Diana Barger, Natural Bridge, VA,
Clint Barlow, Fincastle, VA,
Susan Barnard, Stuart, VA,

1
1
1
1

Gene Bauer, Annandale, NJ,
Courtney Beamon, Midlothian, VA,
John Beaseley, Chesapeake, VA,
Cheryl Beck, Earlysville, VA,

1
1
1
1

Arthur Bennett, Bronx, NY,
David Bennett, Mclean, VA,
Sara Benson, Stuarts Draft, VA,
Benjamin Benton, Spotsylvania, VA,

1
3
1
1

Brian Bernish, Gretna, VA,
Austin Berrier, Fairfax, VA,
Monica Roe Berry, Vicenza, Italy,
Elizabeth Bezold, Reston, VA,

1
2
1
1

Margaret Blackburn, Midlothian, VA,
Elizabeth Blake, Alexandria, VA,
John Blake, Bel Aire, MD,
Rachel Blake, Vienna, VA,

2
3
3
1

Leanna Blevins, Chilhowie, VA,
Kelly Blincoe, 1\1idlothian, VA,
Cara Blume, Midlothian, VA,
David Boggs, Parkersburg, WV,

2
2
1
1

Elizabeth A. Bowden, Greenbackville,
Eric Bowen, Charlottesville,
Jason Bowen, Charlottesville,
Dawn Bowers, Clifton Forge,

Barrett
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VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
1
1
3

Matthew Barnes, Yorktown, VA, 3
Jason Barnwell, Alexandria, VA, 1
Dennis Barongan, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Jeffrey Bartel, Sterling, VA, 2
Canadas Bass, Nelson, VA, 2
Manisha Bathija, Mclean, VA, 1

Anne Marie Beckford, Brooklyn, NY, 1
Melissa Beldon, Ft. Washington, MD, 1
Andrew Bell, Virginia Beach, VA, 2
Melissa Bell, Elon College, NC, 1
Meighan Belsley, Great Falls, VA, 3
Deirdre Bender, Arlington, VA, 2

Michael Benton, Annandale, VA, 3
Earl Bergener, Richmond, VA, 3
Candice Bergere, Dumfries, VA, 1
Adrian Berkey, Fairax, VA, 3
Robert Bertlett, Columbia, MD, 1
Hans Bernhardt, Blacksburg, VA, 3

Brent Bigham, Fairfax, VA, 1
Stanley Bigsby, Annandale, VA, 2
William Birdlebough, San Antonio, TX, 3
Heather Bishop, Norcross, GA, 2
Kathryn Bishop, Vienna, VA, 2
Michelle Bishop, Duffield, VA, 3

Audie Blancaflor, Ft. Washington, MD, 1
Donald Blanchard, Floyd, VA, 1
Brian Blankenship, Montc1aire, VA, 1
Todd Blanks, Colonial Heights, VA, 2
Karen Bleattler, Colonial Heights, VA, 3
Joe Blend, Vienna, VA, 1

Matthew Bond, Columbia, MD, 1
Gregory Bonner, Dumfries, VA, 1
Lisa Bonomi, Alexandria, VA, 3
Jay Borella, Herndon, VA, 3
James Boucher, Annandale, VA, 1
Matt Bourder, Midlothian, VA, 2

Forward Air Controller school at Keesler Air
Force Base in Oklahoma, and finally to
attend Navigator training at Randolph Air
Force Base in Texas.

Lori Bowlick, Pounding Mill, VA, 1
Kristina Bowser, Medford, NJ, 1
Kendra Boxley, Lavale, MD, 1
Heather Boyd, Grafton, VA, 1
Patrick Boyer, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
John Boyette, Newport News, VA, 1

Boyette
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freshman majori
participating in the
Dance Company.
Tarr had taken dance
learned many different styles 0
life dedicated to learning jazz,
about to give it all up in college.
Although Tarr had to deal with stiff
Company and spent six to eight hours
let the time commitment prohibit her
really dedicated," she said, "and the hard
Tarr said she liked all the dances she
was "modern lyrical jazz" because there
meanings through the mv",u".u.".Jo,
Dance Company all four years of
choreography of the dances.
filled with practicing, studyi
to relax, but Tarr looked
and simply

Boyle
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Michael Boyle, Annandale, VA, 1
Susan Bradbery, Richmond, VA, 1
David Bradley, Alexandria, VA, 1
Douglas Bradley, Ellicott City, MD, 3
Patrick Brady, Gaithersburg, MD, 1
Kimberli Bransom, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Kristina Bransletter, Springfield, VA, 2
Joel Braun, Blacksburg, VA, 2
Michael Bremser, Lynchburg, VA, 2
Kory Brendsel, Montclaire, VA, 1
Kerry Brennan, Southern Pines, NC, 1
Sandra Brogan, Bassett, VA, 1
Christina Broglie, Exmore, VA, 1
Sharon Brooker, Columbus, OH, 3
Sherri Brothers, Springfield, VA, 1
Andrew Brown, West Worthington, OH, 1
Catherine Brown, Dale City, VA, 1
Douglas Brown, Newport News, VA, 1
Jennifer Brown, Arlington, VA, 3
Joseph Brown, Pounding Mill, VA, 3
Michelle Brown, Burke, VA, 1
Edward Brownfield, Parkersburg, VA, 1
Katherine Broyles, Roanoke, VA, 1
Michelle Brunson, Salem, VA, 1
Michael Buchanan, Denton, MD, 3
Teague Buchanan, Ellicott City, MD, 1
Heather Bunch, Marion, VA, 1
John Burcher, Hampton, VA, 2
Jessica Burciaga, Fairfax, VA, 1
Shannon Burford, Lynchburg, VA, 1
Carolyn Burke, Centreville, VA, 3
Cappelli Burless II, Alexandria, VA, 1
Jamie Burnette, Galax, VA, 2
Timothy Burress, Pounding Mill, VA, 1
Charles Burrus, Bronx, NY, 1
Angela Butler, Courtland, VA, 1
Daniel Butler, Sussex, NJ, 1
John Byrne, Chantilly, VA, 1
Nicole Byrum, Wytheville, VA, 3
Irma Cajina, McLean, VA, 3
Michelle Caldwell, Christiansburg, VA, 1
Melissa Callahan, Kent, OH, 1
Christine Calvert, Severna Park, MD, 2
Crystal Campbell, Richmond, VA, 3
Jason Campbell, Oak Ridge, TN, 3
Kofi Campbell, Lanham, MD, 2
Michael Campbell, Dale City, VA, 1
Stephen Campbell, Alexandria, VA, 1
Teresa Campbell, Alexandria, VA, 2
Laurie Cannon, Emporia, VA, 3
Thomas Capers IV, Baltimore, MD, 1
Theresa Caragol, Oak Ridge, NJ, 3
Rob Carbonello, Alexandria, VA,l
Jeneanne Carlton, Alexandria, VA, 1
Amy Carpenter, Pennsville, NJ, 1
Nathan Carpenter, Severn, MD, 2

Carpenter
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Michael Carper, Roanoke, VA,
Brandy Carr, Lynchburg, VA,
Caroline Carr, Midlothian, VA,
Heather Carter, Herndon, VA,
Heather Carter, Stafford, VA,
Raymond Carter, Warrenton, VA,

3
1
1
1
2
3

VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
1
1
3
1
2

Richard Chambers, Arnold, MD,
Khashayar Chamlou, Falls Church, VA,
James Champlain, Fairfax, VA,
Molly Chandler, Chantilly, VA,
Richard Chandler, Manassas, VA,
Tung-Yang Chang, Herndon, VA,

1
1
1
1
2
1

Laura Chenault, Ona, WV,
Jessica Childs, Midlothian, VA,
Victor Chin, Manassas, VA,
Jason Chip, Medfield, l\1A,
Jen Chomicky, Allentown, PA,
Jennifer Chopin, Blacksburg, VA,

1
2
2
1
3
2

Brian Casella, Midlothian,
Sara Casey, Roanoke,
Stephanie Castle, Richmond,
Elizabeth Catlett, Richmond,
James Caton, Centreville,
Shannon Caudell, Pulaski,

..........

Benjamin Clark, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Charles Clark, Woodbridge, VA, 1
David Clark, Old Lyme, CT, 1
Todd Clark, Bridgewater, NJ, 1
Tonya Clark, Galdys , VA, 1
Rachelle Clarke, Warrenton, VA,l

Robert Clickner, Fairfax, VA,
Kristin Clifton, Silver Spring, MD,
Nelson Cline, McGaheysville, VA,
Gregory Coates, Asheville, NC,
Margo Coleman, Fries, VA,
Ronald Coleman, Midlothian, VA,

2
1
1
1
3
3

Cynthia Combs, Woodlawn, VA, 1
Natasha Comerose, Princeton, WV, 1
Joseph Coney, Richmond, VA, 1
Mary Connor, Greer, SC, 1
Roger Connor, Baton Rouge, LA, 3
Kathy Cook, Woodstock, VA, 1

Carper
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Tracy Carter, Saltville, VA, 2
Kimberly Cartlidge, Springfield, VA, 1
Bonnie Carver, Richmond, VA, 1
Randall Casciello, Midlothian, VA, 2

plan.
Over the summer, Averette had the
nity to work in a veterinary clinic.
she had no previous farm
, "the job did not seem like
because I enjoyed it." Even though
~a!~~~ mainly worked with dogs and cats,
~
she enjoyed working with larger
animals, also. Working with a large
diversity of animals kept her job

interesting.
During her summer work, Averette
experienced the feeling of having helped an
animal. In one particular experience,
surgery was jJerformed on a dog with a
severed jaw. Averette helped the
veterinarian carefully wire the dog's jaw
back in place. The dog was able to eat the
next day. Averette said she would never
forget the "grateful look in its eyes." From
that point on Averette knew exactly what
she wanted out of life.
While majoring in animal science,
Averette volunteered her time to working
and caring for sheep, and also worked in a

nutrition lab helping with animal research.
If her veterinarian plans did not succeed,
Averette planned to go into animal
research.
Considering the amount of schooling
necessary to become a veterinarian
compared to an unsizable salary, Averette
said she does not care about money. She
responded that her "love for animals"
would not prohibit her from obtaining her
goals, and that all she wanted in life was
"enjoyment out of [her] career by healing·
animals."

by Tonya Clark

James Caviness, Harrisonburg, VA, 1
Stephanie Cawthon, Hopewell, VA, 2
Steven Cereghino, Annandale, VA, 1
Ed Chamberlayne, Alexandria, VA, 3

Allison Cheape, Lovingston, VA, 1
Mary Chedester, Columbia, MD, 1
Warren Cheesman, Massapequa, NY, 2
Chih-Chuan Chen, Great Falls, VA,l

Jeffrey J. Chown, Herndon, VA, 2
William Christie, Falls Church, VA, 1
John Chudovan, Gettysburg, PA, 3
Sam Chung, Mclean, VA, 1

David Clawson, Springfield, VA, 1
Cynthia Clemens, Blacksburg, VA, 1
Amy Clements, Disputanta, VA, 3
Nicole Clevenger, Fairfax, VA, 1

Seth Colish, West Chester, PA, 1
Jill Colletta, Paoli, PA, 1
David Collier, Richmond, VA, 1
Ginger Collins, Stuart, VA, 2

Tracy Cook, Waynesboro, VA, 2
Cara Copenhaver, Radford, VA, 2
Dwayne Copenhaver, Rural Retreat, VA, 3
Jeffrey Copenhaver, Crockett, VA, 3

Copenhaver
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Rosalyn Copon, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Elizabeth Copp, Locust Grove, VA, 3
Thomas Corey, Ottsville, 1
Grant Corley, Columbia, MD, 1
Elizabeth Cornell, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Kevin Cornish, Yonkers , NY, 2
Amy Costello, Strasburg, VA, 2
Penny Costigan, Christiansburg, VA, 1

Shannon Cotter, Purcellville, VA, 2
Suzanne Couch, Coeburn, VA, 1
Brian Cousins, Midlothian, VA, 2
Cole Cox, Dumphries, VA, 1
Erin Cox, Springfield, VA, 1
Alison Cozzone, Sterling, VA, 1
Tyler Craddock, Ridgeway, VA, 3
Tina Crawford, Cedar Bluff, VA, 3

Melodye Creekmur, Chesapeake, VA, 1
Paris Crenshaw, Lynchburg, VA, 1
Laura Crews, Nathalie, VA, 2
Jennifer Crosley, Pottstown, PA, 1
Janey Crouse, Fredericksburg, VA, 2
Susan Croy, Midlothian, VA, 1
Kristen Cruden, Annandale, VA, 1
Teresa Culver, Dumphries, VA, 1
Lisbeth Cunningham, St. Albans, WV, 1
Karen Joy Curameng, Ft. Washington, MD, 3
Elizabeth Currie, Woodbridge, VA, 2
Robert Daly, Randolf, NJ , 1
Andrea Dambekaln, Virginia Beach, VA, 2
Steven Damon, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Melanie Dance, Cockeysville, MD, 1
Thuy Dang, Alexandria, VA, 3
Dawn Daniel, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Kimberly Daniel, Midlothian, VA, 1
Barry Daniels, Palmyra, PA, 3
Jason Darish, Lebanon, NJ , 1
Beth Darnell, Hampton, VA, 2
Mark Davies, Manassas, VA, 1
Jarvis Davis, Richmond, VA, 2
Jason Davis, Glenwood, lA, 3
Natasha Davis, Jamaica, NY, 1
Evan Dawson, Roanoke , VA, 1
Ann Day, Macon, GA, 1
Deedre Day, Alexandria, VA, 1
Travis Deathrage, Fairfax Station, VA, 1
Rachel Debiase, Alexandria, VA, 2
Ted Debruin, Lancaster, PA, 3
Katie Decicco, Bowie, MD, 1
Elizabeth Degenova, Woodbridge, VA, 1
David Dehart, Waverly, PA, 1
Christopher Delgigante, Flagtown, NJ, 3
Jamie Delp, Hopewell, VA, 2
Dan Demoraes, Alexandria, VA, 3
Danny Dennis, Crofton, MD, 1
Asit Desai, Herndon, VA, 2
Fata Dewi, Blalcksburg, VA, 1

Copon
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made a serious
Every Friday night,
helped organize skits,
member of the Shepherd's Team,
to decide on activities for Campus
One of Haight's favorite aspects
prayer group and "world vision"
for a different country of the world
bonding together to serve God.
The Campus Crusade for Christ has
Haight's life that after graduation he
member at another college in Vi
commitment, Haight decided to
plan for my life. Through the p
will help me make my
either missionary work
but Haight was
part in his Ii
When

Dewi
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Rita Dey, Brookeville, MD,
Sri Diah, Fresno, CA,
Christian Diaz, Mclean, VA,
Janyne Dickey, Blacksburg, VA,

2
1
1
2

Michael Dodson, Brightwood, VA,
Phyllis Dodson, Dumfries, VA,
Paul Dolezel, Grafton, VA,
Joseph Donohue, Reisterstown, MD,

2
1
2
1

VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
3
1
3

Kevin Duffy, Pittsford, NY,
Paul Dumas, Fairfax, VA,
Laura Dunford, Rixeyville, VA,
Rebecca Dunn, Annapolis, MD,

3
2
3
1

Shannon Eads, Bristol, VA,
Steve Eakin, New Martinsville, WV,
Rob Easton, Oakton, VA,
Jennifer Eckhoff, Ellicott City, MD,

2
1
1
1

Jennifer Ekman, Fairfax, VA,
Matthew Elder, Annandale, VA,
Edward Eldridge, Forest, VA,
Craig Elliott, Portsmouth, VA,

1
3
1
1

James England, Welch, WV,
Jeffrey Erdle, Califon, NJ,
Marcia Ethridge, Rockville, MD,
Alicia Evans, Richmond, VA,

1
1
1
1

David Downing, Chesapeake,
Jennifer Downs, Springfield,
Matt Doyle, Midlothian,
Shawle Doyle, Burke,

Dey
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I

I

Jude Diclemente, Cliffside, NJ , 1
Brian Diefenderfer, Hagerstown, MD, 1
Karen Dilaura, Easton, MD, 1
Sherri Dillon, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Dominique Dionne, Centreville, VA, 2
Jerome Diskin, Columbia, MD, 1

Frances K. Dorish, Richmond, VA, 3
Jeff Dorneman, Midlothian, VA, 3
Daniel Dorosheff, Herndon, VA, 1
Katherine Dorsey, Vienna, VA, 1
Patricia Dorsey, Williamsburg, VA 1
Amy Dowdy, Fairfax Station, VA, 1

Susan Drake, Newsoms, VA, 1
Elizabeth Drewer, Salisbury, MD, 1
Jennie Duberstein, Bethel Park, PA, 1
Travis Dudding, Blacksburg, VA, 2
Robert Dudley, Abingdon, VA, 2
Bruce Duewer, Oakton, VA, 1

I

J

Steven Dunn, Ellicott City, MD, 1
Rebecca Dunnevant, Mechanicsville, VA, 1
Kimberly Dusterhoft, Elmira, NY, 1
Julie Dyer, Cheterfield, VA, 1
Erik Dykes, Martinsville, VA, 1
Walter Dzula, Toanom, VA, 3

Andre Edelstein, North, VA, 1
Cheri Edwards, Gettysburg, PA, 1
Mary Dawn Edwards, Leesburg, VA, 2
Watson Edwards, Newort News, VA, 1
John Eisenbarth, Fairfax, VA, 2
Angela Eisner, Chesapeake, VA, 1

Elizabeth Elliott, Smithsburg, MD, 2
Stephanie Elliott, Grove City, PA, 1
Catherine Ellis, Toms Brook, VA, 3
Denise Elmore, Fairfax, VA, 1
Mitchell Eluto, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Ed Encarnacion, Burke, VA, 1

Elsa Evans, Hampton, VA, 1
Peter Ewald, Cape May, NJ, 3
Stephanie Ezell, South Hill, VA, 1
Joseph Faudale, Springfield, VA, 1
Jeanette Farrah, Gainesville, FL, 2
Jake Feeney, Fredericksburg, VA, 1

Feeney
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Years of musical

music by
participating in the
New River Valley
Symphony during
her first year at
Virginia Tech.
Although she
to become a

Felger
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Shawna Felger, Centreville, VA, 1
Kathy Fellers, Springfield, VA, 1
Joseph Ferdinandsen, Rocky Point, NY, 3
Anne Fernando, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Michelle Ferris, Covington, VA, 3
Scarlet Ferris, Covington, VA, 3
James Fettig, Hazelet, NJ, 1
Dail Fields, Atlanta, GA, 1

Marco Fiorito, Reston, VA, 1
Stacy Fisher, Ft. Dix, NJ, 1
Jennifer Fisher, Bristol, VA, 2
Karen Fisher, Christiansburg, VA, 1
Steven Fitzgerald, Roseland, VA, 1
Mary Fitzpatrick, Allendale, NJ, 1
Heather Flaherty, Virginia Beach, VA 3
Brian Flick, Rockville, MD, 3
Stephanie Flora, Mechanicsville, VA, 1
Michael Foltz, Vienna, VA, 3
Beth Fones, Midlothian, VA, 1
Christen Fonte, Springfield, VA, 2
Deborah Ford, Round Hill, VA, 3
Martha Fornash, Chester, VA, 2
Sharon Forsythe, Whippacy, NJ, 2
Andrew Foster, Virginia Beach, VA, 2
David Foster, Charleston, WV, 3
Christopher Fought, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Rebecca Fox, Falls Church, VA, 3
Kearney Francis, Rockville, MD, 1
Sharon Francis, Riner, VA, 2
Steven Franks, Fair Haven, NJ, 3
Dona Fray, Madison, VA, 1
Gillian Frazier, Sumerduck, VA, 3
Brett Freeman, Montc\aire, VA, 1
Karen Freeman, Millersville, MD, 3
Melissa Freeman, Big Flats, NY, 1
Gretchen Frick, Wilminton, DE, 1
Richard Friendlich, Reisterstown, MD, 2
Jonathan Frohm, Herndon, VA, 3
Eric Frost, Chester, VA, 1
Cheryl Gajeski, Herndon, VA, 1
Sean Galant, Fairfax, VA, 2
John Gallagher, Philadelphia, PA, 3
Danny Galyen, Midlothian, VA, 1
James Gambill, West Jefferson, NC, 1
Tony Ganino, Dale City, VA, 3
Jennifer Garcia, Hunt Valley, MD, 2
Alyson Gardner, Pulaski, VA, 3
Brian Gardner, Roanoke, VA, 2
Buckley Gardner, Newsoms, VA, 3
Michael Garrahan, Manassas, VA, 3
Millicent Garrett, Glen Rock, PA, 1
Christy Marisa Garrido, Vienna, VA, 1
Russell Gates, Springfield, VA, 1
Amy Gathman, Severna Park, MD, 2
Stephanie Gaulding, Midlothian, VA, 1
Arnie Gee, Hampton, VA, 1

Gee
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Suzanne Gerson, Manassas, VA, 2
Danielle Gesualdi, Clifton, VA, 1
Christine Ghabel, Alexandria, VA, 2
Laura Ghiglio, Alexandria, VA, 3
Jeanne Gibbs, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Amy Gibson, Great Falls, VA, 1

John H. Gladmon, Millersville, MD, 3
Justin Glass, Manassas, VA, 1
David Glatt, Tabb, VA, 1
Craig Glee, Washington, D.C., 1
Daniel Goerlich, Bainbridge, NY, 2
Jennifer Golder, Manassas, VA, 1

Robert Goodson, Arlington, VA, 3
Richard A. Goodwin, Annapolis, MD, 1
Samantha Goodwin, Chesapeake, VA, 1
Alison Grabar, Kingsport, TN, 3
Catherine Grady, Suffolk, VA, 1
Douglas Graham, Gaithersburg, MD, 2

Natasha Greenwald, Herndon, VA,
Alexis Gregory, Winston-Salem, NC,
Patricia Greiner, Grafton, VA,
Jennifer Gresham, Grafton, VA,
Jon Griese, Woodbridge, VA,
B. Allen Griest, Blacksburg, VA,

1
1
3
3
1
3

Sharon Groom, White Marsh, VA,
Kimberly Groome, Richmond, VA,
Matt Grosso, Springfield, VA,
Steven Groves, Reston, VA,
David Grubb , Abingdon, VA,
Michael Grubb, Stafford, VA,

1
1
1
1
3
1

Cathy Guy, Alexandria, VA,
Lisa Hackathorn, A1exandria,VA,
Amy Hackett, Newport News, VA,
Jeffrey Haddock, Virginia Beach, VA,
Josh Haggas, Whitesboro, NY,
Heather Hajdu, Bloomsbury, NJ,

3
3
2
1
3
3

Elizabeth Hallett, Manassas, VA,
John Hamill, Roanoke, VA,
Diane Hamilton, Midlothian, VA,
George Hammer, Fairfax, VA,
Curenda G. Hampton, Nokesville, VA,
Joseph Hanak, Blacksburg, VA,

3
1
2
3
1
3

f

Gerson
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Sandra Gibson, Ringgold, VA,l
William Giles, Danville, VA, 3
Brenda Gillen, Greenville, SC, 2
Nancy Gilmore, Belleview, MO, 2

"When I was four years old my father
showed me the plane he used to fly. That
day I came home and told my mom that
flying was what I wanted to do."
Sanat received his pilot's license when
he was eighte.en years old. To get his
li<;ense he had to-attend ground school as
well as accumulating an average of 50-60
hours of flying time. When asked now
often he was able to fly he replied, "not too
often," because it had been awhile since he
had last flown. Sanat was forced to earn
another ten to twelve hours of flying time
before returning to the air with
passengers.

After graduation Sanat planned to attend
law school at Georgetown University.

Monica Roe Berry

Smaran Gollamudi, Falls Church, VA, 1
Kristine Golz, Oakton, VA, 1
Christopher Gooch, Concord, VA, 1
Susan Goodman, Colonial Heights, VA, 3

Kevin Graney, Jacksonville, FL, 3
Wayne Grant, Waynesboro, 2
Mary Kay Gray, Woodbridge, VA, 3
Beth Green, Blacksburg, VA, 3

Kristin Griffith, Springfield, VA, 3
Krista Grigg, Fairfax, VA, 3
Cynthia Grinder, Lexington, VA, 2
Travis Grizzard, Mechanicsville, VA, 1

Jennifer Grunewald, Fairfax, VA, 2
Kimberly Guard, Chesapeake, VA, 3
Jason Guill, Madison Heights, VA, 1
Michele Gunter, Roanoke, VA, 3

Amanda Halagao, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Thomas Haley, Martinsville, VA, 3
Gina Hall, Williamsburg, VA, 3
Leslie Hall, Marshall, VA, 1

Laura Hann, Cincinnati, OH, 1
Holly Harding, Richmond, VA, 3
Michael Harm, Fredericksburg, VA, 3
David Harman, Newport News, VA, 1

Harman
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Kristi Hannon, Lebanon,
Rachel Harmon, Fairfax,
Scott Harmon, Vinton,
Corrie Harris, Waynesboro,
Ruthie Harris, Hopewell,
Brent Harrison, Appomattox,
Christina Hart, Dumfries,
Andrew Hartigan, Fairfax,

VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
1
3
1
1
3
3
2

Ginger Harvey, Arlington, VA,
Tara Hasan, Richmond, VA,
Matthew Haskins, South Hill, VA,
Brian Hassler, Hampton, VA,
Julie Hassler, Pennsville, NJ,
Jennifer Hastings, Baltimore, MD,
Bryan Hatfield, Midlothian, VA,
Timothy Hayden, Dumphries, VA,

1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

Emily Haynes, Chesapeake, VA,
Andrew Hays, Richmond, VA,
Brian Headley, Washington, D.C.,
Steven Headrick, Ellicott City, MD,
Melinda Heagy, Lanham, MD,
Shelly Hearp, Roanoke, VA,
Tamara Hedge, Richlands, VA,
Amy Heer, Phoenix, MD,

1
1
3
2
1
3
3
1

Erik Heisig, Arnold, MD,
Chris Heithoff, Lavale, MD,
Laura Heller, Fairfax, VA,
James Helsel, North East, MD,
Amber Helsley, Woodstock, VA,
Robert Helwig, Williamsburg, VA,
Heather Hensley, Elkton, VA,
Brian Hepler, Annandale, VA,

1
1
2
2
3
2
1
1

Calvin Hess, Hanaker, VA,
John Hess, Swords Creek, VA,
Melanie Hessler, Oakton, VA,
Carla Hickmond, Oak Hill, VA,
Jennifer Hicks, Roanoke, VA,
Kelly Hicks, Midlothian, VA,
Laura Hicks, Gambrills, MD,
Kisha Hill, Centreville, VA,

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Curtis Hinee, Willow Street, PA,
Diana Hinnant, Richmond, VA,
Scott Hite, Salem, VA,
Thien Ho, Chantilly, VA,
Huy Hoang, Lynchburg, VA,
Katherine Hobart, Elkton, VA,
Sherri Hobbs, Emporia, VA,
Gerrit Hoekstra, Westminster, MD,

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

Tyler Hodson, Dale City, VA,
Tracey Hoffman, Ft. Lee, VA,
Patrick Hogeboom, Manassas, VA,
Jonathan Holden, Annapolis, MD,
Bryan Holland, Roanoke, VA,
Richard Holland, Pitman, NJ,
Thomas Holland, Grundy, VA,
Travis Hollar, Edinburg, VA,

1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1

Harmon
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e Defense

a unior who majored in
chanical
arts for ten years and had been teaching these
He got the idea of
·ng the class while in the Army.
trained his fellow sol rs in the martial arts for use in
umed to the states in 1989.
elf Defense for Women were U"'~ I.Y\IU
ght. His reason for starting
eopJe facing the realities of U~I~"_
In his "first year of te hing the classes, one of his
attacked with a bottle
two men. She fought back
she used the techniques she learned in the class.
shot at a 7-11 and lived because he used martial
couldn't get.'a "clean shot" at him.
" lasses were taught ~ the dorms of interested people
to come teach them. According to Librescu,
"the three basic martial arts: karate, judo, and j
plffiches and kicks to fight the aggressor; judo is
or on the ground; and jujitso uses the

William Holt, Clarksburg, MD, 1
George Holzbach, Midlothian, VA, 1
Laura Holzbach, Midlothian, VA 3
Rob Hootselle, Dumfries, VA, 3

CA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

3
1
3
1

Michael Hurd, Clinchport, VA,
Rony Husein, Jakarta, Indonesia,
Angela Hutton, Winchester, VA,
Jennifer Hvozdovic, Great Falls, VA,

3
1
2
1

Patrick Irvine, Lexington, VA,
Timothy Irwin, Dillsburg, PA,
Jonathan Isett, Berlin, MD,
Elie Isha, Arlington, VA,

1
1
1
1

Stephanie Hudkins, Fair Oaks,
Shari Huffines, Sandston,
Lauren Huffman, Springfield,
Jonathan Hughes, Centreville,

David James, Richmond,
Wendy Jamison, Bluefield,
Jennifer Janoskie, Warrenton,
Greg Jarvis, Woodbridge,

VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
1
3
2

Sara Jensen, Rockville, MD,
Jessica Jett, Colonial Beach, VA,
David Jewell, Fredericksburg, VA,
Roderick Jimenez, Norfolk, VA,

1
1
1
2

The

Jennifer Jones, Mears, VA,
Tiffany Jones, Port Tobacco, MD,
Heather Jordan, Midlothian, VA,
Melissa Josey, Virginia Beach, VA,

Holt
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1
1
3
2

Erich Hom, Arnold, MD, 1
Larry W. Hoskins, Grafton, VA, 1
lona Hough, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Vicki House, Nokesville, VA, 2
Cynthia Howell, Wynesboro, VA, 1
Scott Huckins, Centreville, VA, 3

Daralynn, Hugo, McMurray, PA, 1
Catherine Hunt, Roanoke, VA, 1
John Hunter, Vienna, VA, 3
iki Hunter, Colonial Heights, VA, 2
Michael Huntley, Mt. Sidney, VA, 1
Andrea Hupp, Staunton, VA, 1

Michael Hylton, Centreville, VA, 1
Michael Indjeian, Cliffside Park, NJ, 1
Christopher Inge, Rustburg, VA, 1
Bernice Ingram, Henry, VA, 2
Kristie Innocenti, Library, PA, 1
Marty Irvine, Dale City, VA,l

Charles Jackson, Roanoke, VA, 2
Rodger Jackson, Richmond, VA, 3
Simon Jackson, Pepperell, MA, 1
Jeff Jadryev, Chantilly, VA, 1
Harry Jaeger, Richmond, VA, 3
Carla James, Roanoke, VA, 2

Jen Jenkins, Ellicott City, 1
Jenny Jenkins, Stafford, VA, 1
Joy Jenkins, Mechanicsville, VA, 1
Susan Jenkins, White Stone, VA, 1
Helen Jensen, Oakton, VA, 1
Keith Jensen, Catlett, VA, 1

Derek Johnson, Newark, DE, 2
Eric Johnson, Suffolk, VA, 1
Jeffrey Johnson, Sterling, VA, 2
Lee Johnson, Herndon, VA, 3
Wayne Johnson, Richmond, VA, 3
Heather Jones, Midlothian, VA, 1

in conege,
and her favorite composers were Debussy
and Bach because "they were such
QPposites."
MartitMticed.a . k between music and
literature and hope to use her know
of both subjects in the future. She
concluded, "I love music and I love<
literature. The two interact so well, I
Scott R. Judd, Dumfries, VA, 3
Tracey Jueneman, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Raymond Kaczmarek, Roanoke, VA, 1
Heather Kaplan, Burke, VA, 1
Emile Kariam, Falls Church, VA, 1
Jennifer Karl, Manassas, VA, 2

Karl
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one
plays: the
Stream, and the
called The Nerd, which had
production they had to have aD
every night. He claimed

il'P_,e

theatre. He wasn't sure
working for a soap opera
!II~MIBf~"

Kassner
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Bernard Kassner, Laurel, MD, }
Dimoa Katsis, Kernersville, NC, }
Shereen Kau, Fairfax Station, VA, }
Michele Kazinski, Dale City, VA, }
Donna Keefer, New Castle, VA, }
David Keenan, Stan Hope, NJ, 2
April Kees, Nitro, WV, }
Christopher Keller, Salisbury, MD, }
Jennifer Keller, Woodbridge, VA,}
Kim Keller, Burke, VA, 2
Kathy Kelley, Fairfax, VA, 2
Courtney Kennedy, Mason Neck, VA, 2
Peter Kennedy, Falls Church, VA, }
Megan Kenny, Alexandria, VA, }
Paul Kern, Arlington, VA, }
Shakeh Khechikian, McLean, VA, }
Omar Khan, Petersburg, VA, }
Dawn Kidwell, Richmond, VA, }
Thomas Kierstead, Dale City, VA, 2
Edward Kilgore, Fairfax, VA, 3
Todd Killebrew, Ft. Washington, MD, 2
Eun Kim, Fairfax, VA, }
Intae Kim, Chantilly, VA, }
Sae Kim, Richmond, VA, 2
Stephanie Kindred, Suffolk, VA, }
Angel King, Garrisonville, VA, }
David King, Elkton, VA, 2
Michelle King, Mechanicsville, VA, }
Tamara King, Roanoke, VA, 2
Jeff Kircher, Oakton, VA, 2
Daniel Kirk, Pittsburgh, PA, 2
Erin Kirkpatrick, Richmond, VA, 2
Erik Kittleson, Roanoke, VA, 1
Amy Klear, Herndon, VA, }
Chad Klinedinst, Pennsville, NJ, }
Jennise Knight, Yorkstown, VA, 2
Kara Knight, Faber, VA, 2
Lisa Knight, Bethesda, MD, 1
Eun Kyung Ko, Falls Church, VA, 1
Sherry Kobus, Alexandria, VA, 2
Jeff Kocur, Herndon, VA, 1
Regina Koehler, Greensboro, NC, 1
Andrew Koelsch, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Cindy Koenig, Annandale, VA, 3
Jeffrey Koenig, Alexandria, VA, 1
Frederick Kolstrom, Herndon, VA, 1
Kevin Kopach, Pittsburgh, PA, 3
Todd Kramer, Springfield, VA, 1
Harry Kriz, Blacksburg, VA, 2
Derek Kropp, Freeport, PA, 3
Cara Krueger, Alexandria, VA , 3
John Kruep, Fairfax Station, VA, 1
Nicole Kuczynski, Oakdale, PA, 1
David Kuehn, Columbia, SC, 1
Christa Rose Kugler, Mount Dora, FL, 2
Stacey Kunkle, Vienna, VA, 3

Kunkle
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David Kurre, Springfield, VA,
Jennifer Kvintus, Midlothian, Va,
Stephen Labrech, Letcherville, KY,
Dung Lam, Annandale, VA,
Tammy Lamb, Burr Hill, VA,
Cindie Lambert, Bridgewater, VA,

2
3
3
1
1
1

Brian Larsen, Virginia Beach, VA,
Christine Larsh, Westboro, MA,
Martina Lattimore, Hampton, VA,
Mary Laundon, Rosewell, GA,
Carl Lauters, Bethesda, MD,
Ronda Lawhorn, Covington, VA,

1
1
1
1
3
1

Stephanie Lazanov, Reston, VA,
Kevin Leclaire, Germantown, MD,
Elizabeth Lee, Richmond, VA,
Nancy Lee, Springfield, VA,
Sean Lee, Gaithersburg, MD,
Tamara Lee, Chester, VA,

1
1
1
3
1
3

Cathy Lester, Richmond, VA,
Darren Lester, Blacksburg, VA,
Jason Lester, Raritan, NJ,
Karah Levely, Burke, VA,
Laura Lew, Herndon, VA,
Jennifer Lewis, Richmond, VA,

1
2
1
1
1
1

Kristen Linde, Coopersburg, PA,
Amy Lindsay, Herndon, VA,
Andrew Lindsay, Richwood, WV,
Stacey Linger, Glouchester, VA,
Pam Lipka, Burke, VA,
James Liskey, Harrisonburg, VA,

1
3
1
1
1
3

Rolf Loken, Wilmington, DE,
David Lombardo, West Friendship, MD,
Sherry Lonell, Manassas, VA,
Felicia Long, Hampton, VA,
Jason Longman, Virginia Beach, VA,
Melissa Lopez, Pittsford, NY,

1
1
1
1
1
3

John Lowman, Jr., Dublin, VA,
John Lowry, Richmond, VA,
Rober t Lowry, Arlington, VA,
Lisa Loyd, Vinton, VA,
Brent Lucas, Sterling, VA,
Linh Phoung Luong, Springfield, VA,

3
3
1
3
3
1

Kurre
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Greg Lambert, Richmond, VA, 1
Melanie Lambert, Rosedale, MD, 1
Larand Lancaster, Richmond, VA, 1
Kathryn Langdon, Glyndon, MD, 1

Kimberly Lawrence, Salem, VA, 3
Rebecca Lawrence, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Melissa Lawson, Gate City, VA, 3
Kendra Layman, Swoope, VA, 1

Jacqueline Legg, Springfield, VA, 3
Jennifer Lehman, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Kimberly Lentz, Burke, VA, 1
Angela Lester, Penbroke, VA, 2

Keng-Jin Lian, Taiping, Malaysia, 1
Jennifer Liang, Cedar Grove, NJ, 1
Chris Lilly, Newport News, VA, 1
Jennifer Lindberg, Gaithersburg, MD, 1

Joe Lissenden, Empona, KS, 3
Amanda Little, Fayetteville, NC, 1
Christopher Little, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Jason Livingston, Blacksburg, VA, 2

Tatiana Lorca, Fairfax, VA, 1
Mary Lord, Springfield, VA, 2
Scott Lotta, Midlothian, VA, 1
Crystal Loving, Ashland, VA, 1

Leonard Luongo, Somerset, NJ, 1
Camille Lutes, Fairfax Station, VA, 1
Brian Lynch, Springfield, VA, 2
Robert Lynch, Herndon, VA, 1

Lynch
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Jeanie Lyons, Fries, VA,
Paula Mabe, Martinsville, VA,
Anita Mack, Hampton, VA,
Elizabeth Mader, Norfolk, VA,
Mike Magner, Burke, VA,
Karen Mahan, Leesburg, VA,
Timothy Mahoney, Port Washington, NY,
Douglas Mahistedt, Annandale, VA,

3
3
2
1
1
2
3
1

Laurianne Maisey, Chesapeake, VA,
Stanley Malebranche, Stony Point, NY,
Corinne Manfredi, McLean, VA,
Edie Mangibin, Ft. Belvoir, VA,
Christina Mann, Delmar, NY,
Stacy Manning, Endicott, NY,
Thomas Markiewicz, Derry, PA,
Erin Lowry Marks, Arlington, VA,

3
1
2
1
1
2
1
2

Jennifer Marlow, Alexandria, VA,
Jamie Marquitz, Great Falls, VA,
Keith Marretta, Springfield, VA,
Lorri Marronne, Herndon, VA,
Amy Marshall, Morgantown, WV,
Matthew Martelli, Maplewood, NJ,
Andrea Martens, Bethlehem, PA,
Amy Martin, Ashland, VA,

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Brian Martin, Salem, VA, 3
Daniel Martin, Chantilly, VA, 1
Jeffrey Martin, Charlottesville, VA, 1
Julia Martin, Lynchburg, VA, 1
Paul Martin, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Meddie Marty, Virginia Beach, VA, 2
Kris Maslin, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Kristina Mason, Bristol, VA, 1
Stephanie Mason, Alexandria, VA,
Travis Mason, Fairfax, VA,
Charles Massie, Virginia Beach, VA,
James Mauck, Jr., Odenton, MD,
Dennis Maulee, Chesterfield, VA,
Brian Maxwell, Boissevain, VA,
Jennifer Mayberry, Hillsville, VA,
Meredith Mayes, Potomac, MD,

2
1
1
1
3
2
1
1

Edward Mayton, Richmond, VA,
Karen McAfee, Vienna, VA,
Brian McCarthy, Glen Rock, PA,
Jennifer McCary, Leesburg, VA,
Angie McClain, Waynesboro, VA,
Wendy McClanahan, Warrenton, VA,
John McCloy, Midlothian, VA,
Denise McClure, Blacksburg, VA,

1
1
3
2
2
2
3
1

Bridget McComb, Richmond, VA,
Andrea McCormac, Richmond, VA,
Andrew McCormick, Lynchburg, VA,
Julie McCormick, Midlothian, VA,
Carolyn McCornac, Livingston, NJ,
Sherry McCullough, Oak Ridge, TN,
Mason McDaniel, Springfield, VA,
Andrew McDavid, Herndon, VA,

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

Lyons
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McDavid
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Mark McDavid, Clinchport, VA,
Meredith McDonald, Alexandria, VA,
Kirsteen McFarlene, Glasgow, United Kingdom,
Todd McGarry, Shipman, VA,

2
1
3
1

Maggie McNally, Oak Ridge, TN, 1
Paul McNulty, Burke, VA, 2
Tara McPeak, Richlands, VA, 3
Amanda McPherson, Madison, CT, 3

Jennifer Mennell, Columbia, MD,
Gregory Merlo, Upper Marlboro, MD ,
Richard Messemer, Pearl River, NY,
Lynne Michalski, Morristown, NJ,

1
1
1
1

Bradley Miller, Cary, NC,
Carrie Miller, Lavale, MD,
David Miller, Pittstown, NJ,
Jennifer Miller, Sterling, VA,

3
1
2
2

Lisa Mills, Martinsville, NJ, 1
Christopher Mincer, Annandale, VA, 1
Sara Minnich, Sterling, VA, 2
Dawn Misenheimer, Staunton, VA, 1

Frank Mondo, Ronkonkoma, NY,
Patricia Monge, Boyce, VA,
Jason Monk, Newport News , VA,
Charles Lee Moore, Raleigh, NC,

2
1
1
1

Lisa Moreno, Vienna, VA,
Gregory Morgen, Vincetown, NJ,
Brandi Morris , Princeton, WV,
Stacy Morris, Salem, VA,

1
1
1
1

McDavid
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Corey McGrail, Fairfax, VA, 1
Judy McIntire, Elkton, MD, 1
Kevin McKinley, Wilmington, DE, 2
Neil Mclellan, Centreville, VA, 2
Annise McMillan, Fredericksburg, VA, 1
James McMillan, Portland, CT, 2

Catherine Mead, Front Royal, VA, 3
Brian Meek, Vienna, VA, 1
Kerri Mellor, Maxwell Air Force Base, AL, 3
Nadeem Memon, Yardley, PA, 3
Michelle Mendenilla, Annapolis, MD, 1
Kristine Mendoza, Annandale, VA, 1

Carolyn Michel, Alexandria, VA, 2
Cynthia Micklem, Scottsville, VA, 3
Todd Mitchell, Springfield, VA, 1
Pamela Milavic, Pittsburgh, PA, 1
Laura Milby, Richmond, VA, 1
Amy Miller, Bumpass, VA, 1

Kursten Miller, Gainesville, VA, 1
Michael Miller, Falls Church, VA, 3
Preston Miller, Roanoke, VA, 1
Stephanie Miller, Montclair, VA, 1
Stephanie Miller, Blacksburg, VA, 1
Dwayne Mills, Richmond, VA, 1

Connie Misket, Downingtown, PA, 1
John Mitchell, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Morris Mitchell, Emporia, VA, 2
Marta Moellendick, Parkersburg, WV, 1
Catherine Moffett, Washington, VA, 1
Gregory Molnar, Vienna, VA, 3

Evan Moore, Richmond, VA, 1
Jason Moore, Newport News , VA, 2
Regan Moore, Seaford, VA, 1
Jennifer Moores, Huntington, WV, 1
Mark Moran, Canadensis, PA, 1
Carla Moravitz, Alexandria, VA, 2

paTl:JClpa[eU on her high school dance team
been a member of the High Techs
~:iii.r!!'~~ of her college career.
High Techs were ranked ninth in the

nation and hoped to improve their standing
every year. Members of the High Techs
choreographed their own routines, which
tended to make them even more spectacular.
Richardson hoped to one day participate as a
dance choreographer.
Richardson practiced with the High Techs
almost every day and lifted weights three
times per week. She enjoyed the weight
training because "when you are stronger,
you have more control over your
movements." Richardson had always been
athletic in high school and enjoyed
maintaining her physical condition. Because
Richardson loved health and exercise, she

planned to one day become a physical
therapist. In addition to working with the
body through exercising and conditioning,
she also wanted to continue to helping
others dance by coaching a high school
team or by giving dance lessons.

Jennifer Morrison, Alexandria, VA, 1
Shane Morton, Parkersburg, WV, 1
Wendy Mory, Monkton, MD, 2
Barry Moses, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Jennifer Moxley, Moorestown, NJ, 1
Lori Mullins, Stafford, VA, 1

Mullins
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spent in

syland

? Because we like }iou!
10 would always remember the interesting people
es that sli met. She had the chance to make ne
ience many differ,ent cultures, and said it was a ",f\ID..t.:,..fri..be a "part of the Plagic."
lo's future was headed toward public relations.
organizer" and liked "to plan events," she hoped to
and work with many people. Her work
ios was a great experience that would n ..o,reti>l'liW:

Andrew Murdoch, Eatontown, VA, NJ, 2
Sandra Christine Murphy, Englewood, CO, 1
Kathleen Murphy, Roseland, NJ, 1
Julie Murrell, Suffolk, VA, 1
Edward Muth, Manassas, VA, 2
Karen Nash, Fredericksburg, VA, 3
Kevin Naylor, Fairfax, VA, 1
Monee Neidrauer, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Kimberly Neis, Blacksburg, VA, 2
Tonya Nester, Henry, VA, 1
Debra Newcomb, Richmond, VA, 1
Anne Newell, Mechnicsville, VA, 2
Katie Ngo, Falls Church, VA, 1
Nicole Nguyen, Falls Church, VA, 1
Trang Nguyen, Richmond, VA, 3
Terri Nicholas, Staunton, VA, 1
Jamee Nicholson, Lancaster, VA, 1
Melissa Nickels, Tazewell, VA, 1
Brian Nims, Andover, MA, 1
Cynthia Noll, Fairfax Station, VA, 3
Carla Norman, Rock Hill, SC, 1
Jennifer Norris, Blacksburg, VA, 1
Jon Norris, Herndon, VA, 2
Ronald Nottingham, Richmond, VA, 1
Stephen Novak, Vienna, VA, 1
Arief Nugraha, Jakarta, Indonesia, 1
Kimberlee Nunn, Williamsburg, VA, 1
Scott Nyberg, Fairfax, VA, 1
Catherine Nye, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Eric Nyman, Arlington, VA, 1
Kathleen O'Brien, Springfield, NJ, 1
Walter O'Connell, Rockville, MD, 1
Virginia O'Connor, Vienna, VA, 2
John O'Dell, Montross, VA, 1
Keith O'Hara, Knoxville, TN, 1
Eileen O'Neill, Fairfax, VA, 1
Thomas O'Reilly, Reston, VA, 1
Coleen O'Rourke, Bowie, MD, 1
Kelley Oakley, Richmond, VA, 1
Angela Oaks, Mechanicsville, VA, 2
Teresa Odend'hal, Baltimore, MD,l
Shana Olds, Chesapeake, VA, 1
Eric Oliphant, Annandale, VA, 2
Erik Olson, Fairfax Station, VA, 1
Todd Oltmanns, Waynesboro, VA, 1
Carmela Oquendo, Herndon, VA, 3
Kerry Orandello, Sterling, VA, 1
Dawn Orbin, Pittsburgh, PA, 1
John Orlando, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Kimberly Orr, Bedford, VA, 3
Alice V. Osborn, Burke, VA, 2
Christina Osborne, Burlington, KY, 1
Jeff Osborne, Roanoke, VA, 2
Gregory Ostinato, Burke, VA, 1
Mark Otley, Montclair, VA, 1
Robin Ott, Manassas, VA, 1

Ott
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Genevieve Oudar, Manassas, VA,
Michael Overton, Dumfries, VA,
Lauren Packard, Richmond, VA,
Melanie Palalay, Virginia Beach, VA,
Angela Pankey, Bedford, VA,
Robert Pannel, Richmond, VA,

2
1
3
1
1
3

Joseph Parker, Windsor, VA,
Leslie Parker, Newport News, VA,
Eric Parlette, Charlottesville, VA,
Eric Parr, Canandaigua, NY,
Adrian Parris, Alexandria, VA,
Krista Parsell, Califon, NJ,

3
1
2
1
2
1

Brian Patteson, Burke, VA,
Stacey Paul, Norfolk, VA,
Richard Paules, Douglassville, PA,
Cirilo Paulo, Lorton, VA,
Tina Paulsen, Virginia Beach, VA,
Chris Paust, Leonardtown, MD,

1
1
1
1
3
1

Katherine Peale, Chesapeake, VA,
Ryan Pearce, Fairfax, VA,
Vivian Pearson, Davidson, MD,
JeaninePeltier, Jonesborough, TN,
Laura Pennell, Woodbridge, VA,
Eileen Pennington, Yorktown, VA,

2
1
1
1
1
2

Jennifer Perry, Coeburn, VA,
Brian Pessaro, Baltimore, MD,
Kimberly Peterson, Jessup, MD,
Todd Peterson, Clifton, VA,
Eric Pfrommer, Knoxville, TN,
Tracy Philcox, Clifton, VA,

1
3
1
3
1
3

Natalie Pitt, Woodbridge, VA,
Elizabeth Pittman, Hampton, NH,
Cara Plaster, Cascade, VA,
Ben Plummer, Herndon, VA,
Kristin Pointkowski, McClean, VA,
Jenny Poland, Richmond, VA,

3
3
3
1
1
1

James Powell, Jacksonville, FL,
Sandra Powell, Charlotte, NC,
Sung Powley, Centreville, VA,
Kendra Pramik, Clarksville, MD,
David Preisman, Philmont, VA,
Shelley Prince, Lothian, MD,

3
1
1
2
1
2

Oudar
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Sinyoung Park, Roanoke, VA, 1
Amy Parker, Vienna, VA, 2
Christopher Parker, Richmond, VA, 3
Elisabeth Parker, Mechanicsville, VA, 1

as a congressman or senator.

Raymond Partlow, Front Royal, VA, 1
Chirag Patel, Chesapeake, VA, 1
Sangita Patel, Alexandria, VA, 1
Alisha Patsel, Roanoke, VA, 1

Michelle Pavitt, Arlington, VA, 1
Kimberly Pavlak, Montclair, VA, 1
Christina Payne, Stuarts Draft, VA, 3
Jeryl Payne, Alexandria, VA, 3

Daniel Pepelko, Great Falls, VA, 1
Christopher Purdue, Joppa, MD, 1
Jenaya Perkinson, Amelia, VA, 1
Terri Perroti, Amenia, NY, 2

Traci Phillips, Radford, VA, 1
Wendy Pickeral, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Kent Picklesimer, Greenville, SC, 1
David Pinckert, St. Louis, MO, 1

Ann Porter, Greenboro, NC, 2
Clayton Porter, Williamsburg, VA, 1
Terry Potter, Grundy, VA, 3
Christina Powell, Chesterfield, VA, 3

Amy Pritt, Scott Depot, WV,l
David Purdy, Fairfax, VA, 1
Kevin Putnam, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
William Pyle, Columbia, MD, 1
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steel in divine off.ring.
It spins a rusted warning,

a tribal dance winding tangled flames
which mow the dirt into blackness.

into precision: a
78 r.p.m. I shiver,
wait for the diamond
to be lifted.

Quach
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Don Quach, Richmond , VA, 1
Theresa Quattrochi, Pennsville, NJ , 1
Gabe Quesinberry, Roanoke, VA, 2
Christy Quillin, Poquoson, VA, 1
Rashida Qureshi, Phoenix, MD , 3
Sara Qureshi, Phoenix, MD, 1
Jeffrey Radcliffe, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Ken Raffel, Newark, DE, 1
Tom Rafferty, Vineland, NJ , 3
Robert Ragon, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Katina Ragsdale, South Boston, VA, 1
Ansar Rahel, Herndon, VA, 2
Robin Raines, Grundy, VA, 1
Jeffrey Ramsey, Pittsburgh, PA, 2
Cotton Randall, Martinsville, VA, 1
Thomas C. Rao III, Mechanicsville, VA, 1
Jenny Rapalski, Springfield, VA, 3
Darren Rapaport, Reston, VA, 1
Timothy Rapp, Reston, VA, 2
Robert Rappolt, Midlothian, VA, 2
Brian Raschella, Gastonia, NC, 1
David Rasmussen, Broad Brook, CT, 1
Anne Rathbone, Alexandria, VA, 1
AI Rauchut, Arlington, VA, 3
David Ray, Grafton, VA, 1
Kelly Ray, Springfield, VA, 1
Elizabeth Reamy, Baltimore, MD , 1
Colin Reasoner, Huntsville, AL, 1
Geraldine Rebano, Herndon, VA, 1
Keith Rebello, Clifton, VA, 1
Wynne Reece, Blacksburg, VA, 3
David Reed, Reston, VA, 2
Jamie Reed, Ambler, PA, 1
Robert Regan, Howell, NJ, 1
Alan Reichbart, Fairfax, VA, 1
Melanie Relel, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Thomas Renegar, Olney, MD, 1
Brigitte Rice, Pennsville, NJ, 1
Layne Rice, Annandale, VA, 1
Trina Rice, New York, NY, 1
Daniel Richardson, Raleigh, NC, 2
Michael Richardson, Collegeville, PA, 3
Saeed Richardson, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
David Rickard, Purcellville, VA, 1
Andrew Ridder, Harrisonburg, VA, 3
Laura Ringley, Coeburn, VA, 1
Trichelle Ritter, Courtland, VA, 1
Michael Roach, Emporia, VA, 2
Andrea Roberts , Virginia Beach, VA, 2
Angela Roberts , Blacksburg, VA, 3
Paul Roberts , Portsmouth, VA, 1
Gary Robertson, Union Level,VA, 3
Matthew Robertson, Grottoes, VA, 3
Russell Robertson, Dale City, VA, 1
Julie Robinette, Roanoke, VA, 3
Corey Robinson, Hyattsville, ~
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Dana Robinson, Midland, VA, 1
Shelley Roe, Midlothian, VA, 1
Marsha Romanowski, Nashua, NH, 2
Shelley Rommelmann , Concord, NC, 1
Michala Rose, G.D. Luxembourg, 1
Janet Ross, Bassett, VA, 1
Monica Rosson, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Amy Roszak, Annandale, VA, 1
C. Kendall Rountree, Richmond, VA, 1
Laura Rouse, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Harlo Rowsey, Midlothian, VA, 3
Mark Roy, Yorktown, VA, 1
Warren Ruark, Princess Anne, MD, 3
Lisa Ruis, Reston, VA, 3
Jeffrey Rule, Swarthmore, PA, 3
Damon Ruion, Bridgewater, VA, 2
Shelia Russ, Glen Allen, VA, 2
Eric Russell, Sterling, VA, 1
Jennifer Rutter, Mt. Airy, MD, 1
Tiffany Ryan, Annapolis, MD, 3
Robert Rybs, Skillman, NJ, 3
Tamara Ryland, Chesapeake, VA, 1
Joanna Safi, McLean, VA, 1
Laura Sakowicz, Stafford, VA, 3
Alexander Salvador, Burke, VA, 3
Clay Sampson, Bluefield, WV, 1
Mary Beth Sams, Williamsburg, VA, 2
Jennifer Sanders, Stafford, VA, 2
Brian Sanderson, Richmond, VA, 1
Theresa Sansone, Elkton, MD, 2
Shawn Sapp, Glenwood, MD , 1
Joanne Sakuti, Fairfax, VA, 1
Michael Saunders, Manassas, VA,
Kevin Scharpf, Vinton, VA,
Heidi Schettler, Media, PA,
Jennifer Scheufel, Stuarts Draft, VA,
Dana Schlafman, Reston, VA,
Kevin Schluckebier, Petersburg, VA,
David Schmiel, Springfield, VA,
Mary Ann Schmierer, Richmond, VA,

2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1

Douglas Schneeberg, Pasadena, MD, 2
Carl Schneider, Richmond, VA, 3
Kent Schneider, Fairfax, VA, 1
Scott Scholz, Tomasville, PA, 1
Stephanie Schoonover, West Chester, PA, 1
Steven Schroeder, Reston, VA, 3
Lisa Schulien, Fairfax Station, VA, 2
Holly Schultz, Fairfax, VA, 3
Jennifer Schutt, Burkeville, VA, 2
Aimee Schwartz, Sterling, VA, 3
Christine Schwartz, Vienna, VA, 1
Maureen Scott, Oakton, VA, 1
Paula Scott, Suffolk, VA, 2
Ted Scott, Springfield, VA, 2
Neil Sedlak, Stafford Springs, CT, 1
Jeffrey Seith, Westerville, OH, 1
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The story
Dungan
the time, caught a
graciously bestowed
around Prom.
It was a bumpy birthday,
passed his test, thanks to some
and his brother made it to the Prom
there a lesson to be learned? Yes,
sick, especially if it's around your bi

by Sandee Williamson

Seith
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After Life
Beau Yarborough, a senior who majored in both communications
wrote the following tale about the death of a college students and
eternal splendor. Following graduation, Yarborough planned to

how
just
al14hose
Arriving·
afterlife was an experience nv"ut:~oUIili,JU
qualities only by my )asltWy virginity ~k in high
don't know what I ex~the afterlife to oe like. Maybe _._.__.. _._
"Hey! Neat trick. So this is the afterlife, huh? Reminds me of Jersey •
.. .grey."
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Roy Selvidge, Oxfork, MS, 3
Allen Sembower, Manassas, VA, 1
Soryda Seng, Falls Church, VA, 1
Randall Senger, Bridgewater, VA, 1
Tamika Sexton, Vicenza, Italy, 1
Kristie Seymore, Grafton, VA, 1
Nancy Shah, Oakton, VA, 1
Humair Shaikh, Blacksburg, VA, 1
Rick Shang Ie, Oakton, VA, 1
Christina Shaw, Briddgewater, VA, 1
Mark Shaw, Stafford, VA, 2
William Shaw, Centreville, VA, 1
William Sheets, Richmond, VA, 1
Richard Sheild, King George, VA, 1
Robert Shelton, Roanoke, VA, 1
Wayne Shepard, Annandale, VA, 3
Mark Sherkey, Machipongo, VA, 1
John Shipp, Jr., Tappahannock, VA, 3
Paul Shope, Lancaster, PA, 1
Sheila Shortt, Richmond, VA, 1
Kathryn Showalter, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Timmesa Shrader, Tazewell, VA, 2
Jennifer Shrum, Falls Church, VA, 1
John Siczka, Pittsburgh, PA, 3
Catherine Sieber, McLean, VA, 3
Brian Siegle, Frnklin, VA, 3
Scot Silbaugh, Annandale, VA, 1
Joshua Simcock, Columbia, MD, 2
Jonathan Simmons, Petersburg, VA, 1
Amy Simms, Stafford, VA, 1
Michael Simon, Dix Hills, NY, 1
Amy Simpson, Vienna, VA, 1
Christopher Sims, Richmond, VA, 3
Donna Sinagra, Blacksburg, VA, 1
Christopher Sipe, Woodstock, VA, 3
Melissa Sitterson, Sandston, VA, 1
Angela Sizemore, Stephens City, VA, 2
Lawrence Skelly, Lake Ridge, VA, 1
Alexa Sionin, Oceanview, DE, 1
Anne Smith, Fancy Gap, VA, 1
C. Harrison Smith, III, Cary, NC, 3
Dana Smith, Chesapeake, VA, 1
David Smith, Covington, VA, 2
David Smith, Penfield, NY, 3
Jill Smith, Newport News, VA, 1
Kelly Smith, Boyds, MD, 2
Lester Smith, Yorktown, VA, 1
Robert Smith, Gainesville, VA, 1
Ryan Smith, Gainesville, VA, 1
Sarah Smith, Fairfax Station, VA, 1
Stephanie Smith, Arnold, MD, 3
Thomas Smith, Orange, VA, 1
Lisa Smoker, Yorktown, VA, 1
Kimberly Snyder, Middle Grove, NY, 1
Ruth Sorenson, Grafton, VA, 3
Michael Southall, Farmville, VA, 1

Aaron Spahn, Fairfax, VA,
Jean Sparrow, Richmond, VA,
Marc Spedden, Arlington,VA,
Molly Speidell, Ashland, VA,
Andrew Spicher, Dillsburg, PA,
Patric Spillane, Blacksburg, VA,
Katrina Spinelli, Norfolk, VA,
Jamie Spisak, Midlothian,VA,

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Robert Spitzer, Sterling, VA,
Andrea Spivey, Jamestown, NC,
Panaithep Srichai, Man, WV,
Joseph Staley, Burke, VA,
Kristen Stalowicz, Randolph, NJ,
Lori Stamey, Fred, VA,
John Standridge, Baltimore, MD,
Tom Stanfill, Alexandria, VA,

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Paulette Stankewich, Ridgefield,
Lisa Stanley, Chester,
Jess Stapleton, Chantilly,
Diana Starr, Lynchburg,
Suzanne Starr, Lynchburg,
Joanna Staton, Yorktown,
Catherine Steele, York,
Jennifer Steffen, Bedford,

CT,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
PA,
VA,

1
2
2
1
3
1
3
1

Charmange Stevens, Richmond, VA,
Patrick Stewart, Arlington, VA,
Emily Stillton, Richmond, VA,
Kimberly Stone, Richmond, VA,
Donna Stoner, Fishersville, VA,
Patricia Stoughton, Virginia Beach, VA,
Thomas Strassberger, Haymarket, VA,
Charles Streaker Jr., Mt. Airy, MD,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Holly Strong, Norfolk, VA,
Anna Stump, Virginia Beach, VA,
Kirsten Sulfaro, Chesapeake, VA,
Kelly Sullender, Cockeysville, MD,
Brian Sullivan, Stephenson, VA,
David Sullivan, Hickory, NC,
Todd Sullivan, Leesburg, VA,
Damon Suto, Remington, VA,

1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1

Katheen Swanda, Vienna, VA,
Ted Swearingen, Jr., Colonial Heights, VA,
Linus Peter Sweers, Blacksburg, VA,
Matthew Sweet, Glen Allen, VA,
Nicole Szybiak, Laurel Springs, NY,
Andrew Talmadge, Roanoke, VA,
Patrick Talty, Clifton, VA,
Mathew Tambourine, Verona, PA,

1
2
2
1
2
3
2
1

Amy Tan, Roanoke, VA,
Rebecca Tardiff, Vienna, VA,
Amy Tarr, Mt. Airy, MD,
Stacy Tatro, Chesterfield, VA,
Christopher Taylor, Bluefield, WV,
Molly Taylor, Virginia Beach, VA,
Stephanie Taylor, Virginia Beach, VA,
Matthew Teachout, Middletown, VA,

3
2
1
3
1
1
3
1
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for a bit. I had never
ghetto. And I had never
some friend of my little sister.

This reminded me more and more of a

die of AIDS,' or 'No, I can't tell
her hands hard into her PO(:k~.;lM,b;;iJH1Jj~
but hey, enquiring miQds

arouid. Yep, just a
heade4,down the n
lonely. Up ahead, e mg a iTt.ittY fog, a door stood
of the road. You kno likein 'The Twilight Zone:'
to a dimemion otsiliht, blah, blah, blah."
closer to llIe ooor, I sniffed what seemed to be ,,',;'>vc.ttd· ......
the door I c dhear men laughing and bottles cI
me a moment, wfiAJI you?" The Grim Reaper opened
head through. 'Ire had only opened it a crack, and
around her. "Cu~omer coming through, Get your
the door I could hear cries of 'hide the bottles' and
a few moments outside while everything
the door and we went in,

baby-looking

"Jesus
knowing. "
To make a long
birth; father's full
maiden name); sexual
out of wedlock; religion (if
the next page); number of chi
of children if any born out of wedlock;
commit; references (please list three rei
mortals) and on and on and on.
"Finally."
We marched back to the desk. The Grim
back. I spent the time admiring her tight
for a. . .well, a cute butt for whatever the
"Let's go."
"Sure thing, boss. Say, is there any way I
maybe catch a movie or something?
We got into an elevator jammed
by a particularly huge pair of wings.
off in a wide passageway.
We walked for a while

involved, and I had
I had to be going.
_ Grim Reaper opened a door for me and we
had a funny look in them ...
"Not long at all."
Did you ever see "The Wizard of Oz?" Remember the black and white part,
where they're in Kansas? That's kinda like where I ended up. On this long
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Anja M. Teagle, Virginia Beach, VA, 1
Alan Tefft, Pittsburgh, PA, 3
Gabriel Tellerion, Miami, FL, 3
Elias Thomas, Murfreesboro, NC, 2
Frank Thomas Jr., Salem, VA, 1
Sean Thomas, Springfield, VA, 2
William Thomas, Smithfield, VA, 3
Brian Thompson, Alexandria, VA, 3
Janelle Thompson, Singers Glen, VA, 2
Katrina Thompson, Clinton, MD, 1
Melanie Thompson, Haymarket, VA, 1
Melanie Thompson, Rustberg, VA, 2
Sheri Thompson, Newport News, VA, 1
Eric Thornett, Fairfax, VA, 1
Donald Thorstenson, Reston, VA, 3
Stacy Tidmore, Crofton, MD, 1
Valerie Tidwell, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Shannon Tignor, Milford, VA, 1
Blake Tilson, Marion, VA, 1
Sarah Todd, Amherst, NY, 3
David Torres, Pocomoke, MD, 1
Pauline Toscano, Alexandria, VA, 1
Elizabeth Townsend, Manquin, VA, 3
Michael Townsend, Fairfax, VA, 2
Laurie Beth Trantham, Fredericksburg, VA, 1
Carl Trautman, White Hall, MD, 2
Virginia Trautman, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Marcy Trepke, Centreville, VA, 1
Doug Trevino, Lorton, VA, 1
Melanie Tuin, Midlothian, VA, 2
Andrea Turnage, Ashland, VA, 1
Ludia Turner, Brodnox, VA, 1
Maurisa Turner, Alexandria, VA, 1
Stacy Turner, Dufhries, VA, 2
Tonya Turner, Portland, OR, 3
Jeremy Tuten, Dumfries, VA, 1
Jennifer Tweedie, Springfield, VA, 3
Catherine Tweel, Springfield, VA, 3
Julie Tyler, Troutville, VA, 2
Robert Tyls, Yorktown, VA, 2
Janna Unterzuber, Woodbridge, VA, 1
Christine Vaisvil, Hampton, VA, 3
Randal Van Epps, Chester, VA, 2
Lisa Van Tuyl, McLean, VA, 1
Stephen Vandermeer, Midlothian, VA, 1
Kevin Vasquez, Fairfax, VA, 1
Jason P. Velivilis, Ellicott City, MD, 2
Taylor Vergakis, Winston-Salem, NC, 1
Angie Vermillion, Oakton, VA, 1
Rebecca Veyo, Murrysville, PA, 3
Robert Vignec, Oviedo, FL, 3
Ann Vignovic, Brecksville, OH, 1
Jennifer Vinson, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Analisa Vipperman, Axton, VA, 3
Anita Virmani, Herndon,VA, 1
Kathie Virunurm, Manassas, VA, 2

Virunurm
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Daniel Vogel, Blacksburg, VA, 2
Deegee Vollmer, Virginia Beach, VA, 3
Nisha Vora, Oakton, VA, 2
Patrick Wade, 3
Jennifer Wagaman, Vienna, VA, 1
Franklin Wagner, Vinton, VA, 3
Leisa Wagner, Staunton, VA, 1
Kathryn Walker, Chesterfield, VA, 1
VA,
PA,
PA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,
VA,

1
2
3
1
1
1
1
3

Gary Warner, Linden, VA,
Derek Warren, Shadow, VA,
Stephen Warriner, Richmond, VA,
Chris Wasson, Morgantown, WV,
Joseph Waters , Sterling, VA,
Sarah Waters , Glen Allen, VA,
J. Mike Watkins, Midlothian, VA,
Jennifer Watkins , Richmond, VA,

2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

Mark Walker, Hopewell,
Philip Walker, West Chester,
Travis Walker, Lebanon,
Steven Wallace, Fairfax,
Chris Wallingford, Fairfax,
Monica Waltsak, Alex,
Sarah Ward , Hampton,
Bart Warner, Richlands,

Tracie Watkins, Midlothian, VA, 1
John Watson, Vienna, VA, 1
Kristy Weatherly, Viewtown, VA, 1
Kim Weaver, Danville, VA, 3
William Weaver, Ashland, VA, 1
Michael Weil, Centerville, OH, 2
Scott Weimer, Clinton, MD, 1
Steven Weiskircher, Springerville, AZ, 1
Tina Weitzel, Mechanicsville, VA,
Andrew Wells, Staunton, VA,
Marsha Wells, Hampton, VA,
Karen Wenner, Temple, PA,
Robert Werron, Lusby, MD ,
Reginald West, Williamsburg, VA,
Katherine Wetzel, Crofton, MD,
Karen Weyermuller, Carlisle, PA,

1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

Jaime Wheeler, Fairfax, VA, 1
Julie Wheeler, Max Meadows, VA, 3
Jamie Whitacre, Stephens City, VA, 2
Bradford White, Portsmouth, VA, 3
Denise White, Bluefield, VA, 1
Rene White, Bassett, VA, 3
Leonard Whitehead, Vienna, VA, 3
Nikola Whitehead, Charlotte, NC, 2
Julie Whitmore, Ellicott City, MD,
Aria Wibisono, McLean, VA,
Kurt Wick, Richmond, VA,
Susannah Wicks, Reston, VA,
Tyree Wilborne, Clover, VA,
Vernon Wildy, Jr., Glen Allen, VA,
Dawn Marie Wilkerson, Falls Church, VA,
Eric Wilkins , Gordonsville, VA,

3
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
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stretch of asphalt cutting across this grey mud plain, grey skies. Only the
whole thing had this faint bloody red tint to it. I kinda doubted this was
Heaven.
"Urn," I said, turning to The Grim Reaper, "I kinda doubt this is Heaven."
With a derisive snort, the Reaper vanished into a puff of nothingness.
Not Heaven? But I had confessed, fer crissakes! That settled it! Once I
found someone in authority I was definitely registering a rrunnl,.. r\~·";~.•
Needless to say, there was no door here, just more empty ~pu._p•• ~.
up. Greasy clouds flew across a swollen orange sun. Y'know it
I couldn't help but think it looked like an eye. Did God I
I stood, staring up
eye of God.
"Hey, big
God didn't savamu
my experience.
who hadn't
Thinking of
diraonat

to be almost more than it
the fraternity house,
yes adjusting to the

or ad!n't you
arourtd
gently by the elbow and led me over
"We've gotta cle~1Jf) some misconceptions, son ... " A heavily
old woman with badly stained dentures and a orange wig put two beers up on
the bar. I sipped mine as the~~ looked around for an ashtray before giving
up and flicking his butt behind the bar.
"Do y'all have anything other than Olympia?" I said, wiping the foul liquid
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Lucifer didn't dignify my question
roat and got a cigarette out of the
have heard," Lucifer said, taking a drag from his
Devil (me) isn't in charge here. Yahweh is. That's 'God' to
qmtinued. It was kind of slick how he didn't need a lighter,
j4st lit on its own .
. . well, on Earth, when the British first colonized Australia, all
were convicts. It was one big penal olony. That's what Hell
all God's enemies get dumped.
first one here,
ing. He also dumps His
Is truck it in

Got the attention
platypus, good for
laugh riot. Occasi
the other fallen

Eric Wilkinson, Ellicott City, MD, I
Stephanie Wilkowski, Vienna, VA, I
David Williams, Forest, VA, I
Harry Williams, Monsey, NY, I
James Williams, Falmouth, VA, 3
Jeffrey Williams, Mt. Airy, MD, 3
John Williams, Fairfax, VA, I
Marquel Williams, Jarratt, VA, 2
Richard Williams, East Elmhurst, NY, 3
Sonya Williams, Hanover, VA, 3
Stewart Williams, Carrboro, NC, 3
Denise Williamson, Petersburg, VA, I
Jason Williamson, Midlothian, VA,1
Tara Williamson, Poquoson, VA, I
Keith Willison, Fairfax, VA, 2
Sean Willson, Fairfax, VA, I
Dawn Wilson, Poquoson, VA, I
Douglas Wilson, Fredericksburg, VA, 3
Elizabeth Wilson, Annandale, VA, 3
Mary Wilson, Alexandria, VA, I
Nathan Wilson, Hagerstown, MD, I
Nicole Wilson, Falls Church, VA, 3
Paul Wilson, Virginia Beach, VA, I
Riccardo Wilson, Rochester, NY, 2
Christopher Wind nagle, Toledo, OH, I
Charles Wingfield III, Mechanicsville, VA, 3
Jennifer Wise, Chesapeake, VA, I
William Wise, Suffolk, VA, I
Jeffrey Wolfe, Allison Park, PA, 3
Dennis Wolstenholme, Woodbridge, VA,3
Christopher Wong, Woodbridge, VA, I
Jaqueline Wood, Wingina, VA, I
Karen Wood, Ferrum, VA, 3
Kelly Wood, Chesterfield, VA, 3
Kevin Wood, Abingdon, VA, 3
Jeff Woodford, Lynchburg, VA, 3
Dennis Woods, Vienna, VA, 3
Jason Woods, Horsey, VA, I
Steven Woodward, Marshall, VA, 3
Juliene Work, Springfield, VA, 2
Melanie Wray, Virginia Beach, VA, I
Vance Wright, Blackridge, VA, 2
Hayes Wyngarden, Louisville, KY, I
Susanna Wynn, Falls Church, VA, 2
Norman Yang, Fairfax, VA, 3
Amy Yates, Richmond, VA, I
Traci Yates, Earlysville, VA, I
Jenny Yim, Fairfax, VA, 3
Christin Yohler, Annandale, VA, 3
Gordon Yonce, Elk Creek, VA, I
Stephen Yong, Fairfax, VA, I
Haydon Young, Blacksburg, VA, 3
Robin Young, Millersville, MD, 3
Emily Youngberg, Silver Spring, MD, I
Kristy Zacharias, Woodbridge, VA, 2
Scott Zelenski, Sterling, VA, 3
Brian Zeman, Riner, VA, 3
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S tudents weren't the only people out on
the limb trying to make intelligent choices for themselves. All around the world people
made decisions: sometimes they were good ones and sometimes they weren't. Anita
Hill decided to disclose information about Judge Clarence Thomas which led to weeks of
hearings. Only after interrogation and humiliation for everyone involved was Thomas
appointed the 106th United States Supreme Court Justice. The decision of a California
jury to acquit the Los Angeles police officers that were accused of beating Rodney King
led to the largest incidence of rioting and uprage in 25 years. Magic Johnson disclosed
that he contracted the AIDS virus and decided to use his visibility to promote AIDS
awareness. On a lighter note, the Redskins won their thi rd Superbowl in 10 years and
Carolyn Suzanne Sapp was crowned Miss America. Everywhere people were playing out
their lives on the limb and sometimes other peoples' lives affected the lives of everyone,
marking this year as different from any other -- marking this year's
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A fte"

n August 15,
1991, Paul Simon and a 17-piece
band drawn fro m five nations
stepped on stage in Central Park
for a free concert lasting almost
three hours. Erstwhile partner
Art Garfunkel was not, however,
by his side.
The concert was a retrospective of Simon's career, from
the simpl e beginnings of lowbudget doo-wap of the 50's in
Queens, NY to the pulsating
South African sounds and
rhythms of his 1986 "Graceland"
album and the Afro-Brazi lian
drumming and Antonio Carlos
Jobim chord chemistry of his
latest, "Rhythm of the Saints."
Most of Simon's work is a
complex mixture of music from
the United States and other
lands - Jamaican reggae,
Louisiana zydeco, gospel, jazz,

rock, English pastoral, the
Blues, and African chants.
The Central Park concert,
attended by over 500,000 fans,
was part of a longer trip, a pause
in his "Born at the Right Time"
tour of almost 14 months that
he said would end early next
year in Africa after stops in
Japan, China, Australia, and
South America.
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O
n September
14, 199 1, Carolyn Suzanne Sapp
from Honolulu, Hawaii, shed

Carolyn Suzanne Sapp has put
t he trauma behind her and gone
forward with strength and
courage to win the Miss America
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tears of joy as she was
crowned Miss Ameri ca.
Within days, however, her
experience with physical
abuse became publi c
knowledge.
In 1990, Sapp sought a
restraining order against
her then-boyfriend,
professional foo tball player
Nuu Faaola, for all eged
physical violence.
Bot h Sapp and Faaola
were disappointed that
their previous problems had
been publicized. Sapp stated,
"That incident .. . was personal
then and it remains personal
now."

crown.
Sapp selected the issue of
parental responsibility as the
social issue she would focus on
during her reign.
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Bustle. Rickey .. .. .. .......................................... 266
Butler. Angela ..... .... ....................................... 349
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Buttari. Heidy .... .. .......................................... 298
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CAREER GUIDE
The future
belongs to you.
Why wait until you're fini shed with school to gain the
career experience you need? Eri csson GE Mobile
Communications provides the ke y to experience now
through co-operative education, offering a variety of
co-op positions from engineering and marketing to sales
and communications.
Ericsson GE, a global leader in mobile communications
and cellular telephones, wanL~ to help yo u be a leader in
your field . The co-op program will help yo u integrate
classroom theory with everyday work situations and
gain the experience yo u need to be successful.
For more information about EGE in Lynchburg, YA,
contact YA Tech's co-op office .
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sealed stwcture of steel and glass would be
"home" for two years to four
men and four women. The
structure, called Biosphere 2,
was about the size of 2 112
football fields and contained all
the necessities of life. For two
years, nothing would be
introduced from the outside.
In addition to eight humans,
Biosphere 2 housed 3,800
species of animals and plants
and five ecosystems.
This $100 million project has
took seven years to put together
and hoped to be the model for

other self-sufficient
environments. Planets other
than Earth (Biosphere 1) may
one day be the base for similar
structures.
Much skepticism was expressed
by the scientific community,
however. Many scientists
seemed to feel this experiment

was a ridiculous sham, designed
to draw spectators who will
spend around $10 just to view
th e sphere and spend even more
in the gift shop.
Both participants and backers
of the Biosphere 2 maintained
that the project would provide
significant data.
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At AT&T, the sky's the
f i limit when it comes to
your career. Whatever your
specialty; we offer diverse
opportunities to rise to the
top of your field.

No ceiling.

You might find yourself
marketing complete communications systems for
governments. Introducing
leading-edge consumer
products.Or working in
the exciting world of
international trade.With
dynamic choices like
Finance/ Business, Applications and Systems Programming, Marketing/Sales,
Research and Development
or Manufacturing/Operations
Engineering, there's room
for talented people of
every discipline.
If you're a high-achieving
college student with high
career expectations, you
should be talking to AT&T
We've got the right opportunities in the right businesses at the right time.
And that makes AT&T a
place where a career can
really take flight. Arrange
an interview through your
career placement center.
Or, send us a kiNexus
electronic resume via
the center. You can also
call kiNexus directly at
1800 828-0422.

AT&T
The right choice.
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.... 258
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Corker, Donald ...
.......... 152,251
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Cornick, Michelle .................................. 315,333
........... 245
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. ........ 352
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~refighters

were unprepared for the sight
they we re met with in Kuwait scores of oil wells sending
plumes of red and orange flames
30 yards into the air. Oil lakes
and soot bl ackened the sand.
During the seven-month Iraqi
occupation of Kuwait, more than
730 oil wells were damaged or
set ablaze. Firefi ghting crews
we re abl e to extinguish 584 we lls
since the effort began in March
199 1. When the effo rt to
co mbat the blazes began in
March, it took an average of fo ur
days to put out one well fire.
Months later the teams averaged 8.5 wells each day, according to Oil Minister Hamous alRquba.
Oil experts said that if the
effort continued at the same
rate, the wells would be capped
before the end of the year,
earlier than t he projected date of
March 1992.
The faster rate of progress was
attributed to the increase in the
number of firefi ghting
companies, the availability of
needed equipment, the
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complet ion of the water system,
and the growing experience of
the firefighters.
Teams from the United States,
Canada, Ch ina, Iran, Kuwait,
Hungary, and France worked
together to clean up this
environmental disaster.
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"Human energy is the primary resource of the organization.
Tapping into it, unleashing it, focusing it, perpetuating itthese form the cornerstone of the future"

And Corning , committed to the future , and a recognized world leader in technology - provides a continuing
opportunity for human energy to achieve its maximum potential - in an environment that nurtures talent, creativity,
and ambition .
Whether your interest is in Consumer and Industrial
Markets, Health and Science, or Electronics and Telecommunications - there is a life-time of opportunity for you
at Corning.
If you're interested in making a long-term contributionif you 're interested in helping to define and shape the
Future - we invite you to join the Corning Team-Corning is
committed to the Future!

CORNING
Corning is an equal opportunity employer M/FNIH Corning Incorporated, Corning, New York 14831

WORLDWIDE LEADERSHIP IN
SIMULATION, SYSTEMS & SERVICES
For nearly sixty years, we have pioneered in creating
technology that is ahead of time. Our simulated control rooms
help assure safe operation of power generation plants.
At our facilities in Columbia, Maryland we have diversified
opportunities for entry level and advanced degreed engineers
possessing unique creative and professional skills.
Electrical, Mechanical, Nuclear, Software, Chemical
Engineers, and Physicists with strong scientific programming
background are invited to look to 53.

We are especially Interested In speaking with you If you
have Interest In the simulation of power generation
systems and large-scale process control systems.
To investigate opportunities in our organization, please send
your resume to:

Human Resources Department
S3 TECHNOLOGIES
8930 Stanford Blvd.
Columbia, Maryland 21045
(BaltimorelWashlngton Metro Area)
EOE MlF/HN

ENGIN EE R RECR UITMENT (A)
INDUSTRIAL RelATIONS O ffiCE
PO RTSMOUTH. VA 23709·5000
(804) 396-4052
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The Group of Seven met to focus on Aid for the

SovicE. t Union
L
eaders of the
world's seven largest industrial
democracies began arriving in
London on July 14, 1991, for the
July 15-17
economic summit
focusing on aid for
the Soviet Union.
Mikhail Gorbachev made a twohour presentation
to the leaders of the
United States,
Britain, Canada,
France, Germany,
Italy and Japan that
closely followed the
23-page letter he

had sent to each of them the
week before.
By the close of the summit,
the Group of Seven had offered
Gorbachev technical assistance
and a special association with
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the International Monetary
Fund, but not the enormous
economic aid he had sought.
Although fi nancial aid was not
forthcoming, Ljubo Sire,
director of the Center for
Research into Communist
Economies, said, "the very fact
that this meeting has taken
place has improved the chances
for the Soviet Union to attract
investment. "
"It always makes a difference
when the powers that be in
Western countries become
interested in the fate of a
country with which trade is
possible. Businessmen become
aware of th e possibilities."
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At Bell Atlantic, we always keep our eyes open for people like you. Those
who understand that to succeed requires doing your best.. .. and then topping it.
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You'll have that chance at Bell Atlantic where the values of integrity,
excellence, respect and trust, individual fulfillment and profitable growth, as
well as our commitment to quality have made our $25 billion, Fortune 500
company a recognized international leader in information and communications management.
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At Bell Atlantic, we're much more than a telephone company. Besides local
service, we provide information and communications systems, computer
maintenance and software.
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We attribute our success in these fields, in part, to our unified corporate
vision. One that supports team play, encourages risks, insists on individual
accountability and focuses on priorities. We also provide abundant resources
and support as well as an encouraging environment.
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If these things are important to you, maybe it's about time you talked to us

3

about our Executive Development Career Track and opportunities in Business,
Finance, Sales, Marketing, Network Design, Engineering or Applications
Programming. We think you'll like what you hear about your future in our
dynamic, high tech environment.
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For more information
about Bell Atlantic career
opportunities contact your
college placement office.
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Bell A lantic offers competitive
salaries with the potential for
bonuses, an excellent benefits
package, and the opportunity
to go beyond your best.
Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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HILL, THOMAS
and

-I
,

F
orty-three
year old Clarence Thomas grew
up poor and democratic in
Pinpoint, Georgia, but later
switched parties and became a
controversial symbol of black
conservatism.
"Only in America," Thomas
said. Mter President Bush
announced his nomination,
Thomas became the second
Black justice on the Supreme
Court. Thomas would succeed
Thurgood Marshall, who retired.
Prior to Thomas' nomination
to the Supreme Court, he served
as an assistant attorney general
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in Missouri,
a legislative
assistant to
Sen. John
Danforth
(R.Mo.),
seven years
as chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission and as judge of the
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.
In addition to the controversy
of Thomas' legal views, a charge
of sexual harassment was
brought against him by law
professor Anita Hi ll. Thomas
vehemently denied the
allegations and said, " This is
Drapeau, Donald ........................ .............. ...... l08
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Kafkaesque. Enough is
enough."
After much debate over who
was right and who was wrong Clarence Thomas, Anita Hill, the
system itself - the United States
Senate voted to confirm him.
On October 18, 1991,
Clarence Thomas became the
106th United States Supreme
Court Justice.
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L

ife has not
been the same for law professor
Anita Hall since going public
with allegations that Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas
sexually harassed her nearly a
decade ago.
Hill was valedictorian of her
high school in 1973 and went on
to Oklahoma State University as
a National Merit Scholar,
graduating in 1977 with a degree
in psychology. From there she
went to Yale University to
receive a law degree in 1980.
Most friends and colleagues
described her the same way honest, sincere and a principled
person.
Although Thomas was
confirmed, Professor Hill
insisted that by letting her story
be known she had accomplished
everything she set out to do.
"All that's happened has made
the general public much more
aware of sexual harassment than
ever before," said Hill.
She offered one piece of advice
to victims of sexual harassment.
"Try to find somebody you can
trust and tell them," she said,
"try to find somebody who can
help make you feel that you are
not at fault. Find someone you
can trust because you can't take
it all out on yourself, you can't
internalize it."
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was the first time an eclipse path
of totality passed over a major
observatory, scientists said.

sun 's corona is about 3 million
degrees fah renheit, whi le the
sun 's surface is only 10,000
degrees.
Other
experiments
involved
taking
photos
through
the sun's
atmosphere and
watching
th e effect
on Earth's
atmosphere by
the swift
passage of the moon's shadow.
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nJuly 11,
1991, the moon slipped over the
sun in the celestial ceremony of
the eclipse, turning day into
night for thousands of viewers
and scientists. About 500
astronomers and tens of
thousands of tourists came to
see the moon line up between
the sun and Earth and plunge
into darkness, a 160-mile-wide
swath stretching from Hawaii to
Mexico's Baja Peninsula, central
and southern Mexico, Central
America, Columbia and Brazil.
One after another, spectators
around the mountaintop
astronomy obse rvatory in
Hawaii exclaimed, "Oh, my
God!" as the sky went dark. This
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P
resident F.W. de Klerk,
African National
Congress president
Ne lson Mandela and Zu lu
Inkatha leader
Mangosuthu Buthelezi
came together in

small
September 199 1 when black and
white leaders gathered to sign a
peace pact in a bid to end faction
fighting that has claimed
hundreds of lives in Sout h
Africa.
The accord, whi ch created
groups to investigate violent acts
by police and citizens, marked
the firs t joint agreement
between t he government and the
two main black movements.
It was also seen as an
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important test of whether the
main political groups could
work together for reforms to end
white-minority ru le.
The government and the ANC
reached a cease-fire in August
1990 and Mandela and Buthelezi
agreed to peace terms in January
199 1. But in both instances, the
violence raged on. At least 6,000
people have been ki lled in the
past six years.
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Crowds of perplexed people wandered
among the many Soviet tanks parked
behind the Red Square during the
military coup hours. (In the background
is the St. Basil's cathedral.)

Before dawn on Tuesday, August 22, an
Aeroflat jet arrived at Unuko Airport,
Moscow, bringing home Gorbachev and
his entourage.
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S
oviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and his
family were placed under house
arrest in the Crimea on August
19, 1991, as an eight-man
emergency committee led by Vice
President Gennady Yaneyev took
power in a coup attempt in the
Soviet Union.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
called on Russians to resist the
takeover, and resist they did.
While constructing a protective
human wall around Yeltsin's
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headquarters, his supporters
demanded Gorbachev's return.
On Wednesday, as the
Communist Party denounced the
takeover, Yanayev and the other
coup leaders fled Moscow. Latvia
and Estonia declared immediate
independence from the Soviet
Union.
The coup failed, and before the
day was through, all coup leaders
were arrested except for Interior
Minister Boris Pugo, who
reportedly killed himself. The
Soviet Union found freedom.

As a former Gorbachev advisor spoke to
the crowds demanding that Gorbachev be allowed to
address the Soviet
people, hands were
raised in applause to
denouce the coup.

In addition to
telephone service
being cut to all KGB
buildings and
Gorbachev naming a
new chief of the KGB,
the statue of the
founder of the KGB
was toppled while
thousands of
l\tuscavites watched.
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D
esert Storm
Commander General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf gave a thumbs up
to the crowd as
he made his way
up Broadway
during New
York's Operation
Welcome Home
ticker tape
parade in June
1991. A
fireworks
extravaganza
capped off th e
celebration.
Schwarzkopf,
General Colin
Powell and
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
were the grand marshals of the
New York parade, with over
600,000 people turning out to

welcome the soldiers home.
More than one million people
attended a welcome home
parade May 19 in Hollywood and
an estimated 800,000 turned out
for the parade in
Washington.
"U.S.A. !
U.S.A.!" the flagwaving crowd
chanted during a
half-hour of
nighttime
fireworks over
the East River in
New York City.
The $1 million
display was
accompanied by
the New York
Pops Orchestra.
A teary-eyed Korean War veteran
said, "These young boys put
their lives on the line and now
they're getting their reward."
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You chose your major with care. With sights set
high, you've endured nights of cramming, tough
exams and tougher professors to earn your degree.
Now what?
That's entirely up to you. You can choose one of
hundreds of nice companies that promise to bring
you along slowly. Or you can fly headlong into
the global competition of MCl's pace-setting
telecommunications environment. Enjoying
meaningful assignments that will get your
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The choice is yours.
And it starts with
forwarding your resume
and/ or letter, in strictest
confidence, to: College
Rela tions/ Human
Resources Dept. 030S/KHC,
MCI Telecommunications
Corporation, 601 South 12th Street,
Arlington, VA 22202. An equal
opportunityemployerm/f/h/v.
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B
oth Croatia
and Slovenia proclaimed
independence on June 25, and
within 24 hours, mil itary tanks
were roll ing toward border
crossings and airports,
attempting to secure the
country. The trade of artillery
fire began.
Strong ethnic and politi cal

divisions have existed in the
country fo r centuries, but the
peaceful co-existence that had
been maintained in the region
for decades was spl intered.
Serbia's Comm unist-turnedSocialist president, Slobodan
Mi loevic, wanted Yugoslavia to
survive as a fe deration even if
Slovenia and Croatia had to
secede. But he says the Serb
minority in Croatia had to

remai n part of the federation.
He was accused by Croatia of
covertly backing Serbian
militants in the neighboring
republic.
The Croatians claimed the
fe deral army was siding with
insurgents, a charge the army
denies.
More than 5,000 people were
killed since the civil war began
in Yugoslavia.

Civil
War
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The future
is looking
brighter.
We're getting SMART. SMART
... Saving Money and Resources
Together . .. is a series of
energy management programs
that can help us and our
customers save money and
conserve natural resources.

Georgia-Pacific Corporation
_

SM

Designing innovative programs to
help us achieve SMART's goals will
require the best and brightest minds
this university produces.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
BIG ISLAND, VIRGINIA 24526
(804) 299-5911

Get SMART with us ... join more than 150 Va. Tech
alumni in nine operating areas across two states.
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.HIMONT
MANAGING THE FUTURE
WITH CONFIDENCE!
We believe that the leadership position we
enjoy in polymer materials results from the
dedication and skills of HI MONT employees
around the world. For information about our
engineering and other career opportunities,
contact:
Manager, Staffing
HI MONT, U.S.A., Inc.
PO. Box 15439
Wilmington. DE 19850

A Company In The Feruzzi I Montedison Group
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Creative employees are thinkers and doers. They don't just
accept things because they've
"always been done that way."
The resourceJul worker knows
that the competition is continually lookingJor a way to do the
job better and that we need at
all times to be at least one step
ahead oj the other guys.
J. Carter Fox,Presldent & CEO
Chesapeake Corporation is a Fortune 500 integrated
paper and forest products company based in Richmond.
Virginia and operating in over 30 locations nationwide.
Chesapeake employs over 4.500 people and produces
paper. tissue products. packaging and treated wood
products.
Chesapeake is actively looking for qualified people in a
wide variety of job descriptions . If you feel qualified as a
"creative employee" who is looking for unlimited opportunity please contact Jo Anne Boroughs 804/697 - 1141.

~~hesapeQke
Resourceful by nature.
James Center II. 1021 E . Cary St. Box 2350 Richmond . VA 23218-2350
804/697 -1000
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A

fter all the
twists, turns and tension, th e
closest of World Series ended in
the closest of games.
The Minnesota Twins and Jack
Morris squeezed past the Atlanta
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Braves 1-0 on pinch-hitter Gene
Larkin 's single in the bottom of
the 10th inning on October 27,
1991, to win Game 7 and end
baseball's most dramatic
odyssey.
Never before had three Series
games gone into extra innings,
and the Braves and Twins saved
the best for last, matching zero
for zero, pressure pitch for pitch,
even turning back bases-loaded
threats in the same inning.
"Someone had to go home a
loser, but there 's no loser in my
mind, " Morris said. "Those are
two of the greatest teams. I just
didn't want to quit. Somehow
we found a way to win this
thing. "
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he brush fire
that killed 19 people in Oakland,
California, was the costliest
blaze in U.S. history - the
damage was put at more than $5
billion. This surpasses the Great
Chicago Fire of 187l.
Pushed by 25 mph winds

across brush that had been dried
by five years of drought, the
October blaze destroyed more
than 1,800 houses and 900
apartments, city officials said.
At least 19 people were killed,
148 injured and 5,000 evacuated,
according to sheriff Sgt. Robert
Jarrett.
President Bush declared the

fire site a major disaster area,
opening the door to federal aid
for the rebuilding.
The wooded area, with its
postcard views of San Francisco
Bay, was a disaster waiting to
happen because of the drought,
officials said. Many of the area's
once-elegant homes were
reduced to rubble, their bare

chimneys looming like giant
tombstones.
Forestry Department
spokeswoman Karen Terrill said,
"The very thing that makes
wildlands attractive and
romantic, like the trees, is what
makes the wildlands deadly."
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Ronald
Reagan threw open
the doors of his
presidential library
on November 5,
1991, and invited
the public to judge
his turn in the
White House.
A military band
played "Hail to the
Chief' and the
crowd of 4,200
guests cheered as
President Bush and
former Presidents
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Carter, Nixon and Ford joined
Reagan in the first gathering of
five past or current presidents.
Each president took a turn at
the microphone, praising
Reagan and refl ecting on their
own presidenti al challenges.
The Spanish-style structure is
nestl ed on 100 acres about 50
mil es from Los Angeles. At
153,000 square feet, it is the
largest presidential lib rary and

includes 55 million documents
from Reagan's presidency,
available for public inspection.
The National Archives will
operate the library at an
estimated $1.5 million annual
cost to taxpayers.
"The doors of this library are
open now and all are welcome,"
Reagan said. "The judgment of
history is now left to you, the
people."
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More than just
a basketball star
who led the Lakers
to five NBA
championships,
Johnson was a role
model for young
people. His broad
grin, familiar
nickname and
electrifying ability
made him familiar
to people around
the world.
''I'm going to
go on, I'm going to
beat it and I'm
going to have fun,"
he insisted,
displaying some of
the irrepressible
zest for life that he
brought daily to
the basketball
court.
Johnson,
whose given name
was Earvin,
received his
nickname from a
Lansing, Michigan,
sportswriter after a
36-point, 18rebound, 16-assist
performance in
high school.

M

agic
Johnson, whose
beaming smile
and sparkling play
entertained
basketball fans for
more than a
decade,
announced on
November 7, 1991
that he had tested
positive for the
AIDS virus and
was retiring.
"Because of the
HIV virus I have
attained, I will
have to announce
my retirement
from the Lakers
today," Johnson
told reporters at
the Forum, where
he played for 12
superstar seasons
with the Los
Angeles Lakers.
"I plan on
going on, living
for a long time, "
he said. Johnson
said he would
become an AIDS
activist and
campaign for safe
sex.
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rabs and Israelis left Madrid, Spain, ~
with mixed fee lings of
~
frustrati on and anticipa- (0
tion after an intense foray
into the realm of peace. Israel and Syria were mired in
recriminations, but promised to
meet again.
The talks smashed a 43-year
taboo on direct Israeli-Arab
talks, setting in motion a
process of face-to-face
negotiations to resolve one of
the most intractable regional
confli cts in the world.
The Uni ted States and Soviet
Union sponsored the November
talks, and President Bush's
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assessment
. . . . was:"We
have a
long way to go and
interruptions wi ll
probably occur, but
hopes are bright."
The brightest are for
negotiations between Israel
and the 1.7 million Palestinians
living under its mil itary rule in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
The dimmest are for a thaw
between Israel and Syria, the
region's strongest military
powers, and most bitter foes .
The late-night talks in Madrid
were the first ever direct

discussion between Israel and
Syria and they lasted five hours,
into the early hours of the
morning. But the enemies fai led
to move even an inch from their
positions. Even coffee breaks
were taken in separate rooms.
Syria refused an Israeli
request to establish direct
contacts to arrange the site for
the next round of talks,
scheduled later in November,
199 1.
Nonetheless, both agreed to
meet again - if the United
States comes up with an
acceptable location. Officials on
both sides said Washington was
possible.
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bout 2 million Iraqi Kurds and other
minorities fled north in April
1991 when Kurdish rebels in the
north and Shiite Muslim rebe ls
in the south failed to oust
President Sad dam Hussein in
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the aftermath of the Persian Gulf
War. At least 6,700 of the Iraqi
refugees died fleeing to Turkey.
The most common causes of
death among the Kurds were
diarrhea, respiratory infections
and trauma, the Center for
Disease Control reported. And
63 percent of all deaths occurred
among children under age five.
Military units from the United
States and at least seven other
countries participated in a relief
effort along with civilian
agencies from about 20
countries. The relatively quick,

cooperative response helped
keep the death rate as low as it
was.
"There were U.S. soldiers,
Dutch nurses and Red Cross
workers working side by side.
There was very little friction ,"
said Dr. Michael J. Toole of the
CDC's International Health
Program Office. "It really was an
unprecedented effort."
The United States spent about
$443 million on the Kurdish
relief effort.
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T
erry Anderson
emerged on December 4, 199 1,
from the dark hole of 6 112 years
of captivity in Lebanon and was
handed over to U.S. offi cials,
ending a brutal hostage ordeal
for both himself and the United
States.
Asked what had kept him
go ing in captivity,
Anderson, the chief
Middle East
correspondent for The
Associated Press, said
it was his companions,
his faith and his
stubbornness.
"You just do what
you have to do," he

said. "You wake up every day
and summon up energy from
somewhere, and you get through
the day, day after day after day."
Anderson, 44, the longest-held
Western hostage, came to
personi fy the long-running
hostage ordeal. Asked if he had
any last words or his kidnappers,
he rolled his eyes and said:
"Goodbye."
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The freedom of Anderson
marked the end of a hostage
saga that haunted two American
presidencies.
He was the 13th and last
American captive freed since
Shiite extremists in 1984
launched a campaign of seizing
foreigners in Lebanon to drive
out Western influence whi ch
they clai med corrupted the
nation. Many of the
Americans were
tortured and beaten
during their captivity,
and three di ed.
Terry Anderson is
shown in Wi esbaden,
Germany, on
December 5, 1991,
with former hostages.
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furthering your education through
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Contact us at:
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ATIN : ORH-HR-R
502 Eighth Street
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(304) 529-5662

From Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis
to the launch of NASA's Space Shuttle
program, our innCNations have been
there • Lord Corporation is a tech·
nology-driven company whose appli·
cations in consumer, industrial,
aerospace and military products have
made us a recOgrlzed oor1d leader
in adhesives; coatings; and vibration,
shock, and motion contra prodocts. •
From the shine on ~r no-wax floor
to vibration isoiatcxs on F·15 fighter
planes, a career with Lord means
oorking with people who have helped
get breakthrough products off the
ground . • Lord Corporation's head·
quarters in Erie, Pennsylvania, along
with facilities in frve states and six
countries, emplOYSCNer 2,500 people.
• If you're interested in a career
in materials science. mechanical or
chemical engineering, chemistry, or
aeronautics, we irNite ~ to learn
more about Lord Corporation .• Our
"Talent Infusion" pocJcage will tell ~
more about the opportun~ies that
await ~ . • For acopy, contact your
Office of Career Services. or the
College Relations Office at Lord

Corporation, 2000 West Grandview
Blvd" P. O. Box 10038, Erie, PA
16514-0038, 814/868-0924.

U.S. Citizenship Required / An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

Films
ICI Americas is a Delaware corporation of about
7,000 employees, with annual sales exceeding
$1.5 billion. The company's products serve
almost every major industry and include a broad
line of pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemicals,
plastics, polyester films, petrochemicals, specialty chemicals, dyes and textile chemicals, security
devices, aerospace components, electronics,
fibers, and advanced materials.
ICI Americas Inc. conducts an extensive nationwide recruiting program through various college
and university placement offices. Although applications are considered on a year-round basis, a
significant portion of the hiring of college
graduates in any given year occurs before July 1.
If a corporate representative does not visit a
particular campus, students are advised to direct
all correspondence to the address below.
Box 411, Hopewell, Virginia 23860 (804) 541-9300
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... And here are a few engi ·
neering c areer opportunities
you won't want to miss.
Watkins-Johnson Company
is a designer and manufac·
turer of the world 's largest
selection o f state·of·the·art
receiving equipment for
surveillance, direction find·
ing, and countermeasures .
Our success in the industry
is directly related to the pro·
fessional achievements of
our talented technical pro·
fessionals ... and we recog ·
nize and reward their efforts .
Our engineers assist in the
conception, development,
and production of the most
advanced receivers and
receiving systems available,
covering frequencies in ELF,
VLF, HF, VHF, UHF, and the
microwave spectrum .
When you join us, you ' ll be
a direct participant on a pro·
ject team . You ' ll be trained
to apply your special skills
and knowledge to our

diverse and challenging
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our technology, and oppor·
tunity that is found at few
other companies .
Watkins·Johnson offers a
thoroughly professional
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plete benefits package.
For immediate and confi ·
dential consideration, send
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salary history, to : Ms . Kathy
Goriup, Watkins·Johnson
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Orchard Road, Gaithers·
burg, MD 20878, or call
(301) 948·7550, Ext. 230.
An equal opportunity
employer. US . c itizenship
required .
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on Mattingly received national attention in
August, 1991,
for more than
his baseball
expertise. A
flat refusal to
get a haircut
resulted in his
being benched
just before the
New York
Yankees'
game against
Kansas City.
The hairraising issue
came to a
close just days
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later when bullpen catcher Carl
Taylor gave Mattingly a trim.
The haircut took 30 minutes
and Taylor took a little off the
back, where Mattingly's brown
locks curled on his collar.
Taylor is a professional barber in
the off-season.
"I was pretty much
embarrassed by the whole thing.
I've never been that kind of
player who's been a problem, "
Mattingly said. "We've
disagreed on things in the past,
but they've never taken the
game away from me."
After the trim, Mattingly said
he saved a small clump of hair
and may have an auction at a
later date to raise money for
charity.
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No Multiple Guesswork
Just Multiple Solutions
There's no room for guesswork in today's
business environment. So when companies look
for large-scale software solutions, they look to
Computer Sciences Corporation.
We are one of the most diversified corporations
in the high tech field and you'll find our systems
in more areas and applications than ever before:
Communications, Management Information
Systems, Systems Integration, Intelligence
Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Waste
Management and Financial Systems.
We've also expanded internationally as a leader
in computer solutions since 1959 by assessing
the future rather than reacting to it.

That's why at CSC we demand so much of
ourselves. And it's why we continue to seek and
develop the best talent we can find. If your career
goals involve a business or technical
environment; or if you have a degree in Business,
Computer Science, Aeronautical or Electrical
Engineering, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics or
a related technical discipline, we offer an
unsurpassed range of opportunities.
Take the guesswork out of your future and send
your resume today to: Computer Sciences

Corporation, College Relations Dept., 3001
Centreville Road, Herndon, VA 22071. CSC
is an equal opportunity employer and fully
supports affirmative action practices.

C~C Computer Sciences Corporation

ROM DRIVING A
POWERFUL NAVY
HYDROFOIL TO
MANEUVERING A
RADIO CONTROLLED
SUBMARINE ...
IT'S ALL IN A
DAY'S WORK
Everyday, the Carderock
Division, Naval Surface
Warfare Center designs, develops, and researches new concepts to power the Navy into
the 21st century. Imagine having a hands-on role in an
exciting area such as: hydro-

dynamics, aviation, acoustics,
propulsion/auxiliary systems
and more.
The Carderock Division, Naval
Surface Warfare Center is the
largest facility of its kind in the
Western World, with seven
technical departments and an

additional fully operative laboratory in Annapolis, Maryland.
Right now, we're seeking
expertise in more than 40
areas, from electrical and
mechanical engineering to
computer science and physics.
If you'd like a job that provides
new challenges everyday, join
our team. Qualified professionals will be rewarded with
a competitive salary and
excellent benefits.
To apply, send your resume to:
Carderock Division, Naval
Surface Warfare Center,
College Recruitment Office,
Code 321 0/VA92 , Bethesda,
MD 20084-5000. An equal
opportunity employer. U S. citizenship is required.
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n anApril
day in 1986, Mark Rypien awoke
at 6:30AM . __ then waited all day
and night to be told he had been
drafted by the Washington
Redskins in the sixth round_
Most of Superbowl Sunday
1992, li ke that draft six years
ago, was spent in anticipation of
the biggest game Rypien would
ever play_ Most of the evening
was spent completing 18 of the
33 passes for 292 yards and two
touchdowns.
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And most of
the night was
spent
celebrating
the Redskins'
third Super
Bowl win in a
decade.
Rypien was
named MVP of
the Redskins'
37-24 Super
Bowl vi ctory
over Buffalo
on January
26, 1992.
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Standard Tra2:
The day you start your new job could be
the day you lose control of your career.
When you get out of school with your brand new degree in
Computer Science or Electrical Engineering (or with your hard-won
MBA), you think you know just where your career is headed. You feel in
control for a change.
Then a couple of years go by, and you find out that somebody's
been stringing you along - right from the beginning.
It happens all the time. Because whenever people join companies
whose needs and goals are different than their own, they give up some
control over their careers. Sometimes a lot more than they realize.
Data General has needs and goals that we think will complement
yours.
We have a lot to accomplish in a short amount of time. We want
your contribution on a small team doing indispensable work. Right now,
we're developing high performance UNIXTM wcrkstations and servers
with multiple processors, high-availability features and outstanding
graphics and networking capability -- all based on the industry's leading
RISC architecture.
Well give you a chance to do real, important work. To put your
name on it, and take the credit. To double the value of your professional
assets in one year - if you've got the stuff to do it.
Find out more about how you can pull your own strings at Data
General. Send your resume to College Relations, Data General Corporation,
62 T.w. Alexander Drive, Research 'IHangle Park, North Carolina 27loo.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

t. DataGeneral
We Don't Compromise Standards.
UNIX .... reglll....! I..demark of AT"T Boll I..bor.tort ...

A dynamic leader in the coal mining industry,
with operations in West Virginia, Kentucky,
Illinois and Wyoming.
Let us hear from you.

Arch Mineral Corporation
Director-Personnel Services
City Place One
St. Louis, MO 63141
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
Minority and female candidates are highly encouraged to apply.
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I

n early spring,
the New River Valley and the
Roanoke Valley suffered massive
damage in the rai nfall that never
seemed to end.
The clouds decided to move
further south and in late spring
the campus flooded out. The
Continuing Education Center,
the library, the bookstore, and
War Me morial Hall were un der
several feet of water. The
Roanoke Times reported
students swimming across the
Drillfield to retrieve a submerged car. The Ellett Valley
roads were badly damaged.
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fter a day of
tubing at the New River, a
massive search took place for
sophomore Andrea WaInes.
Friends said they last saw her
getting into either a CJ-5 or CJ-7
with a torn top being driven by a
male.
The
jeep was
never
located
or

n
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T

wo students
died together in a car crash on
their way home fo r the
Thanksgiving Break. Samuel
Womack Lee III, a junior in
university studies, and Kyle
Huntington Hughbanks, a
sophomore in general
engineering, were west of state
Route 751 on U.S. 460 when the
accident occured at approximately 1 a.m. on November 22.
Police said that neither
student was drinking and that
both were wearing seatbelts. It
is guessed that Hughbanks, the
driver, fell asleep at the wheel.
Lee was thrown from the car
and di ed at 2:28 a. m. at

Memory

identifi ed.
A memorial service was held
at the chapel on the drillfi eld
when WaInes' remains were
found by a hunter in Giles
county. The body was identifi ed
as WaInes by the dental records.
The fact that her body was
found miles away from the river
suggested foul play.

z
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Southside Community Hospital.
Hughbanks di ed at the scene.
Both Hughbanks and Lee
were in the process of pledging
Sigma Nu fraternity at the time
of the accident.
Memorial Servi ces were held
in Chesterfield County and in
lieu of fl owers, donations were
asked to be made to Clover Hill
High School's Athl etic Fund
where Hughbanks was captain of
the football team.

"Kimberly~Clark

Is Discovery"
At Kimberly~Clark there is an environment of
Discovery ... discovering new products for
new markets ... discovering new tech~
nologies and better ways to do things . . .
discovering answers to questions which have
never been asked.
Discovery requires individuals who are
willing to probe the unknown .. . at
Kimberly~Clark the quest for Discovery never
ends.
Discover your future at Kimberly~Clark.

@ Kimberty-Clark Corporation
(See Placement Office for specific information)
an equal opportunity employer

01985 Kimberly-Clark Corporation
All rights reserved .

Work In
An Energy Driven
Environment
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY is a major force in
Southeastem power generation and distribution. We offer information
systems professionals a fast moving environment with the latest in
proven technology.
Along with wide use of personal computers, we're operating one
IBM-3090-600E , one IBM ES9OO0-320, and one Amdahl 5890-300. The
CICS on-line environment has been growing at the rate of 40% per year.
We're operating under MVC/ESA and VMlCMS utilizing an SNAlSDlC
network consisting of over 6,000 terminals and printers . Our
programming languages are COBOL, Sal, and DATACOM's IDEAL.
We have adopted DB2 as our standard for new application development
and are aggressively expanding our use of PC-based and mainframebased CASE tools.
Opportunities are available for experienced engineers in the
support of our nuclear power plants in plant design and modification.
There are few areas in the country as attractive as the Carolinas.
The landscape is famous for its rolling hills and magnificent fall colors.
The capital city of Raleigh, location of our headquarters, is known for its
nationally recognized university programs, sports and proximity to both
beach and mountain resorts . Despite its growth, the region has
maintained a moderate cost-<>f-living and its southern charm.
CP&l offers competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and
opportunities to advance. If you're interested in becoming part of our
important team of professionals, send resume with salary requirements
to: Mary Anne Lynch, SenIor RecruItment RepresentatIve, Dept. CW
102891, CAROLINA POWER" LIGHT COMPANY, P.O. Box 1551, RaleIgh,
N.C. 27602. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

DAMES & MOORE
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
Dame. " Moore is an international environmental consulting and engineering firm providing services in the areas of planning, engineering, the earth
and environmental sciences, waste management, hazardous waste site
investigations, asbestos management and design and regulatory assistance.
Our expanding business is creating opportunities for professionals who are
excellent communicators, possess a relevant degree and experience in
waste management, remediation, or environmental compliance programs.
We currently offer opportunities in Washington, DC, Annapolis, MD, Atlanta,
GA, Oak Ridge, TN and Tuscaloosca, Al for:
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Environmental Engineers
Geochemists
Geologists/Hydrogeologists

•
•
•
•
•

Geotechnical Engineers
Hazardous Waste H&S Trainers
Industrial Wastewater Engineers
Regulatory Analysts
Remediation Design Engineers

Dame. " Moore offers competitive salaries, flexible benefits (including
401 K), and opportunities for growth . If you seek challenge and variety,
please send your resume to:

Sandra Smith
Dept. ONYX

DAMES AND MOORE
7101 WisconsIn Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20814

CP&L

Carolina Power & Light Company

Enercy In Opentlon

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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,
THE VERDICT IN THE
RODNEY KING CASE
SHATTERED THE ALREADY
WEAKENED TRUST IN THE
JUDICIAL SYSTEM. THE
AQ1JITTAL OF THE LOS
ANGELES POLICE OFFICERS
WHO BRUTALLY BEAT KING
TO THE GROUND AD DED
TO THE MULT ITUDE OF
PROBLEMS THAT EXISTED IN
SOUTH CENTRAL LOS
ANGELES , KNOWN AS 'THE
'HOOD." RIOTS BROKE OUT
BECAUSE , FOR SOME, THE
ANGER WAS SO INTENSE IT
COULDT BE HANDLED ANY
OTHER WAY.

R
Odney King,
a black California resident, was
pulled over for speeding in Los
Angeles. He was said to have
"resisted arrest" according to the
police officers involved.
Someone who lived nearby
proceeded to tape the events
which fo llowed King's supposed
resistance. King was apparently
beaten with clubs repeatedly.
The tape was released and played
on radio stations across the
nation.
The case was tried in the
spring and the involved officers
were acquitted to the outrage of

citizens everywhere, black and
white. The jurors claimed that
when they viewed the tape, they
did not positively see the officers
blows' connecting with King.
The incident sparked riots,
massive robberies, pilfering, and
fires in Los Angeles resulting in
many injuries and deaths. King
released a statement asking for
the violence in L.A. to cease.
In Blacksburg, students
marched from campus to the
Blacksburg police station
chanting, "Not guilty, not fair."
They asked the police for a
promise that they would not
inflict this sort of racial violence
on members of the community.

, "
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The Bugle, the yearbook of Virginia Tech, was published as an annual production by
the Student Media Board of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. The
Bugle office was located at 364 Squires Student Center, Blacksburg, Virginia 240610546, (703) 231-9851.
Volume 95 of the Bugle copyright 1992 by the Student Media Board of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute & State University. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced without the permission of the current editor in chief.
This edition was printed by the Delmar Company, P.O Box 10l3, Charlotte, North
Carol ina, 28201, (704) 847-9801. Our representative was Brian Hunter.
This edition sold for $30 unti l December 15, 1991 and $35 thereafter. The book was
available by advance order only. All funds for the production and operation of the Bugle
were generated through the sale of yearbooks, advertisements, and student portraits.
PRINTING SPECIFICATIONS:
The contract for printing the 1992 Bugle was resigned with Delmar Company based
on a cooperative relationship from the previous year.
The cover material is black Roxite bookcloth, #56575, embossed, and varnished. No
inks were applied. The book is Smyth sewn with rounded spine, embossed and varnised.
The endsheets were specially ordered: 65 lb.sandstone recycled paper.
The pages of the book were printed on 80-pound paper with matte finish.
DESIGN AND LAYOUT INFORMATION:
The design for the cover was done by M. Kathryn Shields using a tree drawn by Scott
Segerblom, a junior in architecture. The spine was designed by Carolyn Burke and M.
Kathryn Shields.
All layouts were designed by the student staff. There were, however many
contributors for the elements which went into these layouts: the trees in the Seasons
sections were drawn by John Fleming; many of the sports stories and statistics
throughout the book were received compliments of the Sports Information Office;
several poems and short stories in the Individuals section were originally submissions to
the Silhouette, Virginia Tech's Student Literary Magazine, printed with the permission
of Jenn Brown, editor in chief of the Silhouette, as well as the authors; the background
for the organizations section was a portion of a print by M.C. Escher called "Three
Worlds"; and the trees in the ads, index, & issues section were drawn by Scott
Segerblom. The advertisements located on pages 390-439 were the work of Collegiate
Concepts, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1 (800) 338-0107. All layouts were created on Quark
XPress version 3.1 with some graphics created in Adobe Illustrator version 3.2. All
layouts, with one exception, and copy were submitted on disk to the printer. Pages 4647 were submitted on negative film, thanks to the work of Mark Nystrom (aided by
Carolyn Burke).
Black and white photographs, except student portraits and various submitted photos,
were taken by the Student Publications Photo Staff (SPPS), a member organization of
the Student Media Board of VPI&SU, using Kodak T-MAX 100,400, and P3200. The
photo staff also developed the film using chemicals and paper by Kodak. Portraits were
taken by Thornton Studio photographers. Black and white photos were submitted to
Delmar where they were laser scanned and enlarged/reduced to specifications.
Color photographs, except where indicated, were taken by the SPPS photographers
using Kodak Ektapress 100, 400, and 1600 speed films. Color film was developed by
SPPS using Kodak chemicals and paper. Color negatives, with one exception were
enlarged by Thornton Studio, 18 West 27th Street, New York, New York, 10001. The
photograph on pages 156-157 was enlarged by SPPS. Color prints were submitted 100%
to Delmar. The Bugle contained 72 pages of 4-color process.
Spot color was printed the following pages: PMS 534c on 16-17, 20-21 , 24-25, 26-27,
& 32-33; and PMS 309c on 162-63, 166-67, 170-71, & 174-75.
The body copy throught the book is 10pt. Clearface Regular, captions are 8 pt.
Clearface Heavy, and photo credits are 6 pt. Clearface Regular Italic.
A press run of 1950 was reviewed by the Bugle editors prior to the September
delivery.
The opinions expressed in this volume are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect those of the administration, faculty, staff, or students of VPI&SU.
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J V\ the memo t}' of /I ~~oovy Avo.codoJ /I
The Revised Bl-191e
Ol-1ote Boatd:

--

1. "It's rude" (always
appropriate)
Travis Major
2. The book embodies me.

M. Kathryn
3. The beauty emboggles me.

lana!
4. Finances are not a snapshot,
they're more like a span ...

George Patch/ horhay
5. "Women on the verge of a
nervous breakdown."
(our telephone greeting)
6. . .. blah, blah, blah, SWEET &
SOUR CHICKEN blah, blah, blah.
Monica, 1:15 a.m.
7. The Bug!e has better looking
girls, but they're bitchier. anonymous WUVTeer
8. Occasionally you hit that spot. . . lana!
9. That's a sorry excuse for a boyfriend. .. boyfriends and girlfriends like each other. BURKE
10. I'd show my beave to get beads.
Guess Who?
11. No more sales! Cara
12. If I didn't know you I'd think you were a cow.
13. Most WUVT DJs won't. ..
14. That's f---ing not right. Trav Trav
15. The Bugle - It's not a job, it's an eternity. CCT

This is the look I think Travis always envisioned I'd have when this thing was finally
done. Perhaps he was ri ght and I do hope there are some buildings left not demolished by
my earth-shattering scream of euphoria after it is.
My hopes and dreams are that the best things and the worst things in my life won't
always be one and the same and that I always
have the ability to dream, but don't always have
to.
My disappoi ntments include, but are not
limited to: the photographs of the limb, my first
trip to Europe, always being asked if I worked for
the Collegiate Times, and the color in the 1991
book (the Bugle that is).
I have been thinking quite a bit about my
little closing letter and I couldn't decide when to
actually begin wri ting it: when the book WAS
actually finishe d (but I sti ll doubt that that will
happen, so I didn 't want to wait); late at night,
because that was one of the most familiar times
for me to be sitting at the computer; after the
computer had eaten some vi tal file for a 3 a.m.
snack so I cou ld vent frustration; or on a sunny
Saturday afternoon while procrastinating the
millions of other things I'd rather not be doing. I
opted for this last choice, but I'm sure editing
will take place during others.
There is abso lutely no way that I can express
gratitude to all of the people who deserve it, but I
wi ll try. Monica, I do want to commend you on
creating the most complicated layouts possible to
the human mind. I really liked them until the
sixth time I had to place those damn names; I bet
you did, too. Dave, you did an excellent job,
thanks for pulling through. Beth, I heard
someone say that you and I edited the same piece
of copy in virtually the same way-- imagine that.
Thank you Cara, Theresa, and Beth for holding
the office together. Nothing is more important
Courtesy of Graphique de France
than being ab le to count on something as
consistent.
Janal and Carolyn: my two favorite Bugle babes. I can't believe this book is done! I
don 't know how it got that way, but I do know it wou ldn't have without the two of you .
Carolyn, please don't let Spring Break, summer vacati on, and such sacrifices be your only
memory of the Bugle. Janal, thank you for the Cure-- it was the best surprise I ever got. If
the Bugle did nothing else for me, it brought the two of you into my lives. I love you both
and will name my kids after you, except that I'm not going to have kids.
My most enormous thanks to Mike Cooper for doing his first index and to Chuck Todd
for doing his fourth.
There are a lot of things in this book that I am extremely proud of, some that I'm not
sure yet how I feel about, and far too many that I knew I hated but had to let slide. As
several knowledgeable people have told me: "Those horrible pages wi ll just make the good
ones look better."
To keep this brief, I will close by saying: Good luck everyone, I and all of the Bugle
staff support you.
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Shannon Alexander

Cara Krueger
Senior in Business Management
Staff Position: Business Manager
"We are the music makers and we are the dreamers of dreams."
Willy Wonka

Class of '92 (4 th year) in Animal Science
Staff Position: Orgies Editor
Hopes: To get into Vet School
Dreams: To get married, have kids, and be a vet
Disappointments: NONE!! NEVER!!
Etc., Etc.,: I can't believe I did this shit again!!!

Travis Major

Monica Roe Berry

Freshman in Communications Studies
Staff Position: Individuals Editor
Hopes: to own a corvette before my dad does
Carolyn BURKE, a deena in denial
Junior, Communications major with a PR concentration and a psychology minor
learning the power of positive man ipulation.
Staff Postition: Your loving managing editor, written in an ugly yellow color.
Hopes: big windows, success, continued happiness and flourishing ability to
experience the good things.
Dreams: I have a dream that one day Kathy will let me turn on at least one florescent
light. I have a dream that I won't have to say, "Look at that car" anymore. I have a
dream that I and my loved ones will know when it's time to "suck it up and drive on."
Disappointments: None of those guys ever left their girlfriends or wives for me.
Etc., Etc.: Many a late night/early morning were put into this grand production. The
design in this yearbook, The Limb, is extraordinary and I was privileged to be a
contributor. Kath, I must say that we are on the cutting edge. (a Chuck Todd cliche
for you) Can I see your portfolio please?
Now the first commendation most appropriately goes to M. Kathryn Shields for
giving up so much of her personal freedom to better the Bugle. Kathy, you have
many wonderful things coming your way because you have a gift that enables you to
sacrifice. That is a rare commodity in today's world. Congratulations on a classy and
creative publication. Your talent is not adequately appreciated, but it will be.
Next, those of you staffers who remained dedicated to the book (you section
editors and concerned others know who you are) are greatly appreciated for caring
and persevering.
Monica, I feel that a lot is resting on your newly acquired expertise. But NO
PRESSURE, we have faith in you.
Janal, hopefully by the delivery of this book, you will have accomplished the 4.0
summer from hell and will remain the absolute backbone of this institution.
And lest we not forget the Bugle icons. What would this office have been like
without regular fighting between say Travis and Steve, or Travis and Kathy, or Travis
and ... (just kidding Hamburger Helper) Oh, and of course, I never would have
survived without my daily ego boosts from Hans. Hans, you're lucky I never got a
hold of that sexual harrassment whistle. (You would have heard me blowing it in
your sleep!) Yes everyone, that's the kind of thing he would say. And the last icon I
choose to highlight, but certainly not the least is DJ Divine. Goatee-man, your
Friday nights got my creative juices flowing. (Oh no, now everyone is going to talk
about how much I worship you. Thank God I used code names.) P.S. Did I ever tell
you that you have a great nose that was actually acquired genetically?
Well, my Bugle days are over. (Production ones anyway) But they will always
remain in "you know, that spot." lowe a great deal to this oldest printed media at
Tech. I have learned a lot about others and myself as I tapped my creativity and
developed valuable skills, as well as enormously valuable friendships. Not to
mention, the prestige I have received from being an authentic Bugle Babe.
Theresa Caragol

Junior, Class of 1993 in Communications Studies
Staff Position: Office Assistant
Hopes: To be successful-- "What's that?"
Dreams: To find my own pot of gold at the end of the rainbow
Disappointment: That Kathy Shields is graduating
Etc., Etc.,: The staff did a great job this year and deserve a round of
applause!!! !!!!! I!!!! !!!!!! I!!!

Junior in English
Staff Position: staff writer, argumentative antagonist to Editor
Hopes: Relaxing, restful, radio retirement; a kinder, gentler Bugle;
that the pencil in the ceiling never falls; that Steve gets a job so
he'll move out of the house; that Zorba will stop eating my
textbooks and stop acting so strange
Dreams: A 3.0; a new, fast WORKING motorcycle; tenure
Disappointments: Wrecking myoid, slow motorcycle; Minnesota Vikings; Ray
Charles selling out to Pepsi
Etc., Etc.,: "Children will speak our speech and never know ... "
Wallace Stevens
"April is the cruelest month." T. S. Eliot
"Goddam bitch set me up! " Mayor Marion Barry
"Yeeeeooow! " James Brown
Good luck to all and remember, You can shove a cat in the oven but
that don't make it a biscuit.
Mike Miller

Class of 1993, Communications Studies
Staff Position: Corps
Hopes: Tech will go to a Bowl game; students and the Corps might actually get along
Dreams: Reach the sky, find the 25-hour day, and run for president
Disappointments: Administration's approving the upper-quad
closing proposal; student apathy; the Bowl game--not;
everything else; slackers
Mark Nystrom

Senior in Psychology
Staff Postion: Photo Editor
Hopes: Graduation
Dreams: To start my own business
Disappointments: They come and go.
Eileen Pennington

Sophomore in Communications Studies
Staff Postion: Associate Photo Editor/ Chief Proofreader
Hopes/Dreams: I'd like to travel the world.
Disappointments: There are never enough hours in a day!
David Schmiel
Sophomore in Mechanical Engineering
Staff Postion: Sports (Co-)Editor
I'm glad that I joined this year's staff. I had a lot of fun and learned a lot about
desktop publishing in the process, plus I didn 't mind being the only guy on the staff,
surrounded by girls all the time. I'd like to thank all my co-workers for friendship
and fun, Steve Vu, even though you couldn't work the whole year, I appreciate your
input and work; plus you're a good friend. Finally, to Kathy: thanks for your help
and support to a fledgling editor. It meant a lot to me. With your hard work and
dedication, the Limb will be fantastic.
Emporer Jamie Stanek

Senior, Class of '92, in Microbiology
Staff Postition: What the hell am I?
Hopes: To get a PhD in Molecular Biology
Dreams: That Morrisey & Robert Smith will cheer up
Disappointments: Tim Reed's beard and open poetry readings
Etc., Etc.,: Don't ride the big circle ride at the carnival. It's too foamy-slick

COOP
Senior in LASC
Staff Position: Miscellaneous/ Index Man
Hopes: To fucking graduate
Dreams: To become the San Diego Chicken or the Philly Fanatic
Disappointments: Lack of sun during the summer of '92; tuition increases; budget
cuts
Etc., Etc.,: Thanks for all the "fun" times. Virginia Tech is the best!! Go Hokies.

Beth Stewart
Senior in English
Staff Postition: Copy Editor
Hopes & Dreams: That the Bugle continues to grow in its reach and scope; that
people everywhere consider themselves, not everyone else as ultimately
responsible.
Disappointments: ? A loose word for how I feel about the portions of a year that
included disease, senseless deaths, arson, rape, fear, and hatred of any kind.

Vickie Costopoulos

J.

Senior! in Economics
Staff Position: Greeks Co-Editor
Hopes: to see a winning season, i.e., football, basketball, etc., of any
kind at VT
Dreams: that future students have as great of a 4 years as I have
Disappointments: the weather during Graduation week!
Etc., Etc.,: Squires is neat, but it's basically an office building with
pool tables. I can't believe we waited 4 years for this!

Year: Well, ya know. ?
Major: Well, ya know. ?
Staff Postition: Office Manager
Hopes: I hope to grace the office with my presence next year and I hope the student
loan people stop harrassing me soon.
Dreams: I have a dream . . . that someday... I will get another American Express Card ...
Disappointments: The whole QCA thing. And I never did get that jeep.
Etc., Etc.,: So, this is my spot, huh? I'd say it's over-rated. Except, of course, when
you occasionally hit it.
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The Macy's
Thanksgiving Day
Parade was seen by an
estimated crowd of 2
million people in the
streets of New York
City and approximately 60 million TV
viewers. The HightyTighties performed in
the November 28 th
event for the third
time. The Tech
Regimental Band also
marched in the 1977,
1981, 1987 Macy's
parades.
photo courtesy ofJeff Chow n
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Jamie Stanek

and every time he had

Graduating was a symbol of
change, accomplishment, and
(hopefully) gained knowledge.
For many, graduation day signified
only happiness.

noc ed Up againd ehe
depped out 0 ih way,
graduation, perhaps he or she would just smile. If you asked them why they were smiling, they would say, ;'Because you've grown
up. I can just look at you and see how you've changed." The change probablY couldn't be articulated into words. and it probably
wasn't something we had realized was occurring, but undoubtedly college transformed us all .
In a way this period was like opening our eyes. We learned not only about ourselves, but we also learned about other people,
how we tended to deal with them, and how to relate to them. We learned through experience. and finally we lived our own lives:
the lives we had been waiting to live since childhood.
So, what is happening now on The Limb? If we looked around we could see various people each doing their own thing: some
were in their own world, isolated on their limb; some were on the wrong limb without knowing it, and were headed for trouble;
some were looking around wanting the one they weren't on, entangled by other limbs; and some were happy, in their own place
but not stuck there, Being where you are. not where someone else is or where you think you ought to be, means not worrying
about everyone else in the world, but it didn't mean not caring about them.
At Commencement the guest speaker. Jack Nelson, talked about the importance of taking chances and making choices:
"Solutions mean taking risks and making sacrifices for the good of the whole community." It was time for us to look further than
we had been used to looking. It was time to look at the reality of the world we lived in, to decide how we wanted that world to be,
and to make the necessary sacrifices. It was time to look further than "me:'
we could hear the rustle of conversations about
More and more
Ie all around us were
If we listened
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XYZ, a gallery located downtown above
College Inn, was run by students and local
residents.
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· .. such as a man might feel
who, while quietl4 crossing a
bridge over an ab4ss, suddenl4
sees that the bridge is being
taken to pieces and that he is
facing the ab4ss. The ab4ss
was real life; the bridge was
the artificial life [he] had
been living. It was the first
time that the possibilit4 ...
had occured to him and he was
horrified.
Leo Tollto4 from Anna Karenina
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